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inlet  diameter 

tube diameter 
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fluid inductance or inertance 
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mass flow 
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press'^re drop 

mean and supply pressure (gau^e) 

pressure (absolute) 

Prandtl number (= ., c /k) 

fluid resistance 

Reynolds number (= ITD/ ) 

gas constant 
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absolute temperature 
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The teclini ;ue3 of successful design often involve the fusing 
together of a wide ran^e of apparently contradictory requirements 
involving mainly technological, social, economic and aesthetic 
considerations. While some of the facets of engineering.' design have 
the appearance of re;.uiring only a mechanistic use of established 
information, nevertheless, technological progress has only been 
brought about by the designer's willingness to grapple with 
imperfectly understood ideas and transform them into marketable 
prDducts in the present not the future.  It is in this area that 
lesign is truly an art form. 

It has b»en evident for a number of years that fluidics would 
present the designer with a variety of difficult problems, and to a 
lanre extent the »Towth of fluidics has reflected this. The component 
iesi.-ner of pure fluidic uevices has been faced with reconciling 
intractable flui i mechanics problems with a larpe volume of empirical 
data. The systems designer has found the dynamic processing of 
information in a fluid media equally severe. Finally, the 
non-specialist user in designing applications has experienced some 
difficulties in translating his experience of electronics, pneumatics 
ind so on into the fluidics area. 

L 

Fortunately, technology is never static for long and some of 
the problems of the day disappear as new ideas and design philos- 
ophies emerce. While the component designer must still rely heavily 
on empirnal data for new designs of pure fluid devices, the system 
designer and user now has a widening range of standard devices at his 
disposal which may be used with a high degree of confidence. Whether 
'>r  not a designer chooses a fluidic solution to his control problem 
depends on many factors, bat we are now at the stage where a 
comparison with other techniques may be made with some economic 
realism. 

. TAZZTfF. FLUIDIC 3YSTEX ^OKPOT^NT CHARACTERISATION 

The small  signal analysis of lumped parameter characteristics 
associated with fluid components has to a lar^re extent been developed 
over many years  in the field of acoustics.    Fluid characteristics 
analogous to  the electrical  parameters of resistance,   inductance and 
capacitance have been identified and described for different flow 
regimes.    The use of passive components in fluidic as opposed to 
acoustic systems does involve some practical  differences,  such as:- 

a) Higher power levels are usually transmitted through the 
system. 

b) large steady flow levels may be superimposed on the signal. 

Preceding page blank 



c) Katchin^ to pure fluid amplifiere and switches is required. 

d) High velocitieL may occur in the system -ander compressible 
flow conditions. 

The most easily measure independent variables in a fluid 
system are, of course, pressure and average volume flow which, 
unfortunately, loses generality by excluding compressible flow. The 
use of mass flow rather than volume flow is more complete but leads 
to inconsistent units when measuring power.  Both Kirshner (Ref.l) 
and Taplin (Ref./) have suggested modifications to the pressure 
parameter to retain consistency when using mass flow as the other 
parameter.  Kirshner has proposed a mechanical potential from fluid 
mechanic considerations and Taplin from a fundamental thermodynamic 
approach used 

R 1 
f 

logeP 

Both suggestions have their merits but neither has found widespread 
acceptance for design worK, probably due to their dissociation from 
the measured physical variable. 

The lumped parameter characteristics of fluid components may 
be found from the properties of resistance, capacitance and 
inductance (OK inertance) analogous to their electrical^counterparts. 
Figure I indicates how pressure drop  p and mass flow V.  completely 
specifies each of these characteristics in a linear system,  tech 
will now be conr dered britfly from the design point of view. 

The linear properties of laminar flow through tubular and 
rectangular capillt  passages is attractive for providing 
resistance in analogue, and to a lesser extent digital, fluidic 
systems. Provided a fairly long capillary length is chosen 
(usually greater than 100 diameters) non-linear fluid entrance loss 
effects can be minimized to give a linear resistance characteristic 
at constant fluid temperature, with the resistance I given by (Ref.5)« 

128.1 

- DH 
(1) 

where    D 
L 

tube diameter 
tube length 

provided the flow is  laminar.    This requires  that the Reynolds 
N'umber, P   ,   satisfiec 

73 
?000 (2) 



The effect of viacoeity variations wltk  'empernt'ire may not 
ilways be  imored in .ieteminiry the resistance value, and  indeed 
this property has been exploited for temoerit-ire b^noiTg in some 
flttidio   ilrottitSt    Tlie aair. pnwti M]   •.f".»"r. pgr ; >.   in calculating 
laainar resistor valuer   Ll the extreme serr. • . v; •-;.■ tc errors  in 
■•a»urii>* the tube iidoeter in miniature cir.es.     ^er. the   iiaactOT 
variations  in hypodermic  tubirv »'ive considerable a^at^er  in 
calculated valuf. . 

' .i:.,v  af  thf channels and orifices  in fluidic systems are 
r>nt>njn1>r in jnape with low aspect  Mtio  'depth, h      width,   b).     In 
thia case the rec.-tance  for laminar flow condition! i« 

Ihl 
f-VI - (') 

.r.» r»> 

Kh\ • • ■ ' r.  :. 

-       -   L- ...„. - 

'>•■.   :.-   >f   ialettlatiag the capacitance associated with fluid 
;.•• - - ■.       ;- ;   ■  . ^.es and rhe  :r.ductar, •     r  .n^rtance associated 

.■;*;.  rittid  laartil are well   --.r.own for simple ►•»•jmeTic conditions. 
For a simple chamber of volume V,   it  can be snown    hef. ■')  that  when 
it is  filled with ■ f>erfect «ras,  such as air,   the capacitance  2 
caused by  r-^precc. »r. of the »ras  in the  shiatox in «river,  by 

(4) 
nF   : 

where :. polytropic  cone* ml 

For air tne value of n car^ vary between   I  and  1*4 depending on whether 
the pressure ch/uves  in the volume vary slowly or rapidly respect- 
ively.     Kati; Md HMti<  (hef.i) have conducted expenoerts, usin«- 
frecuency response methods,   to  determine the actual value of n under 
different dynamic conditions.    Their investigations or. cylindrical 
chamberc approximately confirms earlier Mieoretical worK  that  the 
polytropic constant n is a  function of a  freiuency parameter F, 
defined by 
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ui.ere  ].        •       iTandtl  nuabpr 

(5) 

ar^rular fr»iuency of oicillation 

For air,   .  :r  xiaatt       ..•thermal   conditiona  occur when  F       I  and 
aiiabatic    ^nditi^nB W4.n1 F in lon^ cylindrical  tubes,  although 
little er.'or apfx-are  tc arise when this  is also applied  to  short 
cylinders.     Fui ihcr work  is  re:uirea or. the heat   transfer oeahanism 
•■•oclated with  fluid capacitance effects  for more  complex ^reorrietries 
and 'onier varying load conuitiona. 

In tlnH   circuitry,   wherever hi^rh veiocity transient  flows 
<crar a oiaae   of  fluid  is accelerated or iecelerated causing c 

-■»I.T..:. - tnt  piesaure  ohan^e   lue to the fluid   .rertii.     In a 
relatively smail   iiaineter  tjbe of croBS-sectional  ITGH A and  length 
L it  oar. be shown HMI    "ef.''   the fluid inductanc«? or inertance I 
is <river.   :uite simply by 

'  I (6) 

The relationships of   ' and  I to  the mass flow and pressure drop are 
•»e  lefmel  .r.  :-'..-.ire   ', 

I 

lMi    f lumped flui 1  mertame could well  be extended 
beyond the simple .-eooetries   of tubes,  oonver*rent  and diver<rent  ducts. 

.. 1*.jns   involving inertanoe must almost   invariably  be  ooupled 
with a oorreBpondirw resistance term.    When   -onsiierirv the  frequency 
reapor.se these parame'era in  fluidic aysteme. very comionly the 
induct.ve rea^tan.-e is at least -ine order of magnitude anailer than 
the capa^itive reaotance or the resistance.  The exception to this is 
in resonant 'ircuits suoh as the Helmholtz resonator. 

Jome systemK parameters, suoh as orifice flow resistance, are 
non-1.near bu* their analysis is conaiderably aimplified if algebraic 
manipulation of linear functions is used. Yoat systems designers use 
the linearizing approximations of small signal analysis to overcome 
this difficulty while digital computer simulation ia increasingly 
being uaed for aynthesizing syntems with large signal changes. 

When the physical size of a fluid component becomes significant 
compared with the wavelength of the acoustic signal beirur propagated 
through it, the concept of lumped parameter properties for the 
component breaKB down and it must be considered to have spatial as 
well as time v^rirttions of pressure and flow.  This is connonly known 



as a diatribute :  : i:-..fer System arui   La  pirticularly rele\'ant. to the 
.-. ir i ■•»■:■.• . :   '.'.*>     mwtirv pass.v'en and 1 ineo  in fluidic 

systems.     A       ;.   . ItMbl« volume  ti   literature hM existed for many 
yeir;?   DT  ele-tr.il   klMMBlMi   ••   ;.:;en and acoustic properties of long 
". .:.e.-  :■.*   '.-.e »-rowth ftf LtttMPMl   la  fluidic systems has stimulated a 
fresf, mugt  of  :-«-.;e ir •:.  LatO fluii  transmission lines,    harly papers 

:.  flu.:  tSMMBlMioa ". .:.ej were based on an elemental one-dimensional 
> .  at rhe Lim   ■ :.. .. tlag   :'  i mal iat laalatMMa« laartaaoi and 

-ipacir-uue  terrr.s. .• .»T,   11  was cbserved that short  pulses and fast 
rise time •taps,  such as aiiht  occur in a  fluidic digital circuit, 

• •■ •      • ro  r : . ;..■   ttaaa such aodelsj predict. 

Althou^-:   UN   i^tual   trancm;mion litie  is not strictly 
or.p-i.^er..-.onal,   it   is possible  to  include va ylaf velocity profile 
u.: iwal ti wuttn tffaeti la tb       lal Mhioii largely aeowait for 
..-r.tl   Usparsioa«       Lassie ] ipan  :;•   '.-chols  (Rer.ri) and Iberall 

;r-ef.-     r. i .•<-   .-.•.■••.  'he  fMquaney  rsapoaas    f linear fluid lines 
.   ..•^-  •■ h  «.•..ie  -n-jwn  (laf«7) has aeveloped the 

ns  :   nd .•^-   tiaasiSBt response  based on the propagation operator 
.    haiaetaz Si       .::••..•.■<■       noaptl   • -T.. . ...r »o electrical 

sryinasri . ■•    ••   Ml  .• • :en.     •■*•.'.'))  har c-x'ended the analysis 
:';..:   •:•.•..••: Ml   LlaM with  raotaafttlaz   -ror^-section,  whiah  is 

particularl.v   rslavanl   I     ••    IjrMBJ 'is of integrated fluidic 
• •..•.. .rv .•• - pr gnSMI      taad   M tnese models,  workers 

■. ■:.  t.     ran i      ■ :.     bavt baaa   ibis *    .•.•.-.w ^ood correlation 
te*we*>.'.  tias   rati   i.   sad exr^rimer.*.!".   fre:'i«?r.:.v re3por,.7e character- 
Latles :  t •<■ ■    lafiasd Liasax I   :: kaxsiaati ■.   ■    the line. 

'.:.  praetici    i fluid txaa ■       I   n line  I     isaally terminated 
I  valve     r    rifles pr   tociac   I  r.on-1 .near pressure-flow 
tetariSti ■•     As  'he ooatra]   LapadsaM of most  fluidic elements 

;3 asl  :..►•:.,   si^aifiosal mean flows m.-iy  be  superimposed on the sigial 
".evel   thasatqr   .:.  rsaslnt   lial   ttl -n.     In a re^er.*   paper ."trunk 
i-ef.*     has  MM raad kbs llstortioo in ths fiaqusaay response 
kussd by orifice type loads nslac a partarbatioo *echni'que.    UP 

shows  that a seco:.: haiBOaiO   iistortion is produced which is a direct 
function of  t:.p  n* :o of the signal amplitude to the mean flow. 
". .rg a lead   irr-pedan^e gfaatar than the characteristic value reduces 
the iistortj   n   iltta  igt)   il   frsquaaoias close to resonance conditions 
distortion eaa be expected to -ncre'ibe. 

. r ::   • :.f   icri.-ners point of view,   fluidic  transmission lines 
rsaaia a  BOaplax azas   lad it   is onlikaly  that accurate predictions 
of their characteristics can be made without  recourse to computer 
;r ,-r-immej.    The tsaasisat rpsponse required for digital systems 
analysis  is more laborious to handle than the  frequency response 
and at  the precen*   *. ;~e no fast  transform method appearr to be 
available  to keep storage capacity reluirements within reasonable 
limits. 



5. FLUID DIGITAL DEVICEG 

Digital fluid devices may be broadly divided into non-moving 
part ('pure') and moving part and many of them perform similar 
functions. They may be classified as fluidic if they operate 
relatively rapidly compared with conventional pneumatic and 
electro-mechanical control valves and if they are also designed to 
have very high reliability. Operating pressures vary considerably 
from 0.1 to 20 bars and are generally dependant on whether they 
are 'open-centre', requiring flow through the device continuously, 
or 'closed-centre' requiring flow only during the switching action in 
most cases.  Pure fluid devices fall into the former category and 
therefore operate at low pressures while moving part devices are 
usually closed-centre and may have a wide range of operating 
pressures.  Fig. 2  taken from Bouteille (Ref.1l) summarises the 
classification of fluid logic devices in terms of operating 
pressures. 

The main types of pure fluidic digital devices are:- 

(i) Wall re-attachment 

(ii) Turbulence 

(iii) Momentum interaction 

although other effects such as jet impact modulation, vortex 
feedback, wall reflection, and so on have been used. 

The wall re-attachment of a jet, first described by Coanda, 
was used by Bowles in the late 1950's in a series of practical fluid 
logic devices which have remained virtually the same in general 
operation to the present day. The two basic elements are the 
R-3 memory device and the two input OR - NOR monostable device which 
may be used to generate all the standard logic functions, as shown in 
Fig.3 (Ref.1l). In all cases the elements are active, that is to say 
that a separate fluid supply is required, in addition to the input 
and output signals, with pressure levels in the range 0.1 to 0.7 bar. 

The turbulence digital element was developed by Auger (Ref. 12) 
a few years later using the well known transition of a laminar jet of 
fluid to the turbulent state. It produces only an active multiple 
input NOR function and consequently the range of standard logic 
functions require rather more elements for their implementation as 
shown in Fig.4. (Ref.11). Supply pressures are usually very low in 
the range .015 to .15 bar. 

Passive momentum interaction elements for digital applications 
seem to have been originally suggested by Greenwood (Ref.15) and has 
lead to the development of OR, AND, EXCLÜSIVE-0R, and HALF ADDER 
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functions. Glaettli (Ref.14) and otherc have also suggested an 
active BQQIVAIJMCE element baaed predominantly on tlie same principle 
which is useful in some computational circuits. Because of signal 
degradation through a passive fluid logic device, care must be taken 
in cascading such elements and usually a prefered arrangement is to 
integrate passive elements into the inputs of active wall re-attach- 
ment elements thereby giving greater logic power and flexibility and 
minimising the danger of the user placing passive elements in 
unusable configurations. 

While the early development of pure fluidics took place 
largely in America, the corresponding expansion of low pressure 
moving part devices took place mainly in Eastern Europe at 
approximately the same time. Of course, high pressure pneui^atic 
poppet and spool valve systems had existed long before then and 
indeed hal been designed in systems as logic devices by, for example, 
^artonair In I-^ngland. However, the new generation of moving part 
device;.- were highly miniaturized and simple «.'eometrically making them 
very reliable with good response so that they could be built into 
complex circuits. 

The main types of moving part digital devices are:- 

(i) Double diaphragm stack with static force balance. 

(ii) Three diaphragm stack with static force balance or 
back-pressure operation. 

(iii) Gingle diaphragm with flow over surface. 

(iv) Single diaphragm with ejector nozzle. 

(v) Free foil. 

Although other moving part  devices have been made based on different 
principles,  undoubtably the high reliability possible with diaphragm 
actuation has  lead to its inclusion in all  the most successful 
configurations.    Operating pressures  ^re usually in the range 0.1  to 
1  bar although higher pressures may be used. 

Historically the triple-diaphragm Useppa unit developed in the 
OSSB was the first of the low pressure moving part logic systems to 
be reported by Berends and Tal  (Ref."1) and this was  followed shortly 
by the Dreloba double diaphragm device  in  the GDR,  operating on the 
force balance principle, attributed to Töpfer et al   (Ref.16). Fig.5. 
shows  the logic function of this device.     The configuration was 
üubseiuently refined in a three diaphragm arrangement called 
Trimelog by Helm et al in Hungary.     Yet a  further system developed by 
Brychta  (Ref.l?) independently in Czechoslovakia consicts of a 
diaphragm restricting the output from an ejector nozzle, which has 

II 



the advantage in  some applications that  the output pressure may be 
switched between  supply and suction pressures.    More recently 
diaphragm valves  have been developed in West Germany and a novel 
planar diaphragm element which performs  the logical '.'OK  function has 
been reported by Jensen et al   (Ref.18)   in America.    Very hifh 
packaging densities appear to be possible with the latter 
configuration together with rapid response.    Fig.6. from Ref.11 
iiummarisea  the standard logic  functions  for the element. 

Possibly the simplest type of geometry for a moving part  logic 
device is  provided by the foil element  originally proposed by Bahr 
(Ref.l i)  in 1 ■* r .    The basis of the element is a  free moving disc or 
foil contained in a chamber of a shape  to constrain the feil to move 
in a direction normal  to the plane of the foil.     The parts of the 
chamber to which  the supply,   input and output connections are made 
determine  the logic function of the element.    The main configuration 
give NOT,   OR, bistable and diode functions. 

A number of pure  fluid and moving part devices fall into the 
category of threshold logic devices;   that  is, elements with several 
input connections arranged GO  that they switch when a given number 
of input  signals are present.     Such devices have great  logic power 
but are usually very complex and rather slow in operation.    Po&sibly 
the most  ingenious of these is a multiple bag diaphragm arrajigement 
developed by 3tivin (Ref.'?) in Czechoslovakia for machine tool 
applications.    It  is possible that its complexity made  it unreliable 
in operation. 

.1. DIGITAL COr-TOIIETr CHARACTERISTICS 

The design of fluidic circuits using digital components require 
the specification primarily of power consumption, fan-in and fan-out, 
pressure and flow recovery, and swi.-hing characteristics. 

Considerable attention has been paid to the power consumption 
of pure fluid wall re-attachment devices,   which by their nature are 
open centre devices.    For the flow of an incompressible fluid from a 
rectangular crocn-eection nozzle,  the supply pressure,  p  , and the 
supply power W    are given by 

B • 

■   2 
e 
; (7) 

-      U 
2    '      £ 

Ml •      =      — (8) 
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.'mall   (Kef.  o) has  shown that the minimum operating Reynolds 
Vumber for wall re-attachment  is independant of elements size so that 
the minimum power consumption of an element,     (*„)„,„>  for a given 
fluid can now be expressed from equation (3) as o mm 

(W  )   . s mm 
'^onst. 

(9) 

In otner words,   the minimun. power consumption is  inversely  proport- 
ional   to element size.    !^uller (Hef.21) and others  have confirmed 
the same relalionahip.     It would also be expected  that the  turbulence 
amplifier would show the same characteristics although the  power 
levels would be much lower. 

Various workers,  including Glaettli, Müller and Zirw^ (Hef.2?), 
have  shown that  the minimum Heynolds Number of spontaneous  turbulent 
wall   re-attachment  is  in the region of 2,500 -  ',000 for a unity 
aspect ratio nozzle.    This may be reduced somewhat   for aspect ratios 
up to  ^ or 4  but  increases abruptly for aspect ratios of less tiian 
unity.    Tests by hechten and lückler  (hef,   ■') show  that  it   is possible 
to obtain re-attachm-rnt well  into the  laminar flow repimc,  at the 
expense of power consumption,   by wing arpect  ratios of at  least  10. 
In practice most wall  re-attachment devices operating with »^ases are 
desiitmed with an aspect ratio between ? and   '.  hased  on a nozzle width 
in the rajvre 0.?5 - n.40 mm.     ."upply  pressures are usually chosen well 
away  from the minimum '•eynolds  dumber condition,     .     to 0.7 bar beiry? 
typical.    This corresponds to a power consumption  in  the ran^re 1   - 10 
fluid watts.     In comparison the turbulence amplifier normally consumes 
rather less  than 0."   watt. 

Digital  fluidic devices are not confined  to air as the supply 
fluid but have been used wi'.h water,   oil,  steam,  Kerosine and so on. 
It is unlikely that  complex Ij.-ic rircuito nslng pure  fluidic devices 
operating with liquid supplies  will  be used to any  significant extent 
due to hi^-h power consumption  involved.    For example,  a small size 
wall  re-attachment element usiiv hydraulic oil  typically consumes 
"00 fluid watts of power.    However,   there is an interesting trend 
to use large  scale pure fluidic elements f^r process  control 
applications  in which the device is  inserted iiNetly  in a  l.cuid 
or ras stream to provide such  functions HS flow metering,   diversion, 
regulation and mixing.     Load matching vent channels are usually 
omitted to avoid re-circulating the process  fluid and the element 
profile is designed for the particular load conditions required by 
the application. 

Yoving part  devices,   require  little power when used in 
pneumatic logic circuits and may operate at pressures often in 
excess of 1   bar.    Kost of these elements do not require continuous 
power consumption in any switched state, apart  from  that due to 
small   leakage  flows,  but rather a static pressure signal combination to 
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hold  the  devi^r   in  the  reiuirri utatp.     However,   iuriii*.' IVltohlflC the 
■uppljr  ."Uii vent   ports  imy he n.iraentan ly  OOtaMOted  togvthtr thereby 
HMUlng tigniti ■ uit   power  LoCMt  for very chort periods of time. 
Jtatio   ■witohln^ elemeiito n«iy  bt   tealgned   in  which  the  vent  port  is 
ilw.i.va  oloMd   before  the supply port ; "IK-i during the switching 
cycle.     They  nnniUM   little  power and KM  part ioularly useful  for 
■oaplex,   low   .-p. f-i oir-uitry.     ;iowever,   the apparent advantage of 

moving jmrt   kwic devices over their pure  t'luid coiuiterpart  io not 
atrai^rhtforwar i at;  lo^i •  power,   response   tine ;ind so ot\ must  be  taKen 
into  AOOOUnt   in  decilin,* the  btal   type  of device  t i use. 

,:.    Ult   f    wor    ■   MUB] '      •    '•     .   r-»--.. ■•.    of  BOVing  part   dfvi -p-.t   it 
low,   tnere  Li       M ■ttzmetimi in usin^- thMB  for liquid :yctems.    Of 
cour:-> .   ■     i   ! ir»-»' txtanl   U Li   .•.■.    b«*0  doM   for HUty years, 
particularly  ir. hydraulic    ,.•.:,.• where  relatively  lar^e spool  valves 
ire  w. :»•...    .. •   :   for ■•qume«   'ontrol.      r'vide;   'he oil   is well 
filtered,   'i.er»-   La  little   loubl   thai   highly Blnlaturlasd valves 
COttld   be  oaad   With  the  adVUltAgai      I   :...-•.   ;     ikixig density,   improver; 
rMpooM and raducad coal 

Kan-in,   thai   is  the number of Input    tonnacti   : ',   to wall- 
attAOtaBtnl   '.•• •     • U lallj   Li     ■••■■   bgf  ►•e'af'tric  considerations  to 

•'  or  .1   with  the  oontr   1    'h.ir.ne!.    iontlTging into   I   ; >3alvi uuiction, 
the .output of which p.a.        :. re •*:;,■ * < tha wall  ra aTtart—nt contr'1 
port.      ...::■   i. .   v.-       : t ■■<•'.  .-..T.al   LaolutlOO over earlier dMl^ia at 
the expense of   I     >      Lgna]    »ttanuati   r..        tr      .t,   ir  the number of 
parallel   outp-;*    ■  •.:.>••.   r.,-,      i ►• veme i   by   'he   ;.»iial   amplification 
at   swit-h:t>'  in   ralatlon t     tha control   input   re ;ui rements.     A;:  the 
preasure--'   -w   tharactarlatloa   »f both   tontr I   ^ I   vtpal  ports are 
nnn 11 mar, tha * t.-.   itt is coRvanlantly  lataxvlaad by graphically 
auparia]  .■.;-•  iontx I  awltohlag   haraotarlatloa oa the output 
pre.'sure-flow   •►.tra  ter.. '        u   ihoaB   la   .-',»•.-.     A   I'.in-iut  of .   -  4 
is usually   »btained for   • mrervatively  designed elements with  pressure 
taco^aiy sacrifi-e.: U   obtain  laipTnfail reiial;lity.     Slghar !'.in-in 
flfuraa are ;  aalbla aalag althar planar  )r tubular tarbnlanoa 
amplifiers witt; good   I        ttlon between  lapal   BlfRalaa     A BOTiac pari 
device,   on  the   other handi   la  ol'en  constructed with a   f.tn-in of   I   or 
.   but  witi; aa   infinite   fan-out. 

one    ;   tha   nla artrantajaa claimed ;or fiuidlc digital datrloaa 
o"er convent;   :. ■:   ::.e-h-aniMl   ,-uid elect ro-anchaalaa]  niovir^- ivtrt 
control   devices,   lar>re ar i small,  is  the  fast  response  time.    Typical 
viiuee of avltohlaff rlaa claa foond in pvaoileal elements is 

.'—'   ms  f r pure  flul i   •ypec  a.-   ipposed  to   1-1 10 ms  for moving jvirt 
elements, dapandlng prlaarlljr on their sir.e.    [a  taablaatlaoal« and 
most  sequential    'ircuits,  for  industrial  applications  the   !i'Terences 
.r. awll shlng Bpaad   ire  not crucial,  except   for modules  sue!,   c 
counters,   shift   registers,   pulc.e ch-ip^rs and  so on.     ' ven Mhan 
couTiters  are used the  c/cllag r;»te  la  often modest   ao  thai many 
solutiuna  are pose :!;>■. 
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D const,  b (ll) 

The  transiMlt response of a trvuismisaion  line har  'tlre-iv/ been 
lincussed but  if we asnime a   r;'-.<r . iir.ple mo lei  with  'ne  line and 

.: rt>r»—t«d  \:■   lumped parameter rMistailM   ■  BBd capacitar.ce C, 
then the rise time      _ of th«   |   U ■'r    1     |   n«nta   «.'h a .vir as  the 

:.   •    uu .• jrally,  consider.-ille attention has  been  paid to the 
mechanism of switching in pure  flu: i »-lement;-- and to the potential 
for laer*Ming psrfoxwne««     ■:.   m "irly paper Johnston  fHef.r'4) 
Jemonctrate i  that   over a  wide  rave of i'eynolds  "umbern   for ■ 
turbulent   re-attached jet,   the .'trou}.al  IJuciber based on the supply 
jet velo'.,v   ■.: I nozsl« width HM potentially constant.     In other 
words,  the ■witching t:me,       r>,     :   1  wall  re-attach-ient element is 

b                                     b' 
const.      — conr».        (101 

:• 
e 

.■;.pre " . MTag* mi] p]      • •  v« 
•' 

f  r   ■ .•.. • u •      •■ '•.-:.   .       ' .  •.t.-r.   UM  Bwitching time wou! I 
be expecte : tc   :•-   r-o ..-..  ..•:.  th*       IMT9    I   thi . ■'   .•.:•:., 
B wf/er, tlaatnl    ■■••■ ■■-.   «  th L(   •>. •.•;.   auoh MMIICT ".I :>    . '  mn 
run  into   Lifficultl«!  -.•:.  ;    .:. Lir.-   ! i.-.r-r ,-r .';.   iff*otii)g 
re-attaciimer.t.  '■'. '..:•■:■ •••    •   .       ■ .:     •-:.:.-  probl« .•  :  BO on. 
It is therefore   .:..•...   that        -. . - .■   tma ■■   .••  :-'.ent 
►-er.eratior. •laaanl     «.*  hing ".  •        ■   :•     bl IIIM I  .:. thii   •«•>;.•.    Ror 
is   it  particulir., •    :'    I       ;•    ■<"..•    th*     -.'    •..:.,-   ■:::.■■   by 
increasin*- *hc Rayn Ldi '■ •    ■ r   if |  wer sonaumpti       In r 
iramatically    :   ■ .     .     Inothtr postll   lil I     -■..*■■.(   .■ ipply 
nozrle aspec*   ntJ     «■..le holding the     .: n  . : .f velocity consta:.* 
in the hope that  |   «• r      nsiapti  n   ■ r.  bä   I   Mn     without affecting 
wall  re-a* *a::j:.fr.*   *       lignifj    irtly. .• v.-^r,   11   would appear that 
Hi  low aspect ratios  (l* .   -    • :     ■.    '.       '■■•   1 .-.•   :..:*• I  H     'arts 
to noticeably   .;    rM •  «•.. „••'-:*■   thai   th*  Blaplt ex; rf>j.-ion for 
■witching time ►-.ven above     .:■..'   } shoul .  b* 1   111   ••:.     It  is 
eviient  thkl   ilth   igt) some rtduction  -r. power eonsilBptlon may be 
made In  *;.,c way   ♦hene  r»-luiremer4:'   . r<     ::     ■ :   •     tl   M   >f mm..um 
switching time,   so  inevitably »oa» iezLt-n  :om.        .   •• Bast  be made. 

To  complet«  th* pictur*   LI   aust   be remembered thai   the 
response  tia*    :    1   "ir-..-   mal   .■   : . le the iigna]   pure time   lelay 
through the corn.»-   ting   LiMl  arid th* ri:e  or   ;<• ■■iy  tlaa   t^cociated 
with its tmunisaion   ban tari rtica«    Tha p'xre tia*  leia.v,       , 
..- .-.ver. bj  tha ]        L apaad     ;        md diridad by the connect.in- 
line len»'".. whJ  ;. varlai    tin   tlj  ..*;. alaaaal   liaat      :.", that is, 
with nozzle width.    Thii  *e aajr writ« as 
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workirv fluid can be shown to be 

■   :..■• . 

;', ' 

:;. 

const.. b' 

,h 
(12) 

wh^rc p    in  the mean prescu-e in the  capacitance.    Thi;?  in asnumiiv 
that  the crmponent  shapes   ire   u.altered by  r~.'uin#.     The exprecaion 
has a uimiiar form to the uwitriiirv time  for the elemer.t altho'o^'h  it 
is more sensitive  to Reynoldp 'lumber.    " rt   desij.'nera of fluidic 
circuits ten:  '     :•»• race the heynolls Number 'luite appreciably in the 
eaatMetlag  lines ro  that  the ooraMOtioo ri.;e  time may  be rUi.ificant 
in some  :'•..■•     :•■: .•.:.,•   -ircuits,   cucn ao one-shot pulse ■faApcn« 

The  problems     :'  : n-:. ■■ITI**  the dynamic   performance of a 
turbuler. f-  iBplifier   •.•<   :■'•.(■:■   i.fferer.t  as  the transition between 
laminar and   turtolllMll   lUppljr flow re,-;mes produces unequal  owitch-on 
rjid twitch-Off   '.'•ararteri:-* ics.     :iaypn   (ftef.   ' )   hM   -irnociated a pure 
time  iel.iy  with both the  riM  tiM   (iwitob-on) and the decay time 
f sw: tcl. - jff ^   -'f the trnplitin» 

The  :--re  time   :<•.        ..-.d twit   :.ir*' ri:-e   time  expressions are 
similar in  f■rm to  E -n.1     for the wall  re-attachmer.t   device. 
Prrillm size and   in^reasiiw . .. :   y prvssuTM w juld both be expected 
to  improve  rfesp:r;;-e.     however,  as  the liM     f the turbult-rice amplifier 
decreases,   the stati:-  off stare output  pressure  InOf—M and the pain 
decreases,   thereby  limiting the  fan-out.    A minimum value of free jet 
le/vth be'weer.  the  ^  r.trol   port and receiver e jual   to   '  cm appearc  to 
be realistic   from  thit c  ■■ Lteration,     Increasir^ the supply pressure 
significantly reducer  the   delay tiaM iad  the switch-or. rise time but 
the residual   turbulente  in  the Jet also appears  to  increase very 
mar<edly producirv awitcn-on times approximately one order of 
roa^T.itude <*reater than the switch-^ff *ime.     Typical   pure time delay 
times are     .S ms,  switch-off time  1 ms,  switch-on time ' -''-■ ma.     It is 
tnerefore doubtful  whether si»rnificant  improvements  in the  dynami" 
performance of the  turbulence amplifier can be made until switch-on 
rise t;men  car. be made appre-iably nor^   r*  '   '   .1»,    probably by 
reducing rerid^al   turbulence  in the suppl..   jet. 

■.•    IjmaBio  response of mcviiv p^Tt    trvicer   ; .■  to a  lar^e 
extent  dependent  on  the  inertia of the  fluid and BOTiag ;arts, 
fluid compressibility,  .ar. i  risootti ":'fe-,•:■.     Kott moving part lopio 
devices use  free or  sllftpcd   liaphra^l   • r.fu-urations   operating on 
force balance principles.    Ttm   ■• ■     ■      -able of the greatest decree 
of miniaturisation w.th low iner^a  ir the   free  foil  element.    Work 
by Hahr  ^'-ef.'"?) has shown  that  the theoretical  switching time of 
auch elementn  has  exactly  the came   for::, as    ~n. '     for wall 
re-attachment elements with dimension  'b*   representirv now a 
,-haracteristic  dimension of the  foil chamber.     He  indicates a 
switching tine of     .'•  a;-  for a  typical  air operated  foil element of 
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i.aineter .   nns althou^ti It  is not cler»r whether thll has  been confirme'i 
experimentally.    The  limitation on fan-in would appear to  impede  thfl 
^uc^essful  deve!jpement  of  the  foil  element  for fart acting hi^h 
packa^in^r itonaity  lo^ic blocks  but the   ievelopment  jf the ridge 
iiaphrafOT element   from  thir  concept  hau  been   •fimmercial ly more 
succesaful.    Jenne;:,  duller .and Jcaaffer (R*f(18]  in a comprehensive 
account »?ive a ■witching time  in the region of 1   -   i.'   ms  for a 
push-pull  inverter   ■iicuit  consist in^r of three iiaphra*"ms.    The 
st.andard arrangement   i;   to use a separate din; • :i,-:.   :haBb«x for each 
input  but even so high ,)ackaging densities are possible,     formally 
some   flew  is always present  through the logic oizouit so   that   "'he 
fan-out is no lorver  infinite.     In practice a value of 4  il used 
although higher fan-outs are  poMibl«« 

Inev.tably with moving part lo^ic devices,   if they   ■.:•>■ 
desi^-ned to have greater logic power  tht MChanloal  complexity 
ir.^reajer an: ^3  thore  IL-  come  loss of response,    "he well-znown 
Hussi ::.   tnd    -..■•    '■«■:-..:. moving  part   logic f^lementr use nrjltiple 

• .     .-   if   Liaphngne  '      icl .•■■ve a vrtnety of log;: functions within 
one standard bine--.     F ^wf-r eoasuBptJ m  li ■•■T-J low and swi'chirv: times 
•ire rather lorver than  'he  n Igt   liaphragB elemen'   due  to the hi.-her 
.nertia of  the   liaphra*rr.  , • i-   .     Tupfer  ('::€?.'• )  h  .    ■. ven switching 
f   i::r xir.ately   I   ;;..■   '   r  the  two liapimgl  .-tacf.,     . ) mr   for three 

LiaphngBt«   '..'   mr  for fiv  and   <.'. mn  for ten   Laphrrn.-mr. 

I  have   iealt  at  some  leru-ti. witn UM   IjnMBlr  characteristics of 
......     ievi;e.   la    T-AT to shed come  lifht  on future element design 
trMldlt     It a;;ear.-   mlJ   •■..■   that  I   Biatvriaation   tan br  taken much 
t\irthtr withou4  vrr;.   ;.i,-'    Ll Iti   .   costs for tooliiv* and  it   is probable 
that a lar.-^r .    •.••er  ::. alaaant    ■.ar-icteristicc la a production batch 
would also have to be toler-ite:.    !.' ne of the elements  dicucsed showei 
any draoati'- ad'/antage  due  to scalirv   lown  BT increasirv: the operatiru- 
Ter»-.' level   go  ;•   Ll  jr table thai   alaatnt rianuf toturerr will  not be 
able  to improve s.gnificantly on present   lay characteristics.    '• iwever, 
there is still room for manoeuvre la   laoi liagi  riot so much on element 
profile or   liaphraga ci-e,   but what  lo»-iü  furr.tions are  best suited to 
■ particular standard logic bloc/. 

Bouteille      '■■.'',  hac i^id^ a BOBparison botwaan  the power 
jonaucption an: cw.*   •...:*■ tpaadl of Loth fluid .arid electronic devices 
which ic reproduce: in Fig.'*.    This suggests  that moving part 
pneuma*.■   I igj     Ll  "he mort   economical   in very low speed applications, 
such as Ittparvil   ry   :yi:*e~.r  and  il  very attractive even up  to 
peratirv speeis of   '   B   .     It  thfl    ther extreme,  where very fast 

cw; tching spee ir,  arc  raquixad alactr :.:    cystemc are unchallerured. 
i-ire  fluidic  devices when compare;  La  this way, are prefered to 
raving part  deviser   La  thfl  rangfl   1  -   '       BZ  of operation.     It murt 
be emphasised that   this      i    .:..• n   ll not complete as many other 
aspects,  such ac  overall  system cost,   sensor specification, 
reliability, environment,  tto*«  aual   be considered before a final 
..   tem choice  ic made. 
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5.        DIGITAL MODUIJ::: 

Until comparatively recently,   iecigners  of pure  fluidic 
devices were slow to exploit one of their advantages  over most 
moving part devices.    This was to assemble in one module several logic 
function profiles at very little extra cost and almost negligible 
increase  in size.    Farly wall re-attachment elements  suffered from 
poor input  isolation until input vent ports were added at the expense 
of some  input  signal  degradation.     It was then a short ntep to make 
the input  vent  arrangement  into a passive OR  junction,  commonly with 
two or three  inputs.    More recently passive AM) and one-shot pulse 
shaper circuits have also been used as  inputs  in integrated designs 
with both OR KOh and bistable profile?. 

This has been beneficial  in several   respects.     L/Ogic function 
power has been increased without   increasing air consumption. 
Pacica^-ing passive elements within the standard logic block has 
re luced  the circuit   design problems of the user, as signal 
matching becomes easier.     Improved dynamic responce is also 
possible  in some cases. 

Element  designers are now more conscious of the need to ma'ne 
their fluidic  components into standard logic blocks suitable for 
general   industrial usage with the minimum of assembly difficulties and 
maximum immunity to air supply and environmental contamination.    Kost 
current commercial pure fluid devices ha%'e  filters built ^nto the 
profile to protect tne supply and control nozzles from internal 
contamination and similar filters protecti-v the vent channels and 
bias ports  from external contamination.    Experience has shown that 
the high de»rree of reliability inherent  in the  concept o'.  pure 
fluidic elements may only be realised by ."ttention tc   'lis sort of 
detail. 

.Yany processes have been tried for manufacturing pure fluidic 
elements but  the main types which have involved  for small elements 
are etched flmas«  etched metal and epoxy resin casting.    With correct 
bonding the first  two processes ^a.v be used over a very wide operating 
ter.perature raive while the  latter has  the advantage of comparative 
cheapness.    Although injection moulding has been successfully used, 
it has not  leal to a mass produced very low cost element.    This is 
largely due to  the  trend towards  rather more complex profiles 
mentioned earlier which would significantly increase die costs.    The 
etching processes are particularly useful  for multi-layer 
configurations required in compact integrated  designs whi-h can be 
achieved without appreciably increasing manufacturing costs.    Circuits 
of this complexity would be very difficult to achieve using injection 
T.oulding methods. 
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In the majority of  industrial  fluidic aprlioations  the primary 
reason  for choosing   this   type of control  is  the attractiveness of 
detecting or sensing pneumatically.    The construction of many types of 
fluidic  sensor is simple and may ^'ive rise to an apprecralle improve- 
ment in reliability and lower cost compared with other methods of 
ietection.     If jensiryr  is attractive pneumaticilly the extension  to 
sikTial  processing' and amplification usiiv fluidic circuits is a 
natural  development.    This can *.:ive rise to cheaper overall  systems 
as,  for example, expensive  interface valves between different media 
ire avoided. 

The  aa.iority of fluidic sensors use the variations  in the 
:;..■.•"•    •-   pira-T.eter beirv measured to modify the characteristics of 
one or more fluid jets.     Position,   liquid level,  temperature, 
flovrate are examples of common parameters sensed directly with jets 
and this list may be extended if simple moving parts are used in 
:or.junction with jets,     r'or example,  relatively inexpensive pressure 
»•aiu-es may be mc iif ei so  that a hi«"h pressure may be detected with 
a low pressure  fluidic circuit by attaching a bacr: prersuro sensor to 
a bourdon tube subjected to the hiph pressure.    Alternatively,   if 
multiple digital  output  Lu<mals are required for different pressures, 
in^erruptible jets may be placed round  the periphery of a pressure 
dial ^au^re so that   'he pointer interrupts  the jet at  the  desired 
pressure.    This method can be extended  to any dial indicator (for 
example,  weight,  temperature,  volta**) with the advantage  that the 
fluidic  detecting circuit  is completely  isolated from the variable 
being meisured. 

The commonest  types  of jet  configurations used for sensing' are 
the back pressure,   interruptible jet and conical or proximity jets. 
The back pressure sensor has  been used for many years as an 
amplifying device in pneumatic and hydraulic circuits.     A  retaliated 
supply passes  flow through a restriction  into the back pressure 
chamber which is then vented, usually to atmosphere.    An object 
placed close to the venting flow causes  the pressure  in  the chamber 
to increase,  which in the extreme case has a value equal   to the 
supply pressure when the vent nozzle is complrtely blocked.    The 
device is very sensitive to changes in the position of the object 
when closer than approximately one-qu^'-ter of the nozzle  diameter. 
However,  as the vent nozzle  diameter is usually kept as  small as 
possible  to limit power consumption,  the useful working gaps are 
very small, 0.05 to 0.? mm being typical.    Tne signal gene^itel 
by the sensor usually activates the fluidic digital switching 
element  directly requiring the input nozzle to be sufficiently small 
so that no appreciable flow is taken from the sensing element.    Apaxt 
from the good dynamic response of these  sensors  they also possess  the 
Hdvanta».-e of ne*:li^ible hysteresis, a factor which is important in 
sensing. 
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The interruptible pneumatic aensor IG uaeful  for censing 
objects in the range 0.    or '0 cms.    The simple form of the sensor 
consists of a supply ,iet  nozzle and receiver axially aliened but 
aeparateJ by a gap.    A  relatively high pressure ai^mal  can be 
recovered in the receiver when the supply jet passes across the gap. 
Any object passing thr'ugh this gap interrupts  the jet  stream and 
reduces the receiver pressure nominally  to ambient conditions.    The 
two pressure levels may be readily detected by fluidic  switching 
elements.    The sensor lias  the  important advantages that  the texture 
of the objects is not  important and the ^rap setting is not critical. 
The configuration  doc^,  suffer from the disadvantage  that  the receiver 
may entrain ambient  nmit—lllltxl air with the Jet thereby causing 
unreliable operation. 

By slightly pressuriau.,- the receiver the problem of receiver 
jontamination may  be overcome.    Vhen no object   is present,  the supply 
jet  impinges on the lower pressure Jet  leaving the receiver thereb,- 
restricting the vent  flow which in turn raises the pressure at  the 
censor outlet,    »hen an object interrupts the rnain jet  the receiver 
.•ent flow increases causing a corresponding reduction  in the outlet 
pressure.    Another solution  is  to use P diaphragm operated back 
pressure jensor for the receiver.    Thiü has the advantage that  the 
iiaphragm isolates the - or; tamination from the pneumatic circuit 
and also provides more sensitive dete-tion.    .'et <raps with this 
configuration may  be increased to  nver  'rt cm. 

The sensitive laminar jet has been usei to sense objects over 
much larger distances.    A  supplementary Jet is used to trigger 
turbulence  in a main jet-pressurized receiver confisuration with the 
»rap now being between th^ supplementär:»' and main Jets.     *hen an 
object interrupts  the supplementary Jet a laminar main Jet is 
re-establi.;hed which causes the vent flow to fall,  thereby 
increasijv the censor output  press-ore.    .iensiiv distances may be as 
large as  100 cm with good shiel'iing of the  laminar Jet   from 
environmental noise. 

If an annular nozzle is used for detection the structure of 
the  conical  Jet issuing from it may be utilized to sense the 
presence of objects approximately one nozzle diameter away.    The 
range of waps is usually from 0.0«j to '   cms.     %y a suitable choice 
oi" cone aivle,  the Jet may b^ deflected by  .he presence of an object 
into an a^ymoetrio  configuration so that an output senciiv port 
located close; to  the deflected jet  indicates a relative  reduction in 
pressure.    Ar advantage of the senr.or is that   it acts as a switch 
itself with a zero cross-over pressure for object distances of 
approximately one nozzle diameter.    Against this must  be weighed the 
relatively large air consumption of most of these sensors,   together 
with  their rather slow response,     iiysteresis effects may also be 
present. 
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Air powered aoouslic  .ensora are aimilar in  principle  to -eil-eatablishe-1 
electro-acoucti: detection systems employing continuous wave and pulse 
echo tranaiLission techniqueö.     A continuous  wave Bystem involves a 
transmitter,  which emits a continuous wave,   and a target which reflects 
a portion 01   it bacf.  to the  re -eiver.     The received wave is   time  delayed 
compare: w-th the transmitted wave thus giving an indication of the 
tnr.-et  distance.    These sensors,  while beir^r in their infancy,   show 
promise of   listance  resolution to one-half a  wavelength with a range 
of fron      cm to several metrea.    ilowever,  the circuitry involved with 
the sensor is appreciably more complex than with the  types  previously 
ip;-   ribe i. 

■• - r-'iiNAT: ::AI A:Z "rnrriAi. . 1.   . r.. . ... 

Digital  fluidic elements are very largely assembled  in 
combinational  or serjential  circuits  confi^mrations  for industrial 
applications.    Host  simple circuits are combinational  in nature;   that 
:s,   the  output  .'U-nal   ■ombination is always a UM-;ue selection of the 
input  pioTuil   ooabination«     In more complex circuits a particular 
output   ri»m,-il  aay be re-;uired "nore UMM once  durirv tne complete 
macr.ine duty  cycle,   so that  it  is no  longer possible  to specify a 
unique input  ■i^BAl   combination.    .> juential   circuits are designed 
to overcome  this problem by .-enerating a memory function so  that 
the time seiuence of events  in the  cycle may  be identified. 

The difference  between  these  two fundamental   types  of circuit 
MB be   ^uite simply  illustrated by an example of two mechanically 
inter? :!j.r-  'e:  paMMtio cylinders A and B,   shown in Fig.').     A» 
ienotee  the *>x*er.L-ion of the  rod of cylinder A while A- signifies  the 
retract.,:. .±j.: so on.    .Imail   letters a-d denote the positions of limit 
switchec at   the end nf cvl  nder strorces to detect completion of that 
part  of the cycle.     If a L jmplete machine cycle ;s A*,  F1',  A-,   B- 
then the rod of cylinder A  traces a square pattern  in space  through 
a,  b,  c,  d.     ?ach limit switch signal   then uniquely defines  the next 
cvl.:.der action reiuired and  the control logic required is  said to be 
combinational  as there  is no  signal ambiguity.    However,  if the cycle 
had beer. A«,   :■•.   •-,   A-  then  it  is seen that   the rod of cylinder A 
traces ar.  ^shaped patterr.  in  space which does not require  the use of 
llBlt switch d but nqoiXM  two signals from limit  switch b which 
have to provide different  .-ylinder actuation  coinmand signals.     The 
circuit must  therefore remember the order m which the actuation 
signals are  performed which implies  the use  of memory elements. 
This would  be an example of sequential circuit design. 

I.'o particular problems  should  be encountered now in designing 
fluidic combinational circuits  u element character!sticc such as 
fan-in and fan-out,   pressure  recovery,  and so on are conservatively 
specified by aanufi-turers.     standard synthesis and  reduction 
procedures u;;ir>- Boolean Algebra, mapping and tabulation methods may 



all   be used to a'ivanta^«» by  the deei^ner familiar with these 
techniques.    Fluidic  cumbinational  circuits rarely reach the level 
cf complexity that  excludes  the intuitive approach of the practical 
engineer,  and in some cases,  alternative designs may all provide a 
correct solution to a problem while displaying different features. 
The  criterion for selection under such circumstances   IF usually on 
the  basis of overall   system cost but  air consumption may alsr  be of 
considerable importance   in a pure fluidic circuit. 

'.Ugh pressure pneumatic  sequential circuits are still commonly 
iesi^med by  i/.tuitive practical metnods although systematic  desipn 
procedures,   such as  the commercial Yartonair,   Lucas and FiT>ts methods 
in the U.K. are available.    Taking the Varto   iir cascade method 
[r.ei.3] as an example of this lurjup,   the cycle sequence is divided 
up  into groups of operations  in which no cylinder operation appears 
more  than once.    A   three-port valve acts as a limit  switch on each 
cylinder movement and each cylinder has .1 five-port  pilot operated 
valve associated with it.     In addition,  one  less  five-port memory 
valves than the number of groups are needed.    Fig.10  shows  the 
resulting circuit  to   implement  the A»,  R*,  P-,  A-,   sequence.    The 
two groups are A-,   p.,  and B-,  A- and the memory valve Y serves to 
energize the sensors  x  for the appropriate group of the sequence at 
tne appropriate time  whilst de-ener»-izing those which are not 
required.     In this  particular circuit the limit swit ;h x    is used 
instead as a start  valve so that the  circuit does not 
continually cycle.     Limitations of the method are that it may lead 
to  the use of rather more logic and memory components  than 
absolutely necessary.    Vith conventional high pressure pneumatic 
components  this could be expensive and space consuming. 

In a more «reneral  way sequential  .-ircuits using digital 
elements  fef any type may be designed systematically using the metnod 
of Huffman  (Ref..''( ) and others,  first  developed for the synthesis 
of electronic circuits.    This  involves drawing a timing diagram for 
the  sequence usirw the  inputs  x from  the limit switches, called 
primaries,   to give  the  logic  functions required for the output 
signals I which actuate the cylinders.    This  is then reduced to a 
minimum form using a merged flow table which enables  the signals 
required f' r the memory functions,  called secondary excitation,  to 
be  determined.    Application of a modified fonn of Karnaugh map, 
with a separate map  for each state of the memory elements,   then 
allows the logic circuit  for the output  signals to be constructed 
'see,   for example,   hef.'  for further details).    For example,  using 
such a procedure tne  .'fiuence A>,  &+,  B-,  A-,   is obtained using the 
circuit shown in I-'ig.   11,    The figure  indicates that   the memory 
element  occurn    in conjunction with ANI) gates on the  outputs in 
rircuite of this type which has lead Retallick   'Pef.Py)  to suggest 
using these  three elements  in a fluidic standard block.    The nunber 
of A?«D gates  increases as more events are added to the cycle with 
a consequent  limitation in practice  due to fan-in problems with 
passive A'.'I   components,    "ole and Fitch (Ref.TS) have  suggested 
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rather BlmilMS memo-y element  blocks with a syetenatic syrithesiö 
oethod for event controlled sequence circuits. 

■ne ot UM bis BdvUtSfM of fluidic lo^ic elements  for 
se :uerit i.i]   tootrol  ia the greater flexibility in the choice of lo^ic 
and memory function! possible eaflpUWd with conventional  hiph 
pressure pneuciatic elements.    Also more complex  fluidic elements 
do not carry a significant [WfrlfffInf size and cost penalty.    A 
.■..•:,; le  ;llustration of this  is afforded by a^ain returning to the 
simple  two   oylinler sequence A-,   B»,  B-,  A- but usin^ instead 
one-shot pulce  riiavitw functions on the limit switches;   that is, 
when the pressure rises as  the switch is activated a short duration 
pressure pulse  is »-enerated.     luch fluidic circuits are well known 
and may be Integrated into memory elements to perform set and reset 
action with short  pulses,    iialford  (R*f*29) has  shown that using 
pulsed memory eioments a very simple solution to  the above sequence 
results, as shown ir. fig 
cylinder oorjences. 

which may be easily extended to other 

f coori-e,  all cylinder se run: ;•■ are not as simple as the 
example which ha:: beer, used up I     I   «.    hefa event in a machine 
ryele may be stored in a  variety of aemory units,   such as a binary 
"junter,   shii't  re.-i.'tor,   riiv counter,   tape or card reader, ?nu 
decoded to provide the appropriate  command signal   for the next 
event in the BC :uence.     -'inary counters suitable  for sequence 
circuits rave been   i.scujse;  r.v  BHltl«    i'ef.'O),  Foster and 
••etallicr    rfi'.'') and others and  KM   iru:;lly based on the  I 
Flip-r'lop with pulsed inputs.    The seraence may be time controlled 
with synchronous operation of the   • mincer using pulsed signals from 
a re:ererce    ■   ... it r    r,   ^tematively,  event  controlled with 
asynchronous -mn^r  openti >r..     '.:.  thifl  case the limit switch 
associated with each event must proauce a pulsed  input  to the 
counter.    Alternatively,  an event based sequence may be controlled 
Mt Im A:."- :   Maozy modules    .:»-f.    t) and is particularly useful as 
a programmer. 

In some cases part of the sequence is repeated which requires 
each repetition to be counted as w^l]  as the provision for the 
normal menury function in th«  .:o : jcr.-f.    Thi:- may be simply provided 
by a binary oounter circuit which counts each repetition of the 
pecuence and,  with appropriate decoding,   switches  the control logic 
out of the repetition after the specified number of cycles.    Fig.   1? 
I'.'ef."*) shows a liapl« way of implementing A^,   (B+,  B-) repeated 7 
times.  A- using a binary counter and making use of composite fluidic 
elements such as A."."   ' :   ataozy and inhibited OR memory functions. 

Jome use has been made of riry* counters,  instead of binary 
counters, as decoding the outpu*   to provide a command signal  for the 
next event ir rather simpler,    i.'owver pulsed inputs are still 
required and a bistable element correrponding to each event in the 
sequenc»   La needed   In  'h*5  ring with a consequent  difficulty in 
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fan-out for the input signal. More recently work by Foster and Cheng 
(Ref. V' and Jj) has suggested the use of special codes in conjunction 
with shift registers for the control of the sequence which has the 
advantage that pulsed operation is no longer required and decoding the 
register is fairly straightforward. 

The designer of fluidic sequential circuits must also be aware 
of the possibilities of signal hazards within the system.  In the 
event-based circuit the steady state behaviour is adequately 
described by the Boolean representation of the logic used. However, 
during the transient change of state when the system is responding to 
a change in input variables, signals entering some elements in the 
system may not change at precisely the same moment in time due to 
the unequal time delays of different connecting channels and also due 
to variations in element switching time. During this transition 
period the actual output may be quite different from the steady state 
value and is known as a hazardous condition. The effect of such 
hazards on overall system performance depends upon whether the circuit 
has memory. Combinational circuits are not permanently affected by 
hazards whereas sequential circuits many adopt improper stable states. 

Hazards in fluidic circuits are likely to occur mainly in high 
speed sub-circuitr such as counters and adders (Ref.?4) and in 
sequential circvxts with significant connecting channel differences 
fRof.75). Rec.ntly Zissos and Grant (Ref.^6) have given a desim 
procedure for sequential circuits which provides hazard-free 
operatioii. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Quite significant gaps remain in our knowlege of passive fluid 
component dynamic characteristics.  For example, heat transfer effects 
in capacitive components and a more general representation of fluid 
inertias in complex geometries. While much attention has been devoted 
to transmission line characteristics, simple programming methods for 
identifying such systems with non-linear load conditions have not yet 
materialised. 

The review has attempted to show that little commercial advant- 
age can be expected from new basic designs of miniature pure fluid 
dip-ital elements but we may expect more complex digital modules to 
appear as the design emphasis shifts towards circuit organisation. 
In low speed circuits an increasing use of moving part devices is to 
be expected. The decision to use pure or moving part fluidic devices, 
as opposed to conventional pneumatic valves, in sequential circuit 
applications is not clear cut. Undoubtedly pure fluidic modules will 
offer the greatest logi. flexibility and packaging density thus 
allowing rather straightforward iesign procedures to be developed. 
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oome worK remains to be done in optimising logic blocks for 
particular design methods. Moving part devices will be particularly 
useful in applications involving moderately complex circuits where 
power consumption must be minimised or alternatively where the 
higher signal pressures can be directly processed. For example, in 
process control. Conventional pneumatic values must not be under- 
estimated as, properly used, they have good reliability, can operate 
as a high pressure amplifier and lo^ic component and can be somewhat 
miniaturised.  However, it does ap,aar that in most cases systematic 
design procedures for sequential systems would carry a cost penalty 
compared with fluidic solutions. The life expectancy generally of 
fluidic devices, both non-moving and moving part, should exceed 50 
million cycles which is better than can be achieved with most 
electro-mechani?al systems. 
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Dlfital-AMlog Hybrid Pluidlc P»»Jb«ck Systems 

Lharles K. i.ift, rrofessor 

llmvcrsily of Now Ibmpshirc 

In recent years digital t'luidic elements have been used to process 
analog signals.  In addition, pulse-width modulated analog amplifiers 
h.ive also lieen constructed and developed whicti use digital power elements 
to process analog information.  I'ompensators to provide lead compensa- 
tion can be placed in Mie error signal path of an otherwise analog sys- 
tem.  Lead compensators «tiich are very useful in the compensation of 
resonant systems have been con.structed. 

BasK Concepts 

Icedback systems can he controlled by rather coarsely quantized 
information.  The advantage of this approach is that it allows on/off 
elements to control the power in a feedback system.  Often there are 
■Uy devices such as power transistors and fluidic power amplifiers 
which operate best in in on/off mode.  On the other hand the use of such 
devices in a feedback lyatM necessitates the analysis and design of a 
highly nonlinear system.  Looking at a basic feedback system with an on/ 
off element in its forward path processing the error signal, as shown in 
ligure 1, wc see that the levels of effort which can be applied to the 
continuous part of the system are limited to a finite number.  In this 
case two levels of information arc fed to the continuous part of the 
system.  I;or the moment let us assume that the continuous part of the 
system has one integration since this describes a very interesting class 
of fluid control problems.  If two levels of control are available, tl 
[it is always possible to normalize a quantizer like this and include 
its gain k in (i(.sjj then the system is forced to oscillate continually 
between one level and the other, unless the error signal e (tj is always 
positive or negative because input r(.tl is changing too fast for the 
output to follow. 

If the input to this system is a step, then the output will also 
be a step.  Superimposed on the step will be a steady state oscillation 
or limit cycle.  The frequency of the limit cycle is determined largely 
by the dynamics of the continuous part of the system.  The amplitude of 
the limit cycle is determined by the same dynamics and the magnitude 
of the system gain k.  It can be shown that such a device must always 
exhibit a steady state oscillation to step inputs of any size and fur- 
ther that the magnitude of the limit cycle will be smaller as the gain 
or maximum corrective rate k decreases. 

It should be mentioned that very satisfactory control systems can 
be constructed using this concept.  However, such systems always exhibit 
a steadv state oscillation or limit cvcle. 
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By aJJiiij; .motlicr level  t*' Ihe error -.i^iui  AC .»msiruct ;' three- 
level quantited control as shown in Figure 2 Mhic> can i^*,!!)!! Mversl 
response fons to st«.'|i inputs.   Again, asstaing that tic continuous part 
ot' the systea has an  Integration, this systen cm exhib.t a step rasponaa 
witii no oscillation.    \ response which is the least oscillatory kind of 
response   that   the  svstera can  exhibit   has  bet-n  classified as  two-step 

11' response.^1'     With this  typo  ot   response,   the  systen,   «ill   exhibit   a  re- 
sponse   for a  step of  any magnitude winch  has  only  tw,    changes   in   level 
of the   error  signal.      Hus  response   is   shotM   in  Fig! re  2b.     In  Figure  3 
is  a  üaaign chart  which  relates  the  parameters' o,  •'iJ  K to obtain  two 
step  response.'   '     Pigtin 3  applies  to  systens   of  the   form  shown   in 
Figure  ~  in which the continuous part of the systea has dynamics which 
wc mi^ht    tlassif)    IS   l>ein^  OVardaapad.     This  can  be   stated mathemat- 
ically by  requiring that the continuous part  transfer  functions have 
the   lorn 

G(«l 

n - o 
»here £(t ,   is the continuous  part   lapulsa response 

Ihi-   to-called  tMO-Step   response   forms  a   lower   nound or   least 
oscillatory response  foi the response of a systea ol  the form shown in 
Figure   2.     In  a   like  w.i.   as   the maximum  corrective  rate  K  ir-   increased 
or  the   de id   -one   Ja     dacreasad,   the   system   response  will   become more 
oscillatory exhibiting tour,   six, or more steps until   finally it exhib- 
its a  lii it  cyeli   (iailar to that of the two level quantizer, figures 
2Ca  d,   e.     Ihe  nature  of the  system   response depends  upon a0/k,  the 
ratio  of    ine  half   the   width of the error   region   in which no  signal   is 
applied  to the  output   Ia0j,  divided by the maximum output  rate in the 
Steady   -täte  (Kj .    This  so-called characteristic  time   is very useful   in 
the design of digital   feedback   systems.     Furthermore,   other   response 
fonas   can  also  be  related to  this  same  number.     for example,   if a  sys- 
ti-:    of   the  form   shown   in  I igure J   is  subjected  to a  ramp  input   it  can 
be  shown   that   it   will   exhibit   a  limit   cycle and  the magnitude of the 
limit   cycle can   be determined  by a describing  function  analysis;   this 
has  been  demonstrated  by l.imbert  and  TaftJ-^-'     The magnitude of the   limit 
cycle  depends  on  a0/K,   the magnitude of  the ramp and  the system para- 
meters.      Increasing the number of levels of the error quantizer to 5, 
7,  and  so on,  does  little to change the basic notions  that  we have out- 
lined  hare.     There are   least   oscillatory   response   forms  which  depend 
upon   the   lizc  of  the   input   step,  and  the  system can  be designed  in 
general   to have   a   least  oscillatory  system  response  for  step  inputs of 
any  size.     Howevar,   it   will   always exhibit   a  steady  state oscillation 
or limit  cycle  for ramp inputs. 
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Pulse-Midth Modulated Aaplifian 

niiTc an- sc-vi-r.il  advantages In control   In using s/stMH of the 
type shown in Figure I   in a steady-state oscillation moJ«.-.    This 'node 
can ('».■ Induced by .IUJIM^ to the error .1 sinusoidal signal or ■ periodic 
signal of SOSM other Mavefura.    it' ttu-^ injected periodic signal  is of 
hi^h enough frequency,   it  is effectively filtered by the continuous 
p.irt of the systea, mu    n does n'>t appear  in the feedback signal e(tj. 
\ nissilc control    ysten u.r   constructed b) Caapagnuolo and Sieracki 
a^lllf;   this   apjiruactl. ' "'■'       It    is   Useful   t')  exanaile   tfie   spOCtnia  ot   the 
^i^nai entering the quantizer, whether  it be 2,   i, or n  levels,   if it 
contains 1 d^  level coaponent, and a high frequency dither coaponent 
the output will also contain a dc level and haraonics of the dither. 
rhese high frequency coaponents, it they are hi^h enough in frequency, 
will essentially be greatly reduced in amplitude by the continuous part 
of the  system.     So,   effectively  they  can  be   ignored.     It   is useful, 
therefore, to exaainc the spectrue of the output of the quantizer when 
the input   is a dc  signal  applied along witn a dither, or high frequency 
signal a^ shown in Figure  5.    Die relationship between the dc level of 
the output fc*0 and the d^  level ot  the input l.,, provides a low frequency 
picture of the  systea,     Much more coaplejl  nethods   can  be  employed  to 
analyze such systean in which two frequencies exist.'••,-'    However, great 
insight   into  the   re. p.m^e  ot   a   systen with  a  dither  signal   can  he ob- 
tained by siapl)   looking at the relationship between dc signal  in and 
the dc   signal  out.      Fhis   relationship  is Known as  the "altered  char- 
acteristic."    Vor exaaple,   in Figure  l we see a two level  quantizer 
subjected  to a dc   level   and a  sinusoidal  dither   signal.      lake  the 
Fourier  Serie-»   repre--entat iin  of the  output  of  tin   quantizer operating 
under such  conditions,   anJ   look  at   the dc   level   component,   ignoring the 
coaponent due to the high  frequency dither.     Ihen plot  the relationship 
between the d^  level 1 ^() out and the dc level  in l.0 in Figure 5a.    in 
Figure 5b the altered characteristic aeasured for ■ fluidic Schaitt 
trigger   is   .shown.     Notice   that   in  this  situation,   the altered  character- 
istic   is nearly   linear over a wide range of  input  dc   levels,  and  that 
this range of  input  d^   levels depends upon the amplitude of the dither 
Signal.     Hie  effect  ot   the dither amplitude b  upon  the  behavior of this 
on/off element  has  been   to  control   the  gain  and  range of proportioned 
operation.     If  the  dither   signal   were  .1     IM  tooth  wave,   then the  re- 
sulting noraalized il.o/bj   characteristic would be shown  in figure o. 
fhc same result   could be  obtained  with  a  triangular wave.     further,  a 
square wave has the effect of altering the characteristic of a two level 
quantizer  to make   it   appear as  a  three   level   quantizer.      In  this  way a 
high   frequency  periodic  dither   Signal   can  be  u:.ed   to  alter   the  behavior 
of a quantizer       Lastly,   a   two-level  quantizer with  hystersis can also 
be examined and  the  altered  characteristic developed as  shown  in  figure 
7.    Notice the effect "i hystersis up to 40 percent of the dither ia 
minimized  for   inputs  !,)  wh»Ui  .ire 4U percent  of the dither  amplitude. 
fhc effect  of  the  high   frequency dither  signal   has   been   to   linearize 
the highly nonlinear quantizers.     Hanafusa,  and Miyata  postulated  .1 
pulse-width modulated anplitier   111 which  the dither  signal   was  tri- 
angular. '•bJ 



\ further refinwnt of this approach results Mhen ■ feedback loop 
ii closed sround the bssic saplifiev sleaent to provide a lu^li frei^iency 
limit cycle.  Uns is sliowii m Figure H where the transfer function H(sj 
describes feedback Jvn.unics.  It this loop is closed si) that the fre- 
quencj of the limit c\cle is lar^c compared to the natural frequency 
nt the continuous parts of the system that is being controlled, then 
it is possible to provide the dither signal internally hy a self-induced 
oscillation.  Hi i s hasic notion has been used to nuild up amplifiers 
which operate with digital elements to provide analog-liks behavior. 
tH-r:nel and l.unhert >.u- cribed a fluidic operational amplifier which was 
constructed hy Corning Glass horks.'-^'  Lloyd also constructed a pro- 
portional saplifier usuij; digital elements.^-1  Ih« model for the bermel 
amplifier is showi in Figure '.• md the resulting input-output altered 
characteristic neasured on the Bermel power saplifier .«s shown in Figure 
10.  This approach has some advantages although the frequency of the 
limit cycle tends t. change with the input .unplitude r(t) and it is 
fairly low for snail  r large inputs.  On th< other hand, if the rest 
of the system contain; an integration, this effe I is hardly noticeable 
except during large transients.  This approad aakes the power amplifier 
very useful as its behavior is independent • ' the amplitude of some 
external dither signal.  As was shown, wh n the external dither signal 
is provided, its amplitude must renaill nearly constant, otherwise 
changes will result in the "altered characteristic." in this way a 
very  effective   pulse-width  modulated  power  amplifier  can   be  constructed. 

liiere  ire   some  difficulties  with  this  spproach,   which   lie  in  the 
fact  that we have   issuaed that  the frequency of the dither is large 

.piled to the natural  frequency o*   »he rist  of the system.    As the 
frequency    i  the dither approaches the natural   frequency of the sys- 
tem,   several   problees  begin  to  arise.      Hie  first,   and  most   pronounced 
of  these   i     that   the aittier  signal  begins  to appear   in  the output of 
the  system,   in  many   systems  this   is objectionable  behavior.     It   results 

lusc the   filtering  action of  the system upon  the dither   is  reduced 
as  the frequenc)  of the dither approaches the natural  frequency of the 

■ /   tem.     Hut  more   important,  as   this happens,   the  subharmomes  can  be 
generated.     If the   input   to a  I'HM amplifier  is  a  sinusoidal  signal, 
Mhose frequency   is  ■  ratio of  integers  times  the dither  frequency,   it 
is   possible   for  the  output   e'ltj   to have  subharrnonics.     That   i>,  har- 

nics  which  are of   lower   frequency than   the  dither  signal   (Ai,  or  a 
signal   being  spplied   (m,   this   is   illustrated   in   Figure   11.     The nagni- 
tudes  of these   subharrnonics  are usually  small   unless the  frequency of 
the  dither  and   the   frequency of the sinusoidal   signal   approach one 
another.     V-   they  do,   the magnitude of the  subharmomc   component   becomes 
larger and   larger,     of course the  system  will   have difficulty   in  fil- 
tering the  subhanonic   signals.     The answer  to  this   is,   of course,   that 
the  dither   frequency  must   be   large  compared  to  the  natural   frequency 
of  this  system.     As   long as  this   situation  is maintained  then  problems 
witn  subhamonics  are not   likely to occur and  the dither  is  likely to 
be   filtered.     A   rule  of thumb which  can  be used   is  to keep the dither 
frequency  five  to ten  times  the natural   frequency of the system. 
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riio dual input describing function can be used to further invns« 
ti^ate  the effects  as  ^♦(J   ,  liowever,   the computational   prohlems  with 
this npproach are quite severe as  there are a  lar^e number of para- 
meters  associated  with  the   response. I-'' 

Pulse Conpcnsators 

Ke have  shown  hou  analog information  can he handled by   relatively 
coarse quantisers of two   levals,     A  further refinement exists in the 
ability  to construct   compensators  which  provide   lead  compensation   in 
control   systems,     whenever   information  is  processed  in  a control   sys- 
tem by  a  quantizer,   the output  of the quantiser  con  he decomposed   into 
a sum of steps.     it   this   signal   is  to ne  compensated  by a   lead compen- 
sator,   such as   is  often  used   in a   control   system,   then  the   resulting 
Signal  out  of the   lead  compensator  should  he the original   step plus an 
impulse as   shown   in  Figur«   12a,     (Jin urns   limitations  on  signal  magni- 
tude,  and hand width   Unit   the magnitude  and duration of this pulse to 
the  finite values.     If one were to  recognize that   whenever  a  uniform 
quantiser changes   from one  state  to another,   it  produces a  step of 
fixed magnitude,   then  an approximation could be made  to this   lead  com- 
pensator which  consisted of  an  impulse of  fixed magnitude   i0?, )  and 
duration   (T'jJ   added  to  this   step.      Indeed,  as  the magnitude of this 
pulse   (.Of i ) ,   is   increased  and  its  duration decreased   (.P'lJ.   this ap- 
proximation  hecomes  quite  good.     lo   investigate this,   suppose that  we 
look at   the  step  response of  such  a  compensator.     A   step applied to 
such a  compensator produces  a  step plus an   impulse as   shown   in Figure 
12b,  Figure  12c  shows  how   it  could be mechanised.     We can write a 
Laplace  transfunr. for each of  these  two signals.     Because the  type of 
signal  we are  inputmg  to the conpensator  is  fixed,   we can develop a 
transfer  function  for the device,  even though  it   is operating with non- 
linear elements.     fhis  transfer  function  can he obtained by  simply 
dividing the Laplace   transform of the output  by the   transform of the 
input.     The  resulting  equation  is  shown below: 

.'(.).-^ e'Cs) I c* W, € 

i 4- o/, - o/, e ', s 

This transfer  function  can be examined  further to  show  its relation- 
ship to a  conventional   lead  compensator.     If a sinusoidal  signal  is 
applied to a two level quantizer, the output is ■ square wave.    If 
this  square wave  is  in  turn  applied  to the pulse compensator described 
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above fcludi produces  ■  pulsa of  t ixcJ amplituJc and duration each time 
that   the square  wave   input   to  it  changes   level,   then  the  output  ot  the 
compensator mil   appear  U   ihOMI   in PigUTt   13.      If we expand the   input 
to the  compensator and  the output  of the  compensator   in a  Fourier  series, 
and  look at   the  fundamental   components  of this  seru's,   it  can be  shown 
that   fundamental   component   of the  compensator output  has  phase  lead 
and  that   the   lead   is  determined  by   input   frequency oO ,   pulse heightof'j, 
and pulse direction   l'j. 

if     eo)-   E.'Si'T-o-t 

then       e'C-O  -    ^_S.'»<-o"t   -r    l-iar^oA. c s 

A describing function for the output c'(t) relative to the input 
el.tj can be •hown to be 

^Ar   -      — 7dc w€. 
I 4- cy, _ c^, ^ -.'j-J 

However, the describing function of the two level quantizer is: 

fhis implies that the frequency response func'.ion for the compe:i>ator 
operating on the fundamental of the quantizer outjiut is-. 

6c(j^) ■    I -»••<•-•<,€   ' 
1^ 

So for  the configuration shown  in 1 igure  13,  a quantizer followed 
by a pulse compensator,   the describing  function  can be written as 

^dc -   Gj G>C(JK3) 
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It  can be shown  that  for a more complex quantizer this  same relation- 
ship is valiJ.    Therefore,  the  frequency response  function  for the pulse 
compensator Qc(»i^)    can  be used  for  design purposes  and combined with 
the  s/stem dynamics   in  the normal  way using polar,   Nichols or  Bode plots 
as   if  it  wore a   linear device. 

However,  this  same  frequency response function  OtC)^    would result 
by  allowing:    s  =  j «-J  in the transfer  function just  as   is done  in linear 
systems.     For this  reason  it  can be shown that the frequency response 
function  for a pulse compensator can be determined from its  transfer 
function.     Hie polar plot of this frequency response  function  is quite 
useful  in designing the  compensators  and evaluating the effect of the 
compensator on any given system.     In a similar way  Bode or Nicho.'s plots 
can also be used  for design.     For example,  the  frequency response function 
can be plotted for a  single pulse compensator by normalizing the fre- 
quency response  function.    This can be accomplished by setting: .TiVT", to   . 
This  relationship normalizes  the frequency of the  frequency response 
function.    A further normalization can be performed: 

finallv 

The resulting function Gc^ i^-/     1S a normalized frequency response 
function   in the complex plane.     It   is a circle which   is the basic shape 
of the polar frequency  response  function plot.    The actual plot for a 
given Ä j,  T,    is  shifted to the  right by one and has a radius o{o(^   in 
the complex plane as  shown  in Figure  14.    Thus all  single pulse compensa- 
tors have a frequency response  function which has a circular shape.     The 
effect of pulse height  can be easily shown since when the height of the 
pulse is  increased the amplitude of the vector in the  frequency response 
function polar plot  increases which  increases the size of the circle  in 
the complex plane.    Obviously as the height of the pulse reaches infinity 
the circle approaches a vertical  line  located at  ♦!  and the effect of the 
frequency response of the pulse compensator  is  identical to   Gctj^'l+jxi   , 
or proportional  plus derivative control.    The effect  of the pulse duration 
time T,'   on the frequency response  function  is to cause the frequency at 
which a vector from the origin to the point on the frequency  response 
function plot occurs  to be  larger as    "T,'   decreases. 
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Notice further tint ths frequmcy response function plot is a 
periodic   function of Irequency with ptriod   2TT«T,tj -=^7-    •     Itiis  can be 
shown in a hojo plot of the frequency respon e function for a single 
pulse compensator  which   is   shown   in Piguie  l^«.     Since a  Bode plot   is a 
lojj plot,  the ugnltude and  phase  an^le of the  frequency response  function 
becones cospressed at high  frequencies. 

Single pulse  compensators arc  useful   m  the  compensation of the 
overdaraped  systems.     However, many  significant   control   systems are  lightly 
dumped,   in particular pneumatic  and hydraulic  systems which arc required 
to move   large masses  are often  very  lightly damped.     Therefore a  compen- 
sator which would  be  capable of handling more complex  systems  is  useful. 
Such I compensator  results   if two  pulses  are used   for compensation pur- 
poses.    This kind of compensator   is shown  in Figure   !(>.    Ün each transi- 
tion of the quantized signal  the  two pulses are produced  rather  than one. 
The pulse height;-,  and durations are described by the parameters o(, ajdo^t. 
and   T,'    and  Tj,'   where  ttie   senses   of oc, and o^  .re  shown   in  the figure. 
In a like way it  can  be shown that   the transfer and   frequency response 
functions   for this   compensator are: 

T ' "T1 

1 

rT.-^ ^fir1«
T»i*g 

,-^- 
GcCjtt^ ■    l-^aTi  - (V, t-^O«        ' + ^i« 

11! I-SL 
1- '    • 

TW   1 
Hie  frequency response   function shape depends upon   ^i j ^i-     ■md       /T, 
First   let  us examine   the effect  of  the  Ij'/Ij'.     It   can be  shown  that 
the   frequency  response   function for  a two  pulse compensator  will  contain 
cusps or  loops and  the  number of these cusps or  loops  will  be equal   to 
TT'/II'   -   1.     If   Ij'/lj'   is  not an   integral   quantity  then  the  frequency 
response function will  have a  period  in the complex plane which is  2irX 
(the denominator of the ij'/'lj'   ratio when expressed as a reduced 
fraction;.     For example Tj'/Ti1   - 5/2 repeats in frequency with period 
of _E2. -Art        Several  examples of  this are shown  in Figure   17.    The 
most useful  of these compensators appears to be the one in which Tj'/ 
Ij*   is equal   to two.     lor a   fixed   l^'/Tj'   (in this  case.Z.   ,)   the 
effect of or j, «^   is   shown   in  Figure  18. of   1  is  plotted  versus<V j 
and this plane is divided into regions in which a particular  form or 
lhapa of the  frequency response function results.     The dots  in each of 
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-tnese sketches is the ♦! point whcrcXl. - O. Tttt  arrow shows the 
direction of increaseJ n.   .    A nuiaber of useful compensators can be 
dovolopod.  Hie dotteJ lines in this plane represent compensators 
which are :ero-pass, that is, which have a frequency response function 
that is :ero at some frequency, either atü = TT or at some lower value 
ot XI •  Two of these compensators from this infinite set of :ero-pass 
compensators are of particular interest as thoy were postulated by U4M. 
Smith in his posicast COttCOpt.W  They are indicated on the plot.  One 
of the compensators of this infinite set is very interesting as it is 
a zero-pass compensator which requires no new signal levels.  That is 
the case where (o^-o^j, ■= I ).  The frequency response function in this 
case is shown in detail in ligure 19 as  a  polar plot and in Figure 20 
in a Bode plot,  t'urthermore, the mechanism by which this compensator 
operates can be shown quite easily.  Suppose, for example, a sine wave 
of frequency w« J^-« is fed to a two level quantizer to produce a square 
wave as shown in rlgUT« 21.     This signal then is fed to the :ero-pass 

ir1!.  Because of the filter configuration, the out- f i Iter with 1'j 
put of the filter is a square wave signal of frequency 3*0 .  Con- 
sequently, the zero-pass effect is accomplished by frequency multipli- 
cation in this case.  This form of filter is particularly useful in 
the compensation of resonant systems.  However, there are problems in 
its use.  These problems result from the fact that at low frequencies 
the compensator introduces a phase lag while the amplitude of the com- 
pensator is decreasing as shown in Figure 21.  Above the zero-pass 
frequency the compensator provides phase leads of as much as 150° and 
its amplitude is increasing.  When applied to a resonant system it 
moves the imaginary axis crossing to a much higher frequency.  However, 
because of the phase lead, the system and compensator fioquency response 
function will exhibit loops in the complex plane requiring careful design 
at high frequency.  Phis is shown in Figure 22.     A more effective approach 
to the resonant system compensation problem is to use compensators which 
are in the sector of the o» j, o^ j plane which is enclosed by the ^^IO , 
O^-s-CK^  lines in the first quadrant.  In these compensators, it is 
possible, as shown by Foster and Toft,**''' to produce compensators which 
are capable of compensating a resonant system and providing a large in- 
crease in system gain at no increase in system overshoot or decrease in 
system stability.  Foster investigated a system of the form shown in 
Figure 23. He chose ^.-io^t n and TV/j-(' "2.  For various values of 
open loop damping ratio ^ and closed loop maximum frequency response . 
function magnitude Hr« . he chose a compensator specified by» and T",  and 
compared compensated and uncompensated rec onses.  Lxamples of the results 
are shown in Figures 24-2y. As with thr .ingle pulse compensator the 
larger the magnitude of the compensation pulse the more effective it 
will be.  Foster demonstrated for this digital system how the compensa- 
tor could be mechanized and produce exceedingly effective compensation 
for resonant systems.  Bermel and Taft also demonstrated that the zero- 
pass filter could be used for compensating resonant systems.(HJ 
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iuthered  PulM compensation 

The notions of the altered characteristic,  the use of quantizers 
with dither to provide proportional  behavior   md  the idea of pulse com- 
pensation  can be  combined   to produce coaponsati ts  which  can  be added 
to otherwise analog sy.stems  to provide  load coaponsation or resonant 
system compensation.     I'his  approach essenti.illy uses a  combination of 
the  two  ideas presented  so   far.     The notion as original1>   developed by 
Haft  and HMlläCJ   IS  shown   in  Figure ila.     Ihe  system error signal 
e(.tj  would be added to a dither signal.     ihe resulting signal would be 
processed  by a  two   level   quantizer  and  the  output   operated  on by  a 
pulse  corapens.itur.     '"he  resulting  pulse  compensated  signal   would  then 
be applied to the syste: . 

This notion  can be   illustrated  by examining  the waveform of sig- 
nals   in  ■  coaponsation  circuit of  this type.     In   Figure  3J   assume   that 
the   input   to  the  compensator e(.tj   is a sine Mvo  M  shown.      It   is   fur- 
ther assumed  that   triangular  wave dither  b(.r.J   is  added  to  the signal  to 
[iroduce  the wave   form shown.     Ilus   signal   is  fed   to a two   level  quantizer 
which produces  a pulse-width modulated signal c'ttj.     \t  each transi- 
tion of  the pulse-width modulated   signal   a  pulse  of htighttßlt  and 
duration   i^1   is  produced.      Iliese  compensation pulses arc   shown as  e"(.t). 
These pulse trains are periodic with the  same fundamental   trequency as 
the original  signal  e(tj.     The fundamental  and [)C   level   of the positive 
and negative pulses   is  shown.    Notice chat  the sum of these two sig- 
nals  or  the  total   low   frequency effect of  the pulses   is  a   sine wave 
which leads e(tj  by 90°.     The magnitude of this sine wave  increases with 
ot i  and Tj'.    These waveforms  illustrate how the dithered  quantizer 
and  pulse  compensator produce a phase  lead   signal,   they  also  show  how 
compensation can be accomplished by only applying  the positive or 
the negative compensation pulses.     This approach  was used by Bermel 
and Taft  in a resonant system compensator.^'^    The difficulty with 
this  approach, of course,   is   that   it  requires  that   the  signal  must  be 
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ijuantircd in order to provide the pul^c compensation and several dif- 
ficulties result from this.  The first of these is that dither and the 
higher harmonics generated by the quanti:er show up as ripple in the 
output. 

A further step was taken to reduce the ripple in the compensated 
system.  This was accomplished by operating on the error signal, leaving 
the original error signal path present in the feedback system as shown 
in Figure 31b. The error signal is mixed with the dither and fed to 
a quantizer then compensation pulses are produced from this signal 
which are aided to the analog error signal.  This approach greatly re- 
duced the ripple in the output due to the compensator.  In addition it 
allows the compensator to be inserted in the existing system as a 
parallel path so that very little modification needs to be made in the 
existing system to add the compensator.  This approach has advantages, 
for the application of this notion to the control fluid systems since 
it allows an easy addition of the compensator to an existing system. 
The eftective transfer function of the compensator is determined by 
the magnitude of the compensator pulses ZM0^ , the magnitude of the 
dither ß and the oi.tput level of the quantizer M . 

The system shown in Figure 51b can be replaced by an equivalent 
low frequency system where the dither and quantizer are replaced by 
the altered characteristic as shown in ligure 31c.  For error signals 
less than .?B, the altered characteristic is very nearly linear with 
gain   2M /nQ .     Therefore since the pulses arc added to the 
error signal the overall transfer function between error e(.sj and sys- 
tem input e"(sj is: 

Notice that either quantizer output in or dither amplitude B can be con- 
trolled to provide simple adaption control of the compensator. Another 
problem in the use of the compensator results because as compensator 
pulse duration Tj' is made larger and larger the possibilities of pulse 
overlap begin to occur.  That is, it is possible for a second or third 
compensation pulse to be called for before the original pulse is over. 
This would, in effect, require memory in the pulse compensator and in- 
creases the amount of hardware necessary to mechanize the pulse com- 
pensation concept.  Nawaz developed fluidic circuitry to accomplish 
this but it does require more Hardware.t ^J 

The finite operating times of fluidic elements and the desire to 
keep dither frequency high and pulse duration low puts limitations on 
the application of the compensator.  Further the operating time of the 
fluidic digital elements can be of the order of the compensation pulse 
duration.  This has the effect of degrading compensator effectiveness. 
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For  fxajnple CMlfidcr the  system  shown   in i i^ure 33 with a  two 
pulse compensator who.^c transltT  function  is GCC3^   .    The fluidic 
elements  used to produce  the compensation  pulses hue  twitching  times 
of tj which   is equivalent   to a  transport  del.i>   as  shown.     I orO( ,   =P('j 
■     5     and  TT'   - -T; '   the  resulting effect  of   various  transport  ilelays 
on  the  first  two quadrants of the compensator  frequency response 
function    Gc( J'-O«"'^ i'"' arc  shown  in  I i^urt  34.    As would be 
expected,   the time delay  causes   less  phase   lead to be  contributed  by 
the  compensator and  considerably   less   compensator magnitude.     The 
former effect   is detrimental,  however,   the   letter effect may actually 
be beneficial. 

Bermel  and  iaft*-*1    used the coapensatoi   forr. shown  in Figure 32b 
in the construction of a very resonant   pneuaatic positioning system. 
In addition,  no dither was used and only positive pulses were applied. 
An all-fluidic system was built by Bermel  which positioned a mass using 
pneumatic  cylinder and vortex  sensor as  the position  feedback element. 
ITie  resonant   compens itur used   in  the  system has  the  form  shown   in 
Figure  5ö.     Furthermore  these corapensatio' es  were added  at   the 
high power   levels directly into the actual, i|   cylinder.     The approach 
proved quite effective although Bermel  dio  not  use ■ dither signal 
and operated  the system with only pulses   .;;  <>• e direction which meant 
that  the compensation was highly nonlinear.     The resulting resjwnse 
of the system was considerablv  [ess   tscillatory than the one without 
compensation.    The results of this   ipproach arc shown in Figure 5b. 

sUMMMU AMi CONCLUSIONS 

Uigital  fluidic eleaents can be used to process analog signals. 
By adding  a   sinusoidal  or periodic  signal   to  an analog  signal  and  then 
processing  the  result  by two 01   three   level   quantizers   it   is possible  to 
produce an output  whose  low  frequency components  are nearly proportional 
to the  input  over a range of inputs.     This  in effect  alters the char- 
acteristic  of the quantizer.     This "altered  charactcrisitc" demonstrates 
analytically  the  linearizing effect  of a dither  signal.     The dither 
signal   may  in  fact  be generated   internally  by  closing a   feedback   loop 
around  the quantizer itself.     Ihis  process   is producing the dither by- 
causing  the  system to exhibit  a   limit   cycle.     I'ulse-width nodulated 
amplifiers  are the result  of an approach   like this and can be used for 
proportional  control. 

A  further refinement  results  if one notices that the output of any- 
quantizing processes  is a sum of steps.     The resulting signals can be 
compensated by adding pulses whenever these  steps occur.     The added 
pulses  can  be  produced by digital  elements  and  so a digital  compensa- 
tion results.     The resulting compensators  can be analyzed by  linear 
methods.     A  transfer  function can be developed  for these devices and 
a frequency response also developed.     This allows compensators which 
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result   from one,   tuo .mil three pulses  to he designed.     ITie design of 
these coapvnsatora .ilso Involves problns aisociated with the overlap 
of pulses which  can  occur when pulse duration.-  arc   lonj; and  signals 
are  changing   rapidly,     lurthermore,   these coapensators  tend to produce 
a  ripple  in  the  output  due  to the hi^h   frequency  components of the 
dither,   whicii  arc  accentuated  hy  the  compensation  pulses.     Some of 
these  effects   can  be   reduced hy produ.iag  the  compensation pulses  alone 
rather  than  processing  the  Signal   with   the quantizer   in order to allow 
the use of the  compensation  pulses.     ihis appro.ich   involves applying a 
parallel  error  path   in  .1   fluid  system through  which   signals  are pro- 
cesses  and  compensation pulses  produced  to  provide   system compensation. 
This approach should offer considerable advantages   In nan)   fluid sys- 
te:;is especially those which are \i.r\   resonant.     in  this way fluidic 
elements  can  be used to provide   rather  sophisticated   forms of com- 
pensation without   ui)  :-;o; iii>; part    nor an)    ignaj  conversions,    fhc 
advantages of using fluidic devices for this purpose show promise. 
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Regenerative Process-Fluid Switching Circuits 

J.R.  TIPPETTS,  B.Sc.Eng. Ph.D. 

Department of Chemical  Engineering and Fuel Technology, 
University of Sheffield,  Sheffield. 

Siunmary 

Usefux new hardware and theoretical insight have evolved from the 
study of process-fluid switching in "regenerative circuits".     Such circuits 
may be applied in furnace air supply systems in which hot waste gas and 
cold incoming air flow alternately over regenerative heat-exchangers. 
Other potential applications are in toxic fluid pumping or filtration. 

The circuit incorporates  two sub-circuits: 

1)    an "alternator" (or inverter), and 2)    a rectifier (full-wave bridge 
rectifier).    In heat-exchange systems the rectifier must not allow flow 
to bypass the load (furnace)  and several new devices have been constructed 
to meet this requirement.    Six distinct types    of active node-elements 
are identified which correspond to the six types of 3-terminal  junctions 
in these circuits.    2h basic circuits are listed which result from com- 
bining these devices in different ways;  many more circuits can  be derived 
from the uasic list.    A form of duality is shown to relate alternators 
and rectifiers;  in general an item of alternator-type is matched by a 
rectifier-type. 

These topics give rise to questions of a general theoretical nature 
and within the confines of what may be termed "theory of Eulerian net- 
works" certain definite answers are given.    The power transmitting prop- 
erties of 3-terminal elements  are emphasized and an "indefinite" charac- 
terisation scheme is defined which concisely relates these elements to 
ideal network devices,  "uch as gyrators and transformers, and to fluid 
systems such as pumps and aerofoils.    Circuit design procedures are put in 
terms of "data transformations" which are analogous to matrix operations 
in linear circuit analysis. 
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Nomenclature 

\,B, A C 
a,b,c, & 
OL 

Z-state 

a 
ß 
0 

V 
p 

n 
Subscripts 

a,b & c ) 
x,y & z ) 
L 
■ 
o 
r 
G 

Abbreviations 

A-RFD 
CSV 
CSVRFD 

Performance Parameters (Ratios of pressures). 
nodes in lattice network,  Fig. 18. 
pressure coefficient (Euler number). 
diameter. 
Non-dimensional pressure, Performance parameter of FJ 
and Bistable Amplifier. 
pressure difference,  arrow goes from high to low. 
function. 
function. 
Performance parameter (Ratio of pressures). 
resistance coefficient of the form e/q . 
ratio of resistance coefficients. 
non-dimensional flow. 
flow. 
Reynolds number. 
radius (independent polar coordinate). 
radius (dependent polar coordirute). 
Turndown ratio (Flow ratio). 
dependent teritdnal variables. 
velocity. 
Performance parameter for \/A and RFVA. 
independent terminal variables. 
Flow state in which all-but-two flow variables are zero. 

Angle (independent polar coordinate). 
Angle (dependent polar coordinate). 
Angle (independent polar coordinate in an indefinite 
system). 
Angle (dependent polar coordinate in an indefinite system)< 
Multiplier. 
kinematic viscosity. 
density. 
efficiency (ratio of powers). 

terminals of a 3-teminal device). 

load. 
maximum. 
reference value. Output. 
function defining r. 
supply. Function defining s. 
function defining ß . 

Alternator type Reverse Flow Diverter. 
Coanda-Switched Vortex device, 
a specially designed vented CSV. 
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DT Tee joint connecting two diodes. 
FJ Flow Junction,  a special Y-joint. 
JPD Jet-pump-diode,  a jet pump with a diode. 
R-RFD Rectifer-type Reverse Flow Diverter. 
RFDVA Revjrsc Flow Diverting Vortex Amplifier, a specially- 

designed vented VA. 
VA Vortex Amplifier. 
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Introduction 

This paper concerns the application of fluidic (no-moving-part) 
techniques  to the control of flow in networks.    The fluidic devices are 
regarded priinarily as process-fluid handling valves and this  role makes 
special demands of theory and hardware that are not encountered in pure 
information-switching systems  (logic).    In this context,  fluidics can be 
related to electronics and it is to be expected that a theory of fluidic 
networks must exist which is,  to some extent, distinct from fluid dynamics 
in the same way that electrical network theory is distinct from electron 
dynamics.    There is some justification for this because there are relation- 
ships and techniques of design and analysis which are uniquely useful in 
fluidic circuits but which depend only on the most elementary aspects of 
fluid mechanics.    Needless to say,  the comprehensive design of a fluidic 
(or any) system requires a wide range of already well-understood engin- 
eering scionce; here only the special factors which apply to  fluidics are 
emphasized. 

These topics arise almost inevitably in connection with "regenerative 
circuits",   the study of which has resulted in new devices and general 
design methods which are already being used in a wider field. 

Regenerative Networks 

The network shown in Fig.  1 . represents the path taken by process 
fluid in a regenerative system.    Its significance is made clear by con- 
sidering a furnace air supply system with regenerative pre-heating.    The 
"regenerators" are regenerative heat exchangers, which could be stacks of 
metal plttos«    The "load" is a furnace in which the heated air is burnt 
with fuel (not shown) and hotter waste gases are produced;  the flow in the 
furnace is steady and unidirectional.     The "source" represents a steadily 
operating air blower; it also represents the chimney and  ihe "connection", 
by way of the atmosphere,  to the blower.    The "alternator" and the "recti- 
fier" are flow switching circuits which cause hot waste gases and cold 
incoming air to alternate in the regenerative heat exchangers. 

This application of fluidic switching was envisaged by Swithenbank 
and Taylor (Ref.   1.)  and various aspects of the design of such systems have 
been described in Refs.  2,  3 and U.     The advantages to be gained with 
fluidic switching are:- 

1) Valves which do not wear out at high operating frequencies. 

2) Reduc -d size of heat exchangers resulting from 1 . 

3) Reduced cost resulting from 1   and 2. 

h) More applications,   thus saving heat. 

Regenerative flow switching circuits of this type may have many other 
applications however: 

The alternator is equivalent to a directional control valve;  it is a 
circuit able to cause a piston to reciprocate. 
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The rectifier ideally acts as a full-wave bridge-rectifier converting 
alternating source flow into unidirectional load flow. 

The alternator and rectifier can be used separately or in conjunction 
with conventional (moving part)  circuits.    A method of pumping abrasive or 
"difficult" fluid with air is shown in Fig.  2.    Here the switching circuits 
are represented as U-terminal networks and the load is simply the head 
difference between the two reservoirs.    The regenerative elements are "gas- 
pistons" - simply vertical cylinders  in which alternating gas pressure 
drives the liquid up and down.    Hence, the circuit enables a steadily flow- 
ing easily-pumped fluid to induce a relatively steady flow of a hard-to- 
pump fluid. 

A pumping system in which all of these elements are identifiable was 
described by Walkden and others    Refs. 5. and 6 .    and it enabled molten 
salt at l500oK to be pumped by air pressure.    Walkden1 s  "Alternator" was 
electromechanical but the "rectifier" was basically a jet-pump with two 
driving jets to which the alternating flow was applied. 

Various other applications for these systems can be envisaged depend- 
ing on the type of regenerative elements used, several types of which are 
shown in Fig.  3.    The diaphragm,  or a series of gas-pistons, allows pumping 
energy to be communicated through a pressure vessel.    A pressure amplifying 
system results from the double-area rams,  and a self-cleaning filtration 
system can be devised by using filterscreens which are washed-clean by 
reverse flow. 

Criteria of Merit 

Many types of circuit can be made so it is useful to have criteria 
by which they can be judged. 

"Flow control"  implies that the fluid must take a prescribed path; 
such is the case in the rectifier used in the furnace system.    Here, no 
heat-carrying air must by-pass the load (furnace)  nor rnust flow be recycled 
through it,  as can happen in some fluidic circuits.    This can be described 
as a "no-leakage" criterion. 

The running cost of a circuit  is detennin">d by a suitably defined 
"efficiency"   T].    In some cases it is possible to maximise the efficiency 
by judicious circuit design.    In the case of a pump supplying a known, 
fixed load,  efficiency can be simply defined and it is a direct measure of 
the merit of the circuit, but if the load is variable or unknown the merit 
will depend on various characteristics of the circuit. 

Scope of the Analysis 

The analysis concerns the steady-state operation of systems of chara- 
cterised devices with incompressible non-cavitating flow.    It is,   therefore, 
subject to some obvious,  but quantifiable,   restrictions,  however,   recent 
experience has shown that such analysis is useful.    As a result,  the cir- 
cuits are considered to be "Kirchhoffian non-linear networks" which have 
been studied extensively, for example by Chua (Ref. 7.,.    Such studies are 
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comprehensive and very general but they are mainly carried out in the con- 
text of electrical networks.    Fluidic networks are distinct, however, in 
that ?,  "similarity" condition (described later)  applies which can greatly 
simplify the analysis.    Also many fluidic devices are "active" in a 
scecial sense which distinguishes them from pipe-networks and from many 
circuits using semi-conductor electronic devices. 

These special features can be conveniently described in terms of an 
idealized "3-terminal device" which can represent a vortex amplifier, tee- 
joint,  or a large number of fluidic devices.    The following discussion is 
therefore   ilightly abstract, but this is necessary in order to derive con- 
cise ger^ral statements which apply to the numerous devices and circuits 
which .ire useful in controlling flows. 

3-termlnal Devices 

A 3-termlnai device, having 3 pipe-connections,  is representative of 
many fluidic devices and it may also be used as a basic unit of sub-divi- 
sion for more complex circuits. 

The objective considered here is the determination of the device 
operating point from characteristics defined by the continuous variables. 
Boolean or logical variables are sometimes necessary in cnaracterising 
devices with multi-zalued characteristics such as bistable amplifiers but 
a change in the value of the logical variable simply means a repetition of 
the procedures described in the following. 

In finding the operating point these factors are important: 

Three flows (q) and three pressure differences (e)  are the terminal 
variables as shown in Fig.  Ua. 

If it is Xirchhoffian (using the "zero-sum" allocation of variables): 

na        b      nc 

e    + e,   + e     =0 a        b        c 
(1) 

also the power dissipated in the device Is given by any of these express- 
ions. 

e    q 
c   ^c 

(2) 

A single operating point can be described adequately by a minimum of four 
suitably chosen "characterisation variables" which are denoted by x, y, u 
and v.    These can be allocated in 21 ways,    x and y denote independent 
variables and these can be allocated in 30 ways, 6 of which are homogeneous 
allocations (x and y both pressures or both flows).    Any 2 variables can 
identify uniquely an operating point.    At any operating point,   four partial 
differentials completely describe a local linearization of the character- 
istics: 
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ax 
av 
35 

av 
*7 (3) 

(representing gains,  iinpedances,  admittances,  etc.  depending on how x, y, 
u and v are allocated to flow and pressure variables) 

The characteristics can be regarded as a useful range of operatinp points 
listed systematically by imposing constraints on the independent variables. 
Coni equently the operation of a device may be described in many different 
but equally valid ways dependent on these artificially imposed allocations 
of: 

1. Signs to variables. 

2. Characterisation variables. 

3. Independent variables. 

U. Constraints. 

The effect of changing any of these allocations greatly afferts the appear- 
ance and utility of the characteristics  but the effect is always predict- 
able. 

The re-allocation of signs and of certain characterising variables 
depends on simple linear relationships.     For example, the zero-sum desig- 
nation of pressures ia useful m emphasising certain general features and 
in programming but for many purposes it is convenient to use a M2-port" 
format as shown in Fig. Ub. in which one terminal is chosen as a datum. 
The datum terminal can be chosen in three ways and Table  1. shows the 
values of the pressure variables (primed)   in the 2-port format in terms of 
those in the zero-sum format  (entries in the table) 

2-port variables 
i 

ec 
e                    e, a                    b 

datum a •                   -e c eb 
terminal b e                     • c -ea 

c 
b                    a 

-■:■ 

Table 1 . 

The ability to determine easily the effect of re-allocations 3 and 
h can be regarded as th»   essence of circuit analysis.    In a linear system 
this is accomplished by standard matrix methods.     Thus,  device character- 
istics in one format (impedance,  admittance or hybrid)  can be converted 
into any other format to suit the circuit topology (series, parallel or 
hybrid).    This applies,  of course,  to local linearization of non-linear 
systems and Shekel,  Ref.  8, has described simply-applied routine methods. 
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The significance of "constraints" can be understood by analogy; 
consider linear dynamic systems; these are usually characterised by their 
response to sinusoidal functions, i.e. one of the independent variables 
is constrained by a sine function. The Laplace transform determines the 
effect of changing the constraint algebraically. 

In fluidic systems subject to Eulerian similarity, the analysis can 
be partly accomplished algebraically by formulas ("data transformations") 
that apply to all devices. Also, certain characterising functions can be 
defined which are invariant with respect to the constiaints and concise 
"large signal" parameters can be defined which complement the small signal 
linearizations which feature so much in electrical circuit analysis. 

These topics are next discussed in detail for conditions of ideal 
Eulerian similarity. The results also apply to quasi-steady dynamic con- 
ditions; also quickly converging iterative solutions can be deduced in 
terms of the ideal even when only moderate similarity applies. When simi- 
larity does not apply and the system is completely non-linear or if 
detailed dynamic response must be predicted, the analysis becomes the 
province of programming and mathematical modelling - subjects which are 
receiving much attention elsewhere. 

Eulerian Similarity 

The consequenceiof similarity can be explained easily by usi-^g an 
extension of Paynter's (Ref, 9.) characterisation of turbo-machines (pumps 
and turbines). For this it is simplest to consider a device characterised 
by two homogeneous independent variables x and y. An operating point is 
represented by a point in the x y plane and a corresponding point in the 
u v plane. These points can also be located by polar coordinates ar and 
ßs as shown in Fig. 5. The polar representation and associated functions 
are useful for conceptual purposes but ultimately they must be put in 
cartesian form. 

Characterisation concerns the mapping of points in the x y plane to 
points in the u v plane. To simplify the representation of the mapping, 
constraints may be imposed on x and y by means of a functional relation- 
ship which may be defined by r = fr(a) ; also an auxilliary function ß = 
ffi(oO may be defined. A curve r ■ fr(a) in the x y plane therefore maps 

curve s = fs(ß) in the u v plane and the point-by-point correspon- into a 
dence is specified by the function ß = ^(c) 

Eulerian similarity is characterised by 

1. Radial lines in tbo x y plane map into radial lines in the u v plane. 

2. Two points or« and ar2 on the same radial line in the x y plane map 
into two poinis ßs-. and ßs.-, on u.he same radial line in the u v plane. 
and their radial positions are related by 

r2 -^J Ci) 
■i i 

.02 
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where n = 2 if r represents flow (and s pressure);  and n =■ ^ if r 
represents pressure (and s flow). 

Also, if there is a change in the fluid density or the pize of the 
device, for a fixed value of a,  the effect is eaaily predictable. 

This form of similarity is expected in ideal flows dominated by 
inertial forces as considered by Euler in his conception of turbomachines. 
But it is a fortuitous characteristic of many flows  that turbulent shear 
stress is generated in such a way that the came form of similarity still 
prevails in real systems.    The extent to which this is true must, however, 
be determined by experiment.     (The range of validity can be put in terms 
of Reynolds number. Mach number, Cavitation number, etc.). 

Three fluid systems which are subject to Eulerian Similarity may be 
compared: 

System 

1 Centrifugal pump 

2 Vortex amplifier 

3 Aerofoil 

Representative of 

2-port elements ^   internal 

3-tenninal network elements J   flows 

Field-controlled elements (external flows) 

Characterising variables may be ?llocated as follows: 

Independen 
X 

t variables 
y 

Dependent \ 
u 

rariables              ', 
V 

pump flow shaft speed pressure shaft torque 

VA control pressure supply pressure control flow supply flow      ! 

a r u v                 j 

Aerofoil angle of attack air velocity lift force drag force 

The three systems have a basic feature in common:  they depend on two flow- 
like and two pressure-like variables. There are differences in detail: 
for the aerofoil, "air velocity" is idealized as "velocity at infinity v "; 
for the pump or the VA the idealization applies instead, to the pressures, 
which must be measured under well-defined conditions.  (Variables approp- 
riate to fields are different fron those appropriate to networks). 

Also, in a pump the shaft and the pipe connections cannot be inter- 
changed, so although it has two energy-transmitting ports it cannot be 
represented as a 3-terminal device. Its characterisation is thereforr 
subject to fewer "allocations" of variables. 

Consequences of Similarity 

When similarity prevails, the mapping of a single curve in the x y 
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plane is s\ifficient to determine the mapping of all points.    Characteris- 
ation -therefore involves three functions which in polar form are fr,  fg 
and £3.    But it is the shape of these functions, not the magnitude, which 
is distinctive since the effect of changing r is easily predictable and 
is the same for all devices but the effect of changing a is a unique 
characteristic of a particular type of device.    It is therefore convenient 
to standardize the magnitude in some way. 

Numerous methods can be devised;  for example,   simple graphical tech- 
niques result from plotting virtually raw data on a double logarithmic 
flow-pressure plane as described in Ref. 10,     For more general use it j.s 
convenient to define non-dimensional characteristics as in the following. 

The function fg is dimensionless already.    The functions fr and f 
can be represented ai the products of non-dimensional functions Fr and Fg 
and certain characteristic reference magnitudes r    and s : 

r F o   r 

s F 
o    s 

(S) 

The reference magnitudes r0 and s0 can be defined as the values of the 
'non-dimensional reference functions fr and f    in a certain selected 

states" denoted by a    and ß   . 
o ^ o 

Characteristic Reynolds and Euler numbers (Re and Cp)  can be defined 
in terms of r0 and s0.    Suppose, for example,  that r represents flow and s 
pressure and d a characteristic diameter of a nozzle,  say: 

Re    =    — 
Ü 

and v    ■ 
wr ii) 

A resistance coefficient k may also be defined which can be used to 
describe the effective size of a device in terms of the fluid variables: 

k   ■ 
so 
-1 r o 

(7) 

k is simply a convenient combination of other more basic characteristics. 

Obviously, non-dimensionalization is a further source of artifici- 
ally introduced complexity, however,  the basic characteristics of a partic- 
ular device can be related to these non-dimensional functions: 

r    = r   F   (a) or 
:)   /ff =   fß(o0 

18) 

an independent constraint 

a characteristic independent of F 

3)    s    =    s    F    (ß) a dependent characteristic 
OS 

The distinctive characteristics of a device are therefore functions of a 
iinJe va  'able a, and there are certain "invariant" characteristics fg which 
are incependent of the artificially imposed constraints. 
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The same factors can be observed in local linearizations which can 
be based on these partial differentials: 

a II IP m 
■ and Fs and 

The first of these differentials is the gradient of iß, the second 
is zero, the third can be put in terms of the gradients of Ij 
the fourth is calculable from the similarity property. 

Relationship to Cartesian Characterisation 

The polar relationships emphasise some basic features U't,  in 
general, characteristics are most useful in cartesian form plotted on a 
flow-pressure plane. 

Consider,  for example,  the vortex amplifier.    The variables are 
defined in Fig. 6 .    A convenient reference state is when qc = 0, and con- 
straint:    e_ = constant = e»,, (represented by a horizontal line in the x y ^39 
plane, Fig. $.).    Non-dimensional variables may be defined by 

I % 
e s q c q (10) 
so lso ^30 

and the two non-dimensional characteristics are F and F : s    c 

s c 

= F^E^ c c 

a transfer characteristic 

a driving-point characteristic. 10 
These functions are shown in Fig. t . 

The polar functions are implicit in these characteristics, thus E 
is representative of a since Ec ■ cot a, also cotß= Q /Qg. A graph of Ec 
against Qc/Q3 is representative of the invariant function f a . The partial 
differentials can similarly be inter-related and these are described in 
Ref. 11; here, however, the main objective is large signal analysis. 

Performance Parameters 

The "large signal" properties of a device oan be concisely given by 
"performance parameters" defined in a few self-evidently significant 
states. The turndown ratio T and control pressure ratio G of a VA, def- 
ined as follows, are typical: 

Name of State       Q        Q        E        E s       c       s       c 
"Normal" (N in Fig. )     1        0       1       X 

"Vortex" (V in Fig. )     0       J       1       G 

The entries in the table denote values of the variables non-dimensionalized 
in terms of Q3 and E in the normal state. X is a ndctusary, but less 
important, characteristic for the VA; also the ratio: T/G is an important 
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"power index". 

Z-states 

The normal and vortex states are "Z-states",  defined when all-but- 
two terminals carry flow.    The direction of flow is significant so a 3- 
terminal device has t Z-statos. 

In flow control circuits it may be necessary that all devices operate 
in Z-states,  in which case analysis is simplified (see Ref.  12.).    Further- 
more,  circuit operation may still be calculable if fluids of different 
densities flow in the circuit. 

Parametric Characterisations 

For theoretical or computational analysis it is interesting to con- 
aider various constraint functions. 

Consider this constraint defined in terms of the parameter 0: 

x    =    ro Sin 9 y    =    ro Sin(9 ♦ S) (111 

This is an ellipse in the x y plane. This subjects all independent vari- 
ables to the same sequence of magnitudes. Furthermore, a change in 6 by 
4- represents a re-orientation of the device in a ne -work. This suggests 
another polar coordinate system in terms of Or -and 0s ia which 3 radial 
axes, one for each independent variable, intersect at 120° as shown in 
Fig. 7. The constraint is then a circle and 9 and 0  take the place of a 
and ß. If the zero-sum allocation of variables is used, certain general 
characteristics can be simply stated. For example, if c = 0 or 0 -ir the 
device is lossless; also the characterising function s = constant (a 
circle) represents a 3-terminal gyrator, a device with useful general 
properties described later. 

Other functions can be considered; for example, by an iterative com- 
putation the independent constraint function could be made identical to 
the dependent function, i.e. Fr = Fs. It could be argued that the result- 
ing function is least dependent on changes of magnitude (which are predic- 
table) . 

Also, for each device there may be a particular constraint  Fr for 
which the characteristics are least affected by change of Re. 

Data Transforma ^ions 

The effect, of changing the independent function can be determined by 
a "data transformation". 

The characteristics can be regarded as a list of operating points 
and the basis of the "data transformations" are described here by opera- 
tions on a single operating point. 

The most important operation represents a radial shift of points in 
the x y and u v planes snecified algebraically by: 
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original values 

new values 

% % e a % 

*\ ^b »\ 
9 

Suppose the "original values" correspond to characteristics with qa = 
constant - qn and the "new values" are reqvLi'ed for which e. = constant = 

The multiplier must be such that ^ e 3 
This multiplication is e . The multiplier must be sucn tnat Jl ea 

= e0' 
carried out for each operating point, and, as a result, the characteristics 
can be said to have been converted from an impedance format to an admitt- 
ance format. To regenerate the old values, ^ is defined by |Juqa 

= q^ In 
the parametric representations, p, is a function of both qa and q, or ea 
and e^,. 

Other operations described in Refs. U.  and 11. determine the effect 
of resistances in series or parallel with a device. 

Circuit Analysis 

These types of relationship apply to Eulerian 3-terminal devices: 

1) Linear (Kirchhoffian) 

2) Square-law ("Eulerian") 

3) Non-linear (two characterising functions of one variable,  o.g. y. 

Unly relationship (3)  is different in different devices. 

As fluid mechanics,  these facts are unremarkable,  but in circuit 
analysis they are highly significant.    The two cnaracterising functions 
can easily be stored (or,   sometimes,  calculated as described by Wormley, 
Ref. 13-) and manipulated by computer.    For example, programs havt been 
written in an interactive language (FOCAL)  implementing various data trans- 
formations which analyse circuits simply and indicate the degree of extra- 
polation from test conditions  implied by the analysis. 

Also numerous graphical methods can be devised as described in 
Ref. h. 

Needless to say,  the utility of this generalized analysis depends on 
the availability of hardware;   this is now discussed. 

The Existence and Non-Existence of Basic Network Elements 

The regenerative elements shown in Tig.  3.  are equivalent to certain 
basic network elements;  the diaphragm is equivalent to series capacitance; 
the pressure amplifying ram is equivalent to a transformer.    These two 
elements,  and a third called a "gyrator",  are frequently desirable but 
they are difficult or impossible to construct without using moving parts. 
Their elusive character can be explained as follows: 

Series Capacitor 

A rotating ring of fluid resists compression "elastically". Such a 
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ring, confined in a cylinder, would act as an elastic membrane separating 
a central terminal from a peripheral terminal. 

Unfortunately, this has obvious shortcomings. 

Pressure Amplifying "Transformer" 

The essential characteristic of a flew amplifying transformer is 
also a characteristic of a jet-pump as indicated in Fig. 8. But, the jet- 
pump is non-reciprocal:  it cannot be used as a pressure amplifier. 

The existence of a complementary device to the jet-pump is discussed 
in Ref. lU. and it is concluded that it must depend on a rotating flow 
field maintained by the radial spread of vorticity from a central lire- 
source. At increasing radial distance, pressure increases. This effect 
contrasts with that in a jet-flow in wfr ich flöw~increases at increasing 
downstream distance. 

A practical embodiment of this effect has yet to be demonstrated. 

Gyrator 

The gyrator is a two-port element by which the roles of pressure and 
flow variaoles are interchanged. For example, a short-circuit at the out- 
put port is "seen" as an open-circuit in the input port. 

As a 3-terminal element it has a flow-pressure modulating function 
..hich is basic in the same way that certain logic functions are basic 
(e.g. NOR, NAND, etc.) i.e. a large number of flow control networks can be 
synthesised with gyrators alone. It is therefore a desirable element. 

In a vortex flow the orthogonal relationship of tangential velocity 
and radial force is a "gyrational" effect and as Paynter Ref. 9. has 
emphasized, it is strongly apparent in the characteristics of turbo- 
machines. The effect is also available to fluidics but peripheral jets 
seem to be the only practicable source of vorticity and t-hese jets are 
therefore subjected to the vortex-generated pressure.  This is analogous 
to an inevitable feedback which dominates the otherwise ^yrator-like qual- 
ity of vortex devices.  (A simple model vortex device is represented in 
Table 2. by a gyrator plus losses and feedback). Clearly, a range of 
devices is needed since no single one corresponds to the ideal represented 
by the gyrator. 

Two Distinctive Fluid-Dynamic Phenomena 

Despite the elusiveness of "Pressure amplification", there is great 
scope for the evolution of new devices and in this context these two 
effects are noteworthy: 

1) Jet-pump action occurs in many fluidic devices and this distinguishes 
them from simple electronic elements. The effect can be re-stated: 
a jet-pump can only be represented by interconnected branch-elements 
if one of these is "active" (i.e. acts as a pump). 
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2) Non-reciprocity ia idealized mathematically in the gyrator, physically, 
however, it is strongly apparent in the difference between sink-flow 
into a nozzle and jet-flow from a nozzle as emphasized by Walkden, 
TteTT t . 

Development and Classification of Devices 

The development of new devices can be guided by some criteria which 
may be stated concisely in terms of th° 0-0 parameters. (0 being used to 
denote a flow state, and 0 for pressure). 

It is desirable to have devices which are efficient for a wide range 
of 9.  The angular difference between 0 and 0 is a measure of inefficiency 
and over certain ranges of 0 the "best device" is the one for which this is 
least. So, for operation over such ranges, optimality is easily defined, 
but, for operation over a wider ranpe covering the "territory" of several 
devices, no simple generalizatioa can b,^ made. 

A characteristic operating range (of 0) may also provide a form of 
classification of devices, fc example:  a jet-pump belongs to the class 
of devices which carry out a useful function even when their "range" of 
operation is confined to a single value of 0. 

It would be premature to carry out an elaborate "classification" at 
present but the list of comparative performance parameters, shown later, 
is a step towards this objective. 

Special-Purpose Flow Control Devices 

Some special-purpose devices are next described. Their names empha- 
size their specific role, thus a "reverse flow diverter" is like a vent 
but must have very special properties. In many cases the devices were 
constructed from a "kit of parts":  diffusers, housings, nozzles, etc. 
and further development would be justified. Also, planar and axi-symmetric 
configurations can be considered. 

Some devices result fron "merging" Wo existing devices to obtain a 
beneficial interaction. 

Only the basic "O-dependent" characteristics are described. Eulerian 
similarity certainly prevails over a useful range but the detailed effects 
of Re variation have not been determined. "Pressure" represents total- 
pressure measured at points where the dynamic component is small compared 
with the greatest terminal pressure difference. 

In the following "port" means pipe-connection (i.e. "terminal"). 

Flow Junction (FJ, Fig« 9. and 28.) 

The FJ is a symmetrical Y-joint specially designed for high effici- 
ciency in the two Z-states when flow enters ports a or b and all emerges 
from port o. Characteristics are shown in Fig. 10. with qa constant. 
Non-dimensional variables, denoted by capitals, arc defined in terms of 
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the values of e and q in the Z-state for which q. =■ 0. A single per- 
formance parameter E is defined aa e^'e in this state. It is advanta- 
geous for E to be large and the best value so far is .^7. 

For a symmetrical device the characteristics apply also when a and 
b are interchanged, also, as a consequence, characteristics for which 
Q0 > 2 are redundant. The parameter E applies, therefore, to two states. 

Reverse Flow Diverters (RFDs) Fig. 11. 

RFDs operate in a "forward" and a "reverse" statej in the reverse 
state, flow in one port is reversed and the flow path through the device 
is different from that in the forward state. 

Several types of RFD can be constructed to suit different circuits. 
Some of these are shown in Fig. 11. The desired performance of each type 
can be described in terms of the performance parameters A, B and C as 
defined in this table. 

Type State 
% % 

e 
a ei 

X Forward 
Reverse 

1 
0 

1 
-1 

1 
-C 

A 
B 

A Forward 
Reverse 

1 
0 

1 
-1 

1 
c 

A 
B 

R Forward 
Reverse 

1 
-1 

1 
0 

1 
-B 

A 
-C 

For all RFDs, A, I and C are positive pressure ratios between 0 and 1; 
also A should be large and B should be small. 

X-type RFD 

In this RFD,  the pressure at port a should be low in the reverse 
state,  this simplies that C should be large.    These requirements are con- 
sistent with this hypothetical application: 

A pump supplies flow to a pressure vessel via an X-RFD operating in 
the forward state;  if the pump fails,  the RFD diverts the reverse flow 
from the vessel without impeding i", but without applying back-pressure to 
the pump. 

It may be useful in certain alternator circuits and several designs 
were tested by Holmes  (Ref.  2.).   Ir. two of these,  swirling flow and recov- 
ery in a radial diffuser was used as a diverting mechanism (not an impeding 
one). 

Typical values of the performance parameters are 

A   "    .ill B    =    .22 C    =    .3 

however improved designs could undoubtedly be made. 
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Alternator T^pc RFD 

This RFD is useful in alternators and the pressure at port a should 
be high in the reverse state so C should be large. An axi-symmetric 
design is shown in Fig. 11 (without swirl vanes); the radial diffuser 
helps to reduce pressure loss in the reverse state. The design and 
characteristics of an effective device are given in Ref. 2., typical 
performance parameters are 

A -  .^     B =  •1*?      C = ,15 

Rectifier Type RFD (Fig  11.) 

This RFD is useful in rectifiers; in the reverse state the pressurf 
at port L: should be high implying that C should be small. It consists 
basically of two diffusers; for optimum performance in Z-states the 
diffuser consituting port b should be the larger of the two. 

Characteristics non-dimensionalized in terms of the forward Z- 
state are shown in Figs. 12. and 13- The forward Z-state occurs when 
Q = 1 in the forward characteristics, and the reverse Z-state occurs 
when Q = 1 in the reverse characteristics. The best parameters measured 
so far are 

.49 .19 . )1 

Symmetrical R Typo RFD 

An R-RFD with equal diffusers is useful in rectifiers and pumping 
circuits but it is not primarily intended for Z-statc operation and its 
Z-state parameters are worse than those of the R-RFD. The two diffusers 
can be regarded as two rather inefficient diodes but when they are em- 
bodied in the R-RFD they interact so that their diode-like action is 
enhanced. 

Jet-Pump-Diode (JPD) Fig. ih. 

The JPD (see Ref. 11.) is a merger of a jet-pump, designed like an 
R-RFD, and a diode. It is not intended foi Z-state operation but it is 
able to operate at nodes b and c in rectifiers (see Fig. 18.') and may lr 
compared with two interconnected diodes. ^ 

Coanda-Switched-Vortex Device + A Type RFD (CSVRFD) Fig. iLi. 

The CSVRFD is a specially designed vented CSV created by merging an 
A-RFD into the outlet of the vortex chamber of a CSV. 1 is not primarily 
intended for Z-statc operation but it oqa  be used at nodes b and c in 
alternators. 

Only moderate performance has been proven but no special development 
has been carried out. 

Reverse Flow Vortex Amplifier (RFVA) Fig. 15. 

The RFVA, described in Refs. 15, 14, 17, is a VA designed to give 
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minirnu-Ti resistance to flow passing the wrong way through it. It is use- 
ful in the branches of rectifiers; its Z-state performance parameters are 
defined by 

Statr Qi Qc 1^ Ec 

Normal 10 1 -X 

Vortex - ^ m -1 G 

T, G, (1-X) and the ratio T/G, have the same significance as for the VA. 
It can be expected that comparable values can be achieved for the RFVA. 

Vented RFVA Figs. I1', and 28. 

The swirling control flow can be extracted, with some pressure 
recovery, from the RFVA by adding a vent in the form of a radial diffuser. 
A main stream can therefore be halted without a large volume of control 
fluid entering the system and, in principle, with the least loss of energy. 
In this respect, the vented RFVA is potentially superior to other compar- 
able sub-circuits in which control flow is substituted for main flow. 
(This applies, by analogy, to vented VAs). 

The main attributes of this device have been proven but further 
development would be worth while. 

Vortex Amplifier + A-RFD (RFDVA) Figs. U. and 2J. 

The RFDVA is a specially designed vented VA created by merging an 
A-RFD and a VA. A usefully effective design is described in Ref. II;. but 
it could be improved by incorporating a well designed VA section (such as 
Saunders' design Ref. 18.). 

Two Parallel-Connected Turr-up Vortex Amplifiers (Fig. 17.) 

A special type of vortex amplifier can be constructed in which con- 
trol flow cancels-out a vortex which is normally created by the main flow. 
Two such "turn-up vortex amplifiers" can be connected in parallel, as 
proposed by Boucher et al (Ref. 19.) to form a 3-terminal sub-circuit with 
uniquely useful characteristics. The combined devices can be used at one 
node in alternator circuits and for this application the following char- 
acteristics are important: 

when the pressure at terminal a is high, the resistance to inflow 
at b is low (and vice-versa when a and b are interchanged) outflow is 
from o. 

Comparative Performance Parameters 

The "large-signal performance parameters" of several devices in one 
or two operating states are listed in Table 2. Each row describes a 
single operating point in terms of variables non-dimensionalized in terms 
of reference-state values. For each device, the reference state is the 
first state listed. The objective is to show concisely the relationship 
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y 
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bevice 1 State 
1       X 

FLOW  ( 

I   y 1    * 
PRESSURE  (e) 

1x1    viz 

1    CURRENT 
FEASIBLE 

j    VALUES 

boanda Switched 
Kortex D«vic« 

normal 

1 vortex 

I    T 

1 

f ~,r 

-i 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

-1 
j    T - 5 

biode forward 

reverse 

T 

1   ~1 

1 "T 

1   i 

0 

0 

0 

0 

F-i 

1  —1 
{    T « 10 

Cortex 
kmplifier 

[nornal 

vortex 

-T 

-1 

j     T 

0 

0 

1 

1-X 

1-0 

I    X 

1     G 

1   ^ J-" 
Reverse Flow 
Wortex 
amplifier 

[normal 

vortex 

T 

-1 

-T 

0 

0 

1 

X-1 

1-0 

1   "X 

1     Q 1   ^1 1" 
bistable 
kmplifier 

right 

left 

1 

i 
i 

-1 

0 

0 

-1 

E I  "1 

B-1 

1  1-E 

1 
E -  .47 

tloir Junction right 

left 

-1 

-i 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

-1 

I   *~1 

I     E 
1 ~E 

1-E 
E ■  .67 

U-type Reverse 
Flow Diverter 

forward 

reverse 

-i 

1 

1 

0 

0 

-1 

1 

C 

-A 

-B 

A-1 

B-C 

A m .66 
B - .165 
C - .15 

R-type Reverse 
Flow Diverter 

forward! 

reverse 

i 

-i 

-1 

0 

0 

1 

A 

-C 

-1 

B 

1-A 

C-B 

A ■  .69 
B *  .19 
C ■  .01 

bsVRFD normal 

VWÖX 

-T 

T 

T 0 

-T-1 

1 

1 

-A 

-B 

A-1 

B-1 

) T »  3 
} A «  .5 
)  B »  .15 

net Pump 
Diode 

forward 

reverse 

T 

-T 

-T 

1 

0 

T-1 

A 

A 

-1 

B 

1-A 
[ 

-1-B 

j  T - 5 
) A » .5 
)  B =  .2 

b Parallel 
Connected TUVAs 

light   | 

left     j 

-T-1 

-T-1 

T 

1 

1 

T 

B-1 

1-B 

1   1 

B 

-B 

-1 

Bymmetric            ! 
fe-RFD                       ' 

right   | 

left     j 

T 

T -T-1 

-T-1 

1 —* 

-B   1 

1-B 

B-1 1 

B 

T .  .7 

B « 0 

kdeal                   j 
[Trans foraer       j 

1 

-1 

-n 

n 

n-i 

i-n 

-n 1 

-n 

n-i 1 

n-1 

n=turns 
ratio 

pdeal 
Gyrator 

-g 1 

-gj 
g 

0 

0 

9 ol 
0 

-    | 

g»conduc- 
tance 

Eulenan gyratoi 
losses and feedl 
(compare with v/ 

* *         I 
jack 
is            1 

-an 
-i 0 

0 
1-G 

7 1 

G 

■sri 
-1 

\ 
Signs and eubscrlpts conform with zero sum format. 

Comparative Large-Fignal  Perforwance  Parnme^ers. 

Table 2. 
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between flow and pressure states, so the zero-sum format is used for 
subscripts and signs. 

Certain parameters have the same significance and the same ideal 
values for all devices as indicated here:  T W, A and E (1), B (o) and 
G (1 or less, less implies pressure amplification). 

Ideally for flow control applications a range of devices should bo 
available which generate useful pressure states at various pairs of Z- 
states but because "pressure amplification" is unattainable this cannot 
entirely be achieved. The last four fluidic devices listed in Table 2. 
are subject to this restriction but they represent those devices which 
come closest to the ideal. 

Included also in the table are the distinctive characteristics of 
the ideal transformer and gyrator. 

Alternators and Rectifiers 

These circuits can be considered separately, since they are only 
connected at two points in the regenerative circuit. They have an inter- 
esting dual relationship which may be observed in two electronic circuits: 
a U-diode bridge rectifier and an inverter (i.e. alternator) using four 
semiconductor-controllDd-rectifiers (TRIACs). The corresponding fluidic 
devices are diodes and CSVs but the dual relationship extends to other 
devices as shown in this list. 

Class No. Alternator Types Rectifier Types 

1 Coanda-Switched Vortex Device Diode 

2 Vortex Amplifier Reverse Flow Vortex Amplifier 

3 Bistable Amplifier Flow Junction 

tc A-type Reverse Flow Diverter R-type Reverse Flow Diverter 

5 CSV RFD Jec Pump Diode 

6 2-Parallel Connected 
Turn-up Vortex Amplifiers 

Symmetrical R-type 
Reverse Flow Diverter 

Integrated 
Circuits 

Vented Bistable 
Amplifier 

and 
Pressure-Switch 
(Rimmer, Ref. 20.) 

Integrated FJ-2-RFD 
Rectifier 

and 
Reciprocating Jet-rTxmp 

(Walkden, Ref.6 .) 

Other devices can be conceived by merging the listed devices; the 
integrated circuits represent the end result of certain mergers. One of 
these, described by Rimmer, Ref. 20., is notable because it has a very 
small pressure loss. 

The devices are classified with a number to faciliate i concise 
listing of basic circuits from which any such mergers may be considered. 
The circuit list represents different allocations of devices to the 
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nodes and branches of the U-terminal lattice network shown in Fig. 10. 
A steady pressure difference occurs across terminals a and d and alter- 
nating pressure across b and c. The circuit represents an alternator or 
a rectifier according to which types of devices are used. 

Circuit 
Number a 

NODES 
b & c d 

BRANCHES 
1 & 2  3 8t U 

Notable for 

1 
2 
3 
It 
5 3 I 

1 
1 
2 
2 

1 
: 
l 
2 

U-diode rectifier 

U-VA Alternators 
Simple no-leakage 

rectifier 

6 3 6 FJ-Symmetrical-R-RFD 
rectifier 

7 
B 
9 

10 

3 
3 

5 

U 2 

i 
2 

JPD pumping circuits 
FJ-2-Diode rectifier 

RFDVAs for efficient 
alternators 

ii 
12 

6 
6 

1 
2 

List of Alternators and Rectifiers 

Only symmetrical circuits with some special practical or academic 
significance are listed. An infinite number of circuits could be made by 
parallel or series combination of the listed circuits and devices, but it 
can be -uspected that some of these are redundant. Hence, there is scope 
for theory to investigate the suspicion. 

The main characteristics of tne circuits can be expressed in terms 
of "supply" and "load" variables denoted by subscripts E or L. Also the 
efficiency T) is important: T] = e q /e q 

L  L  s  S 
and a load resistance coefficient Ic,:     le el/qL 

(.3) 

Branch-Element Circuits 

The effectiveness of c 
depend entirely on the perfo 
fixed load, kj, there is an 
to maximise tne efficiency, 
size ratio denoted by K are 
is the low-resistance-state 
flow ratio Q1 plotted in Fig 
load via one of the high res 
ents the total leakage. 

ircuits of type 1, using four diodes or CSVs, 
rmance parameter T of the devices. For a 
optimum size for all four devices in order 
The maximum efficiency T) and the optimum 
functions only of T as shown in Fig. 19. K 
resistance coefficient divided by k» . The 

19. represents the flow leaking past the 
istance devices divided by q^; 2 Q^ reprcs- 
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The maximum value of T for current CSVs is about 5 anrf thi corres- 
ponding value of TI(2:I!?) represents a very poor alternator. The potential 
efficiency of rectifiers however is much better, but as one would expect, 
high efficiency is paid for in increasad complexity: the best diodes 
appear to be "cascade" diodes (employing a series of jwirl vanes in a 
pipe) and even using four of these, it seems that an efficiency of 50^ 
would be difficult to achieve. 

McGuigan and Boucher, Ref. 21., have obtained results for a recti- 
fier using h  vortex diodes which had a measured r]m  equal to 30^ and a 
potential IJ_ (at high Reynolds number) of about U0^. 

In this type of rectifier, leakage must always occur for all prac- 
tical designs of the diodes so it cannot be used directly in the heat 
exchanger circuit, however, it has a characteristic which makes it suit- 
able in pumping applications when the load may be unknown or varying: 
when q* diminishes to zero the value of e* increases steadiJy to within 
a small fraction of es.    The circuit serves as a "fluid coupling with a 
high stall torque". 

Controlled Rectifiers with No-Process-Fluid Leakage 

By adding tee-joints on either side of each diode in circuit 1 and 
supplying a suitable set of control flows, the "leakage flow" in each 
high-resistance 'ranch can be substituted by control flow. The circuit 
therefore offers no leakage path for process fluid. 

Here, it is useful to represent the circuits by rectangle diagrams 
(see Refs. 22. and 23.) as shown in Figs. 20. and 21. The height, width 
and area of each rectangle represent the pressure-drop, flow and power- 
loss in each branch of the circuit. The circuit in one state together 
with the rectangle diagram is shown in Fig. 21 . and it is interesting to 
note that the missing "comers" of the diagram indicate that it has a 
potentially higher efficiency than the original U-diode circuit. An 
efficient control circuit would be needed to take advantage of this. 

The two-tee-joint-diode combinations can be replaced by vented 
RFVAs and, with well designed devices, both zero-effective-leakage and 
high efficiency (at least 50^) may be expected. The control flow 
circuitry is a complication but it would allow a degree of "adaptation" 
to take place to cope with varying load, (in order to maintain the no- 
leakage condition). 

Alternators using Vortex Devices 

The alternator of circuit h  consisting of four VAs is of practical 
importance because an ri of about SO%  can be expected with current 
devices. This estimate is based on Z-state analysis described in Ref. 3. 
It would appear, however, that a well designed RFDVA would yield a simpler 
out efficient circuit. Two RFDVAs are needed and, in fact, circuits equi- 
valent to this, using two vented VAs, have been investigated by other 
workers. 
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Flow Junctions in riectiTiers 

An FJt>can be located at node a and, if it is the correct size, and 
if the load is fixed, the leakage in the upstream branches of the recti- 
fier can bt eliminated. Another attribute is that the FJ is much simpler 
than the branch elements which it can replace so it is interesting to 
determine the effect of this replacement solely in terms of efficiency. 
A simple example is described next. 

Redundancy of Circuits 

The FJ is comparablp to two other devices shown in Fig. 9:  1) a 
two diode tee-joint (DT) and 2) an FJ with diodes connected in series 
with its upstream terminals (FJD). By comparing the invariant functions 
of each of these devices, some of them can be shown to be redundant under 
certain conditions. 

A suitable representation of the invariant function is a plot of 
o       o 
— against — and this is shown for the FJ and for the DT (with various ea       % 
diodes characterised by T) in Fig. 22. Only symmetrical DTs are con- 
sidered and their characteristics are calculated assuming deal square- 
law resistance with T representing the forward-reverse flow ratio with 
a constant pressure drop. 

The corresponding invariant function for the FJD can be put in 
terms of those of the DT and the FJ: 

■ / \ e \ a 

a/FJ 

1 + K 

(IV) 

FJD 

where K - (•,)„/(•,)„ 

The factor K depends on the characteristics of the DT and the FJ, 
and on the relative sizes of the diodes and the FJ. This means that a 
range of FJD devices can be constructed by changing the relative size but 
the value of e0/ea for the FJD must always lie between the values of this 
ratio for the DT and the FJ. As the diodes are made relatively smaller, 
so their characteristics predominate in the FJD; if the DT had been con- 
nected in parallel with the FJ instead of the series connection the oppo- 
site effect would have occurred. 

The redundancy of these circuits can now be stated: 

For a fi;ced operating point-pair, denoted by a single value of 
q0/q , an FJ or a DT should be chosen according to which has the higher 
value of e^/e . Under these conditions a device such as the FJD is 
redundant. 

When a range of ocerating points must be covered, an FJD may bo 
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useful.    A judicious choice of relative diode size may yield an FJD 
optimally matched to the operating range. 

Comparison of the characteristics on Fig.  22. shows, in particular, 
that the FJ is superior to all diodes for qft)fa^ > 1, over this range it 
exhibits the transformer-like action which It the special "active" feature 
of fluid-dynamic circuit elements.    This type of analysis shows that it is 
advantageous to use an FJ-2-diode rectifier (Circuit 8) rather than a 
U-diode rectifier if T for the diodes is less than about 8. 

Comparison of Diode-Tee-Joint and a Symmetrical R-RFD 

The invariant function   of the RFD and the comparable diode-tees are 

shown in Fig. 23.,  in terms of -2 against -2 .    In this representation, -2 
ex ^x ex 

should be as small as possible and it is obvious that the embodiment of 
the diffusers into the RFD yieldj significantly better characteristics than 
the equivalent "diode"-tee using conical diffusers (for which T is about 
2.5). 

The FJ-Symmetrical-R-RFD Rectifier 

This circuit (No. 4 .) shown in Fig. 2U.,  is the simplest with which 
to describe some useful techniques of design and analysis. 

Analysis 

The characteristics of the circuit can be determined by using the 
data-transformations to put the FJ and RFD characteristics into a suitable 
form. These steps indicate the method. 

1 ) The topology of the circuit means that a particular hybrid format is 
needed. A suitable allocation of variables is: 

independent 

FJ qo e 
y 

a 

u dependent 

qa % 

% ey 
% eL 

t. A suitable con 

RFD Q ex 

Circuit qT e 

2) The characteristics are put into the desired format 
straint is y = constant =■ e  . s 

3) For each value of qL (equal to q0 for the FJ and q for the RFD) find 
er and q3 by summation: 

eT = e - e 
L    o   y 

Graphs of er  and q   against qr  constitute the main circuit characteris- 
tics.    At a certain value of qr,  the efficiency will be maximum for a 
given circuit;   repetition    of the procedure for different relative sizes 
of FJ and RFD would enable an overall optimum circuit design to be found. 
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üptimum CircuiL Design 

The circuit with .-naximum efficiency can be determined solely by 
considering the invariant functions of the two devices as shown here: 

The efficiency can be expressed in terms of the device variables by 

q (e - e ) 
ii =  o :_o, v, ei?) 

K^x 
Noting that e e    and q 

x o s 
Vea      \J\\     %J 

Ot) 

Hence, r\  has been put explicitly in terms of the ratios which constitute 
the invariant functions and so TI can be regarded basically as a function 
of the two dimensionless flow states of the FJ sind RFD.  By partial 
differentiation, the optimum atates can be put in terms of the gradients 
of the invariant functions. The resulting maximum efficiency is about 
28% with current devices. 

Circuit S 

Vented Bistable Amplifier Alternator 

The devices constituting this circuit can be merged to form a fami- 
liar form of Alternator: a vented bistable amplifier. The potential 
efficiency of an un-merged circuit operating in Z-states with no-leakage 
is simply determined as explained in Ref. 2., T] equal to 2h% was feasible. 
A measured maximum efficiency of 2t% was obtained for a demonstration cir- 
cuit not confined to Z-state operation. It is to be expected that by a 
careful merger of the three device.-: a more efficient integrated circuit 
would result. 

No-Leakage-Rectifier (FJ-2-RFD Rectifier), Fig. 25. 

This rectifier, supplying a fixed load, can be designed for Z-state 
operation (with no-leakage) and it simultaneously can have a relatively 
high efficiency as determined here. 
Z-State Analysis 

Consider a unit flow passing through the circuit. The resulting 
pressures are indicated in Fig. 2$. in terms of the RFD performance para- 
meters and the unknowns e_, e , and e, . By summing pressures in Fig. 25- s 

1 + B 
s a 

By definition for the FJ 

a'    L 

= A + C = e 

e /e 
o a 

m 
(i8) 

so the circuit efficiency is given by 
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Ti    •   _i:   = E(A + 0 - c 
+ B (If) 

This implies an efficiency of 3B.i% using current devices. 

Integrated FJ-2-RFD Rectifier 

By merging together the two RFDs and the FJ,  the second diffusers 
in the RFDs can be eliminated and increased efficiency can be expected. 
A planar form of this integrated circuit is shown in Fig.  26.    An optimum 
circuit would have rounded channels but since a planar device is very 
simply constructed it is worthwhile determining a good planar design. 

A prototype planar rectifier was tested and yielded the character- 
istics shown in Fig.  27.    The supply flow qs is constant, the reference 
state is when the load flow is zero and dimensionless variables denoted 
by capitals are derived in terms of es and q    in this state.    The effici- 
ency is 3h% at the zero-leakage point (QL -   T) and the peak efficiency is 
about 37% at a slightly reduced load flow. 

An improved planar rectifier, shown in Fig. 28. and undergoing deve- 
lopment,  has a peak efficiency of U0$. 

An air powered liquid circulating pump using a planar rectifier and 
a vented bistable amplifier is shown in Fig.29. 

A range of rectifiers can be considered which depend on similar 
principles as shown in Fig. 2^.    This includes a 3-phase rectifier, which 
avoids the discontinuous acceleration occurring in 2-phase rectifiers, 
and Walkden's reciprocating jet-pump which represents the end result of 
merging the FJ-2-RFD rectifier. 

Conclusions 

New flow control devices and useful theoretical insight have resulted 
from the study of regenerative circuits.    The theory has been based on 
ideal similarity in steady-state networks.     This involves the very simplest 
fluid mechanics but it has useful and interesting consequences in the 
design of flow switching circuits.    When exact similarity does not privail, 
analyses based on the ideal still describe effects which largely predomi- 
nate in many real systems.    If these are not calculable, they obscure the 
really distinctive features of a particular device. 

The fluid devices can be combined to form many types of flow and 
power control circuits and in particular a range of regenerative circuits 
are feasible and could be applied to furnace systems or the pumping of 
"difficult" fluids. 
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Figure Captions 

Regenerative network. 

Regenerative circuit used as a pump for toxic liquids. 

Mechanical regenerative elements. 

3-tenninal element and variables. 

Polar representation of characterisation. 

Typical cartesian characteristics of a vortex amplifier. 

Indefinite parametric characterisation for Eulerian 
3-tenninal devices. 

Active property of transformers and jet-pumps. 

The flow junction and related synthetic devices. 

Characteristics of a flow junction. 

Reverse flow diverters. 

Forward characteristics of an R-RFD. 

Reverse characteristics of an R-RFD. 

Typical merged devices. 

Diode-like active branch elements. 

Reverse-flow-diverting vortex amplifier (RFDVA). 

Parallel connected turn-up vortex amplifiers (Boucher et al), 

h-terminal network representing alternators and rectifiers. 

Uptimum characteristics of U-diode and U-CSV bridge circ««ti 

Bridge circuit and rectangle diagram. 

Ii-aiode rectifier with no process-fluid leakage. 

Comparison of a flow junction and equivalent diode-tees. 

Comparison of a symmetrical-R-RFD and equivalent diode-tees. 

Flow-junct:.cn-symmetrical-R-RFD rectifier. 

FJ-2-RFD rectifier shown operating with one unit of flow 
and no leak,?g.ä. 

Integrated fluidic bridge-rectifier circuits. 

Characteristics of a planar integrated FJ-2-RFD rectifier. 

a)  Rev.j-se-flow-diverting vortex amplifier b)  Vented reverse 
flow vo- uex amplifier c) Flow junction d)  Integrated planar 
FJ-2-RFJLJ rectifier. 

a) Regenerative circuit consisting of a bistable amplifier, 
two A-type RFDs, two vortex diodes and a flow junction 
b) Air-driven liquid pumping circuit consisting of a vented 
bistable amplifier and an integrated planar rectifier. 
Both circuits controlled by a fluidic oscillator. 
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KtaTtmn 

roncpptnal noHolR arc imnortanr to control dosl(»nprs hecausp the 
"model" in really n definition or visualization of the rrohlen.  The 
prohlen definition usually dictates the solution method; and this is 
especially true for swltchinp, networJ-s.  This piper descrihes exlstinp, 
conceptual models for fluid IORIC netvnr)'s and points out that the use 
of one of these models provides an opportun!tv for the development of 
new fluidic devices. 

TrrrRoniTTinn 

A common statement among der.lpn enplneers Is that a prohlem well 
defined is already half solved.  However, hecaune of the emphasis placed 
on analysis, an inexperienced desipnpr often mahes the mistake of plunp- 
ing into a prohlem solution without first carefully defininp, what the 
problem should be.  Definition is hiphly Important because It usually 
establishes the solution method to bo followed.  Sometimes, the best way 
out of an impasse is to simply redefine the unsolvable problem into one 
that can he solved. 

In controls work, conceptual models are used to help define and 
visualize problems.  For example, in modern control theory, the "state 
space" model is used to mathematicallv represent continuous control sys- 
tems. 

Models are also used In defining digital control svstems.  A dip.ital 
system processes information consisting of phvsical quantities constrained 
to have only discrete values.  These quantities are called variables or, 
more often, signals.  Most digital svstems vork with signals vhlch take 
on only two discrete values.  Pucb signals are termed as btnarv. 

Switching circuits or networks perform the logical functions re- 
quired in digital svstt is.  This paper describes the conceptual models 
which are available to help define logic networks using fluidic devices. 

cnirRALizm swiTrimic UETWORK 

A generalized switching network, is Indicated by Figure 1.  The x's 
collectively represent a set of binary Input signals and the z's repre- 
sent I set of binarv output signals.  If there are n input signals, the 
set of input signals mav be thought of as an ordered n-tuple or vector 
consisting of n binary variables.  IJhen all of the variables are in a 
stable condition (not changing), at some time Interval 1, then the n- 
tuple may be represented bv the input state vector, x..  The stabilized 
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k-tuple, consisting of the  k output variables, can similarly he repre- 
sented at time Interval 1 bv the state vector lt.. 

Switching 

Network 

Figure 1.  Generalized switching network. 

A switching network with Input terminals and output terminals 
accepts a time sequence of Input states and as a result, produces a time 
sequence of output states. When the Input state at time 1 uniquely 
determines the output state at time 1, for every 1, the network is 
called combinational.  That Is, the output state Is always a function of 
the combination of Input variables. However, If the output state z* 
depends not only on x., but also on previous Input states, the network 
Is called sequential.  The sequential network must possess a logical 
memory, enabling It to keep a record of what has happened preceding the 
time Interval 1. If a clock pulse Is not used to synchronize the 
switching operation, t'»e sequence Is called asynchronous. 

Fluid logic networks almost alwavs operate in the asynchronous 
mode.  Synchronous operation is, in general, not feasible because of 
the difficulty in generating suitable clocked pulses and the problem of 
maintaining pneumatic pulse shapes as the signals travel through the 
transmission lines.  Then too, many processes are ideally suited for 
control by asynchronous fluid logic networks. 

COMBINATIONAL NETWORKS 

The ccabinational network is adequately represented by Figure 1. 
Output equations, expressed in Boolean algebra notation, are easily ob- 
tained. The main task in designing combinational networks is to mini- 
mize the complexity of the output equations; and is readily accomplished 
through the use of Karnaugh maps or by tabular techniques. 

Or ;e minimized equations are obtained, the physical network can be 
Implemented by replacing the Boolean algebra connectives with fluid 
logic gates which perform such functions as "ANn", "OR", "NOT", "NOR", 
and "NAND". 
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SEQUENTIAL NETWORKS 

As previously stated, output equations for a sequential network 
cannot be obtained by simply combining Input signals as In the manner 
of combinational networks. Memory must be Included, and the synthenls 
problem Is generally regarded as much more difficult. 

Two basic approaches may be taken In defining the sequential prob- 
lem, and conceptual models are used to help In the visualization, 

PSEITDO-COMBINATIONAL MODEL 

This approach effectively converts the problem from sequential to 
combinational by adding auxiliary Inputs to the network.  These aux- 
iliary Inputs must be produced by the switching network Itself. The 
chief task is to assign the minimum number of auxiliary inputs and to 
obtain equations to produce the assigned inputs.  Once this is done, 
the problem is reduced to that of minimizing the output expression In 
the same manner as for combinational networks. 

Two equivalent forms of this model are used.  The first is shown 
in Figure 2. Here, the network is made up of gate elements (AND, OR, 
NOR, etc.). Memory is provided by Inserting delay elements in the feed- 
back paths. The x's and y's, combined together, form the network Inputs. 
The system may now be treated as combinational, because for each unique 
input combination, or state, there corresponds one and only one unique 
output state. An alternative is to use flip flop elements for the memory 
function, as shown in Figure 3. L, E2, •••, Ej, are the flip flop ex- 
citation signals. The y's are the flip flop output signals and become 
Inputs to the combinational network. 

Level xl 
1      x2 

x Combinational 

Logic 

^ 

t 

* 
• 

n 

D 

D 

yl^ 
• 

ymH 

Yl 
• 
• 

7 ■ 

r.  Level 

z-  Outputs 

Figure 2. Sequential network model. 
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\ 

Methods for assigning  the auxiliary  Inputs and for obtaining 
Boolean algebra expressions  for assigned   Inputs are presented  in numer- 
ous modem textbooks on switching theorv.    Marcus(I)1  has a clear, 
easy-to-follow presentation.    Although these synthesis procedures were 
developed for electrical and electronic  switching networks.  Fitch  (2) 
has  shown  that  the procedures can be applied equally well  to  fluid 
logic networks.     Some recent papers present minor variations  in the 
method of assignment of auxillatv  Inputs,  hut  the basic approach is the 
same. 

The  synthesis technique associated with the pseudo-combinational 
model is  sometimes called   the "classical" method because  it was  the 
first procedure which was  totally rational, and did not depend on In- 
tuition. 

While,  Intuition Is avoided,   the classical method  is limited in 
usage by the number of variables  it  can handle,     tletwork equations are 
obtained by constructing and  interpreting a series of rectangular 
matrices,  known  as Karnaugh maps.     These maps provide a cell  space for 

'Numbers  In parentheses refer to  references a     the end of this paper. 
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each possible combination of Che Input variables. Three variables call 
for a map having 23 or 8 cells. Four variables require 2 or 16 cells, 
etc. As the number of variables Increases the map size ftrows exponen- 
tially. After 5 or 6 variables, the maps become difficult to Interpret 
and digital computers must be used to aid In the reduction. 

STEERING GATE MODEL 

This model of a sequential network Is made possible by the concept 
of a steering gate as a logical memory device.  The steering gate Is a 
passive device without an output of Its own.  Its function Is to direct 
or distribute an Incoming signal to different destinations within the 
network.  Its role Is much like that of a switch In a railroad yard, with 
the train being thought of as the signal to be directed. 

The steering gate Is also called a "Y-gate" because It acts as a "Y" 
in the signal path and can direct the signal in either one of two direc- 
tions.  Figure A is a symbolic representation of a Y-gate. When the in- 
put signal x is absent, the gate has no output. That is, terminals 
labeled xy and xy both have a logical value of zero. When input signal 
x appears, it is steered In one of two directions, depending on the state 
of the Y-gate.  If the gate is in the set state, signal x will cause 
terminal xy to have a logical value of 1 while terminal xy remains zero. 
Conversely, if the Y-gate is in the reset state, signal x will cause 
terminal xy to become 1 while terminal xy remains zero. The state of the 
gate la established before the arrival of signal x and the state is not 
changed again while signal x is present. 

\ 

xy n_r XV 

Set Reset 

Input signal 

Figure 4.  Steering gate symbol. 
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A nlgnal may he  distributed In as many directions an desired slmplv 
hy cascading Y-gates,  Three-way distribution Is accomplished by two 
Y-gates as shotm In Figure 5.  Note that the signal output labeled xy* 
Is independent of the state of gate Y2.  If four way distribution were 
required, signal xyj^ 'rould be used as the Input to a third Y-gate, 
Yj.  In general, if an input signal is to be distributed in n direc- 
tions, (n-1) gates are needed. 

Xyly2 

Set 

1 

Set 

xyly2 

Reset 

xy, 

Reset 

Input signal 

Figure 5.  Three-way signal distribution using steering gates. 

The concept of the steering gate has nermitted the formulation of 
a second basic model of the generalized swltchlnR network.  Tills model 
is Illustrated in Figure 6.  Note that onlv the input variables enter 
the combinational logic section, producing discrete input vector states 
that depend on the values of the input variables. 

How, the switching network can ^e defined as a memorv operator 
which translates the Input vector states Into corresponding output 
states as defined by the machine specification,  Tf the specification 
is combinational, the operator simply has zero memorv,  V^hen the spec- 
ification is sequential, the operator must apply memorv modification 
to those input states uhlch do not produce unique output states.  If 
an input state aluavs corresponds to a uninue output state, then the 
operator will perform no momo^■,, nodlflratlon on that input state.  Only 
input states corresponding to multiple output stater. "Ill receive memory 
modification.  Thus a switching network mav be completelv combinational, 
completely sequential or anvwhere In between. 
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1 
1 

Relatively nev r.ynthesis technlfiuos are »i«ed to derive vmrkinR net- 
x/orko bafsed on the steerln«: Rnte nodel.  nefercnr.e (1) presents a method 
for deriving network eqiiatlons i'}\en  the sequence of Input states Is 
constrained to always occur In a specific order.  References (4, and 5) 
treat the case where alternate transitions between Input states are 
allowed to occur.  Since Y-f»ates and their switching signals can be 
chosen without the use of Karnnufth maps, the procedures are more direct 
and It Is easier to synthesize large networks than with the classical 
method. 

References (3, 4, and 5) also show how Y-gates can be made from 
existing fluid logic devices.  A miniature pilot operated, detented 
spool valve can be used directly as a Y-gate.  Also, two "AND" gates 
combined with an active flip flop can make up a Y-gate.  A third way Is 
to use a passive flip flop cascaded with an active flip flop; but 
special care must be taken in the design. 

When all NOR logic Is used, the steering gate suffers in economv 
of components; for it vequires eight WR gates to make one Y-gate. 

There is a real need to develop a new fluldic Y-gate to enhance the 
attractiveness of using the steering pate model. Perhaps a unit con- 
sisting of 3 Y-gates in cascade, with the option of using all or part of 
it, would be an optimum configuration. 

' 

S^IftARY 

Basvc conceptual models of fluid logic networks have been presented. 
Designers are encouraged to become familiar with these concepts and the 
synthesis procedures associated with each, in order to achieve maximum 
versatility in design capability. 

The model selected should be determined by the complexltv of the 
problem and by the hardware to be used in implementing the network. 
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Fluidic Threshold Logic - State of tne Art 

by 

Charles A. Martin 
General Motors Institute 

Flint, Michigan 

Abstract 

The state of the art of fluidic, threshold logic is perhaps more de- 
veloped than is comnonly known.    Threshold logic is not just another tech- 
nique used to simplify the complex problem of digital design.    It is a new 
philosophy, for it involves not only the mere presence of a signal but al- 
so its relative strength. 

With threshold logic, logic functions may be implemented with fewer 
gates than the usual AND, OR/NOR combinatior.s.    Thus, the possibility 
exists for increases in system speed and springs in equipment by the proper 
use of threshold elements. 

This paper will sunmarize the present state of development of fluidic 
threshold logic from synthesis to implementation, with single thresholds, 
variable thresholds and multi-thresholds. 
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Introduction 

The synthesis of digital control systems involves the proper intercon- 
nection of elementary building blocks or elements to realize specific out- 
puts from a given set of inputs.    Classes of elemeiits vary in richr-ss, 
that is in the ability of a single element of one class to realize more 
output functions than an element of a poorer class from a given set of in- 
puts.    One class of elements consists of AND, OR, and NOT gates.   Another 
richer class consists of NAND and NOR elements.   A still richer class con- 
sists of TORESHOLD ELBflENTS. 

In digital fluidic control systems, NOR, OR, and sometimes AND gates 
form the usual basic building blocks. These building blocks are connected 
to one another in one way or another so that specific combinations of sys- 
tem ON-inputs result in particular ON-outputs, such as in the construction 
of adders, counters, etc. With these blocks or elements, any digital log- 
ic function may be implemented. 

This approach, however, can be too diffuse, that is, it accomplishes 
its ends with too many devices and in too many steps.    Long ago, manufac- 
turers and merchants learned that the weighing of small objects was faster 
and cheaper than the counting of each ore.    The same principle is used in 
threshold logic and with threshold gates. 

Since the logic function realized by a single threshold element is 
relatively conplex in comparison to that realized by the usual AND, OR, 
or NOR gates, a given function can,  in general, be implemented with few- 
er threshold elements.   Thus, the possibility exists for increases in 
speed and savings in equipment by the proper use of threshold elements in 
logic circuits. 

Thres.iold elements, probably the most potentially powerful,  logic el- 
ements currently being studied and used in logic circuits, were first theo- 
retically discussed in 1943 by McCulloch and Pitts and later by von Neunann, 
with emphasis on reliability.    These authors regarded such logic elements 
as mathematical models of neurons, used for the processing of neurological 
data in livinp organisms CRef. 1 and 12).    Since then, logic elements based 
on the threshold principle have been used in both electrical and fluid cir- 
cuits. 

Threshold elements may be placed in three general categories: 

a. Single threshold elements 
b. Multi-threshold elements 
c. Variable threshold elenents. 

Single Threshold Elements 

A threshold element (T.E.) is a device with at least one two-valued 
output and a number of tvo-valued inputs. Associated with each input is 
a real number called the weight. The output of the device is a constant 
denoted by the logic value ZERO (off) unless the weighted sun of the in- 
puts equals or exceeds a real number called the threshold, in which case 
the output assumes a distinct!/ different constant value denoted by the 
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logic value ONE (on).    In threshold logic, this is the basis for the def- 
inition of a single threshold element and may be stated as (Ref. 1): 

n 
iff     T >    F w.x- f = 0 

(OFF) 

f = 1 
(ON) 

i=l 

n 
iff     T <    I w.x. 

" i=l " 1 

where f is the logic function realized 
T is the threshold value 
w. is the weight factor 

x. is the logic input values for the 
1 ith terms, 1 or 0 

iff means "if and only if 

This is shown graphically in Figure 1. 

(1) 

The sum and product operations used in Eq. (1) are the usual arithmetic 
ones. The notation 

I* (2) I wixi 
i-1 1 1 

is sometimes used to represent Eq.  (1).    The function f may also be thought 
of as a Boolean-function representation, 

(3) f  =   F   (XUX2, •V 
in \tich the value of the function is expressed in terms of only the inde- 
pend nt variable x- and the Boolean operators, +, OR; •, AND; and -, NOT. 

Figure 2 shows diagranmatically a single threshold, threshold element 
with two binary inputs, the independent variables x. and xR, and a single 
output. 

The translation from the function representation in terms of thres- 
hold notation, Eq. (2), to the Boolean-function representation, Eq. (3), 
is straightforward. The problem is to translate from the Boo lean-function 
to the threshold representation. 

Multi-threshold Ele^nts 

The multi-thresnold element is a generalization of the conventional 
threshold element in which k thresholds (k ■ 1, 2, 3...), rather than the 
usual single threshold, are used to separate the true inputs from the false 
inputs. The following is a definition of a k-threshold T.E. (Ref. 2): 

f = 1  iff  Tj < I WJXJ 
i=l 

or T 
^J - J Vi -T2i+1  (J = lt Z'  3'--) i*! 

(4) 
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1.0 ■ 

I wixi 

Figure 1.   Definition of a threshold function. 

Figure ..    The symbol for a single threshold element with two inputs. 

1.0 

I w.x. 
^    i i 

Figure 3.    Definition of a multi-threshold function. 
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f = 0 otherwise, 
where n is the total lumber of inputs 

k is the total nunber of thresholds. 

The multi-threshold, threshold element with a nunber k different thres- 
hold levels (Figure 3) will switch ON and OFF as the weighted input is 
increased. A iy arbitrary logic function can be realized, theoretically, 
by a single k-'hreshold, threshold element having sufficiently large k 
(Ref. 2). 

Variable Threshold Elements 

The variable threshold element has a variable threshold, fixed in- 
put weights and a variable output logic funct jn (Ref. 5). The output 
logic function is variable with a variable threshold element because as 
the threshoid is varied a set of logic functions is produced. This is 
best demonstrated with an example. 

In Figure 2 is snown a representation of a single threshold element 

with twu inputs, x. and xR. If some arbitrary value of aii input control 

variable q is chosen to be a basic unit, then let the threshold level be 

set at Tq. Let the weighted input w.x. be a value of either 2q or 0. 

Let the weighted input wRxR have a value of either Iq or 0. Let the ele- 

ment be ON when the input is greater than or equal to Tq, where in this 

case we set 1 ^ T > 0. When w.x. is 0 and w-x« is Iq, the element is ON. 

When wRxR is 0 and w.x. is 2q, the element is ON. When w.x. is Iq and 

w.x. is Iq, the element is ON 

is OFF. 

When w.x. is 0 and wRxR is 0, the element 

A truth table and a Karnaugh map will be used to see what function 
is realized. When an input is ON, it will have a logic value of 1, and 
when OFF, it will have a logic value of 0. 

XA XB Element State f 
0 0 OFF 0 
0 1 ON 1 
1 0 ON 1 
1 1 ON 1 

The function realized is then A + B, A OR B, (a logic OR function). 

The switching setup is now modified by increasing the element's thres- 
hold level. Using this modification with several threshold levels, the 
functions that will be realized may be found by using a tabular technique. 
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Threshold A A VB Element Effective Input 

T 
T 
T 
T 

0 
0 
2 
2 

0 
1 
0 
1 

-T 
1-T 
2-T 
3-T 

(In thf form of a truth table when an ON condition occurs, the effec- 
tive input is non-negative.) 

Let the threshold be set so that 2 >^ T > 1. Using a Karnaugh map, 
it is seen that the function realized is then logically A. 

When the threshold is set so that 3 > T > 2, the function generated 
is then AB, A AND B, Ca logic AND function). If the threshold is more 
positive than three, the element will never be turned ON, f = 0. If it 
is negative, the element will never be OFF, f = 1. 

Thus, by varying the threshold level, one two-variable input config- 
uration can realize at least five logic functions. If the output comple- 
ment is also available, eight different functions are realized. 

I 

Input Weights Threshold Values f f 

wA= 2 T < 0 1 0 

wB« 1 0 < T^ 1 

1 < T ^ 2 

A + B 

A 

AB 

A 

2 < T^ 3 A B A + B 

3 < T 0 ] 

To demonstrate the power and versatility of threshold logic elements, 
a two input,  single threshold element can be used,   ideally,  to realize 
fourteen of the sixteen ,.jgic functions that it is possible to realize. 
It cannot realize the EXCLUSIVE OR function or its complement. 

The Threshold Element 

Essentially, a threshold element consists of weights with correspond- 
ing binary inputs fwhich may be OFF, logic ZERO, or ON,  logic ONE) a de- 
/ice to sun each input weight-product and a quantizer to dichotomize tKe 
analog sum into a binary output.    (See Figure 4.) 

From an analysis of work in the field, there seems to be three basic 
possible approaches to weights in fluidic threshold logic design. 

1) Pressure:    Each weighted input could correspond to a given input 
pressure. 

2) Restriction, resistance, flow:    Each weighted input could corre- 
spond to a given restriction value or flow value. 

3) Momentun flux, jet positioning:    In this method, jet streams in- 
teract so that the resultant stream is positioned according to 
relative momentum flux strengths. 
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SITING 
INPUTS       WEIOfTS DEVICE CPVNTIZER OUTPUT 

<1 0 

Figure 4.    A threshold logic element. 

Po3  VAA 

-* R' 
r 

poi—sAA- 

Internal 
-AA Pj = Quantizer 

Pressure 

ol  o2 = P . 
01 

Rl = R2 = ' ' ' = ^ * P00*3^ resistance 

Rj = Ri = . • • = Ry, = Reverse resistance 

P„ = Const, o 

Figure 5. Idealized sunning junction model. 
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"Sunmation" may be accomplished in two ways: 

A) Continuity: The sun of the mass flows into a fluid junction, 
under steady flow conditions, is zero. 

B) Momentum flux vector sunmation: The sum of the input momentun 
flux vectors equals the output momentun flux vector. 

Of the sunmation techniques described, "continuity" is perhaps the 
most useful and the most versatile. With this approach, a manifold sum- 
ming chamber is used. 

The first question that may come to mind with a sunming chamber is, 
what is it that is being summed? Looking at the basic fluid relations of 
continuity or energy, it could be either mass flow or energy flux. Energy 
flux is, however, a function of mass flow and the total mass flow is a 
function of the energy losses. Whatever the "actual" summed parameter, 
since all fluid control devices may be considered pressure controlled de- 
vices, pressure may be considered as the sunmed parameter in the sunming 
chamber. 

Pressure sunmation in a manifold type chamber is generally not a lin- 
ear sunmation. Fortunately linear sunmation in connection with threshold 
logic is not necessary and in many situations it is not desirable. All 
that is necessary is a repeatable, known relation between the pressure 
"sum" (the chamber pressure) and the inputs prerent. fhis means that the 
variation in chamber pressure may not even resemble a summation in the 
usual sense. However, since the basic intent is to bring together or sum 
the input signals, the term "sun" may be used to denote this intent. 

The manifold summer is a versatile device, as it can be used in con- 
junction with dead ended input devices such as spool valves, or with flow 
input devices such as fluidic units. A wide variety of sunming character- 
istics may be obtained by varying restriction and input pressure values 
and relative vent conditions, even multi-threshold characteristics can be 
obtained. Figure 5 shows an idealized manifold sunming model. Figures 
6 and 7 show some manifold sunming characteristics. 

L/isting Fluidic Threshold Elements 

Figures 8 through 11 show examples of fluidic devices that have been 
used in a threshold logic manner. These devices will now be examined in 
light of the past discussion. 

In Figure 8 is shown a threshold gate which consists of four basic 
elements (Ref. 3). This unit has three sunming devices. Two identical 
devices, which operate on somewhat of a momentun principle, are used to 
^um pressure signals on either side of a proportional amplifier. The pro- 
portional amplifier then sums the two summed signals. The bistable device 
is the quantizer. 

This gate which was used as a single threshold element in a fluidic 
binary comparator may also be used as a two threshold element, if the pro- 
portional amplifier is overdriven. 
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In Figures 9 and 10 are shown examples of momentun flux operated thres- 
hold gates (Ref. 4). The unit in Figure 9 realizes a one threshold func- 
tion and the unit in Figure 10 realizes a two threshold function. 

Shown in Figure 11 is probably the most versatile of the threshold 
units (Ref. 10). This unit, using a manifold sunming chamber, can be made 
to have a variety of characteristics. It can be used to realize a still 
undetermined nunber of different logic functions. It can easily be used 
in a variable threshold mode. It can also, with proper sunning input con- 
ditions, be used in a multi-threshold mode. 

Threshold Logic Synt]i?sis 

As stated earlier, the problem is how to realize the threshold repre- 
sentation of a given Boolean-function. If the Boolean function is real- 
ized by one single threshold element, this is not a difficult problem 
(Ref. 8). 

For the synthesis of these Boolean-functions, the first thing that 
must be done is to limit the problem to one of single thresholds. This 
may be done by using the criteria as stated by Winder (Ref's. 8, 12). 

Using the technique outlined in Reference 8, the magnitudes of input 
weights and relative threshold values may be easilv calculated. The keys 
to this method are the application of the definition of a single threshold 
function, Bq. 1, and the use, for weight values, of a base nunber raised 
to integer powers N0, N1, N2, etc. N! f  1. 

Conclusion 

Fluid threshold logic offers the designer a new tool for implementing 
control systems. Individual threshold gates may cost more but they'll pro- 
duce savings because fewer will be needed for specific control functions 
and some will be able to realize different functions at different times, 
perhaps resulting in further circuit simplifications. It is hoped that 
the system reliability will increase and the price will decrease with the 
prudent use of threshold logic. With these elements previously unusable, 
design approaches are now possible. Threshold logic should prove to be a 
big step forward in fluidic technology. 
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C| Proportional ^4 
Amplifier 

Threshold 
Level 

Output 

Figure 8.    Threshold device designed by Eckerlin and Bell (Ref. 3). 

'-Output 

Figure 9. Fluidic threshold gate 
for function, F - A,(A2+A,) 
(Ref. 4). 

M + Output   ^Z Output 

Figure 10. Threshold gate for tvo-hand 
security system (Ref. 4). 
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Figure 11.    A four variable, single threshold logic element (Ref.   10) 
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STATE DIAGRAM SYNTHESIS FOR FUNDAMENTS, MODE SEQUENTIAL 
FEEDBACK CONTROL CIRCUlTb 

P. t,  Chen 
Applied Science and Engineering Department 

Portland State University 

Y. H. Lee 
Physiology Department 

University of Oregon Medical School 

Portland, Oregon 

The authors present their state diagram method for designing fluldic 
sequential feedback control circuits of the fundamental mode.  To illus- 
trate this method, two hypothetical systems are used.  They consist of a 
series of events characterized by the piston positions of some double- 
acting cylinders.  Each extension or retraction of a piston provides a 
feedback signal which can initiate the next action through a fluldic 
circuit.  If different control signals are resulted from a unique com- 
bination of feedback signals, the circuit design is straight forward. 
Otherwise, secondary variables are required in order to avoid ambiguities. 
Two kinds of ambiguous pairs are defined and their Implication in ob- 
taining the secondary variables are describee'.  When a sufficient number 
of secondary variables are achieved they ai  shown graphically along with 
the feedback and the contro1 i.i ;nals to for- A btate diagram.  On this 
diagram, "don't ca^es" anü bistable conditions are identifiable which, 
when fully utilized, a set of final control equations for circuit implemen- 
tation can be obtained.  Possible signal hazards can also be detected from 
the state diagram. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a newly developed method for designing fluldic 
sequential feedback control circuits of the fundamental mode.  A general 
model of such a circuit with feedbacks is shown in Figure 1.  In this 
figure, XI, X2..., and Xm stand for external control signals, or the 
external inputs; LI, L2,.., and Ln express the feedback signals, or the 
feedback circuit inputs; Yl, Y2,.., and Yp Indicate the secondary variables; 
and Cl, C2,.., and Cp are the circuit outputs, or the control signals.  If 
a change in one input occurs while there is no change in other inputs until 
the transition of each secondary variable and each output signal is stabil- 
ized, the circuit is said to be operating in the fundamental mode. 

To illustrate this method, two hypothetical systems containing a series 
uf events characterized by the positions of two pneumatic (or hydraulic) 
cylinders are used.  Each extension or retraction of a piston provides a 
feedback input signal as a base for logic decision to initiate the next 
action through the fluldic circuit that is to be designed. 

When an operating function of a system has been selected, the logic 
condition of each feedback signal and each control signal at every state is 
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determined.  A logic relationship between these two classes of signals can 
be established.  According to this relationship, a control circuit may be 
designed by using the feedback signals as Inputs to obtain a proper control 
signal for each state.  However, If there are two states In the operating 
sequence which possess a same combination of feedback signal? but different 
control signals, a secondary variable Is needed to differentiate between the 
same appearance of the ambiguous feedback combination. These two states are 
said to be an ambiguous state pair. 

In this method, a secondary variable Is obtained by set-reset of a 
flip-flop element with a pair of feedback signal combinations.  If any two 
states In a system possess a same feedback signal combination but different 
control signals, these two states are called an ambiguous pair of the first 
kind.  If two states with a same feedback combination and their respective 
following states are ambiguous, they are called an ambiguous pair of the 
second kind.  A secondary variable must first be found for the ambiguous pair 
of the second kind.  This variable together with the feedback signals If used 
to set-reset of a flip-flop, another secondary variable can be obtained for 
the ambiguous pair of the first kind.  Now with the aid of a secondary 
variable two ambiguous states can be made dlfferentlable between each other. 
Therefore, If enough secondary variables are obtained, an ambiguous system 
may become non-ambiguous.  These variables are then shown graphically along 
with the feedbacks and the control Inputs as a state diagram.  On this dia- 
gram, "don't carei"and bistable conditions are easily identifiable which 
when fully utilized a set of control equations for circuit Implementation 
can be obtained.  These control equations may be combined with other system 
requirements, such as start and stop, to form a complete circuit. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

In order to Illustrate the synthesis technique, two simple control 
systems Involving the extension and retraction of two pneumatic cylinders 
are provided. 

Each system requires also a start button that will Initiate the 
operation, a stop button that will stop the operation at the end of its 
cycle, and an emergency stop which will halt the operation immediately and 
retract both cylinders fully.  Assume the cylinders are double-acting, the 
power valves controliing the cylinders with fluldic interface valves con- 
nected at each end and the remainder of the system fluldic.  The piston 
positions are detectable by fluldic touch sensors which are installed at 
the extremes of the piston stroke. When a sensor is tripped by each exten- 
sion or retraction of a piston, it delivers a feedback signal to initiate 
the next action through the fluldic circuit to be synthesized. 

A schematic diagram of the hypothetical system is shown in Fig. 2, In 
which we have used Ci for control signals and Li for feedback signals. 

Example 1:  A certain industrial automation consists of two pneumatic 
cylinders which will perform one event at each step in the following order: 

Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 

Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 
Cylinder 

extends 
retracts 
extends 
extends 
retracts 
retracts 

Operation begins again or stops 
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Let us begin with the formulation of a table of the logic output 
form for the complete cycle of the event.  From the table we may in- 
vestigate whether additional variables are required in order to identify 
each unique combination of outputs for certain specified inputs.  In 
Table 1, the first column represents the state of event, the second 
column, the feedback signal combinations and the third column, the 
appropriate control signal for initiating the next action. 

The function of control signal Cl is to extend or retract the 
piston as soon as it receives a proper feedback signal generated ft im the 
actuation of the piston movement.  From columns 2 and 3, a relationship 
between Cl and Li can be found, for examples, 

C3 - L1L3 at state 0 

CA - L2LA at state 4 

Ry examining the feedback signal combinations, we notice that 
there are some combinations that appear more than once during the whole 
cycle, such as L1L3 at state 0 and 2.  This combination will activate 
C3 at state 0 and Cl at state 2.  However, only C3 is permitted to go 
"on" at state 0, while Cl must be "off"; in the same manner, Cl must be 
"on" while C3 must be "off" at state 2.  Same situations exist for L2L3 
at states 3 and 5. 

Since there is not enough information available in all these cases 
on which a logical decision can be made, secondary variables must be 
introduced in order to differentiate each of these appearances of ambiguous 
feedback signal combinations.  We can see that there are two secondary 
variables X and Y present in column A.  From previous definition, these 
variables are used to differentiate the ambiguous pairs of the first kind. 
With these new variables, one can obtain a new set of relationships be- 
tween Cl and C3 as, 

C3 - L1L3X at state 0 

Cl ■ LlL^T at state 2 

SECONDARY VARIABLES 

A way to generate the secondary variables is through the use of 
the feedback signals to set and reset the menory flip-flop elements. 

By examining the condition of the feedback signals at each state, 
along with the required condition of the secondary signals at certain 
states (shown by the solid segments), one can assign a pair or a number 
of pairs of set and reset conditions for each of the secondary variables 
(as shown in Fig. 3).  Once these conditions are assigned, the states of 
secondary signals are determined after connecting the solid and the 
dotted segments. 

Frequently, there are multiple pairs of set and reset conditions which 
meet the requirement of each secondary variable.  And, among these secondary 
variables, there may be some redundancy, i.e., variables having the uame out- 
put forms.  These variables, often referred to as pseudo-equivalent variables, 
should be combined for the sake of circuit simplicity.  In this example, a 
variable Z can meet the required conditions of the secondary variable X, 
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while 'ä  can meet the required condition of the secondary varla1 e Y. 
So, we can reduce two variables X and Y to simply Z. 

STATE DIAGRAM AND CONTROL EQUATIONS 

The secondary variable Z can be combined with the feedback signals 
LI and L3 and the control signals, Cl, C2, C3, and CA tu form a state 
diagram as shown In Fig. 4.  Since L2 ■ LI and LA - L3, only Ll and L3 
are needed on the diagram.  For the control signals, solid segments 
represent the required conditions, while dotted segments stand for 
the "don't cares." 

The control signal, Cl, requires "on" at state 2 and "don't cares" 
at states 3 and 4. This requirement can be met by using a combination 
of the secondary variables and the feedback signals as follows, 

Cl - L3Z + L1L3 

where we have underlined the "don't cares." 

Similarly, control signal C2 must be "on" at state 5, and "don't cares" 
at states 3 and 4.  It can be expressed as, 

C2 - L3Z + L1L3 

We can also express C3 and C4 as, 

C3 - LIZ + LIZ 

04 - LIZ + LIZ 

The foregoing logic equations obtained intuitively can also be obtained 
by using Karnaugh Maps.  However, for a problem involving more than six 
variables, the use of Karnaugh Maps becomes rather tedious and, therefore, 
not recommended.  The control signals, Cl, on the state diagram indicated 
that if each control signal covers not only the "on" conditions but also 
the "don't cares," then there exists a bistable condition between Cl and C2, 
also between C3 and C4. There are three possible selections for Cl and C2: 

(1) Cl - L3Z 

C2 - L3Z 

(2) Cl - L3Z + ULI 

C2 - Cl 

(3) Cl - C2 

C2 - L3Z + L1L3 

Also, there are three possible selections for C3 and C4: 

(1)   C3 - LIZ + UZ 

C4 - LIZ + LIZ 
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(2) C3 - LIZ + LIZ 

C4 - C3 

(3) C3 - C4 

C4 - Lll + LIZ 

Based on the criterion of using minimum number of components, we have chosen 
the first selection for Cl and C2 and the third selection for C3 and C4 for 
circuit Implementation. 

START AND STOPS 

Since the system requires start, stop, and emergency stop controls, 
they must all be Integrated Into the circuitry. 

The start action Is generated by activating Si, so that C3 will be on 
and the operation begins.  The start pulse Is also used to set the flip-flop 
to ei sure that the secondary variable Z will go "on" at state 0; therefore, 
every operation will begin at state 0.  In order to terminate the operation, 
we may deactivate C3 at state 0.  This Is accomplished by using the start- 
stop circuit as shown In Fig. 5.  The control signal, C3, can then be ex- 
pressed as 

C3 - CA (SI + Z) 

A stop pulse which can turn SI to "off" wll1 

It reaches the 0th state. 
terminate the operation when 

All that remains to complete the system requirements is the addition 
of any emergency stop button, S2, which when pressed will stop the cylinders 
movements at any state and retract all cylinders instantaneouslv.  This is 
carried out by using a flip-flop to activate C2 and CA.  The logic equation 
for control signals are now c'uanged to 

Cl ■ LJZS2 

C2 - L3Z + S2 

C3 = CÄ (SI + Z) 

CA - Ll~.  + L2Z + S2 

As soon an C2 and CA are activated, the respective Interface valves are 
energized which accordingl'- will retract all cylinders.  At this time, 
power supply to the  ystem is ready for shut down. 

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The final control equations when implemented by using fluldic elements 
Is as shown in Fig. 6. We notice that the bistable characteristics between 
C3 and CA has been utilized in the control equations. 

In the final circuit, all components except that of Interface valves and 
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cylinders are fluldlc.  The subclrcult shown In the dotted enclosure repre- 
sents the control signals generated by the control equations, the subclrcult 
above the enclosure Is for the start-stop controls, while the subclrcult on 
the left is for the secondary variables. 

Example 2:  An industrial operation requires the action of two pneumatic 
cylinders according to the following steps: 

Seep 1 Cylinder 2 exte .ds 
Step 2 Cylinder 1 extends 
Step 3 Cylinder 1 retracts 
Step 4 Cylinder 2 retracts 
Step 5 Cylinder 2 extends 
Step 6 Cylinder 1 extends 
Step 7 Cylinder 2 retracts 
Step 8 Cylinder 1 retracts 

Operation begins again or stop.i 

With the background of the synthesis technique as provided in Example 1, we 
can innediately establish Table 2.  Oi this table, three secondary variables, 
namely X, Y and Z are obtained such that states 1 through 6 can be maw  non- 
ambiguous.  Also, from previous definition, we know th;t the statts 2 and 6 
belong co the first kind ambiguous pair, thus make states 1 and 5 an ambiguou 
pair of the second kind.  Also, state 0 and 4 become an ambiguous pair of the 
second kind.  After identifying the nature of each ambiguous pair we can pro- 
ceed to find the set-reset pairs for both secondary variables X and Y first 
before employing Y to obtain secondary variable Z.  This has been shown in 
Fig. 7. 

It must be mentioned here that there is no need to find all possible 
set-reset pairs for secondary variables whose function is to differentiate the 
ambiguous pair of the second kind.  Also, it must be noted tha: there are 
cases in which more than one additional variable must be sougl' in order 
that they may be employed "long with proper feedback combinations to obtain 
the secondary variable for differentiating the ambiguous pair of the first 
kind. 

We shall now form the stite diagram from the feedback signals 11 and L3, 
and secondary variables X and Z together with the four controls Cl, C2, C3 
and C4   (see Fig. 8).  According to the previous process, following control 
equations are obtained: 

Cl - L3X + L3Z 

C2 - XZ" + L3 

C3 - X + UZ 

C4 - L1X + XZ 

Similar to that in Example 1, we shall incorporate the start-stop controls 
as well as utilize the bistable characteristics between Cl and C2, also 
between C3 and C4 to obtain the final control equations as follows: 

Cl - C2 
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u XZ +  L3 + S2 

C3  -   (X+L1Z)   S2   (Sl+Z) 

C4 [% + LIZ) 

The fluidlc  circuit  based  on  these equations  are  shown  in  Fig.   9.    Again, 
the subcircuit  in  the dotted enclosure  represents   the  control signals; 
the one above  it   is   for the  start-stop  controls;  while  the subcircuit on 
its  left  is  for  the  secondary variables. 

POSSIBLE  SIGNAL HAZARDS  AND THEIR  REMOVAL 

By having  the   state diagram,   one can detect  all possible signal hazards 
in the  control  equations before he proceeds  to  construct   the circuit.     This 
is done by examining  the control  output   form along with its  input signal 
characteristics  on   the state  diagram. 

There exists   two possible signal   hazards  in  the  final  control equations 
in Example  1.     T.n  the equation  for Cl,   the hazard may occur between states 
0 anc*.  1, while    n C2  it may occur between states  3  and 4.     These hazards can 
be removed by a  delay of Z  and Z  respectively.     There is no possible hazard 
for C3 and C4. 

In  Example  2,   the only  possible hazard  Is  located between  state_3  and 
state  4  for control  equation C2.     It can be  r-.moved by delaying   the XZ   signal. 
The delay of each  signal as  stated above  can be  accomplished by  sending  that 
signal  thiough a  series of   capacitor and  resistor  prior  to entering its 
immediate following   logic  element  as an  input. 

CONCLUSION 

A digital circuit synthesis  technique using  the state  diagran   is  pre- 
sented  ir   this  paper  by example  of  two simple  two-cylinder  systems.    This 
technique provides   a  systematic  procedure  in obtaining  the  •-i.aplifled  final 
r.  atc-'l equations.     By using the  state  diagram,   a  circuit  designer may select 
proper  -et-reset  conditions   to  reduce  the number of  the  secondary variables 
needed,  he may detect possible circuit hazards  as well  as  visualize  the 
"don't   cares" and   the bistable  conditions associated with  the control  vari- 
ables.     This semi-graphical method pertains not  only to  fluidic  circait 
synthesis,  but  is  also equally applicable  to analysis of  digital  feedback 
circuits  to be  implemented  by pneumatic,   hydraulic,   and electronic components. 
In each  cast,  considerations must be given to  relate  the  physical character- 
istics  of  inputs  and  outputs with  respe-t  to the  equations  of  control variables 
for proper system  implementation.     The  p^wer supply  to  the control elements 
and  that  of  the  actuators must  be  scaled  to certain  required  levels of 
operation. 

B>   this new  technique,  one  can easily identify  the  state of  each  slgp.nl 
on the   state diagram so  that he  can obtain the  final control equations   Intui- 
tively.     When the  complexity of  the system Increases,   the  complete prof-cdure 
of our  outlined  technique  can be programmed on a digital  computer to facili- 
tate  the seeking  of   the  final  control equations.     Therefore,  as  compared  to 
other  available method;.,   thlp  technique  offers  in  addition  to  the afore- 
mentioned advantages,  a means   for designing control systems  of  varying 
degrees of  complexity. 
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Table  1      Table  for Determining the  Requirement of  Secondary Variables 

State Feedback Signal Control Secondary 
Combine tion Signal Variables 

0 L1L3 C3 X 
L1L4 CA 
L1L3 Cl X 
L2L3 C3 Y 
L2U C4 
L2L3 C2 Y 

: 2  Table for Determining the Requirement of Secom 

State Feedback Signal Control Secondary 
Combina tion Signal Variables 

0 L1L3 C3 Y 
L1L4 Cl X 
L2L4 c: z 
L1L4 C4 X 
L1L3 Li Y 
L1L4 c- X 
L2L4 w z 
L2L3 C2 

( 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig, 1 A model of  the  fundamental mode  circuit 

Fig. 2 The physical  arrangement  of a two-cylinder system 

Fig. 3 The state  diagram of secondary variables 

Fig. 4 The state  diagram 

Fig. 5 The start-stop circuit 

Fig. 6 The fluldlc control  circuit for  the system  In Example  1 

Fig. 7 The state diagram of secondary variables 

Fig. 8 The state diagram 

Fig. 9 The fluldlc  control circuit for  the system  in Example 2 
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Nomenclature 

vork in eou. (2.17) 
area 
aspect ratio - f./b 
four pole parameters in equ. (4.25) 
width 

c spe -d of sound 
Ca spoed of sound in free air 
C capacitance 
Cfr pressure recovery coeflicient 
Cfri ideal pressure recovery coefficient 
CK resistance coefficient for the rectangular duct 
Cf specific heat at constant pressure 
c, specific heat at conntant volume 
D diameter 
Dnr radial damping number 
e mechanical potential 
f frequency 
f friction coefficient in equ. (5.7) 
Fnr radial frequency number 
G conductance 
a height 
.i,H pressure head in equ. (2.16) and chapter 3.3 and 
k correction coefficient 
1 length 
L inductance 
m mass 
m massflow rate 
n gas process constant 
P power 
p overpressure 
p average overpressure 
p* absolute pressure » p •" po 
p0 reference pressure (e.a.   atmospheric pressure) 
Pr Prandtl nuirber 
^ energy factor 
r dynamic resistance 
n resistnnce 
Re Reynolds numoer 
Rg gte constant in equ. (2.15) and equ. (^.IC) 
s entropy      o 
T temperatuie in K 
t time 
V volune 
v velocity 
W compltx input impedance 
x coordinate 
T admittunce 
y coordinate 
z coordinate 
Z impedance 
Zo surge impedance 
Zi0 surge impedance of the lossless line 

. 

3.4 
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I 

I 

I 
t 

attenuation factor 
eigenvalue la equ. (4.41) 
wave number 
propaaratlonfactor ■ "•♦j^i 
reflection coefficient 
coefficient 
efficiency 
angle 
specific heat ratio ■ cp/cv 
wave length 
loss coefficient in chapter 3.3 and 3.4 
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic vlecosity 
theriral diffusity 
density 
propagation time 
angular frequency 
characteristic angular frequency 

Subscripts 

a adiabatic 
ap apparent 
d,dlff diffuser 
e effective 
fd fully developed 
1 internal 
irr irreversible 
1 loss 
L load 
lam laminar 
m mechanical 
n nozzle 
Q source 
s sectional 
st steady state 
turb turbulent 
v,V viscous 
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Problems of signal processins; in fluidic networks are very 
sinilar to those in electrical commupication engineering, 
because we hav» in communication engireering excellent methods 
for treating networks it is convenient to modify the basic 
equations of flow mechanics and thermrdynamics in such n way 
that it is possible to apply tnose methods to fluidic networks. 

Due to it? linearity electrical circuit theory can be handle! 
with relative ease. Tne equations of motion in flow mechanics, 
however, are nonlinear, involve momentum, temperature and tur- 
bulence effects. To find a general fluid circuit theory therefore 
seems to be hopeless. 

Il we restrict our considerations to small signals the problem 
turns out to be not so serious. The governing equations then 
can be linearized tnus admitting a linear circuit theory for 
application. The most important step therefore will be to derive 
equivalent circuits for the single fluidic components. 

For dc-behaviour, we mostly will have nonlinear components even 
if compressibility is neglected. The l'ne«ir "ic equivalent then 
is derived on the basis of small changes of pressure and flow 
from a given operating point. 

Although the assumption of small signals restricts the appli- 
cation to fluid circuits it seems that results obtained in 
optimizing fluidic circuits are promising. 

Anyway, solving the set of fluid equations for each particular 
circuit will not be possible or at least extremely cumbersome. 
Tnerelore as Ion.? as we are concerned with signal processing in 
fluidic networks a small signal circuit theory will be of great 
help. In this case the whole circuit theory of communication 
enaineering, q powerful tool for complicated system design, 
will be available to the system engineer. However, tnis will 
only be possible if we make use of equivalent circuits, where 
we consider the peculiarities of flow mechanics and thermody- 
nan-ics. A/e may not forsret that these equivalent circuits are 
only an interpretation of the basic equations under certain 
ass-imptions. 

2^ T^®_Sii:£^£i£i£iyi5i£_2D§i25Z 

In order to describe the behaviour of fluidic networks usint? 
the metnods of communication engineering we need two quantities 
analogous to current and voltage. 

Mass flow rate m as analog to current i is easily found because 
masp flow is conserved. The node theorem in fluidic circuits 
therefore will be 2 ^  0 .To find an analog for the electric 
potential is more difficult-. Mostly the oreasure D IS  taken as 
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fluidic potential. The advantage is that it can easily be 
measured. But the oroduct of mass flow rate and pressure does 
not yield a power term directly. In order to find a compatible 
potential Kirshner (ref.l) derived a mechanical potential out 
of the energy equation. He finds that the change in mechanical 
power Pm is equal to the change of entropy alon« a streamline 

(2.1) iU-   ~ciilf^)--rl(-lciSLfr). 

For convenience in measurement the pertinent quantities are 
averaged over the cross-sectional area. Tr.e losses in a fluidic 
circuit are due to irreversible process the working medium 
undergoes. 

From equation (2. l)the "»lechanical potential is found as 

(2.2) dt.cLtjj?*.^). 
p    is denoted as absolute static pressure and p as pressure 
above a reference pressure,  especially above atmospheric 
pressure p0.  Tbis mechanical potential can also  be enterpreted 
as mechanical  enerey per unit mass.   In a lossless duct the 
mechanical energy per unit mass is constant.  This  is expressed 
by the B75RNOULLI-law for a nonuniform duct alonji; a streamline 

(2.3) r =    f OH it 

The BEFNOULLI-law therefore expresses that the mechanical 
potential in a lossless duct does not change. That means de ■ C. 

coni2re83ible_f low 

For incompressible or low Machnumber compressible flow the 
mechanical potential becomes 

(2.4) e = Y + ^ ' 

This again is identical with the BEPNOULLI-law for incompressible 
flow 

Ü2 (2.5) x + { a ran il 
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The energy per masa unit is found to bt the SUIT of potential 
(p*/f) and kinetic (^Vi) energy per mass unit. In n lossless 
duct the sum remains constant whereas the single portions 
can change rather strongly depending on the cross-sectional 
area. 

One serious disadvantage of the mechanical potential, oowever, 
is the fact, th^t it cannot De measured directly. It irust be 
calculated out of pressure, flow and density measurements. 

For ac flow this will be rather difficult, because pressure 
and flow in general are not in phase. 

^.1.1 Tbe_i£te£Eretation_of_the_B^RNOyLLI-law_b2_an_e3uivalent 

circuit 

To avoid these measuring protl.ms we will define a so called 
cross-sectional resistance (ref.2). The mechanical potential 
can be written as follows 

(2.6) = r yt = MP^S T I 

If we only use the pressure p M fluidic potential we can 
interpret the term ff*/*  » representing the kinetic portion, 
as pressure drop across a nonlinear cross-sectional resistance 

(2.7) R< = y?) 

where A is the cross-sectional area. 

*e find the fciluwins: relation 

(2.8) c - -S-Cp*^,^). 

'or small changes the dynamic cross-sectional resistance 

(2.9)   rs = hi 

S A2 

must  be  taken  into  accc nt 

(2.10)   r/c   =Ur{pUd{^))-   -Up' J»^**) = J^Pf r^^^J. 

As long as the pressure variations are small enous-fi to ntt-lect 
compressibility we can use the pressure p as fluidic potpatial, 
ii wt take into account th-^ cross-sectional resistance. 
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The  expreß? ion for power then wi 11 be 

(t.U)^- »inc = 
1 

J" KV) ( p*4 1^1 ^5 )- 
j 

/vo ft •i 

where 

" P 
¥■ 

I.V1 *J 

is a sort of source pressure. Pressure p will be equal to p<ot 
if the massflow rate is zero. If the nassflow rate increases, 
the pressure drop across the cross-sectional resistance 
increases, so that p decreases. 

Me  will now establish the equivalent circuit for a lossless 
nonuniform duct shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Referring to the two cross-sections 1 and 2 we can write the 
BRRNOULLI-law as 

(2.i2) p^jy1 mrs+f¥ - rf.t-«»"*< 

where we refer p to the atmospheric pressure 

Introducing the cross-sectional resistances 

(2.15) Ks,'-^. ••"* «sz-fz 

we find a mesh theorem 

(2.14) f»,¥f ^m »fV^n*"- ^ 

which can be interpreted by the equivalent circuit in Pig. 2,2 

The change in pressure between the areas 1 and 2 becomes 

(2.15) p/-r/ - ^*f2-*s4). 

The change in pressure which is caused by a change in cross- 
section can therefor« be described by the pressure i rop across 
a nonlinear positive resistance 

m 

and a nonlinear negative resistance 
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m 

%; ^2 

m 

Fig.  2.1      Nonuniform duct 

fof. 

Fig.2.2        Interpretation of BernoLLLli  law by a network 

.'. diRTinp) d{RTLr,p\ 

I 

Fig.2.3 Interpretation of the mecnanical potential 
by  a network 
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is*? 
The poeitive resistance is responsible for the pressure 
decrease and the negative resistance for the pressure   in- 
crense. 

The geometrical  relations determine which resistance is 
dominating.  An increase  in cross-sectional area causes  a 
pressure-increase,   a decrease in cross-sectional area causes 
a pressure-decrease. 

It must be emphasized that the cross-sectional resistances 
have no dissipative nature.   In those cross-sectional  resistances 
static pressure  is transformed into dynamic pressure and 
inverse.  As lung as pressure and flow are taken as measuring 
quantities one can not determine whether a pressure drop is 
caused  by friction or change  in area. 

So using the idea of cross-sectional resistance we are working 
in reality with a potential 

variations 

Taplin (ref.5)  takes the work of an irreversible  steady flow 
machine to define  a compatible force. 

The total power available  for work by processing from pressure 
p-,   to pressure Pp can never  be  larger than 

(2.15) Pm-m^T;u-^. 

Tor the case of perfect tlirottling all energy is made unavailable 
and we can define a potential 

(2-16) H-I^T.l«^, . 

Me come to the same conclusion if we take the change of entropy 
to calculate the expression for unavailable work. 

from this we find the unavailable power to be 
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dtttf 
(2.1Ö)    r       = —TT    =   too /Co I       C«1 P- •  P 

■^or isothermal conditions this expression will  become 
irsxitral 

(1.19)   Pcrr «mÄtr/i -gi 
P^ 

or 

U.W)ap-fr- mcUerjY) 

(2.19c)  d1*~*äl4£4 

and using the state equation for a perfect gas 

f 

The mechanical potential defined by Kirshner 

Jf    -. 
it.,[(\f\^) 

therefore differs from the potential defined by Taplin 

in the term for kinetic energy — . 

Taplin shows that this potential can be used with sufficient 
accuracy up to pressure ratios of p//P ** ^-2.. 

3o this potential seems to be of great value for circuit 
design if compressibility cannot been neglected. 

In order to find a complete mechanical potential usinec the 
ideas of Kirshner, Tapli- and Schaedel would be to complete 
tne potential of Taplin by a term considering the change of 
potential on a cross-sectional resistance. 

(2.20) de. ~ä(tirinj£) + r/dm 

where 
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A4^ ^^ 
TT 

is the dynamic cross-sectional  resistance. I 

The dc-resistance  is  found to 

2 (2.22)   ^/- -I1    • m - z*^** ?■ 

The modified EiRNOULLI-law will  then be 

(2.23) cUR^lUp,) * r*,d^ = d(^TU^) + r^rL^ 

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

So the mechanical potential e appears as the source potential 
in the network. It differs from the logarithmic potential 
after Taolin by the potential drop ficrcss the nonlinear cross- 
sectional resistance. 

In our further considerations we will refer to the network 
theory where p is used as fluidic potential as small density 
variation theory and where we use the logaritimic potential 
H ■ K<jT/.o Cp^/p •* )   we will refer to large density variation 
theory.       2 

2.3 ^iui^ic r52i§i?5££a_£22§£ii55c£_ä5^_iS^y£S25£2 

Using pressure as fluidic potential the fluidic resistance 
is defined as ratio of pressure drop to massflow 

(2.24) R^Pß.it 
KV1 

where  the  pressure drop  for dc  can be caused  Dy friction losses 
as well  as by change  in cross-section. 

Fluidic  networks also hnve the  ability of  storing potential 
and kinetic energy.  Accordingly one defines fluidic capacitance 
and  inductance. 

In a  volume with the dimensions  shown in Fig.   2.4 the mass 
m * ft A     can be  stored.   Massflow into the  volume  then is 
proportional to the  change  in density per time  unit 

(2.25)    ** ~ tA%  , at 
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Fig.2.4        Volame 

Pig.2.5        Tube 
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Assuming adlabatlc conditions massflow in dependence of 
change in pressure per time unit follows as 

(2.26)   m~iA&#*M'& dp* it cJ   dt 
where 

(2.27)   Ca velocity of sound 

du the adiabatic According to the electric analogy I t "C TI ) 
capacitance is defined as 

(2.28) Ca= 7^ = 7T 

In a tube shown n Fig. 2.5 a change in pressure can be caused 
by accelerating tho mass m= qiA     in tbe tube. 

The force acting on the cross-section A is 

(2.29) F « ^(^7) . 

Prom this the pressure follows as 

(2.30)p=|^(f/«). 

The pressure induced by change in massflow then becomes 

(2-}1) p-fit 
According to the electric analogy   f u =/_^ j     the adiabatic 
inductance  is defined as 

& 
d* 

(2.52) U m i 

5.  DC - Circuits 

5.1 Uniform ducts 

5.11 The_laminar_re8i8tance 

In the case of laminar velocity distribution the uniform duct 
may be described by a dc-resistance ^iai^     . The pressure drop 
along the line is 

(5.1) p ■ IT/ * •* 1       iO r* 
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The de  resistance of  a uniform line with circular cross-Bection 
la 

?or rectangular cross-section the dc-resiatance  becomes 

(3.3)   ^«^C 
A* 

K 

where 

(3.4) Cff = - 

with 
(t-htft-^V) 

-i 

t= i 

a - depth ^fipt aspect  ratio of the duct 

and   ac = —— TT    eigen values 

A good approxiaiation for   r, ^   ia given hy 

(3.5) C^=^^ a 

In Pig.   5.1a. Cols plotted as a function of a. 

5.1.2    Turbulent resistance 

»or turbulent  flow the Blaaius  law gives  the friction factor 

Introducing this into 

4 area where De -,       is the hydraulic dianeter, we  find the 
Ci.rcumferf*ce 

tubulent   resistance  as 

(5-8)f^-^-ri 1^  0,316t 
l<t 
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This  formulfi  is valid  in the range of Reynolds number 

2 300 ^   f?e ^  fO 000. 

The  Reynolds number may be calcalated  Irom  trassi low by 

(3.9) r?a^ 
Kvn 

1 fluid entering  a duct with  an initially  uniform velocity 
profile undergoes  a nydrodynamic development until the  fully 
developed  laminar profile is  achieved. This flow development 
in  the entrance  retcion  results  in an   increment   in pressure 
drop.   Usint? ref.   4 and   5 the  resiatance of   a channel   including 
the   pressure drop  resulting from entrance   effects follows 
out  of 

as  a  series  connection of phe  known  laminar resistance and  a 
nonlinear resistance Kll)^—-      to 

(3.11) R¥.RUm^Jr 
let*' 

Tne distance necessary for fully developed   laminar flow can 
approximately determined by 

(3.12) tfa -  O.OZ /?f Dc • 

^or  a duct   length  l-l*-^ the  profile  will   be fully developed 
and  k is constant.  ?or circular cross-sections one finds ^fd

=^/3. 
For rectangular cross-secticns kr,   is plotted in Fig. 
5.1b. Ia 

For a duct   length  l-irA  
UAN gives the following  approximation 

(ref.6) rd 

(3.15) 

with 

c 
p It** 

Qett 112. 
rectangular  cross-section (5.1^a)  (Tap- 4f.2.(    , 

(3.1^'J) CaiO = 43.£(—*r ) circular cross-section . 

Combining  ecu.   C5.15)   and  (5.14) we   find 

III 
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if A1 

circular croaa-section 

rectangular croaa-aection 

In terma of maaaflow rate the length for flow development la 
found aa 

rj.lfca)   lw - 0.025 — 

(j.l6b)   1^ - 0.08 JK fd 

circular croas-section 

rectangular croas-aection 

3.2 {l|02yi3if2r5_5li£$S 

In chapter 2 we have already derived an equivalent circuit 
for a nonuniform duct irtroducing nonlinear croaa-aectional 
resistances (Fig. 5.2), aasj'sing an incompreasible and loasleaa 
medium 

3.2.1   Nozzles 

From equ. (2.14) and Fig. 5.2 the nozzle resiatance is found as 

assuming that there ia not Jet contraction. 
For A-, - 0 IT becomes infinite (no flow) and for A-J-A R «r     n £    n 
becomes zero (abort circuit). 

Expreaaing the flow through the nozzle by pressure difference 
across the nozzle we have 

(5.18)   i*i  =AZ 
■glBlgtJ 

A ~ Wtf i . 

Considering compresf?ibility at higher pressures for adiabatic 
conditiona we find 

(3.19)   m   = A;?,U(&)   'I 

20fi 
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Fig.3.2        Equivalent circuit of a nonuniform duct 
wlthrut   losses 

Fig.3.3      Nozzle geometry 

— 1 -—1 ^^^ 

Vi 39^ V2 

A, A2 

R Ig^ Pj 

h 

I 
^b2 

Fig.3.4       Diffuser geometry 
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For nozzles exits with several nozzle widtMna shown in Fig. 
3.5 the entrance losses due to flow development nave to be 
considered (see 3.1.5). 

3.?. 2  DifiiJSSES 

Using equ. (2.14) the pressure drop ii an ideal diffuse may 
be written as 

(5.50) p.-p.-AUy-Rj.-^.^-^yj 

Because the cross-aection A.^  in any case is larger than A, 
the negative resistance is nominating. The pressure drop 
turn« out to be nesrative, the diffuser therefore causes a 
pressure increase. Using the ideal pressure recovery coelficient, 

(3.21) Cpri    = ^ - (77) 

thf diffuser resit,,ance of an ideal diffuser becomes 

The diffuser resistance of a real diffuser becomes 

(5.23) RcUea( = ?dKd,draL=-CprRs< 

where 

*    cP,t 
diffuser effectiveness 

and 

- pressure recovery coefficient of a 
real diffuser. 

Detailed data on the performance of straiaht-wnlled diffusers 
are found in ref. 7 and 8. It should be pointed out that 
investijraticns of diffusers in flow mechanics were carried out 
at configurations which were lar^e compared to those of fluidic 
elements. The results of diffuser design of energy flow mechanics 
can therefore not be directly transferad to fluidics. The common 
methods assume that the boundary layer is small compared with 
the cross-sectional dimensions. For the large dimensions of the 
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flow mecftanical  energy  technique  this  is  nearly always valid. 
In fluidic circuits,  however,  the  boundary  layer is of the 
order of the cross-sectional dimensions.   Investigations  of 
fluidic  jet deflection amplifiers showed that the  pressure 
recovery of the diffusera is strongly dependent on mass  flow 
and sometimes extremely pocr (ref.9). 

Sibson found  in  1911  (ref.lü)  thst the  losses in a diffuser 
compared with an ideal  diffuser can be expressed  as a function 
of the   carnot-losses  and  the  total angle  2'5)('?ig.   5.^0 

/ (,.,», P( - K(^( 4 - 1 
a 

where k(©) can be  expressed  in the range 0 ^ 2 9 «^ 35    by 
the relation 

(5.25) krti-c3G«-d;^. 

The experimental  results from   xibson show that his formula 
only describes the losses 

0 
in the ransre 10^2 0 05* with suflicient 

accuracy. Below 2 ©-7° the losses in these experiments again 
increased. It seems therefore to be convenient to interprete 
these losses by friction losses. If we assume that the flow is 
laminar and does not significantly change the velocity profile, 
the laminar resistance of a small fluidic diffuser (ref.9) 
becomes 

(3.26) \l 

{ d 

d^a^o i *(*)Ai*) 

Inserting the  geometrical conditions for a straight-walied 
diffuser we obtain 

(3.27)   fl dla** 
Sir y   , 

( 

ritb an effective diffuser  length 

i 
(3.28) 4=/^ 

Combining equ. (5.27) and (3.28) with the equation for the 
ideal diffuser the pressure increase in a real diffuser becomes 

on 

"-""■■'•%„.■ '-w-^-ihmA 
m 
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and  from this  the difiuper el'ficiency 

d 

1      Jl!\  _  1b- i*a'ij£ 

Fi?. 5.5 shows the diffuser f ff iciency ^ piottei aurainat the 
massflow rate. The dimension? of the diffuser are b, • 1 mm, 
h - 1,U3 mm, 2 9  - 8 . 
For further information see ref. 9. 

The diffuser resistance now will be 

(5.23a) l{ d,rrn(■ i-ßr-^-rfl**-« a ^1. 

"Iqu. (3.23a) very accurately describes a diffuser with an 
approximately uniform velocity profile at the diffuser inlet. 
Tnis is nearly always ^iven for Jet deflection amplifiers, 
where the receiver takes a small part out of the Jet profile. 
In wallattachuent amplif'-ers the assumption will not hold 
any longer because of the nonuniform velocity distribution at 
the receiver inlet, tfeverthuless equ. (5.25a) will give a cer- 
tain stuide to estimate tht losses which mostly are higher than 
oredicted by energy flow mechanics. 

'.J Je^_££ceiY££ nozzle 

.t of a supply nozzle a Jet emerges which is received by a 
nozzle as indicated in Fig. 5.6. 
If we blocK the nozzle we obtain the maximum pressure wnich we 
call source pressure p,, . If we load the receiver cnannel by a 
finite resistancethe static oressure at tne nozzle mouth 
decreases by 1/2-j'v(

z. The pressure in the receiver mouth 
tnerefore becomes 

(5.51)   p, -pa-ir7!1 = P^-/?, ^ 

( 

where 

The equivalent circuit for the nozzle mouth is found as a 
pressure source p- with a nonlinear internnl resistance Rj. 
At tnis internal ^resistance we find the pressure drop 
P.m. The difference between source pressure p^-  and pressure 
dPop at the internal resistance R. if  the pressure in the 
irouth of the nozzle. In reality tne source pressure p will 
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1 MQ 
K1^.5.C       Jet   receiver uoazje 

* P. 

FIA?.'?.?  Typical jet receiver characteriatic 

a) 

b) 

Fig.3.8       Jet receiver nozzle with  diffuser 
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by  introducing a  load dep^-ndinj- pressure source 
ca     be  interpreted   oy an  nrlditionHi   inleitial 

not   recain constant  for dilierent  ioadln--   because  ot  cnanires 
in  thp velocity  crofile.  The  equivalent  circuit   could tuerefore 
be   cnan.'ed 
Tnis aKflin 
resistance 
Jn  r^f.   11 
addi tional 
lor 
For 

Kessel  has  calculated the oressurv sourer and   ttiis 
internal  resistance of  the receiver  source  nres'ure 

n Jet  deflection amplifier. 
lluidic  wall-attachn:ent  amclifiers ttie  calculation  of   tne 

intern•!  resistance will  be  very difiicult.   Nevertheless  tne 
equivalent  circuit for  tne receiver  as a   pressure   source  witn 
nonlinear  internal resistance  is valid,  even 11   the  single 
quantities iiRve  to  be  dettrrined out the   pressure-flow 
ennracteristics. 
ft  typical  pressure-flow cnaracteristic shows fi^.-S.?. 

If  we now combine a  receiver  nozzle   with   a  diffuser M   can 
directly  draw the equivalent   circuit fcr   the whole  con- 
fitruration  (^i^.   ?.d).   The viscous   losses   in the   nozzle   are 
considered  by a  resistance Rv which  is calculatei   bv equ. 
^.11. 

5« ' T^S-ii^i^iS-iiSS-^^DSÖiSS-iES^ii^i 

Unlike  in electronics   line  branchinn-s in   fluidic   net*ork:s are 
of very complicated nature even for dc.   <■. hilst  the electrical 
line  branching is fully described  by tne   node theorem 
*e  find  potential  jumps  in the  fluidic lines orancr.in« off 
caused  by  different  velocities  in the tranches   (Pia;.5.9). 
A  further  influence  factor in  the  vector  cnaracteristic   of 
tne  velocity which results  in a  preference  of lines depending 
on  feomctry. 

5.5.1       I'he e3uivalent_circuit_of_the li^eal^_line  brancnin^ 

Consideraticn  i^  to  be   limiten  only  to the  cnange  at sectional 
areas that are  marKed  by the  dotted   lints   snewn  in ?iz.   5.10. 
ke  assume  that   the medium is   incomoresri ble or at   least   tnat-   it 
nas   low compressibility.   Considerinfr the   losses,   we form  the 
''"RNOULLI  eouation for the streamlines from brancn 1 to   2 and 
from branch 1  to  5. 

(5.52a) 1 

< 1; 

(5.52b)   r,.; : ^   ' Pif i ^V+W 
13 

'Ihe   total   losses  H.^  and  H,.   ir. the   orsnehes 1   to   2 and   1  to   3, 
respectivel.y,   c-^n Ce devided   into  the mixing loss »^  ana   the 
fricticml  losses.   By   introducing  the mass  flow  rate we   obtain 

(5.55a)    P..»  P r , IV«, =   pi ^ R2 

(3.55b)   pj W^ i^i= 

I'V-i 

ss\ 

♦ Wti 

iz 
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Pig.3.y  Electric and fluidic li".e cranching 

Al' vl. P; 

© 

Fig.3.10      Dimensions of a fluidic  line branching 

Fig.3-11       Equivalent circuit  for the  "ideal"  line  branching 
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where K, Rp an^ R-5 are 'the nonlinear crcss-eectional resistan- 
ces 

(5.54) t,--^ 
2 "A1 /s,= 

2 p/i,* 

•ve snnll deci^nate R n and R - a8 arbitrary terminating 
resistances, e?. nozzles. 

Using the mash-theorem we obtain two equations to describe 
the line branchinK. In addition we havf the continuity equation 
for use here. Ne«lectin»r the losses the equivalent circuit for 
the 'ideal1 line branchin« ir Fig. ?.ll can be found. 
Thip äquivalente circuit is used as reference for the real 
('lossy') line branchine that considers the losses. 

^.5.2  The_l0382_1.ine_branchin5 

In ref. 15 Vazsnnyi finds a mathematical approach for losses 
in duct branches. His calculations were oased on the extensive 
tests at the Hydraulic Institute of the Technical University 
of Munich (ref.14 and 15). 

The losses can be devided into pressure losses caused by the 
frictional losses in the ducts, the hydromechanical aevelop- 
ment of the velocity profile and the mixing losses in the 
region of flow division. 

The mathematical approach of Vazsonyi for the mixing losses 
is given as 

(5.55)-^u = nA,u)V* f* V''-^<*j)V-^Jy^Vow' 

(5.56)^,,- y[A^V«- (a^fl^-^^V-2^^»^^^' 

The los? coefficients An and  '^ and the effective angles in 
equ. (5.55) ^nd (5.5t) can be taken form Pig. 5.12 and 5.15. 

Considering the mixin? losses the equations for the real line 
branching can be written as 

(5.57)   p.-p, = -r^ .'..<«. (?a ^L* \ 
ii 

(5.38) 
-Pi - R ♦ ^^ R3 ^3^^^ 

"rom  ecu.   (5.53)   tnrough   (5.5B)  we  obtain the  equivalent 
circuit  snown  in Fl«.   5.14,  wnere 

(5.39)    l?^   - -kvn 

I?«-    R MfS 
£ Q     ■^J   KVi 

ryy. 
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3   ^3 

~ r*x ^^ 

'w   tvi 

»-v   »v^ , 

--P3 2 ^  no ,• >^i 
2-^3   ■ 

The  correction terms k only depend on geometry,  Tor a  ffiven 
branching they are constant. 

(5.40)     K^- i- A,U) 

Tne resistances RV) , R7v and R^j consider the pressure losses 
in the single branches caused b> friction and the development 
of the velocity profile. Tne resistances R,, , R21 and R34 only 
depend on the mass flow rate chrough the branch that they ere 
appointed to in the equivalent circuit. The resistances R-12., 
Ri:,and R12 depend on the several flows simultaneously. In order 
to describe them in a network a parametric representation with 
respect to flow is necessary. 

Usinar flow-controlled resistances it could be possible to find 
other constellations of resistances in the equivalent circuit. 
However, in ref. 12 it is snown that the chosen configuration 
is convenient for the measuring techniques used. 

Combining the single resistances in the branc'-.aa we find the 
equivalent circuit using the branch resistances (see Fig. 5.15) 

(5.^1) K,0 -k^f?, 

which are related to the cross-sectional resip'-aices shown in 
Fig.5.11i where 
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Fig.3.12      Loss coefficient as function, of angle of deflection 

■^ r.2 
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Fig.3.13       Effective  angle   of deflection aa function of 
angle of deflection 
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Fig.3.14       Equivadent circuit  of a general  line  brancning 

Pig.3.15      Equivalent circuit with oranch reaiatancea 

@o l>t—CD 

® 
Fig.3.16 Equivalent circuit of a line branching 

with flow diodes ahowing flow direction 
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(5.*a) K.5 = 

^0 

rn^   2. 

- ^^ 

^-.o  - Si- Kit 
KVIi 

KVI 

It should be emphasized that a topoloKical agreement of the 
equivalent circuit with th? test model is only valid for the 
three terminating points 1, 2 and 5« because the equivalent 
circuit merely describes the pressure transfer for the hatched 
refition in Fig.5.10 if the viscous resistances Retake into 
account the losses in the lines. In addition the equivalent 
circuit depends on the direction of tne input flow. 
In order to show for which flow direction the equivalent 
circuit h«»s been developed flow diodes can be introduced as 
shown in Fig. 5.16. 

5.5.2.1 EäHiY§i®5*_£^££Hii_i2£_5r5?£t£i£5i_iiB2_5E22£-i26 

The branching is defined to be sw metrical if the cross 
sections A^ and AT,, and the angles^ andp are equal. For 
this case the equivalent circuit can be simplified to that 
of Fig. 5.17. The resistances R^and Ri2 disappear. 

For equal lengths in the output branches the total resistances 
for the branch 2 and 5 have the same flow characteristic. The 
single resistance can be described by 

(5.45) R,, - R^i- /1,(^) 

I? 

, 

M-^Mro^pf^ 
KVl 

5,4  2^£_£iüi^i£_ii5£_iyD25i22 

Problems in fluidic line junctions are very similar to those 
in fluidic line branchings. In ref. 1c tnerefore Kohl derives 
an equivalent circuit in analogy to that of the line branching, 
using the resui.4-* from Vazsonyi (ref. 15) for the mixing losses. 
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Fig.3.17  Equivalent circuit for the symmetrical line branching 
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5.^.1 l^_e2uivalent_clrcuit_ol the_'ideal' line function 

Asnuminc; thit the  medium is incompressible or at least that 
it Has low compressibility, we form the PCRNOULLI-equation 
for the streamlines from branch 1 to 5 and from branch 2 to 3 
(?if. 5.18) 

(5.^a) p, * ^ fv • P 4- - - 

(9.44b) r2 * i ? ^ 
c ^ P: ^ i J ?a* 4 

The  total  losses Huand H^^Tcan  be devided  into  the mixing 
losses h and  the  frictional  losses. 
3y introducing  the  massllow rate we obtain 

(5.45a)   p, ♦  f", /^ f   = ^ +   ^1 ^"L +   ,Jt? 

wh ere R,, R^ and R^ are the cross-sectional resistances 

(5.^6) R = 
KV)( 

^ ^ /■li 
I?. - 

2 '^.'2 
r<. = 

Neglecting the losses the equivalent circuit for an 'ideal' 
line junction is found in Fix.   5.19. 
This equivalent circuit is used as reference for the real 
('lossy') line junction that considers the losses. 

}.4.2 The_e3uivalent_circuit_of_the_real_line_Junction 

The mathematical apprcach of Vazsonyi for the mixing losses 
is given as 

UMIZ^-IIHW^1-^^ "'■?'* ^ '"4 ■ 
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A2,V2,p 

A3,V3,p3 

Pig.3.18      Fliidic line  junction 

^13 = ^23 = 0 

Pig.3.19      Equivalent circuit  for  the   "ideal"  line  janction 
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Pig.3.20      Loss coefficient as function of angle  of deflection 
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The  loss coefficient A.^ can be taken from Fi«?.   5.20 and the 
effective angles can be taken from Fig.   5.13. 

Conpidering the mixin» losses the  equation for the  real  line 
iunction we obtain the equivnlent  circuit  shown  in Fig.   5.21, 
where 

(5.»9)     X„ = I?, K,, '1 fM ^> ^ 2. 

/i P,a 'Ny ►A 1 

/A Po ^ .^ ( ** I 

3 Pai ^ 
« 

2 
2 

Äpaa /n 

2 ^23 
»W 

^ f, a   ~   ^z /Vo 

The correction terms k only depend on geometry,   for a given 
line  branching they are  constant. 

The resistances R v( ,  Erfind R V3 consider the pressure  losses 
in  the  single  branch caused   by friction and  flow development. 
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J—op. 
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/77, 
RV2       R11      R22       R} 

Fig.3.21      Equivalent circuit of a general  line  junction 

1 op. 

Fig.3«22  Equivalent circuit with branch resistances 

® 

0 

01 o o 

Pig.3.23  Equival "t circuit of a line junction with flow 
diodes sho.vinÄ flow direction 
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"imilar to the equivalent circuit of the line branching the 
resistances R,t and P,M only depend on the masaflow rate through 
the branch they are appointed to in the equivalent circuit. 
Ihe reaistancesR^ , R0, H;tand R 2 depend on the ratio of 
the flow rates m1 and i&2. In order to describe them in a network 
s parametric representation with respect to flow is necessary. 

^ombinini? the single resistances in the branches we find the 
equivalent circuit using the branch resistances (see Fig. }.22). 

(3.31) R„ =Ko^f 

^0 = ^20^ 

which are related to the cross-sectional resistances, wnere 

(5.») ^..-^fM-K*) ♦ Ml 
*y\z_ 

\rs\ 

vy\ n 
^,0 = ^1^^^ ffKn 

As already said above for the line branching the equivalent 
circuit depends on the direction of the input flows. In order 
to show for whicn flow direction the equivalent circuit has 
been developed flow diodes can be introduced as shown in 
Flf. 5.25. 

5.^.2.1 Kgui valent _c ircuit_f or_a_8^Timetrical_l inc_|Junc tion 

For a symmetrical line junction (A - A^and ^-A)we obtain 

(5.55)  k„- k21 
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%,  Transmission_Linea 

Contrary to processes in fluidic networks with lumped com- 
oonents pressure and flow depend on time as well as on space. 
Comparing the pneumatic and the electric transmission line 
we find that the velocity of sound in air is about tne factor 
10 smaller than the velocity ol light. He  therefore obtain 
in fluidic engineering the seme wave lenu-ths at frequencies 
which are about 10* lower than in electrical engineering. 
For instance 6C( Hz in fluidic engineering (medium air) may 
be compared with 600 I.'Hz in electrical engineering. The wave 
length A. in both cases is 30 cm. In Table 1 the frequency rangee> 
of electronics and fluidics (medium air) are compared. 

Freguencjr_range      ._ü?Y5_i£55$5_E*2S£ 

Elec tronics Fluidics  (air) 

0,5 -    5«Hz 0,5    - 5Hz U7 1000 -     100 m 
5 50fc;Hz 5 50Hz HF 100 10 m 
5C - 5001/Hz 50 50CHz VHF 10 1 m 
0,5 -    5kHz 0,5    - 5kHz UHF 10 1 dm 
5 - 50itHz 5 50kHz SHF 10 1 cm 

Table 1 

The above mentioned frequencies of 60C Hz therefore belong to 
microwave rana;e. But even for frequencies of 50 Hz we must be 
aware of handling ultra short waves. 

transmi8sion_line 

Analogous to the electric transmlssicn line an equivalent 
circuit for a short length of the uniform fluidic transmission 
can be derived as shown in Fig. 4.1, 

where 

r 
L' 
C 

resistance per unit length 
inductance (inertia) per unit length 
capacitance per unit length 
conductance per unit length 

Uniiorm means that the transmission line characteristics do not 
change alon« the line (same «eoiretry and flow conditions). 
Putting up the mesh theorem lor the pressure 

(♦.1) ZP -0 
and  the  node theorem for  the massflow 

(4.2) 2^=0 
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m:m(z)  R'   dz L    dz 

p=p(z) 

m(z*dz)=m^dz 
 ■"    QZ 

p(z+dz):p+'&. dz 
oz 

Pig.4.1  Equivalent circuit for a short length of a fluidic 
transmission line 

Fig.4.2  Fluidic transmission line *ith arbitrary load 
impedance 

Fig.4.3  Fluidic transmission line as four pole 
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we find the foliowint: relations 

(4.5)-^ -(K'+^L')^-?;-^ 

7^ (^.4) Ä2 =(d^^c'jp .Y;f 

where 

I     A>   •    I 4 
(4.5) £, - R  + i^oL    aeries impedance per unit length 

(4.6) Y = (^ •»- , LAJ C    shunt admittance per unit lentrth . 

4.2  The_uniforff_transtti8sion_line_of_arbitrar2_length 

4.2.1 Surge_im2edance_and_Dro2a£ation_factor 

Out of the equations for the series impedance per unit, length 
and shunt admittance per unit length the differential equation 
for the pressure is obtained as 

This linear differential equation can be solved by 

(4.8) 

where 

p = ae f<* 

From equ.   (4.ö)  the  treneral  solution is found as 

(4.10) p. a, -0» f a> c r^ 

T    is called propi(?aticn factor,  with 

where 

2 30 
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■I, 

f1' 
attenuation factor 
wave number. 

The solution of the differential equation for the maasflow 
rate «ivea 

(4.12) r« = %e"r'? 
^0 2o 

where 

(4.13) 2, 

Z0 fins the dim^nsions of a fluidic reeistance and is called 
'surwe impedance' or 'characteristic impedance' of tne line. 

Using the conventional complex time notation one obtains 

(4.14) peJ 
t 

P ■ a,€ 
,2 i<wt-/i,»)   ^   <i j(wt^#) 

♦ ^i^ 

(4.15) »vie'1   -^_c   e        """T"66 

Pressure and flow along the line result out of the super- 
position of a wave travelling in positive z-direction and a 
wave travelling in negative z-direction. 

The amplitudes decrease with increasing direction of propagation 
according e."-'* . The phase changes with wt and in addition 
along the propagation coordinate with 4,1 . 
The phase velocity is 

(4.16) C 
M 

h 
The phaae velocity in general is smaller than the velocity of 
sound ^a in free space (or loasless transmission line). 
The relation between frequency and wavelength is given by 

(4.17)  C « if , 

4.2.2 The_characteri8tic_e3uation8_for_the_tran8miasion_line 

Calculating the constants a1 and a.z  out jf the boundary con- 
ditions we find the characteristic equations for the trans- 
mission line which gives the correlation between preseiire p,, 
and mass flow rate m4 at the beginning of the line and pressure 
p^^ and maasflow rnte m2 at the end of the line- 
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(4.18)    p,  = fzCoslnfii «■ ^22ö U*hf4l 

(4.19) *** ■ ^i^^r^ ^ § -^ ^r^ ^ 

Usinö: 

(4.20)   üt= P- 

fo* the  load impedance of the ll^e the  transfer function for 
pressure and flow are 

(4.2i)  ■&« rw^,^ f j8 stH^^ 

(4.22)  ^  -CölkfJ 4  ^2   Kt^r«' 

4.2.5       lDEy*_i2E£lS5£S_2£_S_H9il!2I5I_ii5f_*i51}. 2£5i$£2£Z 

The input iirpedance Zul1of a  line   loaded by an arbitrary impe- 
dance  is found out of equ.   (4.21)   and   (4.22)   as 

(♦.23)     *(* = 
1 +■ a" ia* hril 

1+  ^ /o^r^ 
^ 

Loading the line by its surge impedance Za - 2d , one finds 
that the input impedance is equal to its surge irpedance 

(4.24) kLt, = 2t with 2a =£0 

The main wave is fully absorbed by the   load   iirpedance.   The 
transmission  line  is   'matched'. 
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4.2.4  The_f our;22i£_£9HiZ5i25$_£i££yi5^ 2l-^S_i£S555i5§i25 
line 

The four-pole equivalent circuit of a line (Pig. 4.2) can 
be derived from the characteristic equations (4.Id) and 
(4.19) which can be written as 

(4.25) 
r. 

%/ 
CL: 

[ll 

■zz A -v 
where 

HA. a2z- ^os 

Por the T-type  equivalent circuit in Pig.   4.4a we obtain 

(4.2?) 1        = 2 
1 

and for the  type equivalent circuit 

(4.28)    2Air=  2,»«^  
t**h(ifi) 

Por small argument   fo/i   assuming 

the  transmission line can be described by the T-type or 
TT -type  equivalent  circuit with lumped  oarameters in Pig.   ^.5. 
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P2 
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P2 

Fig.4.4a    T-type equivalent circuit 
b  IT-type equivalent circuit 

2 2 
a) 

1 
Gei+jwCei 

Rei+juLei 

*>) 

Gef^/JüCefl i fifftAÄlQf 

Fig.4.5       Pour-pole equivalent  circuit for a tranamiaaion 
line aaiuming % fft* ** 4 

a) T-type,     b)   TT-typa 
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A comparison between both lumped end distributed parameter 
models is piven in ref.  17.  In the same  reference the various 
matrix presentations  for the distributed parameter model forms 
are «riven. 

^•5      IlJS_i252i£55_HQii2r5_*£§D5?i25i22>li2® 

Assuming that the losses of the  transmission line can be 
neglected the  series  impedance and shunt  admittance per unit 
length reduce to 

(^.3C)    2, = i^L 

(♦.51)   Y   = ^C 

Tne enuiv^lent circuit for a snort lengtn of tae loesleas trans- 
mission line is drawn in Pig. ^-.fc, where L' la represented by 
the adiabatic inductance per unit length Li and C by the 
adlabatic capacitance per unit length C^ (see chapter 2.5) 

(4.52) 2. «A«-»4- 10 y where L a — -r 

(♦.55) Y.:=>C (0   J 

The surge impedance now becomes 

A 
(4.54)    2 .10 

ic Y' 

/ 

I c 

0 
A 

A 

The  propagation factor r- reduces to 

c»)  u-j^-rf^ =it=^ iO 

Equ.   (4.54)   and  (4-55)  are mostly used   in acoustics, where the 
diameters of  lines are so large that the neglection of friction 
will not significantly influence the results.   In fluidics the 
neglection of  losses will not  be permissible.   Nevertheless 
those equations are of importance for fluidic  circuit design. 
The  surge  impedance can  be roughly calculated  only with the 
knowledge of  the cross-sectional area  and the  soeed of sound, 
so giving an idea how to match the line  (see  chapter 5)• 
Having only a real  component the 8urp;e  impedance ^So can  be 
used  in graphical techniques  (see chapter 6.2.1). 
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V al 

±  C'( al 

Pig.4.5      Eqiivalent circuit of a short length of  loaaleas 
fluidic  transmission line 

L' al      n Um R', 

x C c7 

Fig.4.7      Equivalent circuit  of a ahort length of fluidic 
tranamiaalon line with frequency independent 
line parameters 
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^•^ ^=J^ v-} 

The characteristic angular frequency is defined as 

^0~       *** (4.58) Vy   =   ZT{¥    = 
La A 

This theory is  also called  constant parameter theory. 

4.4      The_lo8a2_unlforn_tran8misston_line_with_constant 
parameters 

An irrorovement  of transmission line theory  is obtained by 
considering the dc-resistance per unit  lemcth (Fig.  4.V) 

■"•rom this the  surge  impedance Z    and the  propagation factor 
are obtained as 

(4.56)   2    »£., 
( 

J   ^/t*).. 

4.5     ThS_i255Z-H5i£2£5!_5£§D§?i?5i2D.iiS§_?i^ti_?£§3i}£5£i 

degendent_line_garametera 

The first descriptions  of fluid  transmission lines considering 
frequency dependence  of the  line p^rnmeters where carried out 
by Crandall already in 1927«   In his work (ref.18)  a frequency 
dependent resistance  and reactance are calculated for the 
acoustic  line with circular cross-section.  Richardson presented 
measurements which showed the dependence of the profile in 
an acoustic  line on frequency (annular effect)   (ref.19). 
In ref.   20 Iberall gave the  first general theory for fluid  lines, 
The first comprehensive studies on frequency dependence of 
transmission line parameters have  been done  by Nichols (ref.21) 
and Brown (ref.22)  solving the linearized flow equations for 
a  transmission line with circular cross-section.   In ref.  2^ and 
24 Schaedel presented  a theory for transmission lines witn rec- 
tangular cross-section. 
The assumptions  of Brown,  Nichols  and Schaedel are 
1. Smal perturbntlons  with  small  mean flow 
2. Laminar flow 
3. Retain only first  order  terms  of equations 
4. *qve  length of signal»cross-sectional dimensions 
^.   Isothermal  walls 
6.   M ^1 -£■* 
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4.5.1      Tran85;.ijsion_l ine_wi th_circular_cro88-8ec tion 

Series  Impedance  per unit length 

(-.39)    Z.'-J-LlO-K^f 
where 

= ^7 Wo 

OOp  = 

Shunt adulttance per unit length 

fr       - Prandtl nvunber (- 0,708 for air) 

}0U) ■ Beaaelfunctlon of zero order 
~^ (i) '  Pesaelfunction of first order 

1 

4.5.2     l£5D25i22i25_ii9S_5i*5_£2£*255Hi5£_£r2S5l5£2Ü2S 

Series impedance per unit length 

^) 2;-a^su) -1 

where 
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Flg.4.8      Velocity profiles for small frequencies in a 
circular duct 

UM 
71 v ̂.z" 

ujt.w 

012 

Pig.4.9      Velocity profilee for high frequencies  in a 
circular duct 
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s E = 
a • 

1 
1- 

Ua( afSimä1) 
a. |f^,   ^ I2II a   o^ 

t=i ^Ue^j^a-^) 

aspect  ratio, (i(L-    ~—TT      eigen values. 

Shunt  adnittince per unit  length 

(4.«)      Y/^Q^-jU-O^aS^)) 

where 
oO 4- 1 

4.5.5     ItJS.^SSli'iBSZ-^SES^SBSS-Sl-^S-iiSS-EfESf £^2£5 
For laainfr dc flow the velocity diatribution in a circular tube 
is parabolic. Th»» same parabolic distribution we find for scall 
frequencies. The magnitude varies in the same phase with that 
of the pressure gradient (see Fig. 4.8). v2  is the velocity 
referred to the average velocity for dc flow. *ith increasing 
frequency the amplitude diminishes. The maxima are found in the 
neiKhbourhoud of the wall (see Fig. 4.9). Ths fluid in the center 
of ♦"he tube flows with a phase lag of 90° to the pressure gradient 
Cnlj the fluid near the wall is in phase with the pressure gra- 
dient, tfith increasing frequency the amplitude of the velocity 
diminishes and the region in which the velocity and the pressure 
gradient are in phase is getting smaller. The pure resistance 
of the series impedance increases with Increasing frequency. 
This annular affect is very similar to the skineffect in elec- 
trical engineering. 

The following figures will show the frequency depend of the 
single line parameters defined in the equivalent circuit for 
lines with circular and rectangular cross-section. The frequency 
f is referred to the viscous frequency -f^ = ^ = Hv 

zrr      A • 

For small dimeneionless frequencies,  i.e.   for small frequencies 
and small cross-sections the ac-resistance is equal to the dc- 
resietance.   with increasing frequency and  increasing cross-sec- 
tion the ac-resistance may  increase to  a multiple of the dc- 
resistsnce.   (Fig.  4.10) 

The inductance approaches the adlabatic Inductance for lar^e 
cross-sections and hifth frequencies. For low frequencies and 
small  cross-sections  it can grow about   50%.   (Fig.4.11) 
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The capacitance for high dimensionsleea frequencies -f/^ benaves 
adiabatically. ^or smill dimensionless frequencies it incrtases 
up to K times the adiabatic capacitance. This is the value we 
calculate for isotheripal conditions. Whether the capacitance 
behaves isothermally or adiabatically is not only determined 
by the operating frequency but also by the cross-section. 
Technical capacitors in nearly all cases behave adinbstically 
because of their large cross-sections even for frequencies 
of a few Hz. In transmission lines the behaviour mostly is 
polytropic. (Pig.4.12) The dissipation factor of the capacitance 
f r,,-. 0 = d/oo C '  passes through a distinct maximum. The same 
pnenomenon we find in electric capacitors using a dielectric 
with orientation polarised dipoles. It is caused by the inertia 
of the dielectric dipoles. (Fig.4-.15) The dissipation in the 
fluidic capacitor is caused by the fact that the density varia- 
tions do not follow the pressure variations with out inertia 
because of thermodynamic effects. 

In Pia;. 4.14-4.17 the surge impedance and the propac-ation factor 
are plotted as a function of the dimensionless frequency. 

*e see that only for high normalized frequencies the surge impe- 
dance approximates the value of the surge inpedance of tne 
lossless transmission line. The phase velocity also for high 
normalised frequencies only is approximately equal to the ve- 
locity of sound in free air. Por low frequencies and small cross- 
oections the deviation from free air velocity may be considerable. 

Prom this follow, that the individual frequencies of a frequency 
mixture suffer different phase shifts and attenuation. This 
results in dispersion. Therefore the rise and decay times of 
pulses in fluidic transmission lines are increased. 

In ref. 2, 24, 25 and 26 measurements have been carried out 
which show excellent accordance between theory and practice. 
In Pig. 4.18 and 4.19 pressure transfer functions are shown 
for a circular and rectangular duct for blocked load conditions. 

Vor the line with circular cross-section Karam (ref.2?) developed 
a high frequency model for t^^Vi-v that may be very helpful wien 
a computer ia not available. The line parameters in slightly- 
modified notation are 

f?1       S^v 

A* 7f 2 = f? u rv 

3 

8 
I 

—i 

I 
(4.43) 
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From this the unit phase shift and attenuation become 

(4.^) 

r».- 

i 
'•' ^l1^ r. Co. 

MJ 

For the line with rectangular cross-section until now no 
approximations are available. 

In ref. 25 Shearer, however, shows •'.hat the equations (^.39) 
and (4.^0) for the line with circular cross-section can be 
applied to the line with rectangular cross-section using tne 
hydraulic radius with good accuracy if the aspect ratio is in the 
rsaaie of about a - 2.0  to 1.0, reap, a • C,5 to 1.0. It may 
be therefore possible to use the equations (4.45) ^nd (4.40) 
for the high frequency approximation of the rectangular line 
in the ranpre of aspect ratio mentioned «bove. 

4.5.4  H£Sher_5odes_in_fluidic_lines 

All the information given up to nere was concerned with the 
fundamental of longitudinal mode of propagation in a fluid line. 
In ref. 28 it is demonstrated, that other modes of propagation 
may exist in a fluid line. These additional modes which are 
called higher modes, are excited at the ends of the line, or 
at points of line discontinuity, because the fundamental mode 
alone is generally not capable of satisfying the end conditions, 
which occur at these locations. These modes are more prevalent 
as the fluid viscosity increases and for frequecies of engineer- 
ing interest, do not propagate far from the point of exitation. 
For long transmission lines and low frequencies the effect of 
these modes may be generally neglected, for short lines, however, 
it may not be neglected. 

Fig. 4.20 shows typical velocity profiles for four modes. In 
Fig. 4.21 and 4.22 the spatial attenuation factor as a function 
Ol radial frequency number is plotted, 

where 

Dnr» *Jk 

radial frequency number 

radial damping number . 

It is clearly to be seen that up to a critical frequency the 
attenuation factor of the higher modes is large compared to 
that of the Oth mode, so that the higher modes can be neglected. 
Above the critical frequency the attenuation factor of the 
higher modes becomes smaller than that of the Oth mode. This 
effect is similar to that in hollow wave guides in microwave 
techniques, 'or a transmission line with a diameter of 3 mm 
the critical frequency for the first mode is about 140 KHZ, 
and for a line of D ■ 10 mm about 45 kHz. These considerations 
indicate the possibility of transmitting fluidic carrier fre- 
quency signals at higher modes with less attenuation than found 
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at the Oth irode. 

Little knowledge presently exists about the Influence oi signi- 
ficant dc-flow oh tha frequency behaviour of a transmission line, 
in ref. 30 Brown applies the method of characteristics to cal- 
culate quasisteady wall shear on unsteady flowlntubes. Tne 
work is based on ref. 29 in which Zielke shows that the method 
of characteristic can be adapted to handle frequency-dependent 
wall shear. In ref.31 the investigations of ref. 30 are extended. 
The results of semlemplrlcal analytical and experimental studies 
of the acoustic frequency response of circular tubes with a 
mean turbulent flow are given. 

The influence of dc-flow is considered by taking into account 
the velocity profile for different Reynolds numbers. So a con- 
stant parameter (I-R-C) model for frequencies considerably 
below i*Jv  Is establishes with 

(4.45) 2  ' - Rj+j^L' 

(4.46) Y' = J^KC^   . 

The resistance ^v  Is found from the widely established data 
for the friction factor f (see chapter 3.1) as 

(4.4?)  RJ = Jn-. &•) 
v  LfAt      De 

The incuctance L is calculated on the basis of the velocity 
profile depending on Reynolds number. 

(4.48) I' -^L(fc)Ll-L a  I 

where  ^L0\c) Is given in Table 2. 

The capacitance K Ca   is the Isothermal capacitance. 
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Laminar flow V3 
2500 (turbulent) 1.113 
10* 1.041 
105 1.020 
106 1.012 
up 1.008 
00 1.000 

Table 2 

This low frequency model is extended for bigh frequencies. 

4.6  5£5y5i?2£5_$ran8mi88ion_line8 

Considerable work bas been devoted to tbe nonuniform transmission 
line in electronics and acoustics, where tbose tapered lines are 
used as impedance matching elements between systems, filters 
and puls transformers. A comprehensive collection of literature 
can be found in ref. 32. 

All these investigations are limited to lines with small taper 
and negligible losses. For electrical and acoustical lines this 
turns out to be sufficient. Because of dc-flow Influence in 
fluidic transmission lines solutions obtained can only be applied 
to fluidic transmission lines with blocked load conditions or 
no dc-flow. Until now there is no general solution for the loss- 
less nonuniform transmission line with arbitrary shape. One of 
the few nonuniform lines where a mathematical solution is possible 
is the exponential line (exponential horn in scoustics). 
Neglecting the losses we obtain for a abort length of the non- 
uniform line 

0, (4.45) If --JU.IW KM 

(4.46) jp m-^CCDf». 

Assuming that the Inductance and the capacitance change exponen- 
tially 
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ki 
(4.47)    LCI) = L0 e 

(4.48)     C (E)   =C0  t 

the pressure and flow distribution along the  ..ossless exponential 
transmission line are found as 

iu 
(4.49)    p = a, c* ih »-^rK 

f a, e 
iWi^w 

(4.50)   m = r 
= <>< ^01 

where 

(4.51a)   2,|fl - —^ 
MjLe e 

ki 

-   *  I 

(4.51b) PH-^I with a  ; -^ z5 

For 

or 
r^'/1 

UD  » C *   2. 
Z0 1 2 aPProximately i? * pure resistance 

Li      k. 
(4.52)    2so =   (     , 

Ali 
-U? ■ 20L e 

ka- 

where A, input croas-aection of the line. 
If the line is loaded at it end by a resistance 

2i.-iaL 
kC 

■' 

I 

the main wave is fully absorbed and the line is matched. Tbe 
input resistance then becomes 

^-LW - £oi ■ 
The line acts as a transformer that transforms the load 
resistance Z-, to the resistance Z , . £ ol 
The line Mill be matched for frequencies which are about three 
timea tht cutoff frequency / - ca.^ 

r   hW   ' 
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Such an exponential born has been used In ref. 33 for  a fluidlc 
circuit In order to match the sending and receiving ampllliers 
to a long transmission line with a diameter of 3*3 to 36.0 mm. 

For nonunlform lines where no mathematical solution Is known, 
the line can be approximated by a number of uniform lines (ref. 
34,35), as indicated in Pig. 4.23. 

Experimental results show good agreement between theory and 
practice for tue acoustic case (no dc-flow, blocked load) 
(ref.35). 

For dc-flow the pressure increase or decrease caused by the 
varying cross-section has to be considered. This is possible 
by introducing the cross-sectional resistances rs = ^/f/Xt) 

at the points where two uniform lines are connected. For the 
acoustic case the cross-sectional resistances become zero C^-o). 

In ref. 9 the transmission line parameters for a short length 
of these equivalent uniform lines have been redefined for a 
stralghtwalled tapered line (see Fig. 4.24), wnere 

(4.55a) re - C Ut <-(#-««(<-*) 

I   V/U 
(4.53b) Lp = -T   '  , tu T 

(4 C   CJ-     /4,/A, 2. 

The surge Impedance for the lossless equivalent line follows as 

A<\1i     A 

(4.54)   2So = if -1   "** 
and the effective aspect ratio is defined as 

C..33.) a^i-=i-2 -i^lfeU 

In ref.9 a number of different straight-walled nonunilorm lines 
has been investlgsted under different load conditions and for 
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"1 

different dc-flow rates. Under blocked load ccniitions agreement 
between tneory and exp "iment was extremely good. Under finite 
load conditions agreement diifered rather much with the rodel. 
It is supposed that number n of ses^nents tfiKen for simulation 
has been too small, i he histhest number of Mf ntl nas seen  lu. 

In ref. 52 a numerical simulation of nonuniform electrical trans- 
mission lines for a claimed calculation accuracy nas been 
evaluated. Results show that the number of segments necessary 
may differ from some 10 to some 1000 for an accuracy of 10'3 

for the reflection coefficient. The number of segments necessary 
is determined by the computer. 
It snould be therefore worthwnile to apply this computer simul- 
tation of ref.52 to the problem of the nonuniicrm transnission 
line usine the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.2^-. 

5*   A2rGiE£üi55_ 

the r£fl«ction_coefficient.3_at_the_end_and_the 

In real fluidic circuits the trfinsraission line is fed by a 
pressure source p,- with an internal impedance Z. . At its end 
it is loaded by a^load impedance ZL (Pig. 3.1). 
The pressure and mass flow distribution alone the line are 
triven by 

i 

(5.2) mii) \ m   —(- 
-r^   i-r. 

i-^i. 

ifiii-O 

f-nr^-^r^ 

'i and T^ are the reflection coefficients at the  betcinnin^ and 
at the end of the  transmission line 

(5.3) r = ^^ J - ? •- L.      ■- r> 

2L + 2e 

rresrure and massflow at the end of the line become 
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(5.") :
= = ?(() = p 

-f,t >- 

Q 3 2- + Z. 1- , 'ze 
: *fi L 

(5.5) ^i - - /n(C) =  -/ 
2 t- + Z ^ 

If the line is matched at the end (i^=nj we see that pressure 
and massllow rate become 

(5.6)   r(o = p^-ii-c"1"4 

2t*2, 

Ja 
(5.7) ^(.'0 ■  r^- 

-r.< 

If the line is matched at the bes^innini? {^T^-Ojwe obtain 

(5.8) pa)-f fQc'
nl(^rj 

(5.9)  ^f(j=l#c-^( 

5.2   !l!25ii9®§E-.£25E25S5*S 

5.2.1 AC;benaviour_of_noLzles 

The dc-behaviour of nozzles is described in chapter 5.2.1. 
In order to determine the ac-behsviour of the nozzle we assume 
that the operating point is fixed bv a certain dc-flow and that 
a small cc-signal is superimpcsed. The resulting pressure and 

1 
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flow varistions determine the ac-resistance of the nozzle. #e 
thus linearize the nonlinear resistance in its cperatin« point. 
Out of equation (5.18) we have the relation between flow rate 
tnrough a nozzle and the pressure difference across the nozzle 
for an incomoressible or low compressible medium (see Fig. 3.2) 

VA,/ 

Tne massflow m ttrouarn a subsonic orifice is to a good 
approximation w;iven by ref.5 as 

T«king to total differentials 

C5.U) e(« =^.''p/ +^l^ 

one finds similar to ref. 5 

(3.12) ^*vi - n*. 

where 

(5.15) M. = r^ 
is the dc-massflow rate. 
Equation (3.12) can be written as 

Ft ^-') 

(3.1^-) dw 
rn, 

'ft- 
m, 

2^-p.)  M   2^(-p..) i-£)^ 
which can be interpreted by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.5. 
The dynamic nozzle resistance in Fig. 5.3 is 
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dm     rn= 2R, 
^-cm— 

«to H\dPl(2-fj 

Pi«.5.3      AC-equivalent circuit  of the dynamic  nozzle resistance 

dm      rn = 2R, 

dPi 

y 
P: 
Pf 

Fig.5.4  AC-equivalent circuit of a nozzle for the 
critical pre^aare ratio 

rfpj 

dm     rn^2R, 
-~—CI2— 

G)\dpi 

Pig.5.5      AC-equivalent  circuit  of a nozzle for  small overpressures 

dm 

"to I® R* 2R, 

J 
Pig.5.6 AC-equivalent  circuit  of a nozzle  for constant 

exit pressure 
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(5.15) rn=2^ ^2/?n 

.vnich means that r,, is twice of the value of the dc-resistance 
in the operating point. 

It should be noted thsc when f^lfz*- 2., greater than the 
critical pressure ratio there is no influence of dp2 on the 
flow rate. Plow changes are only effected by the upstream 
cressure dp-,. The equivalent circuit of ?ig. 5.^ reduces to 
that in Fis:. 5.^. 

For sirall pressures above athmospneric pressure p. 
Pj       0 

p., s: p-, ~ pÄ   we obtain    «■ 1 r\ d o * 
p2 

and the equivalent circuit reduces to that in Fig. 5.5. 

For low pressure fluidic circuits the equivalent circuit of 
Fia. 5.5 will be sufficient. 

5.2.1.1 Constant_nozzle_exit_2re83ure 

For constant nozzle exit pressure pp ■ const, the equivalent 
circuit further reduces to that in Fi !• ,6. 
This for instance is the case where the flow of the terminating 
ncczle discharges into free atmosphere. 
The dynamic nozzle resistance for this case can be evnressed as 

(5.15) 
A-ia 

where 

The dynamic resistance is referred to the surge i-cpedance of 
the lossless transmission line . 

For (VAf^l we  obtain a very useful  thumb rule 

(5.1b) 
^ SOI 

Considering the compressibility the expression becomes more 
complicated. For adiabatic condition follows 
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K-i ♦/i //K\V2 

(5.1?) 
2« 01 

The evqluation of equ. (5.17) is shown in Pit?. 5.7 (ref.2). The 
dimensionless nozzle resistance is plotted against the dimension- 
less dc-pressure. The ratio of the cross-sections is used as 
parnmeter. It can be seen that for a given dc-pressure the line 
is only matched (rr,-2JC>l) at a distioct area ratio. 
Fig. 5.fla and 5.8b show the results of experimental Investigations 
which are in high accordance with theory, (ref.2) 

5.2.1.2  Y5£Zi5S_9255i£_£*i^_E£S5fH£2 

A typical example for a nozzle with varying nozzle exit pressure 
is the input nozzle of a beam deflection amplifier (Fig. 5.9). 
Afith increasing pressure p, the bean is deflected and thus the 
nozzle exit pressure decreases. If we assume a linear relation- 
ship between dp, and dpp for small deflection angles 

(5.18) dfx  =- Ccifi 

the nozzle resistance is found as 

(5.19) rn 

where R t  is the steady state resistance. 

For small overpressure equation (5.19) reduces to 

(5.20)  rn ■ 
i + C 

'' st 

Fig.   5.10 demonstrates the  influence  of  £    on the dynamic 
resistance.  For constant exit pressure  t'r = o) the characteristic 
of the resistance is represented  by the tangent in the operating 
point.   iVith increasing £   the elope  of  the dynamic resistance 
becomes  steeper and for Cm i   the dynamic resistance is equal  to 
the dc-reslstance. 
The dlflerential or dynamic  input resistance of a beam deflection 
amplifier  in push-pull  operation can  be determined from the  dc 
input  characteristics measurer! for  constant  input pressure dif- 
ferences  indicated  in ^ig.   5.11. 
For pure  push-pull operation we can seperate the  input pressures 
into a common mode  pressure p* and  differential  mode  pressure 
A P, where 
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R*dp, R-dPi 

/ 
11 \ 

d^-tdp. 

Pig.5.9       Inpat  nozzle of a beam deflection amplifier 

• 
m 

Pig.5.10     Input  resistance  of a nozzle with  varyinr 
downstream pressure 
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Fig.5.11  Input characteristics of a beam deflection 

amplifier 
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Fig.5.12    Jet  receiver nozzle 

r *N 

Fig.5.13    Simulation of a jet  receiver nozzle 
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(5.21) 

fei - fe - APe/i 

Pe, = fe -^Pe/i 

Tare has to be taken that the common mode pressure 'p'g renains 
constant during the measurement of the input character!.?tica 
for the single pressure differences pE| -pEi. So when decontrol 
port pressure is increased the other has to be decreasei the 
same amount, keeping the average of the two at the f ixiid bias 
or coirunon mode pressure. 

3.2.2  A2i5£^2Yi2H£_2£_li££y§®£5-22^_iÜ_E2££i-5£--2S5i£5 

Fur ac-behaviour the diffuser behaves as a nonuniform transmission 
line which has been discussed in chapter ^.6. The t1et receiver 
nozzle can be interpreted as an ac-pressure source with an in- 
ternal resistance r, according to chapter 5.2.$ by the relation 

(5.22) P Pq fl r*\ 

wnere rj differential internal resistance. 

In fluidic  circuits  it will  be  important to  determine the  pressure 
transfer function   Pir/pa       accordinc; to  equ.   (5.^) and (5.5;  and 
Fig.   5.1.   It   is obvious  that  this  is not  possible  for an arrange- 
ment  in as  snown in Fig.   5.1.   b.   It  is  tnerefore convenient to 
simulate  the  receiver nozzle  by an abrupt nozzle a?  snown in 
^ig.   5.15.   The source pressure can  be directly measured   before 
this nozzle   (ref.   9). 
A total agreement  with the arrangement  of Fig.   5.1  a can not 
be expected  because  to velocity profiles at  nozzle  inlets will  be 
different. 

5.5        ^iS^SE-iüSE^-S^IESSSS^^ 

5.5.1 Inductor_and_ca£acitor_(_ref ;_24a50 

Usiac the surtT-e impedance and the propacation factor we are sble 
to calculate the input impedance of a uniform transmission line 
with arbitrary load impedance (^ig.^.lA.). 
Of special interest are the blocked and the short circuited line 
(»ig.5.15). 
The input impedance of the short circuited line results in 

(5.?5) Wl0 = 20{o^r,( 
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Pig.5.14     Input  resistance of a fluidic  tranamiaaion line 
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open to atmosphere 

blocked 

Pig.5.15    31ocked and short-circuited lines 
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II 

al 
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b) 

Fig.5.16     Equivalent  circuit of  short 
a)   short-circuited line,     b)  blocked line 
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1 
and the input impedance ol tne blocked line in l 
(5.24)    A/ t o 

1oO 

he 
e 

(5.25)      ! r/^cc  f 

«e may expand the nyperbolical  tangent  per small argument  and 
obtain under the  conditions 

that the  short-circuited  transmission    ine may be  represented 
by  its  series  impedance  (Fig.5.16a) 

(5.2t) w^ - r^+j'oL 

and the blocked line by its shunt admittance (5.16b) 

(5.27) W,^= J~-     , 

The short circuited line therefore behaves as a lossy inductor 
and tne blocked line as a lossy capacitor. 
Fig. 5.17 shows the geometrical conditions under which lumped 
components can be realized. It is assumed that the complex 
deviation of the lumped components may not exceed 1*. For a 
frequency of 10G Hz we permit a tube length of 100 mm. For a 
frequency of 1 kHz this maximum permissible length is reduced 
to 10 mm. 
In electrical engineering the ratio of absorbed wattless power 
to absorbed wattful power is commonly called energy factor ^. 
Q is the reciprocal of the loss-factor tan 0 . In the case of 
the capacitance it is the ratio ofsuaceptance to conductance 
and in the case of the inductance it is the ratio of reactive 
to active impedance. 

c 
(5.28) 

(5.29) 

Qc - 
uT-L 

R 
In Fig. 5.18 the energy factor 3 of the capacitance and the 
inductance is plotted as a function of the dimensionless 
frequency f/fv . 

Because of their relatively lar^e cross-sections tne dimension- 
less frequencies of tecnnical capacitors are of th»r order of 
1/fy • 1000. This means they can be regarded as adiabatic. 
The Q is about 1C0-200. Tne dimensionless frequency of technical 
inductors is about 5^-100. From this we find that the 1^ of an 
inductor is about 10-20. 

The calculation of ^ for the inductor has been carried out 
considering only the frequency dependent laminar resistance. 
Equation (5.29) tnerefore is only valid if flow development 
can be neglected e.g. small or vanishing dc-flow. How to con- 
sider the series resistance of the inductance due to flow 
develooment and cnansre in cross-section is shown in cnaoter 
5.3.2. 
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Fig.5.17     Geometrical conditions for lumped components 

Fig.5.18    Energy  factor  of capacitors and  inductors 
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Vor very short  inductors tne  exit  correction  term o!  acoustics 
riss to  be taken into account. 
Caused  by the  resonatinB- Tiass of  the  surroundimr medium an 
apparent elongation ol' the  inductor by 2 ^ 1    «A/J; results. 
Usin« tnis  the adiabatic   inductor  becomes 

C  ' 

5.5.2 B£2°D35S_Si££HiiS 

Tig.   5.19 shows a fluiaic resonator usina; a liuidic inauctor 
and capacitor. The signal passes tne resistance Ry and reacnes 
a lossy capacitance. In parallel to tne capacitscce *e find a 
lossy inductance. The shunt capacitance is represented by a 
voluae and the inductance by u snort circuited line. 
This type of resonator in acoustics is Known as Helmholtz- 
resonator. Fit.   5.20 shows the pressure transfer function. 
The resonance frequency is 

(p.51) f0 = ^ 
I 

27riIT ■ 
Tne  energy factor ^ can be determined as  quotient of  resonance 
frequency to  bandwidth 

(5.52)   Q - _i£ 
f. 

The <, of the resonance circuit can oe calculated oy 
reciprocals of the sinele Q factors 

This means that tne loss factors must be added. In any 
the Q of the resonator will be smaller than the 4 of to 
element. From cnapter 5.5.1 we Know that the w, ol the c 
's about 10 times higher than that of the inductor. Tne 
a Q of 10-2v. can be exnected for the resonator. This is 
valid as lonir as resistance P.v is so hieh that it does 
fluence the 5 of the resonator. 

Usually in a real circuit the internal resistance r. ol" 
generator feeding the resonator and tne load resistance 
oe neglected (Fiß-. 5.21). 

Assuming a 4 01 more than IOC the loss resistance, in p 
to the capacitance, will be large comoarei to the loadi 
sistances. So tne resulting enersy factor of the capaci 

ac \xr\ic  the 

case 
e   single 
apacitor 
ref ore 
onl> 

not  in- 

the 
can not 

arallel 
UJ   re- 
tance 

will   oe determined 

(5.54)    Q 

7;nere 3^ 

c r? i 

/ 

d  only 

00C 

and    -] 

by r. ^nd r. 

'L 

^rom this the resulting Q of the loaded resonator becomes 
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Pig.5.19 Fluidic parallel resonator 

P2IP1 
(P2IP1) max 

Pig.5.20    Transfer finction of a fluidic resonator 
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Pig.5.21    Loaded resonator 
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'5. 5.3.1 5C_low_2a8S_f liters 

The deaien of fluidic filters should 
that the input resistance of iluidic 
low due to flow control. Tnerelore i 
to copy electronics but to find solut 
oeculiarity of fluidics. 

For voltage controlled amplifiers in 
a low pass arrangement as snown in Fl 
transfer characteristic will not be i 
input resistance of the valve for a p 

In an equivalent RC-network in fluidi 
input resistance of the amplifier wil 
characteristic of the unloaded lilter 

take care ol the fact 
amplifiers are relatively 
t should not be tried 
ions which consider the 

electronics, e.g. valves, 
K. 5.22 is seneeful. The 
nfluenced by the high 
roper design. 

cs (Fig.5.25) the low 
1 chamre the transfer 

(5.56)   -M 
'f + 1 10 r 

to 

(5.57) #   - 
re  

re f r ff jw re r 
rc+r C 

The   brealc frequency tnen  is found  as 

4 
(5.58)   ME = 

r^ + r C rC • 

The influence of the resistance of the control input on the 
break frequency can be minimized by introducing a series 
resistance as indicated in Fi>i% 5.24. 

(5.39) £= -^^— 
JUJ —   -C 

rc *■ r + rs 

For very low input resistance r (r «r) the series resistance 
r is chosen equal ♦■o r. The transfer cuaracteristic then 
follows as 

p.   4 * 
(5.40) ^» 

with r ^«^ r, r„ 
c       s 

2 ^Jw# ■j 2. 

and r ■ r. 
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Fig.5.22    RC-low pass filter in eisctronica 
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Pig.5.25 RC-low pass filter in flnidiei 
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Fig.5.24    RC-low pass  filter with  aeriea  resistance 
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An nrranp;ement which is matched to the  flow control   is  the RL- 
low pass filter in Fis;.   5.?5 (ref.9). 
The  massflow rpte i    controls  the  input for the  following 
amplifier,  n*»  long as  the   length of the  line  is  small  compared 
with the wavelength of  the  operatinp; frequencies the  arrange- 
ment of Fig.   5.25 can  be described  by the network in Fig.   ^.20. 
P2.  take  into  account  the  varying nozzle  exit pressure  as dis- 
cussed in chapter 5.2.1.2.   The  dynamic  resistance  r is  composed 
of  the nozzle resistance  r,,   ,   the  resistance due  to  profile 
development T^tv   *  kr^   and   the   laminar resistance r^^  . 
Assuminsr the  linear relationship  between p,, and p^ in equ.   (5.18) 
P-)  ■ - £" P-<   and only  small  overpressures the massflow rate  at 
the  amplifier input  is  found  as 

o. 0.41)   m = -p &=    & ,   -4 
r + / uo 

J U € 
/(^O If I'I*J J' r 

For a line  length which is   ioneer than the  le^Kth of  flow 
development  the  break frequency becomes 

(5.42)   fe  mJ±JUd   f  ^ 

where    r » r, -i-k-^r,  ♦  Rn„„,  L 1      fd  1 lam 
1 
I 

tj^  -  -    transport  time  in the  channel 

characteristic   freauency 'y " 

In most cases the  line   If iKth  is  smaller than the  length of 
How development.   Using equ.   (5.15)  the dynamic  resistance r 
for a device with rectangular  cross-section is  obtained  as 

(5.^5)   r -  -— -t-  5,? 
a+ /    ^ /  rA   \^ 

1A} iT  A/Uyü i . 

The  treak frequency follows  as 
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Fig.5.25    RL-low pass filter  in fluidica 

?ig.5.26    Equivalent  circuit   of a RL-low pass 

Pig.5.27    RLC-low  pass  filter 
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Tee low pass characteristic of the arrangement described above 
can oe made steeper by addin« a capacitor as shown in Pig. 5.2? 
tnus obtaining a second order system. 
Trie equivalent circuit is given in ^ig. 3.20. 
;o avoid additional series resistances r to the capacitor tt.e 
coupling bole has to be taken as large as possible. Tbe con- 
ductance of the capacitor usually can be neglected. 
The massflow in tne inductance results as 

(5.45) m    - ?' 
IM±£L 

^.J^fe r'C 

1+  -w r^lL (_ - ^ 
r*<rL r** rL 

LC 

if r can be neglected. c 

^or nearlicable presnure variations at the nozzle exit 
we ootain a pure second order systems where 

(5.4b) f, = -- 
Co+r, i 

^ =1 
Or 

resonant   frequency 

dampintc  r«tio 
>o*r£)/ro 

]1£ is not  nealicable a PD-term  with a  break  frequency 

^> U'rr^T)i c 
oecomes effective, wnic 
above that break Ireque 
Measurements at RL and 
Some applications in ca 
in ref.}7, wnere also m 
discussed. 
HI and RLC-fliters are 
where ore?'.frequencies 
For nreakfrequencies be 
have to be used. Squati 
frequency for B Ri-filt 
we find j^ * ^r-~i U* 
ci-y ss-section tnat tne 
if the transport time i 

h lowers the steepness of the filter 
ncy defined in equ. Cj.fcA). 
RLC filters have been made in ref. 9. 
rrier frequency systems can be found 
ethods of couoling the capacitor are 

anproDriate for integrated circuits 
of some hundred nertz are needed, 
low hundred hertz RC-low pass filters 
on (5.bO) shows that the lowest break- 
er will be fj - fr- . For room temperature 

. ''his means for a cnannel of O.1? Ml 

lowest oreakf requency would De f ««' 120 Hz 
s nealigiole. 
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Fig.5.28    rlq iivalent  circuit of an RLC-low pass filter 
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Fig.5.29      OPTIMIZATION OF LOW  - PASS FILTER 
CONFIGURATION 

a,b : rn = 7.5 107 l/sm; c :   rn=3.5107 1/sm 
d : Zh=1.25107 l/sm+jw2.0n-103 1/m 
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Fig.5.30    Frequency response of a low-pass filter according 
to Fig.5.29 

Fig.6.1    Equivalent circuit  for a  f1 ildic  transmission line 
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Fig.6.2    Trapezoidic pulse 
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5.4   !!iitSrs_using_5ulti2le_branrhed_tr^n3mis8ion_iiijes 

In rel' 
lines a 
lliters 
Pig. 5. 
lowoass 
loaded 
olf ccm 
ran.re f 
ir.iniiral 
Allere 1 
usine e 
as 

fiti Konl proposes to use multiple Dranched transmission 
s fluidic low-pass, ^iiin-pass, band-pass and band-stop 

29 demonstrates tne computer aiced optirnizRtion of a 
filter confiKuration. In Fist. ^.?9a the two blocked 
lateral transmission lines cause a relatively sharp out- 
bined witn a ^ood signal attenuation in the frequency 
rora 6 to A- lc4z. Tnis ran«e coincides witn the ran*e of 
innut impedance of the lateral lines. For Ireauencies 
■ \/4 » ülocked line has its minimum inout impedance. 

cm. (^.2^)   for a blocked line the input impedance results 

fs.24) vy<o0- 
z^o 

^fA 

ine where 
ine at 1 « 

lines is 
The reduce 
eoped cros 
lower insu 
, compared 
line v7lth 
resonator, 
er with a 
-oif behev 

vanisnes. 
Assumins B   lossless  transmission  1 
tne   input   itrpedance  of  a   blocked   1 
The  proper  location  of  the   lateral 
mentally  by a  computer proi.'ramme. 
frequencies a   blocked   line with  st 
duced.   Thi.M configuration tfives a 
oscillitin»^ on a     K /b wave  length 
lorm cross-sections.   Tnis  blocked 
can be  intenreted   as  a Helirhcltz- 
5.^9b  is  a very  ^ooa   io*-pass  flit 
in the  pass-band,   a very sharp cut 
signal  attenuation. 
Ii   the   low-pass  filter Reonetry  is  enlarged  Dy e  scaling lactor 
of  two.   we   p-et   tne   characteristic   of  a   low-pass  filter with hall 
the cut-ofl   t'reauency   'TiK.   5.29c).   Tne  frequency  behaviour  ol 
this  filt«r c?n  De  improved  oy  introducing a   third  blockea   line 
as  snown  in 'iff.   ^..^Qd. 
The   low-pass  configuration oi   n^.   p.<;^u   nas   oeen investitcated 
exoeriirentall^.   Fier.   3.3C  shows  the  results  compared *ith theory 
in the  freqi^ncy  range  from C - 4 ku2. 

investifrated experi- 
tne peaK ^t riiirner 

s-secticn is intro- 
t   impedance,   when 
to lines with uni- 

stepped cross-section 
The  result   in Fi-z. 

low signal  attenuation 
iour and a very hiTh 

ige 

The way of usins line Drsnchi 
seems to b% verv promisinjc as 
ston-band and low attenuation 
FC, Hi and RLC-fliters. It o« 
restricted to frequencies of 
?ecmetrical dimensions wil] b 
of seme hundred Hertz. For a 
i.,85 B for air. 5c the main a 
frequency systems with carrie 
or as  noise  filters. 

kwz 

ng systems for filtering technique 
to their hia;h attenuation in the 
in the pass-band compared with 

ems, however, that they «ill be 
some kilohertz because tneir 
ecome too lar^e for frequencies 
frequency of IOC Hz  /.A is about 
ppiication will be in carrier 
r frequencies of some kilonertz 
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6. Pulses in fluidic networks 

Like in electronics, pulse distortions on transmission lines in 
diRital fluidic networks are determined by the line characteris- 
tics as well as bj  the load impedance. *hen rise times are less 
than tne propagation time on the tranamijsion line reflections 
from tne beginning and tne end of the line cause distortions. 

lines with linear load and source resistance 

The transmiraion of sinusiodal signals on uniform fluidic trans- 
mission lines has been investitrated theoretically and experi- 
mentally with success. From this thp problem for periodic trape- 
zoidal pulses can be handled without difficulty. 
Lsing Fourier analysis the periodic trapezoidic pulses can be 
separated into the naraionics. Each of those harmonics suffers a 
certain phase shift and attenuation along the transmission line. 
At the end of the line the sing1  harmonics are superimposed 
aeain. 
Fig.fc.l shows the equivalent circuit for a fluidic transmission 
line which is fed by a source pü with an internal impedance Z. 
and terminated by the impedance^Z.. The characteristic impedaice 
of the line is 2 , the propagation factorfi, and the line length 1, 
Propagation factor and characteristic impedance depend on fre- 
quency and cross-section (see chapter ^.5). *e assume tnat the 
source impedance and the load impedance are linear so that 
superimposing of the single harmonics is permissible. 
Pressure p and massflcw m at the end of the line for a sinusoidal 
signal are given by equ. (5.^0 and (5.5) in chapter 5.1. 

(5.*) p(0 - pQ 
«?ct?, 

-fit J±I 
i-r^t*' 
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U100 Hi 

I = 150mm 
2=0 Fig>.5 Calculated reöpcnse of a trar.jmiaaior. line 

to periodic pulses for varicij linear ioad 
resistance and   zero  jourco   re. istar.ce 
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Tr.t» 'ourl«r nnalvsin  or periodic   trarezoidic   oulses  (Fl<(.t..2) 
i.«   -iv'-n  cy 

' e-. i; 
■ ( 

in-   r-ressure si*rnfli   sr  tfie eri'i of toe  line  is  found Dy  super- 
iriroin* tft«  ^iniirie  Binusoitai  signals  as 

wnerc   fh«  ^t* .•r.usticn  ^    qr--1   the  pnaseshil't f   are calculated 
uninti  ecu.   iS.^;   ^n :   fS'.'-p". 
ri'.   t.l  .^f.ows   fne   ccrrputer results  lor a  uniform  line with 
recr «ino-u lar r rosr5-secticn with  the  followin«; dimensions 
It-.ff^h  o''  the   line        1   =   151   -rr 
rro<=:c-,'PC* iona 1   ire^   A  =   ^ mir 
fl.Tectr^tio a   =   ^ 

The pil'-e r-^ret: rion rite ip 10( Hz with n  rise an^le of ^ » C.i. 
Th« r.cur^f   irneianre r.qp h-en cnosen Z.=C and the load impedance 
h*a  oven  chnnced between Z.   /Z- » C,5 and Z^/7:o-100. The 
influence ol line ""IniratPh is evident. 

For nonixrithr  nourc»»- «m iosd reaistances the procedure dis- 
cussed nnove is not applicable, because super-position OJ sienals 
is only v^lid i r, linear r.etworKs. 
7r.e trrir4Sient response of iminite or rratched fluidic transmission 
lines ha? beer sub/ject to many investigations, mostly using th» 
ijRTilace  transform Cref.??;. la ref. <+s Tsao gives computer results 
for dead ende.i transr.i~r.icr lines snowing the pressure transient 
at the enri of the   line and profile development along the line. 
The results are obtained by  intesrating the linearized governing 
differential equations by numerical metnods. 

t.2       rredictins rulse dirrcrtions on fluidic transmisricn 

li nes_*i tn_nnnlir.e2r_Rcii'rce and load_resistance 

fit.   b.tt srow^ a t rar.-rr.i ssion line which la loaded by a nozzle 
and led bv a ; ret- ,iet tr.^t Is periodically interrupted by a 
rnorr*T-whi el. 
If ♦•'■le rerplver nozr.l- it ' le beginning of the transrission line 
is fed by the frep '^t. :t car. ta  interpreted by a constant 
oreflsure riurce witr. the internal resistance Zj. If the Jet is 
r,-.rp~«ifp~ fror ' :,e  r.or.rle by th*  chopoer-wheel the receiver 
nozsl' iirertly is connectei tn the atmoschere. The becrimin»? 
n th- line i.- snort-circuited. The switchinir 'on' and 'oil' 
ol the .''et tnerefor^ car. t^ interpreted in the equivalent circuit 
by a switch altem- Ivei.v ^onnectinj the besinning of the trans- 
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■ission lint- to ttit; atniosr'ere ^nd to the oressure source with 
internal iirpedance Z■ . Jn treneral it will oe necessnry to con- 
sider an additional imDedance Z.' Tor the line switched to 
Qtmospnere. 

The confiururaticn in Pig.b.4 can oe regarded as a simulation 
of a digital element leodina: a f ransmission line. 

b.2.1  ££S^i£^iO£_E^i§£_^iSl0Eii2D§_2D_i°5§i£§2_-Liyi4iE 
tr^n^mißsior^lines with nonlinear source and load 

resistance 

Assurine neslicible losses a very simple praphical method can 
De apDliec! to the oroblem, the fundamentals of which have been 
^■iver by "er^eron (ref.59). 
In PiK.t.f) the source and loafied characteristics of a network 
described fcv ^ist.   b.5 are plotted. 
rhe free .let oeincr switched off the source characteristic is 
identical with the ordinate (short circuit). The dc operatina; 
DOlnts pre A and A,. For a lossless transmission line the surge 
irpedance becomes pure resistive and therefore also a charac- 
teristic can be plotted in Fig. t.6. 

Pressure and flow alone a transmission line result out of the 
suoer'jcsiticn of a wave travellinc; in positive z-direction and 
a wave travellinK in netrative z-direction (see chapter ^.2.2). 
»jut ol equations (^-.1^) and (4.15) *e find 

(t.5)  p«P(*pr        f ■ forward (-^-z) 

(b.4) m = L£ - ^T       r = reverse (- z) , 

ihe forward travel line; fiow -vave is related to the forward 
travellinc- rressure wave b.7 the positive aur^e impedance and 
the reverse '"ravelling fiow wave is related to the reverse tra- 
velling pressure wave by the nec;fltive surere impedance. 

.ve now send an observer alone tne line who travels with wave 
speed. Travelling in forward "lirection ne will only see the re- 
verse travflllne wave where nressure and flow are related by 
the negative surare irpedance. .ravelline in reverse direction he 
will only see tne forward travelling; wave where pressure and 
flow are related by the positive suree impedance. 

Le* us rrnslder the line in '•ie. K? where at the time t«tj at 
the locus E a chanee occures that causes two waves in z ana 
-z-direction. The initial conditions at the locus E are to be 
p- and m.. 

If an observer leaves the locus S whtre we have the initial 
conditions p^^ nnd fr^, at the time t. traveliine witn wave speed 
he will state th=tt St any locus of the line pressure p and mass- 
flow m are related by tne same linear equation which only depends 
on sure-e impedance, travelling direction and initial conditions 
(see Fitf.t,8). 
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Ae will no* investierte tnt r«se when the line is s.vitcned on at 
the time t^o. Tie time tne wave neels to travel from one end ol 
the line to tne other results as r« 1/ , . '1'he  observer is to 
start at t - -T at tne end ol" tne line so that he reaches the 
bepinnine of the line at t - 0, wnere the line ie  switched on. 

At the time t • - f pressure nnd flow at tne tuu of the line are 
zero. This condition is descrioed by the operating point (1, -~) 
in Fi«.6.v}. Durins; tne travel from the end to the beginnina; of 
the line presnure and flow are related by the characteristic of 
the positive surxe imoeiance. At the moment wnen tne otserver 
reaches tne beplnninwr cl the line Bt t ■ C the jet is switched 
on. The point of i nterst-ction of tne characte .'istics of the surge 
impedance and the sourct- yielis pressure and mansflow rate at 
the time t ■ 0 Mt the besinning of the line. 
The observer now starts ^t the time t ■ 0 for the end of the line 
and finds pressure and flow related by the characteristic of the 
negative sur^e impedance. The intersection of the characteristics 
of the load and the surpe impedance (1,^ ) yields pressure and 
massflow rite at tne time t ■ T" . 
Continuing in this way tne static operatinp; point (GP) is 
approximated in a sort of cobb-web. 
Fis;. 6.10 shows the step respons»; at the end of tne line. 
Vith the same procedure the switchina;-off process can be eva- 
luated. At the time t ■ 0 the ,iet is switched of tne receiver 
nozzle of the line. 

whilst in Fiff.6.9 an overmatched line was shown, in Pig. fc.ll 
the line is undertnatched. The observer in Fig. fc.ll leaves the 
end of the line at the time t =« - ~ . In contrary to the rlngine 
Fie. 6.10 now the final value of the pressure at the end of 
the line is slowly approximate-, continously decreasing steps. 

Out of tne considerations made aoove the procedure to match 
the line is obvious. As demonstrated in FiÄ.t.l2a and b the 
cnTacteristic of the sur.-e impedance has to cross the inter- 
sections of the load and source characteristics. In the point 
of intersection the load resistance is equal to the suree re- 
sistance. 

in 

It should be pointed out 
matching is only possible 
increase or decrease of t 
matching. On tne other ha 
a proper chanee of source 

An other case (ref.^-C) ca 
line is oversized but int. 
point such tn^t tne refle 
in tne line to the final, 
the switching-on process. 
larser internal diameter, 
and pulse distortions tna 
load impedance. 

Care must, however, be taicen tnat operntinsr point A 
is reached in the same way for tr.p switchin» - off process. 
This will exHCtly only p» possible if the source resistances 
in the switched-on and nwitched conditions are the same. 

The trrapr.ical method desrriopd above is applicable to arbitrary 

that for a (riven geometry a complete 
for a dirtinct source pressure. An 

he source pressure will cause mis- 
nd a rirrpatch can be compensated by 
ores-ure. 

n be considered in which the transmission 
ersects the source characteristic at a 
cted wave readjusts flow conditions 
ste?d,y-state va^ue (see Fie^b.l^) for 
Tne oversized lines, because of tueir 
will nave much lower trictional losses 

n lines acoustically matcned to the 

2Hh 
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pulse trains and arbitrary nonlinear load and source cn^racteri- 
«♦"ics, wnich also can be time dependent. Furttier applications of 
thib method are branched and stepped lines. In general it will 
oe necessary to establish an accurate time table for the fictive 
observer. 
In Fie.t.l^-a and f .l^a tne oscillopcooe tncos and the «raonical 
results are shown for a line with tne followina; dimensions 
(ref.41), 

i . 130 n p 
A - 5.25 mm^ 
a - h/b - 2,75 

The characteristics for both cases considered 
M*. 6.14b and Fig. 6.15b. In Fio;. 6.14 tne 1 
and in Fig.   6.15 the  line  is ovenratched. 

are plotted in 
ine is undermatcaed 

It is remarkable that ri 
dilierent, wnich is ored 
procedure. Due to the ne 
output pulses is overpre 

In ref.42 this graphical 
the influence of the s*i 
on the pulse matchina; at 
of this method if could 
teristic exists in addit 

ae and fall of the ou 
icted rather accurate 
«election of friction 
dieted. 

method has been used 
tcninjr process of a b 
the amplifier input, 

be shown that a dyn'm 
ion to tne static cna 

tout pulses are 
ly by the grapnical 
the heitrht of the 

to investigate 
istable amplifier 
By tne application 

ic input charac- 
racteristic. 

In rel .45 Keto determines the area r'itio for which no reflections 
at an orifice terminated line exist (see Fig.6.16). The solution 
is found by seeking the nozzle size that will sustain the same 
upstream flow rate as would exist if the line were continuous 
and is not concerned with the transient reflections 

ITT (6.5) 
( 

^ 

4 

lii -.) 

■ 

(iMt i 

where 

source pressure 

pressure wive amolitude 

ambient pressure 

source temperatur 

amoient tempernture . 

The assumptions of ret.^3  are 
a) ideal gas 
b) one-dimensional flow 
c) inviscid flow 
d) subsonic flow 
e) homenerc-ic flow 
f) inelastic walls 
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Pig.6.U a) Oscillosccpe tracea and graphical reaulta for an 
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If TQ results from isentropic compression from T the term 
K-1 

becomes equal to unity and equ. (6.5) reduces to 

ß7 iwlm 
(6.6) 

2»t. - 1 

■^F- ■f- 
K-i m 2«. _ ^i 

In the acoustic case, when overpressure and density are con- 
sidered very small equation (6.6) can be written as 

(6.7) 
A, 
A 

lint. 

In this case the dc nozzle resistance R is equal to the surge 
impedance Z . Equation (6.7) is equivalent to equ. (5.16) for 
small signal matching, where r - Z . 

6.2.2   ?£®äi£ti9ß_Eyi?5 J* *5 to£Ü225_22_i2~Z..£iHicii£ 
tran8mi88ion_line8_with_nonlinear_load resistance 

The graphical method evaluited by Bergeron (ref.59) can also be 
applied to lossy transmission lines by considering the losses 
in additional resistances. The simplest way will be to introduce 
resistance at the beginning and (o») the end of the line (ref.42). 

If the reflections at the end of the line have to be determined 
the dc-resist^nce of the line is added to that of the pressure 
source. If the reflections at the beginning of the line are of 
interest the dc-resistance of the line is added to that of the 
terminating nozzle (Fig.6.17). 

This procedure guarantees exact operating points. The dynamic 
behaviour, however, can not be predicted exactly because the 
losses in reality are distributed along line causing a dispersion 
of the waves. A much better approximation is acnieved by dis- 
tributing single resistors along the line wbich in sum are equal 
to the dc transmission line resistance. The results will be much 
better than for one simple resistance at the beginning or tne 
end of the line. But the amount of graphical work will increase 
rapidly with the number of resistors, because th reflections 
at every resistor have to be considered. A further disadvantage 
is, that the frequency dependence of the losses can not be taken 
into account. 
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Ht.sn  the frequency dependent wall snear is to be considered, 
computerized methods should be applied to solve the governing 
equations (ref.50, ^4 and 45). 

In ref.44 Kanning presents a computerized method of characteri- 
stics, which can be applied to systems where tne gas velocity is 
not negligibly small relative to local wave velocity. The con- 
vective terms in the equations of motion and the actual variation 
of wave speed with tras pressure and temperatur must not be 
neglected. 

A very remarkable worlc In the field of numerical solutions of 
transients in pneumatic networks seems to be that of Tsao 
(ref.45). The assumptions in ref.45 are the same as in chapter 
4.5. In part I the dead end response of circular transmission 
lines and the pressure and velocity profile development along the 
line are shown. Part II discusses the problem of nonlinear loads 
and part III network problems with branchings. 
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TWO    TEFM    ANALOGUE    FLUERIC    CONTROLLER 

ff.C.   HIND*    and   J.D.  BLACK* 

ABSTRACT 

A proportional plus  Integral fluerlc pneumatic  controller Is described 
which uses  the principle of  flow sunation at each of two control 
ports and operates over the standard signal range of    3 psi  to 15 psi  . 
Only proprietary proportional fluid amplifiers were used each having 
only one pair of control ports.    Equations are developed which define 
the conditions necessary for an ideal integral component in the control 
action, when only a moderatelyyhigh open loop gain is used,  and the 
conditions necessary for equal controller gains for set point and 
measured value inputs.    The performance of the controller was evaluated 
by testing it in isolation and when used in place of a conventional 
pneumatic controller to control a fourth order level process subjected 
to set point changes and process flow disturbances. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A Dimensionless open loop gain of operational amplifier. 

C Pneumatic capacitance,     in lb 

C Dirensionless proportional gain of controller. 

I See    El    . 

-2 P Bias Pressure,    lb  in        . 

'«I 

cr 

r 

hi 

Left hand control port pressure, lb in 

Right hand control port pressure, lb in 

-2 
Left nand input pressure,  lb in   . 

-2 

-2 

Output pressure,  lb in 

Right hand input pressure, lb in 
-2 

Left hand bias resistance,    lb   sec in 
-5 

Right hand bias resistance,    lb  sec  in -5 

* The University of New South Wales, Australia. 
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Rcr 

Rf 

Rfl 

RI 

R. 

Rr 

I 
r' 
I 

U 

Left hand control port resistance,  lb sec In 

Right hand control port resistance, lb sec In 

Left hand feedback resistance,  lb sec in   , 

Right hand feedback resistance,  lb sec in 

Integral resistance, lb sec in   . 

-5 

Left hand input resistance,  lb sec in 

Right hand input resistance,  lb sec in 

See £r 

-5 

Laplace transform variable,  sec 

Integral time constant (R C)  , 

Effective integral time constant 

■1 

sec 

TI 
1 + 

time,  sec 

Resistance valve opening,  in 

Sum of loft hand reciprocal resistances. 

xfl 

RH *hl        f   c«. 

. 5 ..-1 in lb  sec 

sec 

Sum of right hand reciprocal resistances. 

Zr - r + 
r R,   RrT  R ^)T        fl   cr 

in lb  sec 

Zid Dominant term only in 11    , 

1 
i.e. EM 

'el 
4      5  Ik"1      ^ in lb  sec 

Erd      Dominant term only in Zr  , 

1 
i.e.  Erd R cr 

. 5  -1   -1 in lb  sec 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  purpose of   this  paper  is to  report   the results  of  a study of  the 
use  of   the principle of   flow summation at each of  two  control  ports   in 
the  first sta(?e of  the  flueric  operational amplifier   for the  generation 
of  proportional   plus   integral  control  action.       Of  particular   Interest 
in the  study was  the problem of  obtaining an   ideal   integral  component 
in the  control  action. 

The  controller was  to havo no moving parts.       It was  to bo constructed 
using only  proprietary  proportional amplifiers each  having only one 
pair of  control  ports  and using proprietary needle  type resistance 
valves and a capacitance   tank.        It was  to replace   a  conventional 
pneumatic controller  operating on the  signal   range     3  psi  to   15 psi 
(or     20 k Pa  to  100 k  ?a)    which was mostly set at about    100% 
proportional  band with  an  integral  time  constant   in   the vicinity of 
one  minute. 

Of   the work on  fluidic  controllers reported   in 
(3).   (4),   (5).   (6),   (7).   (8).   (9),   (10)  *1 some 
applications.   Some  to  controllers  in which four 
In  the  first   stage amplifier and  some  refer  to 
the modular  approach   is used  for  function gener 
many  as  four  fluidic  operational  abipllfiers   in 
far  as  the authors are  aware,  only one paper  re 
summation at  a control   port of  a fluid  araplifle 
has  described  a  controller which uses  the prlnc 
at an  Input  to  the  first  stage of a five stage 
His controller  used a  summing   impact modulator 
followed by  three  transverse  Impact modulator  s 
output  stage  consisting of a conventional movln 
of  gain    10   :   1   .       He  claims a very high gain 
condition of  between     30,000 and 50,000, a flgu 
believe cannot  a*  this   time be matched by five 
proportional   fluid amplifiers. 

the  literature  !(1),   (2), 
refer   to special 
control  ports  are used 

controllers  In which 
atlon;   resulting  In  as 
the    one controller.     As 
fers   tj  the use of   flow 
r.    B.G.  Bjornsen  (11) 
Iple  of   flow summation 
high gain amplifier, 
as  the  first   stage 
tages  and  then an 
g part  pneumatic  relay 
In  the  open  loop 
re which  the  authors 
stages  of  proprietary 

nESCRIPTT"!   'F TWO  TERM CONTROLLER 

A schematic  arrangement  of   the  proportional  plus   integral   controller 
using a  five  stage  amplifier   Is  shown   in Flg.l.       As   the performance 
of   the amplifiers was  best when  the control   port  pressures were 
approximately     10'.     of   the  power Jet  pressures,   the   two bias   resistors 
R, ,,  and 1L        were used   to achieve  this  optimum  first   stage mean 

*    Niimbi-rs   in  brackets  refer  to  the   list  of   references  ,-it   the  end  of 
the paper« 
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pressure and also to compensate for any differences between left and 
right control  ports,  and to enable the output pressure    P     ,   to be 

set at  the required value when the two  Inputs 
specific Initial values. 

P. and were at 

The output signal pressure had to range from    3 psl to  13 psi     .    Tests 
on the  last stage amplifier showed that this could easily be achieved 
If  the  power jet pressure was  set to     25 pslg     although this was above 
the maximum power Jet  pressure shown on the characteristic curves 
supplied by the manufacturer. 

The seven resistance valves were of  the tapered needle  type fitted with 
isolating diaphragms and spring loaded against micrometer heads which 
enabled valve openings  to be read in thousandths of an    nrh.       The 
needles were cones of   Included angle    4       .       The matchlr« conical 
valve  seats were of length    0.34"    and  the  small end diameter was 
0.04"     . 

The  two input  pressures  to the controller    P„     and P      represent    set 

value and measured value ir.puts or vice versa.       The  input signal 
ranges were also    3 psi to IS psi    .       The resistance valves    R. and R 

provide left hand input and right hand  input gain adjustments. 

The valves    R    and R  T    provide negative feedback and  positive feedback 

K,aln adjustment,  and hence controller  stability adjustment.       The 
valve    R      provides integral  time constant adjustment  and the volume 

chamber provides the fixed capacitance for  the generation of  the integral 
action. 

CQHTROLLER ANALYSIS 

In the following analysis, t 
assumed to have a moderately 
to respond fast enough for t 
amplifier may consist of any 
be any type of fluid amplifi 
proportional amplifier, impa 
its characteristic is essent 
that all resistances and the 

he flueric operational amplifier  is 
high pressure gain  (e.g.     100 to 1,000),  and 

ime dependent terms to be neglected.      The 
suitable number of stages.      A stage may 

er such as conventional analogue or 
ct modulator or vortex amplifier,  provided 
tally proportional.       It  is further assumed 
capacitance are  linear. 

The block diagram of  the proportional plus  integral controller is shown 

pressure,    P 

in    Fig.   2     ,  with    output pressure,     P     ,     and  Inputs  left  hand side 

right hand  side pressure,     P       , and bias pressure ^u- 
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The bias pressure Input was useful for studying the effect of noise 
oniMiMtiiig from the bias pressure regulator.   For the following 
analvnlri the bias pressure ls> assumed constant so that  P. » 0 in the 
block diagram. 

Let Cl -4+ 

i . 

\i      Rf      Rcll 

hr      Rfl    R
Cr 

and    T, -    RjC 

The block diagram of Fig.2 may be reduced to that shown in Fig.3. 
R, 

Provided the term 
fl RfIEr 

is much smaller than unity, it 

may be neglected (for this controller its value is about 0.0025, 
and neglecting it results iti an error of only about  ^j 
which is acceptable. 

When the term 
fl 

RfI Zr 
is neglected, the block diagram of 

Fig.3 may be reduced L^ that shown in Fig.4.   The effective Integral 
time constant is 

1 + 

fl 

It may be seen from Fig.4 that for an ideal proportional plus Integral 
controller it is necessary that 

Rf li 

RfIIr 

f 
1   j 
R. 

1 + i 
R 

^ tlj 

1 

1 + 
R n (i) 

If the left hand side of equation  (1)  Is greater than unity 
then the controller is unstable as shown in Fig.5a. 

If the left hand side of equation  (1)  is equal to unity then the 
controller is critically stable as required and the integral 
component In the controller response is ideal as shown in Fig.5b. 
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If the left hand side of equation (1) Is less than unity, then the 
controller is stable as shown In Fig.5c. 

Equation (1) may be written In the following forn , which is more 
useful when selecting controller resistance values: 

R U 

(RfI + R^Ir 
1 + 

Rf 11 
(2) 

Alternatively, the following form of equation (1) is useful for the 
determination of R, 

Cl 
(RfI + RI)Zr A -  1 (3) 

From Fig.4, it can be seen that the condition for the controller to have 
a right hand side proportional gain of G is: 

Rf Zl 

R ZT 
r 

1 + 
Rf U 

(A) 

The condition for the controller to have the same gain on the left hand 
side and right hand side can be seen from Fig.A and is: 

(5) R Zr 
r 

^li 

Another useful relationship may be derived from equations  (2) and  (4) 
which allows    R      to be determined,  i.e.: 

^  . Rfl + RI 
r      G 

A condition imposed on    A by equation (3) is that 

A > U,.- + RjEr . 
f I   I 

(6) 

ESTIMATION OF INITIAL rESISTWCE VALUES 

It is not possible to solve the above equations to determine the 
required resistance values, as there are too many unknowns for the 
number of equations available.  Hence an Engineering approach must be 
used if estimates are required for the resistance values and hence for 
valve settings. 
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For these values to be determined, the following details must be known 
(in some cases reasonable estimates will suffice):  The open loop 
pressure Rain of the operational amplifier; the pressure-flow 
characteristics of the first stage control ports; the pressure-flow 
characteristics for the type of valve to be used; the required 
controller proportional gain and integral time constant; and the value 
of the integral capacitance likely to be used. 

The steps in estimating the initial values of resistance are as follows: 

1. From T and C choose R- . 

2, Fig.3 may be reduced to Fig.A, provided the term 

R. 

fl *nlr 
«  1 

3. 

It will  therefore be necessary to keep    —      small.     Provided 
Rfl 

G ^ 1,   choose    RfT    as  the value  corresponding  to  the  smallest 

convenient valve opening.     If    G <    1,   the input resistances 
R. and  R      will be  r'.e higher values,   and  the  smallest  convenient 

m r 
valve opening will fix these values approximately.  In this case 

' or    Rfl „      will (G <  1)   the approximation      fI 

h 
determine the  initial value of    R 

R 

fl 

As the effective integral time constant is 

T. = TI 
1 

RI 
1 + R Rfl 

this equation should now be used to make a new estimate of T and 

hence R      by using  the  ratio I      determined   in  step  2.     This 

R  and so r— 
T        RfI 

fl 
will result in a second estimate of 

4. Obtain R  from equation (6) 

5. Assuming that the control port resistances are much smaller than 
the other resistances, they will dominate the terms Zl  and Er. 

Hence as a first approximation, substitute ttd 
1 

for It 

m 
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and £rd - ■— for Er In equation (3) which becomes 
cr 

8. 

lid 
(RfI + Rj) Ird 

ItA 
A 9- (3d) 

R .  and R        being determined  from the slopes of   the pressure-flow 

characteristics of the control ports at their optimum operating points 
will allow the first estimate of    R      to be made. 

Substituting    ZU for T.I   and    Ird for Ir    in equation  (5) will 
allow an estimate to be made for    R.   • 

Using the pressure-flow characteristics fo.-  the valves and assuming 
that input and output controller signals are at mid range,  i.e.  at 
the nominal zero level  of    9 psig  ,    P 9 psig , and 

that the con'.rol port pressures P . and P   are at their optimum 

values, the sum of the flows through R. and R, into the left hand 

sunning point may be found.  Also if the pressure in the capacitance 
is assumed to be 8 psig , the flows into the right hand sunming 
point through R and R   may b^ determined.  Now from th . control 

port characteristics, flie flows from the suraulng points int j the 
amplifier may be determined.  Hence the bias flows can br deter- 
mined by difference and, provided a bias pressure P.  is known or 

D 

assumed, th' valve characteristics will yield the bias resistance 
values R. v and R, 

Estimate E£ and Er 

CI 

from 

1 

and 

r 

1 

hi 
1 

f 

1 

lfl 

cl 

1 

cr 

9. It is advisable to make a second estimate of R,  from equation (3) 

using the values of Zl  and Er determined in step 8 and hence 
determine the initial setting for R  . 

From the above nine steps, resistance values, mean operating points 
and valve openings are determined for R., R -, Rf, R , R. ,  R,. 

and R^ which may be used in the controller setting up procedure. 
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SETTING UP PROCEDURE 

The setting up procedure for the controller is based on th^ input and 
output signal range of  3 pslg to 15 psig with a nominal zero signal of 
9 psig .   It involves matching input, bias and feedback resistors to 
achieve the following: 

The raqi'^red controller gains for left hand and right hand inputs. 

A good integration componen,: of the control action with an integral 
time coiistant in the vicinity of that required. 

orrect zeroing of the controller. 

The operational amplifier functioning in the maximum gain region. 

The control port pressures of the first stage amplifier operating 
in the region of optimum performance. 

The following recommended setting up procedure for the controller assumes 
that the operational amplifier has been previously set up and is 
operating satisfactorily. 

Set bias pressure P  to an appropriate value 
b 

P„ and P 
I r 

Set pressures 

to 9 psig with all resistance valves shuti 

2. Open the left or right bias valve so as to cause the amplifier to 
function in the region of maximum gain with the output pressure some- 
where near mid range.  When the open loop gain is relatively high, 
the output will be extremely sensitive to very small changes in 
bias valve setting. 

3. Gradually open both left and right bias valves to Increase the 
control port pressures to the optimum value with the amplifier 
operating still in the maximum gain region. 

A.  Gradually open left and right input valves, and compensate with bias 
valves, to hold the amplifier operation in the maximum gain region 
and with control pressures at their optimum values.   Continue until 
the input valves are set at their initial values. 

5. Gradually open the left hand feedback valve R  , and compensate 
with the left hand bias valve to hold the required operating condition 
until  R,.  is at its initial value and the output pressure,  P  is 
at 9 pslg, 

6. Open the integral valve  R  wide open and gradually open the Integral 

feedback valve R  , compensating with the right bias valve so that 

the controller output will  HOLD  (i.e. not drift), in mid range with 

fl 
is at the the control port pressures at optimum, until 

required initial value. 

Integration ra^e will result and drift tendencies will be more 

By setting R  wide open, the maximum 
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readily observed. 

7. Set the lntegr.il valve to  the required Initial opening and check 
left and right gains.       If necessary, adjust  left  and right  input 
resistors  to correct gain errors and compensate with bias valves to 
maintain optimum operation. 

8. Use step changes  In left and right  Inputs  to check Integral action 
time and  If necessary adjust the  Integral valve    R      to obtain the 

required  Integral action  time and hence the required effective 
Integral  time constant    T'   . 

9. Re-check left and right hand gains.  Input error linearity and hold 
characteristics.       Check also to see that the Integral component In 
the control action Is Ideal.      If  the Integral action Is not  Ideal, 
adjust the Integral  feedback resistance    Rf     .    It will be seen by 
referring  to Fig.4 or equation (I),  that  the stability of  the con- 
troller,  and hence  the nature of  the Integral action component Is 
Influenced directly by the ratio       "f      . 

Rfl 

Reference to Fig.5 shows that if the controller Is unetable R 
fl 

should be Increased, whereas if the controller Is stable R fl 
should ue reduced.   I.e.  valve opened further.      Note  that changes 
In    RfT    may require compensation by adjusting    R. 

While  a change  In any one resistance  setting will have a numb' r of 
effects,  the following summary of the main functions of each resistance 
valve will assist In setting up and subsequent adjustment o.   the 
controller: 

r 
Rf 

Rfl 

Sr 

Rl 

Left  hand side gain; 

Right hand side gain; 

Gains of both sides similarly affected and the nature 
of  the Integral action or controller  stability; 

Controller stability; 

Left hand control port pressure and so amplifier 
operation; 

Right  hand control port pressure and  so amplifier 
operation; 

Integral  time constant. 
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CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE 

Experimental verification of   the feasibility  of using  the principle of 
flow  summation at  each of  two  control  ports   in the  first stage of a 
flueric operational  amplifier was obtained by using  proprietary 
proportional  amplifiers having only one pair  of control ports  each and 
proprietary resistance valves. 

The  controller was  set up as  described earlier in the- paper  using both 
a four  stage  and a  five stage    operational   amplifier. 

The  controller was  first  set   up and  tested  In  isolatloii and   tre foregoing 
theory and  setting up procedure verified.       Of particular interest  in   the 
study was controller  stability.      The  controller was  adjusted   so that   it 
operated as  an unstable element,  as a  stable   element,   and as  a critically 
stable element,  producing quite a satisfactory  integral component if   the 
control action when adjusted   for this  critically stable condition. 

Fig.6  shows  a plot  of  the  controller  output  when subjected  to at,  input 
step change  of    1  psi the  right  hand  Input pressure    P after 
being adjusted  for   ideal  proportional  plus  integral  action. 

The  pressure-flow characteristics of   the resistance  valves were 
significantly uon-llnear.       This had  a noticeable effect on   the zeroing 
of   the  input   signals at  the   low pressure end   of the   signal  range.       For 
the valves used  in  this study,   the effect could be minimised  by selection 
of bias pressure.       Fig.7  shows a plot of values of   right hand  input 
pressure plotted against  left  hand  input pressure,  which indicated  to   the 
controller  that zero error  existed at   the input. 

The  controller performed  satisfactorily over  a range  of gains     (0.5  to 
2.0)     and over a range of   integral action tines    (20  sec to  120 sec)   . 

Some   indication of   the relative values of  the  terms   in the equations 
developed earlier  can be obtained by  considering a  particular  case. 

The values   in  the  following   table applied when the  controller was set   up 
for unit gain.       The operational amplifier open loop  gain was     750  ,   when 
the  first  stage control port   pressures were   in the vicinity of    0.8 psig. 

As all  resistances  are non-linear,   the values  quoted  were obtained by 
taking  the  tangent  to  the  pressure-flow curve  at the nominal   zero 

P    « P    = P    =9 psig   ;    for a bias 

and  for   the  first   stage  control  port pressures 

of     0.8 psig   .       The  pressure-flow curve, used  to evaluate  the adjustable 
resistors,  was  for  the  type  of valve  used,  and no information was avail- 
able  on the   likelv variation  from one  valve   to another, which  could be 
quite  significant  at   small   openings  such as     0.015"   .       To  the  authors' 
surprise,  the  two control  port  resistances were significantly different. 

controller  signal   level,   i.e 

pressure P,      of    15  psig 
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Resistance \ \l Rf *cl 
R 
r hv Rfl R 

cr RI 

Valve opening 
inch 

0.016 0.026 0.015 - 0.014 0.025 0.016 - 0.050 

Resistance Va 

lb sec In 

ue83 26 90 2.0 105 28 83 2.4 8.3 

Table 1: 

Valve openings and resistance values for the controller when set up for 
unit gain. 

II    - 

Er 

H   hi   Rf   Rc«. 83  26  90  2.0 

0.012 + 0.038 + 0.011 + 0.500 - 0.561 

1 
Rr  C  Rfl  Rcr 105  28  83  2.4 

- 0.010 + 0.036 + 0.012 + 0.417 - 0.475 . 

Check the condition for Ideal Integration, equation (1) 

Rf n ) 1 i 
RfIZr 

i + 
Rj U 

A    J 

LHS 

LHS 

[90 x 0.56ll 
[83 x 0.475J 

1.28 

1 + 
8.3 
83; 

1.09 

' 1 

1 + 90 x 0. 561 
750 

1.1 x 1.067 

Indicated error Is 9X  . 

Check proportional gain of left hand side (see Fig.4) 

1.016 

Indlcatti error is about 27,  high. 

Check proportional gain of right hand side using equation (4), 

Rf f        1 90 
"    83 

f    1    1 
R£ 

1 + 
Rf   El [l.067j 

A 

(1) 
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I 

R    LI 
1 

- 
r 90 x 0.561" 1 

R    Zr 
r 1 + 

Rf El ,105 x 0.475J 1.067 

l    A J 
Indicated error  Is about     5%    low 

R] Check the  condition that  the  term      — 
than unity. 

SL i—L 
Rfi [Rfi ' 

fi Rfi ^ 

0.949 

should be much less 

8.3 
83 

0.0025A 
83 x 0.475J 

Indicated error caused by discarding this term 
Is about hX  • 

Determine the value of the effective Integral time const?..t,  Tl 
In terms of the Integral time constant,  T  . 

T; 

T; 

-  T, 

1 + 

0.91 T 
I " 

1 + 
8.3 
83 

I 
1.1 

The controller was also tested by using It In place of a conventional 
pneumatic controller to control a fourth order liquid level process 
which was subjected to set point changes and process flow disturbances (12). 

The controller performed at least as well as the conventional 
controller.   However, changes in the settings of the flueric 
controller, particularly gain settings, were more difficult to 
accomplish than was the case for the conventional pneumatic controller. 
In addition, the flueric controller did use much more air than the 
conventional controller. 

CONCLUSION 

A proportional plus Integral flueric controller, using the principle 
of flow summation, and constructed by using proprietary proportional 
fluid amplifiers has been described. Equations have oeen developed 
which define the conditions necessary for an Ideal Integral component 
in the control action, when only a moderately high open loop gain is 
used. The conditions necessary for equal controller ,;air.s foi* set 
point and measured value Inputs have also been determined. 
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A mechod for determining the Initial resistance settings for the 
controller has been outlined, and a setting up procedure given. 
These are especially useful when the two cot ;rol port resistances of 
the fluerlc operational amplifier are significantly different. 

Some Indication has been given of the controller performance, when 
tested In Isolation and In closed loop control of a process subjected 
to set point and load disturbances. 
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(*)     Response of Unstable Controller. 

Time 

(b)  Ideal response of critically stable controller, 

Tim* 

(O Response of stable controller, 

FIGURE 5 

Responses of the two ten« controller to a step change in either 

input at  t - 0 . The responses applv for the following ▼alues 

of the Left Hand Side of equation (1): 

Oiafraa (a) applies when LHS > 1 
Diagram (b) applies when LHS - 1 
Diagram (c) applies when LHS ' 1 
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ABSTRACT 

Both proportional (DC) and carrier modulation (AC) fluidic techniques 
have their own particular advantages in fluidic control system  ipplications. 
In some cases, one is preferable over the other due to types of sensors 
used, length of signal transmission, and complexity of computation to be 
done by fluidics.    In many cases, a combination of the two tecimiques is 
used. 

This paper deals primarily with fluidic carrier techniques including 
pulse modulation.    Proportional fluidic operational amplifiers are also 
briefly described, since they often appear in conjunction with fluidic carrier 
systems.    In addition to the "building block" techniques of fluidic carrier 
systems, examples are given of their applications ranging from air motor 
governors to jet engine and missile controls. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

f ■ Frequency of senior outpui 

^f ■ Differential frequency between two sensor 
outputs 

G ■ Forward gain of closed loop 

H ■ Feedback gain of closed loop 

K ■ Open loop gain of operational amplifier 

K1,  Ks   - Gain constants of temperature sensors 

P ■ Pressure 

^P ■ Differential pressure 

R ■ Fluid resistance 

S = Laplace operator 

t = Absolute temperature 

T > Time constant 

W ■ Weight flow 

(Hz) 

(Hz) 

(Hz/0R^a) 

(psig) 

(psid) 

(sec/in2) 

(sec"1) 

PR) 

(sec) 

(pound/sec) 
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FLUIDIC CARRIER TECHNIQUES 

by 

Willis A.  Boothe : 

General Ele :tric Co. 
Gas Turbine Products Division 

Schenectady,  N.  Y. 

and 

Carl G.  Ringwall 
General Electric Co. 

Specialty Fluidics Operation 
Schenectady,  N.  Y. 

1.0   INTRODUCTION 

Fluidic devices are particularly attractive for use in many applications 
due to their insensitivi*y to vibration,  radiation,  and temperature extremes 
as well as their poter.cial for high response and reliability.    Equally impor- 
tant is the fact »hat fluidics presents an opportunity to use techniques analo- 
gous to electronic circuitry but without the restrictionf imposed by the elec- 
tronic art.    Other papers presented at this symposium cover digital devices 
and proportional or analog circuitry.    In this paper, the use of carrier tech- 
niques in fluidics is described.    Temperature,  position and shaft rotational 
velocity are among the parameters that can be sensed fluidically to produce 
a frequency proportional to the sensed parameter.    Techniques for compar- 
ing such sensed signals to various frequency references are described in 
this paper as well as applications including pure carrier systems and those 
where a combination of proportional and carrier techniques have been used. 
Among the former are speed governors and temperature controls.    Combined 
carrier and proportional control applications include a control for J-79 jet 
engine,  a gas turbine overspeed control,  and missile thrust vector controls. 

2.0   PROPORTIONAL FLUIDIC TECHNIQUES 

2. 1   Basic Amplifiers 

Since most fluidic carrier systems ultimately employ some proportional 
stages in their circuits,  a brief review of proportional amplifiers is in order. 
(Professor Brown covers them in greater detail in his paper. 

*   Formerly with Corporate Research and Development,  Schenectady,  N. Y. 
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A basic typical proportional amplifier stage is a beam deflector ampli- 
fier of the type shown in Fig.   1 with a steady-t;tate characteristic as shown 
in Fig.   2.    The device has relatively low gain and the negative gain region 
after passing the maximum output point shown in Fig.  2 can be troublesome 
in circuits where it is possible to over-drive the amplifiers.    However, the 
single stage proportional amplifier is entirely adequate for many applications. 
Each of these is a special case, the performance of each being dictated bv 
the characteristics of the individual amplifier stage. 

The advent of the high gain fluidic ope rational amplifier^» ^ has changrd 
this picture completely.    By use of a high gain, multi-stage fluidic operation- 
al amplifier, fluic circuits of considerable sophistication can be constructed 
without the need fo" detailed understanding of the internal characteristics of 
the individual fluidic elements.    In addition,  significant performance advan- 
tages are obtained. 

2. 2   Operational Amplifiers 

The basic building block of fluidic operational amplifiers for air opora- 
tion is the five stage proportional amplifier or gain block shown in Fiq.  3. 
(This paper will deal with the air operated version,  although a hydraulic 
fluidic operational amplifier has also been developed. )Clj   Constructed of 
precision photo-etched metal laminates, the fluidic gain block has linear 
forward gains ranging up to 4000 and higher.    Using advanced fluidic nois^ 
reduction techniques, ^-^ this gain block represents a significant advance 
in signal-to-noise ratio. 

Normally, the operational amplifier is operated in a push-pull manner. 
As seen in Fig.  4, fhe input signal is a differential pressure,  p.    - n? •  an^ 
the output is also a u'ffercntial pressure,  p      - p     .    Operation in the push- 
pull manner provides increased linearity ancf also allows simple sign inver- 
sion by crossing over connections. 

Open loop steady state characteristics of the gain block are shown in 
Fig.  5.    It can be seen that the gain block has a flat saturation when over- 
driven by large input signals.    Many single stage fluidic amplifiers have an 
undesirable gain reversal when over-driven in this manner.    The five-stape 
gain block is balanced to assure a flat saturation characteristic with inputs up 
to 20C times that required to produce saturation.    It will be seen later where 
this permits use of the gain block to perform accurate signal limiting functions 
in control circuits. 

The output vs input curve of Fie.   S is an actual x-y plotter trace that 
has been retraced five times to evaluate repeatability and hysteresis.    In 
spite of the excessive over-driving of the gain block,  no performance degrn- 
dation has resulted.    Figure 6 shows the same trace with the horizontal 
sensiti    ty increased by 20 in order to evaluate the linearity and stability 
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of the gain block.    The output is linear over 80% of its range and demonstrates 
good stability with no hysteresis. 

Along with a high gain amplifier, linear resistors and capacitors are 
used to generate feedback networks.    The linear resistors are capillary 
passages etched in laminates, while the capacitors are simply volumes. 

Using the powerful technique of feedback with a high gain amplifier, a 
number of desirable performance characteristics are obtained.    Steady state 
characteristics that can be produced include: 

• fixed gain under varying conditions of load and supply pressure 

• accurate signal summation or subtraction 

• signal limiting 

• isolation amplifier 

• very low output impedance amplifier 

• adjustable gain amplifier 

By choice of input and feedback circuitry, a variety of dynamic char- 
acteristics can also be generated: 

• flat frequency response amplifier 

• lag-lead 

• lead-lag 

• integrator (approximate) 

• notch network 

Techniques for obtaining these characteristics are given in   Appendix I. 

3  0   FLUID1C CARRIER TECHNIQUES 

3. 1   Why "AC" Fluidics 

A striking parallel exists between fluidics and electronic control devel- 
opment.   The DC or proportional control approach has led tc the develop- 
ment of operational amplifiers in both the ^luidic and electronu. ccise.    This 
has proven to be an excellent solution for n any control problems; yet,  as 
in electronics, the fluidic engineer has gone on to exploit the field of carrier 
modulation,  or AC techniques. 

The reasons for this are several; the most compelling two being the 
availability of several types of AC fluiciic sensors and the ability to trans- 
mit information accurately in modulated carrier form.   The transmitted 
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information in the modulated carrier approach no longer depends on level or 
amplitude,  but only the AC frequency characteristic of the signal.    This re- 
sults in a transmission system which is relatively insensitive to DC level 
changes, extraneous noise pickup,  line losses and particularly leaks in the 
sensing lines. 

Since precise fluidic frequency references are available, the AC fluidic 
techniques offer a means for high precision control not usually associated 
with straight DC fluidic systems. 

To best describe the AC fluidic system approach, this section of the 
paper will first consider the characteristics of the AC fluidic signal, then 
describe typical AC fluidic system elements,  and finally will explain specif- 
ic AC fluidic circuits. 

3. 2   Characteristics of the AC Fluidic Signal 

The use of the term "AC" when applied to fluidic signals may be mis- 
leading to those who carry the analogy between e^ctrical and fluidic cir- 
cuits too far.    A more precise description of what is meant by the term AC 
(with respect to fluidic signals) might be "an undulating flow," or "an oscil- 
latory flow superimposed on a steady flow."   The important difference be- 
tween the electrical and fluidic AC signal is that the fluidic signal always 
has a DC component in addition to the AC signal component. 

The term signal,  as generally used througho it this section will refer 
to the pressure changes occurring in the circuit.    These pressure varia- 
tions can either be referenced to the local atmospheric pressure,  or to some 
other point in the circuit in which case the signal is differential pressure. 
The terms "single sided" and "push-pull" are sometimes used to describe 
the individual signal and the differential signal pair respectively.    Signal 
amplitude encountered in AC fluidic circuit generally range from about 
0.01 to 10 psi.    More typical values arc between 0. 1 and 1. 0 psi. 

Operating frequencies for AC fluidic circuits are limited only by the 
response capabilities of the individual circuit elements and the intercon- 
necting signal lines.    Typical carrier frequencies used in present fluidic 
control systems range from about 100 Hi to over 3 K Hz depending on the 
type of control system.    Speculation on the ultimate frequency limit for 
fluidic devices range from a conservative 10 K Hz up to a rather optimistic 
100K Hz. 

Transmission lines used in carrying AC carrier signals from sensors 
and transducers to the fluidic circuits have varied in length from a few 
inches up to 100 feet.    One particular investigation carried out at the Gen- 
eral Electric Company successfully demonstrated the capability to trans- 
mit a 400 Hz fluidic signal over 70 feet of line.    The signal speed for AC 
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fluidic transmission is approximately equal to the acoustic velocity of the 
operating fluid. For air under normal conditions the acoustic velocity is 
about 1000 ft/sec. The corresponding time delay is thus about one milli- 
second per foot of transmission line. 

3.3   AC Fluidic "Building Blocks" 

To date,  most AC fluidic work has used jet deflector type fluidic ele- 
ments.    The discussion of the basic building blocks is confined to these ele- 
ments,  but obviously many of these techniques can be implemented using 
other types of elements as well. 

3. 3. 1   Amplifiers 

The proportional amplilier is also used in ac fluidic systems.    The 
characteristics of individual amplifier elements are well known,  and the 
very high gain five-stage operational amplifier has been described in the 
Section 2. 0 of this paper. 

A third type of high gain amplifier is shown in Fig. 7. This device con- 
sists of three individual amplifier stages stacked in a vertical fashion. Typ- 
ical gains achieved with this single module are around 100:1. 

3.3.2   "Rectifiers" 

In addition to the proportional amplifiers described above,  a second class 
of amplifier is used extensively in AC fluidic circuits.    This is the so-called 
rectifier or absolute value amplifier.    It is essentially a conventional pro- 
portional amplifier with a single receiver centered in line with the power 
nozzle.    Its input-output characteristic for steady-state conditions is shown 
in Fig.  8.    If the differential input signal is zero, the power jet impinges 
fully on the single receiver and a maximum output level is achieved.   If the 
jet is deflected on either direction,  recovery decreases proportionally. 

Figure 9 illustrates the output response of the rectifier to sinusoidal 
input signals of different amplitudes.    After filtering, the average output 
pressure of the rectifier is seen to be inversely proportional to the input 
signal amplitude.    This performance characteristic is made use of in most 
of the AC circuits which will be described later. 

3. 3. 3   Decoupler (Derivative Circuit) 

The "decoupler" circuit is shown schematically in Fig.   10.    This ele- 
ment is used to convert a single-ended pressure signal to a differential push- 
pull signal.    An AC input signal is divided into two separate paths by means 
of a pair of matched resistors.    One leg of the divided signal is connected 
directly to one side of a proportional amplifier.    The other signal leg is 
connected through a capacitor to the opposite side of the amplifier. 
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At very low frequencies the filtering effect of the capacitor is negligible 
resulting in a small differential control signal at the input to the amplifier. 
As the frequency increases the capacitor tends to attenuate the AC signal 
pasding through it which results in a corresponding increase in the differ- 
ential AC signal across the amplifier control ports.    The transfer function 
describing this circuit arrangement is of the form: 

LP 
LP 

n- Ks 
(1 + TS) 

(1) 

3. 3. 4   Resonators 

One of the most important passive devices in AC fluidics is the tuned 
resonator.    It is frequently used as a frequency reference in modulated 
carrier systems employing either amplitude or phase discrimination. 

The most common fluid resonator is the Heimholt?, resonator which can 
best be characterized by the equivalent circuit of an inductance and capaci- 
tance in series.    Better suited to fluidic applications due to impedance match- 
ing characteristics is the "parallel Helmholtz resonator. "   It consists of a 
parallel combination of a capacitor and inductor connected in a circuit as 
shown in Fig.   11.    When the operating frequency of the input signal,  Pj, 
approaches the tuned frequency of the resonator both the amplitude and phase 
of the resonant signal change as shown in Fig.   12.    These rapid changes in 
the characteristic of the responding resonator signal can be used to provide 
closed loop control action to maintain the operating frequency at the resonant 
point.    An application using this technique in a speed control system is dis- 
cussed later. 

In addition to the purely fluidic resonator stown in Fig.  11,  an equiva- 
lent mechanical spring-mass system can be used to provide the same results. 
The primary reason for resorting to the spring-mass system in place of the 
Helmholtz resonator lies in the fact that the natural frequency of the Helm- 
holtz device depends on the value of capacitance in the circuit.    The capaci- 
tance in turn is a function of the gas temperature and is therefore subject 
to change if the ambient temperature is not constant. 

In those cases where it is necessary to maintain a very accurate fre- 
quency reference a spring-mass resonator is used with special spring 
materials having low temperature coefficients.    Figure 13 shows a minia- 
ture mechanical resonator designed for use in a governor system where the 
operating temperature is expected to vary over a wide i ange. 
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3.4   Typical AC Fluidic Circuits 

3. 4. 1   Frequency-to-Analog Circuits 

Three basic circuits have been used for the purpose of converting fre- 
quency signals to analog pressure signals.    The most commonly used one is 
shown in Fig.   14.    A rectifier is overdriven by the output of a fluidic flip- 
flop.    The rate at which the rectifier is driven from one limit to the other 
is controlled by a time constant comprised of a capacitance and the output 
impedance of the flip-flop.    The output of the rectifier is thus a constant 
area pulse, two pulses occur for each input cycle.    The filtered output is 
an analog pressure directly related to the number of pulses per unit tim^. 

Another circuit also utilizes a constant area pulse as shown in Fig.   15. 
The constant area pulse is generated by a capacitor in one leg of an "AND" 
element.    The "AND" drives a flip-flop whose output is a pulse with the 
width determined by the time constant and the height determined by the sup- 
ply pressure of the output flip-flop.    This circuit produces one pulse for 
each input cycle and is characterized by very good linearity over the com- 
plete operating range. 

A second frequency detecting circuit is shown in Fig.   16.    In this par- 
ticular case, the frequency sensitive element is a small inductive shorting 
tube connected across the control ports of the rectifier.    At low frequencies 
the shorting tube effectively cancels the differential pressure signal across 
the rectifier input ports resulting in a maximum filtered output,  P0.    As 
the operating frequency is increased, the inductive reactance of the shorting 
tube increases resulting in an increase in the differential amplitude across 
the rectifier input ports.    The corresponding filtered output of the rectifier 
decreases in proportion to the increase in operating frequency. 

3.4. 2   Beat Detector 

The difference between two independent frequency signals can easily 
be detected with fluidic elements.    Figure 17 shows a circuit schematic for 
a fluidic beat frequency detector.    Differential input signals from two separ- 
ate frequency sources are first summed at the control ports of a propor- 
tional amplifier by means of fixed summing resistors.    The amplified out- 
put signal from the proportional amplifier is connected to a rectifier ele- 
ment which provides the desired beat frequency detection after proper fil- 
tering.    Figure 18 shows the characteristics of a typical beat detector. 

3. 4. 3   Phase Discriminator 

The fluidic phase discriminator detects both the polarity and magnitude 
of phase shift oetween a single-ended reference signal,  and a differential 
phase-shifted signal.    The circuit consists of two identical rectifier elements 
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connected in a symmetrical bridge arrangement as shown in Fig.   19.   The 
average amplitudes of the differential control pressures acting on the recti- 
fiers vary with the relative phase difference between the reference signal C, 
and the phase varying signal at A-B,  as shown in Fig.  20.    This variation 
in the average control signals results in a differential output signal (after 
filtering) which indicates both direction and magnitude of the phase differ- 
ence.    An application of this circuit will be described in Section 3. 5. 

3.4.4   Pulse Duration Modulation Circuits 

The fluidic PDM circuit converts an analog input signal to a square 
wave AC carrier where the relative high pressure and low pressure dura- 
tion in e-'ch cycle are a function of the input.    PDM techniques are particu- 
larly attractive in applications requiring high power gain or high power out- 
put levels.    The signal to noise ratio of a PDM Amplifier is established pri- 
marily by the low level summing of an analog signal and a triangular waveform. 
Additional power amplification by cascaded digital amplifier stages has onl> 
a second order effect on the overall S/N ratio. 

A typical PDM circuit is shown in Fig. 21. 

The circuit consists of a square wav*» Ciciilator followed by an integra- 
tor to convert the square wave to a triangular wave shape.    The output of 
the integrator is summed with an analog signal in a proportional amplifier. 
A low hysteresis digital amplifier follows the summer.   This amplifier is 
switched when the output of the summer reaches the switching threshold of 
the amplifier. 

Linearity of the PDM circuit is determined by the integrator and sum- 
mer.    A high quality triangular wave must be generated and summed in an 
amplifier whose input impedance remains linear over the operating range. 

The range of the circuit is determined by hysteresis of the digital am- 
plifier following the summer. 

An application of the PDM circuit to a thrust vector control is presented 
in Section 4. 3. 

4.0   AC FLUIDIC APPLICATIONS 

The previous sections describe some of the building block elements and 
circuits of AC fluidics.    It remains to show how these various pieces can 
be brought together to form a complete control system.    The particular 
applications which will be described are considered typical and represen- 
tative of the present state-of-the-art in AC fluidics. 
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4. 1   AC Fluidic Governui a 

Governing shaft speed of a turbine or reciprocating engine is a natural 
application for fluidics.    AC speed pickoffs can be used without need for 
gearing or any direct contact with the rotating shaft, and can produce a 
"single sided" or "push-pull" signal at the choice of the system designer. 

Figure 22 shows the arrangement of AC fluidic components to perform 
the speed error detection for such a governor.    In this case,  a push-pull 
AC fluidic speed signal is used.    The sensed speed signal is first amplified 
and converted to a differential signal A-B.    This differential signal pair is 
connected to a phase discrimination circuit identical to Fig.  19.    One side 
of the differential signal is also connected to a tuned resonator which in turn 
is connected to the third input port on the phase discriminator. 

When the sensed speed signal is equal to vhe tuned resonator frequency, 
a 90° phase lag   occurs across the resonator as shown.    If the speed is var- 
ied above or below the natural frequency of the resonator a corresponding 
increase or decrease in phase shift results across the resonator.   The dif- 
ferential signal amplitudes appearing across the control ports of the recti- 
fiers in the phase discriminator circuit are dependent on the vector differ- 
ences between B-C and A-C as illustrated in Fig.  23.    When the operating 
frequency equals the natural frequency of the resonator a 90° phase differ- 
ence occurs across both B-C and A-C which results in equal outputs from 
both rectifiers (zero differential signal).    Varying the operating frequency 
above or below the resonant point results in an unbalance of input amplitudes 
to the rectifier pair.    This in turn results in a corresponding variation in 
the differential output pressure from the discriminator circuit as shown in 
Fig.  24. 

Normally,  from this point on, the signal processing in governinp sys- 
tems uses dc techniques as described in Section 2. 0. 

4. 1. 1   Oversprod Sensor for Has Turbine 

The more demanding control applications frequently call for a combin- 
ation of proportional and carrier modulation techniques.    One such control 
is a fluidic overspeed sensor for a small turbo-shaft engine.    Here,  the 
use of a "chopper" t^r> fluidic speed sensor precludes the need for one 
power takp-off ahait and redui   ion gearing.    This provides the opportunity 
for considerable simplification of the engine design which could represent a 
major weight saving on smnllcr engines. '"• •' 

The "overspeed sensor" actually includes the power turbine rotor speed 
sensor (chopper),  speed reference oscillator and associated circuitry, sig- 
nal summer and gain amplifier,  ground checkout means and a built-in filter 
and regulator.    The engine to be controlled is an advanced IfiOO SPH 
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turboshaft engine. The control must handle "worst case" system failures 
such as sudden loss of load. One example is failure and breakaway of one 
or more helicopter rotor blades. Another case would result from certain 
conceivable failures of a main power transmission gearbox. Under such 
conditions, the over speed sensor must effect engine shutdown within 2% of 
set point speed. 

In such an application, fluidics has unique capabilities unmatched by 
other control means.   To protect against a power turbine shaft failure, the 
chopper speed pickoff is located near the power turbine at the hot aft end of 
the engine.   (Although a more favorable environment exists at the forward 
end. location of the speed pickoff, there would be no protection against power 
turbine shaft failure.)   The signal lines from the chopper pass through the 
hot exhaust section of the turbine.   Sensing of power turbine speed is accom- 
plished without mechanical contact with the rotor shaft and without compro- 
mises to the design of the rotor bearings, bearing sump, or air-oil seals. 

The functionpl block diagram of the control is shown in Fig.  25 and 
the schematic diagram in Fig. 26.    Basically, the control uses an AC speed 
signal from the chopper,  runs through a decoupler to convert to push-pull 
AC signal and,  after amplification, is run through a frequency-to-analog- 
converter circuit resulting in a DC pressure signal, Pc, proportional to the 
sensed shaft frequency.    The AC output of a fixed frequency oscillator using 
a mechanical resonator reference is run through a similar circuit resulting 
in a reference pressure,  Pr, proportional to the set point frequency.    This 
is done to eliminate effects of drifts in supply air pressure and temperature. 
Pressures Pr and P   are compared in a summing amplifier and, when Pc 

exceeds Pr, a sharp proportional rise in output P0 results.    The output P0 

is transmitted to the main fuel control of the engino where a diaphragm 
operated pilot valve varies the reference fuel pressure behind the bypass 
pressure regulator valve.    Upon the onset of overspeed, the regulator ref- 
erence pressure is decreased, causing more fuel to be bypassed thus sharp- 
ly reducing fuel flow to the engine.   The net result is a proportional or 
droop overspeed governor action. 

Figure 27 shows the overspeed sensor with and without its cover.    The 
basic manifold is hexagonal in shape with the various fluidic circuit modules 
mounted on the flats.   The supply air filter and pressure regulator are con- 
tained in the center of the hexagon.   This assembly is designed for supply 
air temperature of -65° to 400oF with ambient temperatures of -65° to 250oF. 
and uses a compensated resonator reference torsional spring which main- 
tains a frequency band within 0. 25% over this range.    All of the major ele- 
ments,  components rnd circuits have been tested for functional performance 
at varying supply and ambient pressures typical of sea level to over 25000 
ft. altitude.   The assembly weight is 0. 7 pounds compared to an initial de- 
sign goal of 1. 0 pounds.    One means of weight reduction is the use of an 
aluminum manifold which is sufficient for this temperature range. 
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Substitution of stainless steel for the aluminum manifolding, higher temper- 
ature resonator pivot material in pia^e of Ni-Span C, and metal seals for the 
elastomeric O rings will raise temperature capability to 1200oF. 

The fluidic overspeed sensor represents a conceptually simple com- 
bination of AC and DC fluidics which has proven capable of meeting a demand- 
ing application. 

4.1,2   Speed Control for Air Motor 

Air motors,  when operated from a fixed supply source,  experience wide 
variations in motor speed with load and have excessive air consumption 
when unloaded.    These characteristics can be significantly improved by a 
speed governing system.    Such a system detects the speed of the motor and 
adjusts the supply to maintain a preselected speed. 

One approach to the speed control of an air motor is an all-pneumatic 
system making use of fluidic techniques for sensing,  amplifying,  and com- 
paring the speed signal with a preselected reference.    A governor utilizing 
this approach (Fig.  28) has been successfully applied to industrial air motors 
rangi'.g from 1/25 to over 5 HP. 

Figure 29 illustrates the functional arrangement of a governed air motor 
system.    The speed of the motor is detected by connecting a tube (typically 
1/4 in. OD) between the exhaust port and the input to the governor.    The 
pressure pulsations caused by the vanes or pistons passing the exhaust port 
are transmitted through the tubing to the governor as an acouF'ac frequency. 
These pressure pulsations are interfaced with the governor by means of a 
simple diaphragm which acts as a blocking capacitor,  oassing the desired 
frequency signal while blocking the steady-state pressure level. 

The pneumatic frequency signal is next converted to a proportional 
pressure level and compared with a preset reference pressure to produce 
a differential speed error signal.    This speed error signal is then ampli- 
fied by means of a multi-stage fluidic amplifier and interfaced with a vol- 
ume booster valve to produce the required air supply pressure for the 
motor. 

Exhaust Speed Signal 

The pressure pulsations associated with the air motor exhaust are 
caused by the passage of the vanes or pistons by the exhaust port,  allowing 
the sudden release of the working pressure.   Typically, the pressure drop 
across the exhaust port of an air motor is about 80 percent of the incoming 
supply pressure.    Thij rather high discharge pressure is due to the limited 
expansion permitted through the motor.    A typical time trace of the pres- 
sure pulsations in air motor exhaust is shown in Fig.   30.    Considerable 
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attenuation has occurred due to the internal volume between the exhaust port 
and the point of measurement. 

From the general shape and spacing of the exhaust pulsations,  it is seen 
that the wave form is made up of a number of higher nc-rmonics in addition 
to the fundamental frequency representing motor speed.    Unless some care 
is taken in adapting the sensing line to the exhaust port,  these higher har- 
monics can be accentuated and transmitted to the governor as an erroneous 
signal. 

Selection of a non-resonating type exhaust muffler will usually insure 
successful signal detection.    Muffler designs which provide a diffusing flow 
through a porous media,  such as felt or sintered metal,  are generally pre- 
ferred over a reflecting chamber design. 

A second cause of faulty signal transmission is the transmitting line 
itself.    If the line is not sized properly,  it is possible to set up various 
standing wave patterns which will cause signal cancellation at certain fre- 
quencies.    This problem can be solved in a classical manner by terminating 
the transmission line with its characteristic impedance (proper size orifice 
venting at atmosphere).    A simpler approach, which avoids the need for 
"fine tuning",  is to use a line that is sufficiently "lossy" to minimize reflect- 
ed waves and avoid cancellation.    A 1/4-in. tube in excess of 2 ft.   in length 
will generally provide satisfactory performance. 

Signal De-coupler 

The acoustic signal is interfaced to the governor through a flexible 
diaphragm which acts similar to an audio speaker.    Acting on one side of 
the diaphragm is the total exhaust pressure made up of the steady-state 
back pressure due to the muffler and (he small pressure pulsations due to 
the cyclic discharge of working volume.    The opposite side of the diaphragm 
produces an oscillating pumping action in response to the exhaust pulsations. 
Any variation in steady-state exhaust pressure is rejected by the diaphragm. 
The diaphragm also serves two other important functions.    It provides some 
additional signal rejection of the higher harmonics that may be present, and it 
prevents any oil or contamination from entering the governor circuit. 

Frequency to Analog Conversion 

The decoupled speed signal is processed by a frequency to analog cir- 
cuit similar to the circuit used in the overspeed sensor (Fig.  26). 

Comparator Amplifier 

Oner the motor speed has been detected and converted to a useable pres- 
sure signal,  it is compared to a reference pressure representing the 
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desired operating speed.    The difference between the actual speed signal and 
the reference is the error signal used to provide the necessary corrective 
action.    This error signal is produced by means of a differential fluidic amp- 
lifier which sums the tachometer signal with a preselected reference pres- 
sure.   The difference is amplified and then used to operating a conventional 
volume booster relay valve.    The relay valve provides an additional pressure 
amplification as well as the required volume flow to power the air motor. 
This added pressure gain is needed to match the relatively low fluidic pres- 
sure levels (typically 10 psi) with the maximum operating pressures required 
by the air motor. 

Dynamic Considerations 

As with any closed loop controller,   it i<. Accessary to consider total 
system dynamics to some extent before going too far with the application. 
The size of motor, type of load,   and characteristic of the duty cycle all play 
some part in the overall performance of the system. 

At one extreme, an application may consist of a large motor driving a 
low inertia load with little damping. In this case, care must be exercised 
to insure a stable operating condition is achieved by slowing down the high 
frequency response. In other applications, the opposite extreme may be en- 
countered where the nature of the load is such that a very sluggish perfor- 
mance will exist unless special effort is made to maximize the higher fre- 
quency response. 

In most applications,  it is impractical to change the various gain values 
or load characteristics to satisfy particular stability requirements.   Instead, 
it is much simpler to design a system which is slightly unstable but has the 
ability to be compensated. 

The compensation technique used on the fluidic governor is to simply 
add a small volume in the tachometer circuit.    This volume (which can be 
a pressure gage) slows down the speed signal sufficiently to prevent any un- 
desirable oscillations.    From a performance standpoint,  the delay volume in 
the tachometer circuit acts similar to an increase in load inertia.    Typical 
crossover frequencies for properly compensated governor systems range be- 
tween 5 and 10 rad/sec. 

I 

4. 2   Fluidic Control for a .1-70 Engine 

Another earlier application     ' of combined AC and DC fluidics repre- 
sents a more complex system requirement.   This application consisted of 
a fluidic demonstrator control of the J79-GE-15 jet engine.    The broad scope 
of this program was to develop fluidic hardware to perform the function of 
engine-speed governing and transient-fuel control.   Transient-fuel control 
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includes control of fuel flow during engine starting and during engine speed 
changes, and is required to prevent compressor stall and turbine over- 
temperature. 

4. 2. 1   Control Mode 

The first item of work under the program was to establish a method of 
controlling the engine that was compatible with the engine requirements and 
the capabilities of fluidics.   This was accomplished using both analog and 
digital-computer simulations in parallel with preliminary component and 
sub-system development.   As a result of these studies, the following con- 
trol mode evolved: 

Steady State 

• The corrected rotor speed of the engine is scheduled as a function 
of the pilot's throttle position (afa) and is maintained by varying 
engine fuel flow (Wf). 

• A maximum speed-limit circuit is incorporated to prevent the 
engine physical speed from exceeding the maximum allowable speed 
limit of 7420 rpm. 

Transient 

In the starting range, the engine fuel flow is scheckiled as a function of 
compressor discharge static pressure (CDP).    At a speed just below idle 
(4200 rpm), control of fuel flow is switched to the acceleration fuel limit. 

During engine accelerations, the rate of change of fuel flow (dW^/dt) 
is limited as a function of compressor discharge static pressure.   This 
schedule was established to provide as fast an acceleration as possible and 
still prevent compressor stall and turbine overtemperature. 

The deceleration fuel schedule, required to prevent a combustor blow 
out during a throttle chop, was made the mirror image of the acceleration 
schedule. 

4. 2. 2   Control Mechanization 

Figure 31 shows the control system block diagram.    The regular hydro- 
mechanical main fuel control was  nodified to include an interface unit to 
accept a pneumatic differential or'ssure input from the fluidic control.    The 
interface unit,  consisting of a bellows-operated servo valve,  provides a 
hydraulic supply output to the metering valve power piston which slews the 
fuel-metering valve at a velocity proportional to the pneumatic differential 
pressure input signal.    Pressure drop across the fuel metering valve ports 
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is maintained by a pressure-drop regulator and fuel bypass valve.    Thus, 
the position of the fuel valve is directly related to engine fuel flow.    A 
fluidic transducer on the fuel valve provides a position feedback signal 
from the fuel valve to the fluidic control. 

A manually operated mode selector valve permits selection of engine 
fuel control by the normal hydromechanical control or by the pneumatic 
input signal from the fluidic control. 

For engine checkout purposes, the selector valve can be positioned  to 
allow operation in the normal hydromechanical control mode.    During either 
mode of fuel control, the compressor variable stators are controlled by the 
hydromechanical control. 

The fluidic control provides the following four functions: 

1. Control of steady-state corrected speed as a function of fuel 

2. Protection of the engine by imposing limits on 

• overspeed 

• stall margin 

• turbine inlet temperature 

3. Provision for servo stability by compensating the engine time constant. 

4. Engine start. 

Figure 32 shows a simplified circuit schematic for normal operation 
A brief description of the four control functions follows. 

Speed Controls.    Engine speed is sensed by a specially-designed tachom- 
eter which converts speed to pneumatic sine wave; two speed-governor   re- 
ceive this pneumatic signal.   One gov-ernorcompares corrected speed with 
that requested by the pilot (via throt*le motion).    The other governor is a 
fixed frequency topping governor.    Both governors use circuitry as in Fig. 
22.   In the case of the corrected speed governor, the resonator is a variable 
volume Helmholtz resonator.    The volume is a function of throttle motion, 
and it is continually flushed with compressor inlet air by means of an ejec- 
tor,     'ence, a given throttle position calls for a ^iven corrected speed by 
setting resonator volume.    The fixed frequency topping governor uses a 
mechanical resonator similar in principle to that of Fig.   13    set to hoi.* a 
maximum engine speed of 7420 rpm.    The two governor output signals are 
differential pressures representing speed error of each governor.    T ese 
two signals are processed by the selector-limiter circuit so as to pass the 
signal of the governor demanding the lowest set point speed.    As will be 
explained shortly, this selected error is subsequently limited proportional 
to CDP to provide the acceleration and deceleration schedules.    The 
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limited output AP is applied to the servo loop input as a fuel-metering-valve 
rate demand.    To understand operation of the selector, refer to the simplified 
circuit diagram.  Fig.  33.    Assume engine speed is at 98 percent speed and 
the topping governor is set to override at 100 percent speed.    Further assume 
that the pilot demands an overspeed condition of 105 percent speed.    The 
polarities of the speed signals are indicated by the presence of dashed lines 
at the input to proportional amplifiers 3 and 4.    Actually, pressures are 
applied on all four input lines but, since only differential values are of in- 
terest, we will assume for simplicity that the solid lines are at zero/gage 
pressure.    Since the pilot-controlled corrected speed governor is set above 
the topping governor,  its speed error is proportionally greater as noted by 
the heavier dashed lines.   A comparison between these signals is made at 
amplifier number 1 and a proportional jet deflection is obtained.   Amplifier 
2 is a digital device which is triggered by amplifier 1.    This amplifier has 
only on-off capability and is actually the powjr supply to amplifier 3 or 4. 
For the example chosen, only the top-speed error amplifier has its power 
supply activated,  since element number 2 is switched to element numbei 4. 
Therefore,  the „o-speed governor pressure signal is passed through to the 
selector output.    Even though a corrected speed error is present at all 
times, this signal is disabled because amplifier number 3 has no power 
supply.    The cortrol is auto?natically switched back to the corrected gover- 
nor when the thr jttle is retarded since, for this case, the lowest set point 
would then be corrected speed. 

Limits Control.    Transient fuel limit control is performed by limiting 
the selected speed error signal proportional to CDP thereby generating 
acceleration/deceleration schedules whico protect the engine from com- 
pressor stall and turbine over-temperature.    The final output of this loop 
is a differential pressure signal which requests a safe metering-valve rate 
on which to control the engine. 

The limiting of the selector speed error signal is accomplished by tak- 
ing advantage of the inherent characteristics of fluidic operational amplifiers. 
The saturation levels at the amplifier output are directly related to the power 
supply.    If the amplifier supply pressure is proportional to CDP, the amp- 
lifier output will saturate and the speed-error limit will be controlled direct- 
ly by CDP.    Propei' design of the saturation levels effectively controls the 
acceleration and deceleration schedules.    Operational amplifiers are used 
here because of their flat saturation characteristics and because negative 
feedback around the amplifier maintains nearly constant forward gain inde- 
pendent of supply pressure--an important consideration when operating be- 
tween the limit conditions. 

Operation of the limiter can be best illustrated by referring to an X-Y 
recording of the amplifier characteristics at variable supply pressures 
(variable CDP).    Figure 34 is an X-Y recording of output differential pres- 
sure versus input differential pressure. 
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For low values of CDP, low saturations are achieved.   When speed 
demand is nulled with engine speed, circuit operation is within the propor- 
tional band of the limiter.   Negative saturations are the deceleration limit 
and positive saturations are the acceleration limit.   As CUP increases so 
do the saturation levels. 

Servo Loop.    The function of the servo loop is to convert the output of 
the limit circuit to fuel flow and actually control engine speed.    Beginning 
with the outermost loop, the action of the rate transducer is to make possible 
an integration between speed error and fuel flow which makes the overall con- 
trol isochronous,  i.e., capable of holding speed at zero error.    This trans- 
ducer is lagged at a time constant to compensate the engine dynamics.   The 
integrator inserted in the IOOD makes the loop a type 1 servo capable of con- 
trolling metering-valve rate at zero error.    The action of the integrator 
converts metering-valve rate error to its integral which is metering-valve 
position.    This position command signal,  in the form of a differential pressure, 
is converted to actual metering-valve position in the innermost position loop. 
(This innermost position loop has already been discussed in Section 2. 3. 2. ) 
A tapered metering port then produces fuel flow proportional to position. 
Ultimately, fuel flow drives the engine, and the entire loop is closed through 
engine speed. 

Implenentation of the servo loop was by operational amplifier techniques. 
Of particular interest is the integrator which,  using techniques similar to 
those of section 2. 3. 7 achieved integration rates on this control using 3 cubic 
inch volumes which would have required a 1 gallon can using ths more usual 
approach to integration (high forward gain lagged with RC networks). 

Start Controls.   Fluidic circuits are used to convert the control loop to 
a start configuration as shown in Fig.  35.    A single pressure pulse, applied 
by the pilot,  disconnects both the selector output and rate feedback to the 
servo loop.    Simultaneously, fluidic pressure feedback is established around 
the integrator,  making the combination a simple pressure repeating loop. 
CUP,  applied to the input, then effectively becomes fuel to the engine.    As 
speed builds up so does CUP, and a start schedule of fuel flow versus CUP 
is established.    Uesign of the start schedule must be such that sufficient 
fuel flow is added to accelerate the engine but not overtemperature the tur- 
bine or stall the compressor.    At a speed of 4200 rpm, the circuitry auto- 
matically switches from the start configuration to the operate configuration 
and engine speed moves in a smooth transient to the speed set on the pilot's 
speed governor.    Normal procedure is to set the pilot's throttle to idle speed 
on start. 

The speed switrh circuit functions are as follows: 

la    Generate a speed signal which is directly proportional to the speed 
of the engine. 
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2. Recognize the one speed where controlling is required and generate 
a digital output signal at the speed; this digital output is the power supply to 
an operational amplifier in the start circuit. 

The latter circuit requirements dictate the following components. 

1. A speed sensor which is mounted to the engine generates a speed 
signal.    Actually the unused output of one speed-governor circuit driver is 
employed,  thus requiring no additional hardw-ire to generate this signal. 

2. A Helmholtz resonator which is used for speed recognition. 

3. A Helmholtz coupler amplifier (OR/NOR Fluid Amplifier) which is 
used for coupling the resonator to an amplifier. 

4. Amplification (digital-amplifier element) and final conversion (Flip- 
flop element). 

The complete speed switch circuit is shown in Fig.  36.   The curve of 
Fig. 37 represents amplitude characteristics of the Helmholtz resonator. 

Operation of the speed switch can be best summarized by considering 
the circuit operation as the engine is accelerated through the switch point. 
Assume initially that a reset pulse is applied to the converter's control port 
"H" (refer \o Fig. 36) and that the speed signal applied to the Helmholtz 
resonator is well below the resonant frequency of the resonator.   This cor- 
responds to the circuit condition at L1GHTOFF. 

A summary of the state of the circuit elements is as follows: 

(A) Coupler's supply flow-directed toward digital amplifier's control 
port "E" 

(B) Digital amplifier's supply flow-dumping to atmosphere through 
output port "F" 

(C) Converter's supply flow-directed toward load Rj^ through port "K" 

Assume that engine speed increases due to the action of the start sched- 
ule and the pressure signal to the Helmholtz resonator is increased in fre- 
quency until the Helmholtz output signal is sufficient in amplitude to switch 
the coupler element.    Most repeatable switching characteristics are achiev- 
ed if the switch point is set at the resonator half-power point which is the 
largest rate of change of amplitude with frequency. 

Once the switch is obtained, the positive feedback connected between 
the output of the circuit to the coupler input effectively "latches" the control 
onto the rate schedule.    The output will remain in this condition until a reset 
pulse is applied to port "H". ..., 

' 
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4. 2. 3   Control Construction 

A modular design approach was employed in the control hardware assem- 
bly.    Circuits performing like functions or circuits that could be identified 
as a development module were individually mounted on aluminum panels and 
interconnected with stainless steel tubing.    The modular approach also allow- 
ed a maximum of development flexibility and ease of measurement at key 
points in the system. 

The control is engine mounted and consumes I lb/min of air at 25 psig. 
If bled from the compressor at a pressure ratio of 3:1, this air consump- 
tion would require approximately 1. 3 hp turbine power.    It is estimated 
that, if aircraft packaging techniques were used, the fluidic as well as all 
hydraulic components (including the variable stator system) could be pack- 
aged in a volume of 360 cu in. 

Figure 38 is a photo of the control. 

4.2.4   Engine Test Results 

The complete control system was entirely engine mounted and steel 
tubing was used for all fluidic system interconnections. 

In over 11 hours of engine operation, the fluidic control system success- 
fully controlled the engine during starting and during steady-state and trans- 
ient operation between idle and 100 percent speed.    The transient operation 
included numerous throttle bursts and chops between 5400 rpm (idle) and 
7420 rpm (100 percent).   The acceleration time from idle to 100 percent 
speed was approximately 4 sec.    Also, throttle "Bodes,"* in which the throt- 
tle was chopped from 100 percent speed to idle and as speed was passing 
through approximately 6000 rpm was readvanced to 100 percent speed, were 
made.    A typical time trace of engine speed during a throttle Bode is shown 
in Fig.  39.    In this severest of transient tests,  no stalls were encountered. 

One problem area identified during the engine test was an approximate 
±0.4 percent speed fluctuation about a steady-state speed point.    A post- 
engine test investigation on an engine-simulator bench test stand has indi- 
cated that excessive phase shift across the metering valve and engine caus- 
ed the observed speed fluctuation.    Figure 40 is an oscilloscope photograph 
taken on the simulator stand and shows the instanteous speed-holding accu- 
racy of the control.    The top trace shows transient speed wobble (approxi- 
mately i0. 12 percent) at the nominal anticipated loop phase shift. 

*A throttle chop followed by an advance of the throttle when the engine is 
passing through a specified speed range. 
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Additional phase shift,  over and above that for which the fluidic control 
dynamics were designed,  was probably present during the engine test run. 
The lower trace illustrates the effect of 30° less phase margin on the speed- 
holding capability of the control.    In this case, tiie oscillation increased to 
t0. 48 percent of set point, a condition represencative of actual engine test 
experience.    The oscillations were not a servo instability but rather amp- 
lified noise resulting from underdamping of the entire loop through the 
engine.   This effect has been substantiated analytically and is eliminated 
by increased phase lead across the servo loop. 

The ability of the control to hold the average set-point speed was excel- 
lent.    Figure 41 presents four digital tapes taken during the post-engine 
test-bench investigation.    Readings were sampled six times per minute. 
On a statistical basis,  the worst speed-holding accuracy obtained was 0. 033 
percent of set point (one standard deviation); the lower part of Fig. 41 
summarizes the reduced data.    Due to the long sampling times, transient 
speed perturbations are not reflected in Fig.  41. 

Subsequent to the engine test, the control was returned to the bench test 
setup and subjected to air-inlet temperatures up to 750F while varying the 
power supply pressure i20 percent.    Satisfactory control operation was ob- 
tained under these extended conditions. 

4. 3   Temperature Controller 

The ability to accurately sense and control high gas temperatures is a 
serious problem,  particularly in propulsion engines.    Conventional methods 
using thermoelectric devices are limited by the relatively low operating 
temperature capability of the materials.    Oxidation and corrosion can also 
be serious problems when using these devices in typical hot gas atmospheres. 
Fluidic techniques now offer the ability to sense gaseous temperatures up 
to the limits imposed by the material properties of the sensors. 

The operation of the fluidic temperature sensor makes use of the tem- 
perature sensitivity of an acoustical whistle.    A portion of the hot gas to be 
controlled is used to produce a high frequency whistle in a specially designed 
cavity.    The actual frequency produced by the whistle is proportional to the 
acoustic velocity of the gas which in turn is approximately proportional to 
the square root of the absolute gas temperature.    For a particular sensor 
design the operating temperature can be calibrated in terms of the result- 
ing whistle frequency. 

The frequency level generated in most fluidic temperature sensors is in 
the range of several thousand cycles per second.    This very high frequency 
level can be scaled down by an order of magnitude or more by comparing 
the sensor frequency to a reference frequency.    The frequency difference 
between the sensor and reference is obtained in a beat frequency detector 
and used for control purposes. 
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A particular circuit arrangement for a fluidic temperature control^' 
which has been successfully demonstrated by the General Electric Company 
is shown in Fig. 42.    This design uses two whistle type sensors tuned such 
that their frequency difference is relatively small.   Each individual sensor 
frequency is proportional to the square root of the absolute gas temperature. 
If the difference of these relatively high frequencies is obtained, \hen it too 
will be proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature. 

^ =K^   A 

fa = Ka /t 

Af = f! - fa = CK| - Ka) A 

The detection of the frequency difference signal is accomplished by means 
of a fluidic beat frequency detector as previously described and shown in 
Fig.  17. 

Conversion of the relatively low frequency temperature signal from 
the beat detector to a DC or analog pressure can be accomplished with a fre- 
quency-to-analog circuit.   Another method for providing this final DC control 
signal is to use the same basic speed control circuit illustrated in Fig. 22. 
The input frequency in this case would represent temperature rather than 
speed and the tuned resonant frequency would correspond to a desired oper- 
ating temperature.    The output differential pressure represents deviation 
of temperature from the desired value. 

4. 4   A Fluidic PDM for Thrust Vector Control 

A PDM unit shown in Fig. 43 was developed for a specific missile appli- 
cation in which a pneumatic analog signal from a two axis attitude gyro 
reference required conversion to a PDM output capable of driving the two 
sets of guidance control actuators on a missile. 

Design Requirements 

The requirements for this PDM circuit were as follows: 

• Input command signal levels of less than iO. 3 psi pressure and 
0. 05 scfm flow. 

• Output control pressures to the actuators of 10 psi differential across 
the load at a minimum flow rate per channel of 2. 8 scfm. 

• The linearity of output pressure ^Po for the full range of input con- 
trol pressure &PC to be within ^10% of the point setting or 2% of the maximum 
^PQ, whichever is greater. 
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• Operating range of PDM modulation up to i90%. 

• Gain of the unit to be adjustable over the range 87%/0. 1 psi to 29%/0. 1 
psi. 

• Operate within the above specifications over a temperature range of 
-20 to 165F. 

• The PDM circuit design must also meet all missile shock and vibra- 
tion design specifications. 

Circuit Design 

The circuit design shown in block diagram form in Fig. 44 employs com- 
mercially available fluidic element and resistor components. A single oscil- 
lator drives two identical PDM circuits each controlling one attitude axis. 

The triangular wave oscillator is made of an integrator (12) and flip- 
flops (10 and 11) interconnected as a negative feedback oscillator.    Thus, 
when flip-flops (10 and 11) switch they provide a step input to the integrator. 
The integrated step input provides a ramp output.    When the amplitude of 
the ramp output from the integrator equals the threshold of the flip-flop 
(10), the latter switches and provides the opposite polarity step input to 
the integrator.   The integrator then provides a ramp output in the opposite 
direction.    Thus, the output of the integrator produces a triangular wave. 
The integrator is of the positive feedback type using one stage of amplification. 

The triangular wave and the analog input signal ar^ summed in amplifier 
(2). An amplifier stage (1) is used between the command input signal from 
the rate gyros and the proportional summer to provide neceosary signal level 
matching at the summing point. The resistors on the output of amplifier #1 
are of a variable type? which can be independently adjusted. Gain, or percent 
modulation/psi, is adjusted by changing each resistor an equal amount. Bias 
is adjusted by changing only one resistor to maintain gain exactly constant. 

The output of the proportional summer drives   i staged digital amplifier 
made up of elements (3) through (6) utilizing flip-fiops to provide the function 
of bistability with memory.    Supply pressures are cascaded from 5 to 60 psi 
to provide the necessary power amplification to drive the final output 
amplifiers. 

The final output amplifier,  elements (8) and (9) have 0. 02 x 0. 064 inch 
power nozzles.    Two amplifiers per channel are used each providing 1.4 
scfm at 10 psi.    The outputs of these two amplifiers can then be paralleled 
to provide the design flow requirement of 2. 8 scfm.    Element (7) is simi- 
lar to elements (8) and (9) and provides the necessary power gain.    Ele- 
ments (7) through (9) operate with 60 psig supply.    This circuit diagram 
(Fig.  3) illustrates the magnitude and number of the various types of 
fluidic elements required to mechanize the PDM. 
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KEY COMPONENTS 

The successful implementation of the PDM circuit resulted from three 
key components; namely (1) the trangular wave oscillator,  (2) the summer, 
and (3) a highly efficient output amplifier stage.    As a result of an innovative 
oscillator circuit configuration a reliable and clean sawtooth triangular pres- 
sure wave shape was developed.    A typical trace of the oscillator output is 
shown in Fig.  45. 

In the design of the summing amplifier attention was directed toward 
minimizing the switching hysteresis by impedance and level matching tech- 
niques to achieve the performance accuracies required of the PDM. 

4. 4   PDM Circuit Fabricatiop 

The unit was constructed entirely of stainless steel laminates except 
for the end plates and resistor knobs, which were machined elements.    Firal 
assembly of the unit was performed by diffusion bonding.    The PDM circuit 
when completely assembled and bonded, contains 44 differently configured 
laminates of various stacked numbers, 0.010 + 0.004 inches in thickness, 
totaling 175 laminations per PDM circuit stack.   The configuration as shown 
provides an integrated circuit possessing an extremely high packaging den- 
sity.   The material used in the fabrication was Type 304 stainless steel. 

PDM Performance Results 

Figure 46 is a direct tracing of an oscillograph recording of the typical 
PDM output at 0% modulation and at bolh -L35% modulation.    The percent 
modulation determined from this reconl^d data is measured at the switching 
initiating points for each cycle.    It should be noted that the recording equip- 
ment could not completely follow the pressure changes during the switching 
cycle; hence,  the variance in spike height is not meaningful. 

The output linearity and gain change capability obtainable with this PDM 
unit are shown in Fig. 47.    The symmetry of both channel outputs for the 
fluidic circuit is also graphically shown.    The data in this figure was obtained 
at both the 29% modulation minimum gain and 87% modulation maximum gain 
settings. 

This development effort has included the fabrication of 20 PDM units 
under contracts to the U.S.  Army Missile Command Guidance and Control 
Directorate,  Redstone Arsenal,  Alabama. 

5.0   CONCLUSIONS 

Both proportional and carrier techniques offer their own unique advan- 
tage to the control designer.   At the risk of oversimplification it can be said 
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that AC techniques offer advantages where signals must be transmitted over 
a distance or face attenuation or interference by other means; where- very 
accurate references are reeded,  and where AC types of sensors are pre- 
ferable due to accuracy,  response,  or installation requirements.    For 
flexibility of circuitry and ability to perform a variety of computations 
including frequency shaping,  DC techniques usually have an advantage. 
Certain AC circuits are available to perform a limited number of such func- 
tions, ^11' but each is fairly specialized.    In general, where a-c techniques 
are used, they appear in conjunction with d-c amplifiers to clost; the loop. 

It is apparent that fluidics offers a demonstrated tolerance to difficult 
environments that is not achievable by other means.   This and the expanding 
functional capabilities of fluidics gives the control designer important new 
tools for solving the control problems of the TO's. 
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APPt:NDIX I 

Operational Amplifier Analysis and Dynamic Compensation 

1.    Basic Operational Amplifier Analysis 

A simple first order analysis shows some of the direct analogies between 
the electronic and fluidic operational amplifier.    Figure 1-1 shows a basic 
single-sided operational amplifier circuit of the simplest type.    It consists 
of an input resistor R^, a feedback resistor Rf, the high gain amplifier of 
gain -K, and its inherent input resistance Rc.    Current or flow is desig- 
nated as W and pressure as P.    Applying Kirchoff's law to the flow into 
the summing function: 

W, +W3 w3. 

Rewriting in terms of resistance and pressure gives 

P. - P        P    - P       P 
J g. + _2 g 

R. R. R i f c 

(1) 

(2) 

Noting that P  = K P , B o g' 

P   can be eliminated from Eq.   (2) to give 

-P 

R. 

(3) 

(4) 

It can be shown in a similar manner that when a push-pull amplifier 
of the form of Fig. 1 of the main text is used, the relationship of the push- 
pull output signal ^P0 to the push-pull input signal i^ is 
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R. 1 
Rf      Rf 

1 c 

(4a) 

This implies, of course, that the usual practice be that the input re- 
sistors Rj be the same on both inputs and the feedback resistors be the 
same on both outputs. 

Now, rewrite Eq.  (4) in the more familiar control system terms by the 
substitution of 

G = K 

for the forward gain of the loop, and 

1 
R.       R, 

H = 1+  IT  +  R" 
i c 

for the feedback gain.    The result is 

(5) 

(6) 

.4P< 

ap: R. 

GH 

1 + GH 
(7) 

Now note that, when the loop gain.  GH. is large Eq.  (7) shows that the 
transfer function is determined primarily by the passive input and feedback 
resistors.    As long as the loop gain GH is large, variations in the value of 
G (amplifier gain) due to variations in loading or supply pressure are vir- 
tually eliminated from the transfer function. 

The above analysis is simplified in many ways.    In particular, the cir- 
cuit itself is the simplest possible.    By adding capacitors to various parts of 
the circuit, frequency shaping functions can be accomplished.    By using 
parallel input resistors,  signal summing or subtraction are possible.   These 
variations will be discussed in later sections. 

The other major simplification of the above analysis is the assumption 
that the gain block is a pure gain.    In reality, the gain block dynamics are 
approximately those of a pure time delay without attenuation in the frequency 
range of interest <less thai 1000 Hz).    This fact must be considered when 
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evaluating the stability of any fluidic operational amplifier.    To have stabil- 
ity, the open loop transfer function, GH, of the operational amplifier must be 
attenuated below unity gain before 180° of phase shift are accumulated.    Where 
G is a pure time delay with no attenuation,  and H is made up entirely of re- 
sistive terms as in Eq.  (6),  it is obvious that 180° of phase lag will build up 
without any attenuation.    In practice, the gain block can be represented by 
the equation 

Ke 
-TxS 

(8) 

where Tx ,  the transport lag,  has an approximate value of 5. 5 x 10"* sec and 
S is the Laplace operator. 

To assure stability,  some attenuation must be added.    This is done by use 
of small capacitors (volumes) on the output of the amplifier,  resulting in the 
open loop transfer function 

GH 
KH 

1 + TaS 
■T^S 

(9) 

where H is already defined by Eq. (6) and T2 is the RC time constant of the 
stabilizing volumes. Normally, Ta is relatively large so that it can be con- 
sidered to contribute 90° of phase lag to GH at loop crossover frequency. 
The lag contribut ion of the gain block is about 0. 2 cfeg/Hz. Thus, if 40° of 
phase margin is desired, the gain block lag can be only 50 which occurs at 
250 Hz. T? and H must, therefore, be adjusted to assure unity gain at 250 
Hz or less. 

The closed loop transfer function is not limited in frequency response 
directly by the break frequency of the stabilizing volumes. The lag in this 
expression appears as 

R. 
f 

GH 1 

,1 + GH 
-^S 

1 + T, 
(10) 

1 + GH 

Thus,  the closed-loop lag time constant is the stabilizing lag, Ts,  re- 
duced by the quantity (1 + GH).    This is the frequency where the open loop 
transfer function has unity gain. 

In normal system design, the small phase lag contributed by the oper- 
ational amplifier is neglected and the simple transfer function of Eq.  (7) 
is employed. 
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2. 3   Operational Amplifier Circuit Characteristics 

2. 3. 1   Flat Response Amplifier 

This is the simplest and most common application of fluidic operational 
amplifiers.   The principal requirements are that the transfer function be an 
accurate and constant amplification independent of the input frequency, supply 
pressure variations, load conditions, and input null level (bias level). 

The basic circuit is shown in Fig.   1-2, 

Figure 1-3 shows plotter tracers of pressure-gain characteristics of a 
Model FS-12 amplifier with supply pressure and load variations.    Note the 
insensitivity of gain to changes in load, indicating virtually no closed loop 
output resistance.   Feedback also assures no change of gain with supply 
pressure. 

Typical frequency response is shown in Fig. 1-4,   The gain is frequency 
independent, or flat out to approximately 200 Hz. 

2. 3. 2   Summation Amplifier 

By adding input resistors, additional inputs can be used to provide signal 
summation, as shown in phantom lines of Fig. \-2.   This type operational amp- 
lifier is used in many fluidic control circuits vhere sensing, computation, 
and logic are accomplished at very low power levels and then amplified to a 
higher power level actuatior.    Large power amplification can cause inaccur- 
acies so that often a closed loop is required.   The FS-12 can provide a block 
of the amplification and the summation junction for this type of loop. 

A typical application is the fuel valve position loop shown in Fig. 1-5, 
(This loop is part of the J-79 fuel control described in a later section of 
this paper.)   The fuel valve position loop, shown in Fig. 1-5 provides fuel 
flow proportional to a low pressure fluidic input signal.    The fixed gain 
amplifier is used to provide an amplification of 45 and to sum the feedback 
position signal of the rotary fuel metering valve with the input signal.    The 
position feedback transducer consists of an eccentric cam on the fuel valve 
shaft and a flapper nozzle sensor. 

The transfer function for the summing amplifier can be developed in a 
manner similar to the single input ampluier of Eq.  (7) as 

av 

Rf 

b 

GH 
1 + GH 

or (11) 
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^•A'.    Rf      &P        Rf 
0 ^a*      a     \ 

(11 Cont'd.) 

Typical pressure-gain plots for this type of amplifier arc shown in 
Fig. I-fi.   Each input channel is shown to have a gain of 45.    Si mming accr- 
acy is demonstrated by the plot of a single input signal summea with itself 
and subtracted from itself.    The gains for these two cases are 90 and zero 
which agree with the predicted gain from Eq.  (11). 

2. 3. 3   Isolation Amplifier 

The characteristic high input impedance of the fluidic Operation amplifier 
has frequently been used as an isolation amplifier.    The FS-12 has been used 
to uncouple or isolate a pneumatic sensor from a fluidic circuit either to min- 
imize the loading effects on the sensor,  or because of a high dc level on the 
sensor output.    An operational amplifier has been designed for this purpose 
which has an input impedance 100 times greater than that  of a typical 0. 020" x 
0. 020" power nozzle fluidic amplifier. 

2. 3. 4   Adjustable Gain Amplifier 

A recent additional feature of the operational amplifiers has been the 
use of a variable feedback resistor.    Pressure-gain performance plots of 
this type device are shown in Fig. 1-7.    All the features of the fixed gain 
amplifier are maintained and the gain is adjustable with an external knob 
over a 10 to 1 range.  Figure 1-8 is a photo of this amplifier which also has 
the capability of summing three input signals.    Ir alrrost all controls work 
is desirable to have some external gain adjustaole to have some external 
gain adjustment to compensate for dv.si^n inaccuracies.    The adjustable 
gain operational amplifier provides this function for fluidic control systems. 

2. 3. 5   Simple Lag 

Occasionally only a moderate lag is required in fluidic systems.    If a 
passive RC lag is employed it introduces attenuation or requires large vol- 
umes.    When this is undesirable the operational amplifier circuit of Fig. 1-2 
can be modified by the addition of a capacitor in the input resistor to provide 
this function.    This device provides up to a one second lag with a gain of five 
using small volumes on a compact hardware module.    This type device has 
been applied to compensate for lags in engines or actuators,  or in series 
with the lag-lead circuit to cancel out the lead term.    Accurate summing can 
also be performed by this device.    Two such amplifiers are being used in a 
fluidic circuit under development for a Naval aircraft carrier apprr, »ch power 
compensator control.    Angle of attack of the aircraft is sensed and the require- 
ment is to treat it with the following transfer function. 
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iP_£ 1.23 9 
1 + 0.75S 

(12) 

The fluidic circuit has been mechanized as shown by the block diagram of 
Fig. 1-9.   The two leg circuits and one lag-lead provide this precise dynamic 
transfer function in three simple blocks. 

2. 3. 6   Lead-lag 

Many high performance analog control circuits require derivative action 
to compensate either the dynamics of the load or of other control components. 
This function is readily accomplished with fluidic operational amplifier 
techniques by adding a capacitor into the feedback path of Fig. 1-2.   This pro- 
duces a lead-lag circuit or proportional plus derivative action.    A typical 
application is a fluidic position control loop for a rocket  engine actuator^"'. 
Figure I-10 is a block diagram of the control.    The lead-lag circuit in aeries 
with two single stage flow amplifiers and a servovalve accept the position 
error signal from a flapper-nozzle valve and drive a 1000 psi hot gas actuator. 
The dynamic response characteristics of the lead-lag are shown in Fig. 1-11. 
This device produces 65° of phase lead to compensate the compliance of the 
actuator.    The addition of the two stage of flow amplification reduce this 
phase lead by less than 5°. 

2. 3. 7   Integration 

Integration is the most difficult frequency dependent function to mechan- 
ize in fluidics because of the absence of the series capacitor.   Whether the 
connections to a fixed volume capacitor are in series or parallel the resulting 
transfer function is that of a shunt capacitor to ground.    This precludes the 
use of the analogous electronic circuit to obtain integration, an operational 
amplifier with a series capacitor as the feedback. 

Proportional plus integral action, which approximates integral, has 
been mechanized in fluidics by using positive feedback.    A capacitor to lag 
a positive feedback path and an equal but un-lagged negative feedback path 
result in a lag-lead circuit having the following transfer function 

^Pi 
KT. 

0 ^ T, S) 
(1 + TaS) 

(13a) 

where K is the integrating rate or the gain at 1 radian/sec,  T2 is the lag or 
integrating time constant and Ti the lead time constant.    The lag time constant 
can be up to 60 seconds so that the approximation 

l + TaS T2S for T2S»1 
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The transfer function becomes 

&P: 
K + T, (13b) 

This is proportional plus integral control action.    It is used in closed 
loop control systems subjected to sustained disturbances or load variations 
to eliminate steady-state error or droop.    The lead term of equation (13a) 
could be eliminated with the addition of a simple lag in series, but this is 
rarely required because pure integral control tends to produce instability. 

A typical application for a fluidic lag-lead circuit is in an isochronous 
governor for a shipboard steam turbine.    The block diagram of this control 
is shown in Fig. 1-12. Afluidicspeed error signal is treated to produce a 
proportional plus integral action pressure signal.    This   signal is amplified 
and drives the main steam valve.    The actual control has governed a sim- 
ulated turbine-generator in accordance with the latest stringent military 
specification for shipboard governors,  M1L-G-21410.    Frequency response 
data for the lag-lead circuit are shown in Fig. 1-13. 
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ANALOG FLUIDIC CIRCUITRx: REVIEW, CRITIQUE AND A 
NEW OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 

Forbes T. Brown 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 18015 

Abstract; 

Two different approaches to analog fluidic circuitry are 
found in the literatuj.e.  The first utilizes high gain ampli- 
fiers with feedback (operational amplifiers) to achieve easy 
design, excellent linearity, low noise and low sensitivity to 
disturbances at a cost of limitea bandwidth, high power con- 
sumption c.nd high expense.  The second utilizes fewer ampli- 
fiers with feed-forward and a minimum of feedback to achieve 
the opposite consequences. 

A new operational amplifier is proposed which, through 
resonance tubes placed in the forward loop upstream of the 
gain block, has a greatly extended bandwidth at a cost of 
increased sensitivity to load changes at high frequencies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most  active fluidic elements  in use  today are bistable. 
Frequently,   however,  conditions arise  favoring the use of 
proportional or so-called analog devices: 

1. The  input energy  level  is  too  low to drive  a digital 
device with sufficient resolution. 

2. Digital switching  is  too  slow. 
3. A  continuous  output  is  desired. 
4. The simplicity of   the analog  alternative is com- 

pelling. 
5. Modulation schemes  are desired. 

Items  1  and  2  involve  implicit advantages of analog devices, 
including  electronic analog  computers.     The major drawbacks 
of  analog  fluidics  involve  the  reliability and sensitivity 
in the  face  of changes  in pressure   levels,   load impedances, 
load disturbances,  temperature,   and the  inherent noise.     Con- 
sequently,   analog fluidic circuits are often harder to design. 

Kirshner and Manion   [1]   have given a fine review of pro- 
portional  amplifiers.     Boothe and Ringwall   (2]   are contrib- 
uting a review on modulation circuits   (or AC fluidics)   to the 
present  symposium.    The present paper  is directed at the 
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elements  of  the circuitry of  proportional amplifiers,   empha- 
sizing the  linear operations  of summation,  integration,   fil- 
tering or wave  shaping,  etc.     Although the paper is   largely 
a  review,   a new type of operational   amplifier  also is  intro- 
duced. 

2.        COMPONENTS   AND  CIRCUIT   THEORY 

The  heart of most analog  systems is   the proportional 
amplifier.     Most applications  use  jet-deflection amplifiers, 
which are  assumed herein.     Vortex amplifiers can be very 
useful also,  however,  especially in  high-power  applications 
where efficiency is  an important concern.     Jet-impact ampli- 
fiers also have been used. 

Good  linearity of the  proportional  amplifier is  desir- 
able,  although it may not be  necessary if  feedback is to be 
employed.     Often more important is   the flatness of  the  satu- 
ration for very  large  input  differential   pressures.     The 
usual  jet-deflection amplifier suffers a  return to low output 
pressure   for very high input  pressure.     One remarkable excep- 
tion is  a design due  to Griffin  [3] .     If   several amplifiers 
are to be  cascaded,   another   approach is  to staqger the onsets 
of  saturation so the  last stage saturates  first and the  first 
stage last.     This procedure  has helped lead to  the dramati- 
cally flat saturation of  the   5-stage General Electric gain 
block reported by Urbanosky   [4],  at   some  expense of  increased 
noise. 

Other  characteristics   of  the amplifier which are  impor- 
tant in circuit design include the   input   impedance,  which  is 
usually nearly  linear,   the  output impedance, which often has 
significant nonlinearities,   the pressure,   flow  and power 
gains,   and the  signal-to-noise ratio.    Several  papers  cited 
below report that the frequency response   ot the gain of   jet 
amplifiers  is   virtually flat  until   the r.hase angle exceeds 
180°;   the behavior  is close   to that  of a  pure  delay.     Florea 
and Stanescu   [5]   end Beisterling   [6]   give   simple analytic 
models for the internal dynamics,   and Brown and Humphrey   [7] 
give a more  complicated model  as well as  data on all  the 
important   linearized dynamic  characteristics of  a particular 
amplifier.     Similar data for  commercially  available  ampli- 
fiers would be very helpful   to circuit designers, but  is  very 
hard to collect.    One simple   technique for partial  informa- 
tion up  to very high  frequencies,  based  on acoustic waves, 
is  described by Toda et al   [8].    A more  awkward but complete 
method,  which becomes  inaccurate at high   frequencies,   uti- 
lizes calibrated resistances   comprised of   a bundle of  short 
capillary  tubes   [9].     Toda  and Katz   [10]   use single  capillary 
tubes and apply a correction   for known dynamic effects.     The 
data of  Brown  and Humphrey   included  hot wire anemometry. 
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Gottron ar.d Weinger, in the book edited by Kirshner [11], 
Sarpkaya [12] and Massen [13] discuss the inherent problem of 
noise and turbulence in the jets and receivers of jet ampli- 
fiers.  Sarpkaya gives hot-wire data within the jet on a 
large-scale model, while Massen describes a rather sophisti- 
cated facility for small models using pressure transducerc 
and correlation techniques.  Considerable data is given by 
Kelley and Kantola [14] on the trade-offs between noise and 
gain, output impedance, and sensitivity to Reynold's numbers. 
Brown [15] has found that an excitation introduced at one fre- 
quency can reduce the noise at other frequencies, and related 
advantages in signal-to-noise ratio result from the use of 
modulated signals as presumably discussed by Boothe [2]. 

Passive elements also play a key role in analog circuit 
design.  Resistors based on orifice flow are nonlinear, and 
thus of limited usefulness, although the multiple irregular 
cascaded orifices in porous sintered metal filters is an 
exception.  Resistors based on viscosity and using channels 
with rectangular or circular cross-sections are analyzed by 
Lee and Kwok [16, 17].  The length of a resistor should be 
at least an order of magnitude less than the acoustic wave- 
lengths of interest, occasionally dictating a bundle of small 
parallel channels.  A resistance which is nearly temperature- 
independent, described by Bedard [18] , uses a channel which 
changes in cross-section. 

Inductors are not often used with air, although Bowles 
et al [19] provides a significant exception.  The kinematic 
viscosity is too high to give a high Q with small elements, 
and the compressibility is too great to permit large elements 
without significant capacitive effects.  The compressibility 
problem vanishes when a liquid is used, and the kinematic 
viscosity problem is greatly reduced with water.  Boddy [20] 
points out that the paucity of good inductors is compensated 
for by using active elements; even in electrical circuits 
"active RC" networks are increasingly preferred, fcr economic 
reasons, over passive LRC circuits. 

Capacitors with one side grounded usually use simple 
rigid volumes when air is the medium.  Unfortunately, the 
capacitance varies with time or inverse frequency from the 
adiabatic value toward the isothermal value, for a 40% change, 
and the transition is extremely gradual.  Some analyses are 
given by Dagan and Kwok [21] and Katz and Hastie [22].  If 
one is determined to achieve as nearly adiabatic performance 
as possible, the capacitor should be spherical with the sup- 
ply tube possibly penetrating to near the center.  Any scav- 
enging effect or heat transfer surface pushes the behavior 
toward the isothermal extreme, however, ar d since either 
extreme is better than a compromise the ütsigner should con- 
sider increasing the heat transfer surface, for example by 
inserting steel wool into *-he  cavity. 
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Capacitors which do not use a gas or which do not have 
one side grounded are normally avoided, since they must in- 
volve mechanical strain such as   in a bellows. 

A  large   literature exists  on  the dynamics of fluid lines 
in circular tubes;   the basic aspects  involving  laminar flow 
are  cited in   a review paper by Goodson  and Leonard   [23]. 
Healy  and Carlson   [24]  and Schaedel   [25]   give   theoretical 
results  for rectangular channels which  are used in modular 
fluidic devices.    A  fluid  line has  resistance,   capacitance 
and  inertance.     Optimum design of   fluidic circuits may well 
involve explicitly  a continuous  distribution of  these elemen- 
tary properties,  somewhat  in the  fashion of microelectronics, 
but this  is beyond  the i5tate of   the art. 

Elementary techniques for circuit synthesis developed 
by analogy to  electronics  are given by Beisterling   [6,   26], 
examples  are  given by Chou et al   [27],   and some more general 
techniques  are  given by Brown   [15].     Kirshner  and Katz   [11] 
present  a more  complete physical  basis  for circuit analysis, 
which  unfortunately   requires simplification to make most 
circuit problems tractable. 

3.        BASIC CIRCUITS 

The basic  linear operations which comprise the building 
blocks  of  analog circuitry are 

1. amplification, multiplication by a constant,  or 
buffering 

2. summation   (positive and  negative) 
3. integration 
4. filtering,   including differentiation,   lag-lead,   etc. 

Modulation circuits   also make fundamental use  of rectifier 
circuits  including  a nonlinear active element   [2]. 

Each of   the basic operations  can be  carried out either 
of  two different ways: with and without   feedback.    As dis- 
cussed  below,   feedback greatly enhances   linearity and low 
output   impedance,  but at  the expense of   speed  of response  and 
complexity.     Thus both approaches  have  appropriate domains of 
application. 

3.1    Operational Amplifier  Circuits 

Summation  and amplification was  first carried out with- 
out feedback,   as typified by Roffman and  Katz   [28],   because 
the gain of the single stage of  amplification used was  low. 
The basis for  the more classical  operational amplifier was 
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set with the   advent  of multi-stage gain blocks which  typi- 
cally have  a pressure gain over  1000.     The resulting opera- 
tional amplifier-summer,   shown  in Figure   1,   is discussed by 
Wagner and  Barrett   [29],   Parker and Addy   [30],   Foster and 
Parker   [31],   Urbanosky   [4],  Doherty   [32],   and Brown et al   [9]. 
Presuming the  input   and output admittances of  the gain block 
are Y^  and   1/Z0,  respectively,   the load admittance is Y0,   and 
the pressure  gain of  the amplifier for  zero  load  flow  is g, 
the static behavior   is easily deduced  to be 

_i        1 
R,    1 + a/g (1) 

R        R Z        Z 
a= (1 + Rl+R7+R2Yi)(1 + ZoYo)+^+s7+YiZo  (2) 

If g >1000,   and Y^,   Y0 and Z0 are not excessively large,  this 
behavior is   nearly   ideal: 

(3) 

Unfortunately   the circuit  as shown  in Figure  1   (and in 
most  other  papers)   is unstable  and oscillates wildly.     The 
reason is obvious   from the  typical data of  Parker and Addy 
[30] ,   given  in Figure 2:   the loop gain vastly exceeds  unity 

when  the phase lag   reaches  180°.     One novel  approach,   pro- 
posed by Lloyd   [33] ,   is to let the circuit oscillate,   satu- 
rating each   cycle  to give  a square wave,   and to utilize the 
pulse-width modulation which results  from the  input pressures. 
He further   suggests   reducing the complication by using three 
switching amplifiers   (nearly bistable)   rather  than five lower- 
gain proportional  amplifiers.     The basic  advantage is  a fast 
response time, which  is essentially one oscillation period 
if the necessary output filtering is discounted.     Linearity 
appears to  be a major difficulty,  although use  of better com- 
ponents than employed by  Lloyd  should  improve  substantially 
upon his results. 

The traditional solution  to the  instability has  been to 
place capacitance volumes  at the output,   as shown in Figure  3. 
This   introduces an   additional 90°  phase   lag,   unfortunately, 
so the break  frequency of  the circuit must be  reduced to the 
value  at which the   lag of  the gain block  itself   is about 50°, 
as noted by  Urbanosky  [4].     Parker and Addy   [30]   and Foster 
and Parker   [31]   properly  note  that this  can require break 
frequencies   in the   loop gain below 1 Hz,   but then seem to con- 
fuse  this break with the  closed-loop behavior which actually 
retains its  break,   for the case cited,   at  250 Hz,  presuming 
linear behavior.     The actual behavior  is  not always   linear, 
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however,   and  the conclusion of  these  authors   turns  out to be 
not quite  as  false   as its premises,   as  seen below. 

Wagner  and Barrett   [29]   had a low closed-loop break  fre- 
quency   (about  5 Hz) ,  due  to the volume of  interconnecting 
tubes,  and  thus did not study  the dynamics beyond  a false 
claim that  their closed  loop response  should break  at as  high 
as  500 Hz  simply by employing  integrated circuitry.     Doherty 
[32]   and the General Electric Co.   [34]    (same   amplifier)   give 
data supporting the  linear theory,  but  the  results  can be mis- 
leading as   seen below. 

The gain block  can be modeled closely as  a gain with a 
pure delay,   or ge~Ts, with g > 1000.     The closed-loop pressure 
gain then becomes,   neglecting  the reactances  of the passive 
elements  other than  the  capacitors. 

-Ts 

_£ 
Pi 

R2g 

R,     -Ts        (TS + l)a 1  e +  
(4) 

in which  a  is given by equation   (2)   and 

(1  +  ^+  R7+  YiR2)ZoC (5) 

As an example consider the typical values 

g  =  2500; Z     =  1.4  lb sec/in5; Y     =  0 

R,   =  5.66   lb src/in   ; R-   =  56.6   lb sec/in 

Y.   =0.4   in5/lb sec 

2 
Further,   for  stability it is  necessary  that  ax  > — gT;  we 
choose 

ax   = ? gT (6) 

This gives 

-^ = -  10 e-Ts  -  ixio"5 

-Ts +   .0179(71.2Ts + 1) 
(7) 

The second  term in   the numerator represents   the signal path 
through  the  feedback channels   from input to output,   and  is 
obviously  negligible.    The break frequency occurs when 
Toi ■ TT/4,   or essentially  the same as  discussed above.    At 
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zero frequency the result reduces to 

-^ = - 10 
Pi orif5 (8) 

showing the powerful effect of the  feedback gain which 
g/a =  56. 

The sensitivity to changes in the  load admittance 
desirably small: 

it 2 j      2 n v  \     o     -Ts 

IS 

Yo is 

3Y 
[e-Ts  +  ads-H)   j 

(9) 

For   the example, 

^Pp/Pi) 
=  10 

0.0174  Z  e o 
-Ts 

[e"Ts +  0.0179(71.2Ts+ 1) ]2 

or,   at zero frequency, 

TT =  0.169  Z 

(10) 

(11) 

A potentially serious  limitation of   this circuit has 
been pointed out by the author   [9].     The output   flow of the 
gain block  consistent with the above  is virtually 

i.. ,     (R_Cs  +   1  + Y  R-)e 12 O   2 
-Ts 

For the example. 

-Ts +   (TS +l)a/g 
(12) 

(2950  Ts +  l)e ■Ts 

1 e -Ts +   0.0179(71.2Ts +1) 
(13) 

The denominator does  not change dramatically with  increasing 
frequency,  but over the useful frequency band the numerator 
term 2950 Ts forces  the ratio to increase  by roughly a  factor 
of  1600.     Therefore,   at the break frequency the maximum input 
amplitude which does  not saturate  the gain block  is  1/1600 
the corresponding amplitude at zero frequency.     The satura- 
tion accompanying anything  larger than  this  trivial amplitude 
then vastly reduces  the output amplitude,   seriously reducing 
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the break frequency.  Thus, the need to charge a large pair 
of volumes from a saturable source introduces serious rate 
limiting. 

Care is suggested in reading advertising literature. 
Consider the General Electric data, given in Figure 4.  This 
data shows a break at about 200 Hz, not much below the linear 
theory.  Since the closed-loop gain is unity and the gain of 
the gain block is over 2000, a loop gain of several hundred 
would have been possible. Why, then, was the loop gain chosen 
as small as 20? It is not clear a1 so how the loop gain was 
made so small, although the large load admittance clearly 
helped.  Nevertheless, a calculation suggests that the ampli- 
tude of the input and output signals was large enough to pro- 
duce incipient saturation of tne gain block; larger signals 
would have lowered the break frequency by as much as a decade 
or more. 

An entirely different approach , hich eliminates this 
problem is suggested in Section 4. 

Since series capacitors are not practical, fluidic feed- 
back integrators are constructed a way different from elec- 
tronic integrators.  The circuit of Figure 5 has been de- 
scribed by Katz and Poffman 135], Doherty (32], Wagner and 
Barrett [29], Pavlin and Facon [36] and others.  Presuming an 
infinite gain in the forward loop, and making tie critical 
choice 

— =! + —+ — 
Rl      Rl  R4 

(14) 

balances the lagged positive feedback and unlagged negative 
feedback to give the desired integration function 

eo = " CR,R, 12 
— e. 
s i 

(15) 

A typical response to a step input, given by Urbanosky [4], 
is given in Figure 6.  Other authors report proper magnitude 
behavior over a band of four or more decades of frequency; 
this must be recognized as inconclusive unless proper phase 
data is also reported. 

Differentiation is an impractical function to generate, 
but a useful related function is the lead-lag of Figure 7, 
discussed by Doherty [32], Wagner and Barrett [29] and Rose 
[37]. The two break frequencies can easily be set a decade 
apart. A variety of other filter or shaping functions also 
can be created with considerable accuracy and insensitivity 
to load, presuming feedback is placed around a high-gain 
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fluidic amplifier. 

Applications using operational amplifier circuits are 
reported by Stern [38], Holoubeck 139], Gelin and Jardinier 
[40], Florea et al [41], and Schrader [42],  Hydraulic opera- 
tional amplifiers are presented by Kelley and Boothe [43], 
with applications and further development by Boothe [44], and 
Kelley and Boothe [45].  Dvoretsky and Molchanov [46] present 
a hjuraulic operational amplifier using fluid impact modula- 
tors. 

3.2 Other Circuit. 

One may wish to operate above the usual break frequency 
of an operational amplifier, or wish to use cheaper or fewer 
components, and be willing to sacrifice some linearity and 
load insensitivity.  Boddy [20] has proposed a series of fil- 
ter circuits which, with the exception of two circuits de- 
signed to achieve complex poles, employ no feedback whatso- 
ever.  They are comprised of passive RC circuits with a single 
stage amplifier as an output buffer, or a cascade of such 
circuits.  The example of a lead-lag circuit is given in Fig- 
ure 8.  The special case of RT = 1*2 is a high-pass filter 
earlier described by Kelley [47] as "decoupler element" 
approach does not give summers or integrators. 

This 

Parker and Addy [30] propose circuits which attempt to 
improve the performance without the liabilities of operational 
amplifiers.  Their summer, shown in Figure 9, is based on the 
implicit assumptions of linear resistive output and load im- 
pedances.  Their "differor.tiator circuit", shown in Figure 10, 
is actually a disguised version of Boddy's [20] lead-lag (Fig- 
ure 8) when, as is actus1Ly assumed, Vi = 0.  The essential 
difference is the introduction of two buffer amplifiers at the 
input.  Their integratoi circuit, shown in Figure 11, employs 
a volume and positive feedback like the operational amplifier 
approach.  Since the signal is buffered by amplifiers at each 
stage, the behavior is adequate for many applications.  Note 
the "gain control resistors"; good balance, in this case of 
the gains of the apper and lower amplifiers, is needed in any 
active integrator circuit. 

Positive feedback around a fluidic amplifier also has 
been frequently utilized to make oscillators.  Discussions 
are offered by Brown [9], Ashikian [48], and Frey and Wilson 
[49].  Foster and Carley [50] suggest the use of a pressure- 
dependent oscillator as the heart of an analog-digital con- 
verter.  This and other applications of oscillators involves 
the use of modulated carrier systems, discussed by Boothe 
[51] and Boothe and Ringwall [2].  Thj tuned or band-pass 
amplifier of Bowles et al [19] whicn is intended for such 
systems, shown in Figure 12, is particularly interesting in 
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its use of fluid inductors which together with volumes make 
moderate-Q Helmholz resonators. 

Fluidic analog position sensing is surveyed by Chitty 
and Lenaerts [52]. 

A variety of applications using analog amplifiers are 
given by Clark [53], Kast and Uehling [54], Mayne [55, 56], 
Schaedel et al [57], Reid and Woods [58] and Burton [59], the 
last using hyraulic fluidics which seems to be a current 
thrust. 

4. DESIGN  OF  A  NEAR-OPTIMAL  OPERATIONAL  AMPLIFIER 

Vastly better dynamics   should be realized with the oper- 
ational amplifier shown in Figure   13,  which  is  an improvement 
over a design  of  the  author's   [9]   having  a pair of unnecessary 
resistors.     Using the   same  assumptions for  the gain block as 
before,   again  neglecting reactance  in the  passive elements, 
and setting R3  = Zc   (the characteristic  impedance  of  the cross- 
section of  the  resonance tubes),   the overall  pressure gain is 

pi     «14 

Ts 
Z 

o 
gR, 

(16) 

11 ^    .    -Ts  J    ,v 1    . ^ ^  r 
(1-2z^)e      +(Yi + 2z;)T + g 

R.    =   Z     +   R, (1+ Z   Y   ) b o 2 00 

(17) 

(18) 

R- R- Z Z 
r  =   «i  +  R^  +  R^   (1+   ZoV   +   R7+   R^ (19) 

Note that the  round-trip wave delay time  in  the resonance 
tubes  is set equal to  the delay time of  the gain block.     Fur- 
ther,  we now  set 

% "  ^Zc 

which gives 

(20) 

-Ts o 

^2 e    " gR2  
Rl ^   ^   1 1   1   +   2Y.Z     +  rr-Z- +  —-^ +   i(l+ Z   Y   ) 1   c       R. '        R, gx 00 

(21) 
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+ YiR2 + R^ ] (23) 

At zero frequency (s=0) this gives, for the example, 

3(P0/Pi) 
IT =  0.21   Z. (24) 

which  is similar to  the  traditional design. 

On the other hand,   at higher frequencies   this becomes 

a(P0/Pi) 
TT = 10[0.976(1- e"Ts) + 0.021]Zoe'

Ts    (25) 

It can be seen that the sensitivity to load errors or load 
changes increases tremendously with frequency, reaching a 
maximum when Tü)«Tr.  The traditional design does not share 
this problem, and thus has one advantage which can be impor- 
tant in applications involving large and uncertain load 
admittances. 

For the same example values as before, plus 

.5 Z     =  0.0116   lb  sec/in- 

this  gives 

Po in  e-Ts  -   IxlQ-5 

p7 = " 1() —orn  (22) 

This  result is virtually  ideal;   the second term in the  numer- 
ator is  absolutely negligible,  the denominator  is a constant 
differing by  less  than 2%  from the nominal value,  and  the 
response is merely an amplified and delayed reproduction of 
the input over an infinite bandwidth.     Optimal   control  theory 
shows  that the delay e~Ts  is absolutely unavoidable,   and thus 
the circuit can be described even in the theoretical  sense  as 
virtually optimal. 

There are  limitations  not evident in equation   (22) ,  of 
course.     If  the reactances  of the various elements were in- 
cluded,   some  limitation in  the bandwidth would  appear.     More 
fundamentallv,  we  should examine  the load sensitivity: 

9<Po/Pi> 
~^Y-  

R2Zo  e-Ts | 1  ♦ 
K$ 

2   it    Q-
Ts\ 
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The flow emanating from the gain block is 

-Ts e 

-vl p.     R, 1.018 (26) 

This is  virtually the  same  as   the  traditional  circuit   (equa- 
tion   (13))   for (i) = 0,   but for higher frequencies  illustrates 
the total absence of  rate  limiting due  to saturation. 

The  behavior including   this  key  feature  perhaps  can best 
be  understood  for a  step input.     Most of  the flow and energy 
of   the step initially goes  into the creation of  a pair of 
waves which propagate  down  the resonance  tubes.     A tiny  frac- 
tion of   the flow and energy  of the  step enters  the gain block, 
just enough for the vastly amplified initial step output of 
the  gain  block  to equal  the   final  steady-state  output   (pro- 
ducing  no surge which  might  saturate  the  gain block!).     This 
initial  step output  is  than  transmitted through  the feedback 
paths,   arriving  at  the  resonance  tubes  just as   the  initial 
wave  fronts in  the tubes have  returned to their  starring posi- 
tions.     The two incident waves  now cancel  identically,   and all 
further  transients  cease:   static equilibrium has  been  reached. 

In  practice the  very small value of  R3  is difficult  to 
achieve  except with  the use of porous disks   (e.g.,   sintered 
filter disks,  etc.)     It is  possible  to retain part of  the 
virtue of  the concept,   however,   including the banishment of 
transient  saturation,   and  to   improve  on  the  load  sensitivity, 
by using  any properly balanced scheme with the dynamic  filter- 
ing  of   the  loop gain  placed  in  the   forward  path  upstream of 
the  gain  block.     To  the  author's  knowledge,   however,   no  one 
has  done   this  before,   instead  placing  the  filters  downstream 
of   the  gain block or  in  the  feedback  paths.     Compromises  be- 
tween  the  two  designs  might  offer  advantages,   also. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Sarpkaya   [60]   suggests   that  the  point of  diminishing 
returns  has been  reached for   fundamental  fluid mechanical 
studies  of  fluidic amplifiers.     Rather,   effort  should  be  di- 
rected  toward  making  practical   circuits.     The  review herein 
reveals   that  analog  circuitry  has  been developed   to  the  point 
where application  can  be  a  routine  procedure. 

If   a bandwidth  of   200  Hz   is  adequate,   the  use  of   avail- 
able operational  amplifiers gives  simple  and reliable behav- 
ior within  certain  power  and   noise   limitations.     Less  elabo- 
rate but   less   reliable  alternative  circuits  can  be  used  to 
handle design problems  where   the cost of operational  ampli- 
fiers is  excessive or  the frequency  response  is   inadequate. 
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A particular design for a new operational amplifier cir- 
cuit has been advanced which promires greatly extended dynamic 
performance at the cost of an increased sensitivity, at high 
frequencies, to load changes, and the need for more critical 
balancing. 

Related Symposium Papers 

The author has been informed that in addition to refer- 
ences [2] and [10] the present symposium includes relavod 
papers by H. Schaedel, G. Roffman and J. Iseman on ci-cuits 
and circuit analysis, by R.A. Comparin on fluidic interconnec- 
tions, and by M.E. Franke with E.F. Moore and S. Katz with A. 
Hausner and N. Eisenberg on flu d lines. 
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Fig.   1     Summing  Operational  Amplifier,   Nominal  Design 
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Fig.   7     Lead-Lag  Based on  Operational  Amplifier 
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Fig. 8  Simple Lead-Lag 
(from Boddy [20]) 

Fig. 9  Simple Summer (from 
Parker and Addy [30] 

Fig. 10  Intermediate Com- 
plexity Lead-Lag 
(from Parker and 
Addy [30]) 

Fig. 11  Integrator (from 
Parker and Addy [30]) 
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(•)   Tuned Flow Amplllier 

(b)   Tuned Pressure Amplifier 

(e)   Tuned Power Amplifier 

Fig. 12  Use of Fluid Inductances for Interstage Tuning 
(from Bowles et al [19]) 
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Fig.   13     Sununing  Operational  Amplifier,   Proposed  Design 
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ABSTRACT 

Ten notch-filter circuits with biquadratic transfer functions are 
described. Notch filters are used in control systems to prevent In- 
stabilities due to mechanical resonances. The electronic circuit 
literature was searched to find circuits with biquadratic transfer 
functions that could be Implemented with fluidic amplifiers.  The ampli- 
fiers are assumed to have equal Input and output impedances, and all 
high-gain amplifiers used are assumed to have a pressure gain of 2J00. 
Using these characteristics, the frequency response of the circuits Is 
calculated using a dlgita', circuit-analysis program. The best circuit, 
based on accuracy in producing a required transfer function for the M60A1 
tank control system, gain Insensldvlty, and least number of compliances 
(bellows) requires three high-gain amplifiers.  Advantages and disadvan- 
tages of all the circuits are discussed. 
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I 
FLU IDIC NOTCH FILTERS 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with the theoretical design of a fluidic 
notch filter.  Notch filters are used in control systems to eliminate 
instability problems caused by resonances (usually mechanical) of the 
plant.  The purpose of the notch fitter is to reduce the system gain to 
less than unity at the resonant frequency. This prevents control loop 
oscillations that would occur if the (mechanical) resonance makes the 
system open loop gain greater than unity. An ideal notch has the fre- 
quency response shown in figure 1.  One of the required characteristics 
for such a filter is that the gain (attenuation) be relatively constant 
in the vicinity of the notch center frequency.  The reason for this Is 
that the mechanical resonant frequency may shift slightly for one reason 
or another.  If the notch were very sharp, it would no longer coincide 
with the resonant frequency if the resonant frequency shifted slightly. 
A second requirement is that the phase shift be small at the lower fre- 
quencies at which the system open loop gain is unity (the zero-dB cross- 
over frequency).  Finally, it is also necessary that the frequency re- 
sponse of the filter be relatively insensitive to changes in value of 
the -Qm.ionents.  This latter requirement is imposed by the fact that 
fluidic component values change with temperature and it may not be 
possibi'i to hold the temperature constant in all cases. 

OdB 
GAIN 

O»- 
PHASE 

FREQUENCY 

NOTCH- 
CENTER 

FREQUENCY 

Figure 1, 

response, 

Ideal nptch filter frequency 
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The method of approach was to adapt electronic notch-filter concepts 
for the parameters obtainable with fluidlc devices. The electronic circuit 
literature was therefore searched.  It was foutd that the ratio of two 
quadratic transfer functions (biquadratic transfer function or Biquad) 
can have a frequency response that approximates that of an ideal notch 
filter. On the basis cf rough estimates ten biquadratic notch-filter 
circuits that seemed most likely to be capable of adaption to fluldics 
were selected and are described in this paper. 

For each of the circuits analysed the proper values of the components 
were found by equating the coefficients found from the circuit equations 
with those of a Biquad for a specific c  rol system.  This involved the 
solution of a set of simultaneous equations.  A perturbation of the resistor 
values was then carried through on a computer and the effect on the transfer 
function determined. 

2.  TANK GUN STABILIZATION COMPENSATOR BIQUAD 

The particular notch-filter frequency characteristics chosen was one 
that fullfilled the requirements for use with the M60A1 tank gun stabili- 
zation control system. 

The transfer function G(s) of the compensator circuit used in the 
gun elevation axis of the M60A1 tank is [ij 

i2 + 1.5 x 10'J s + 1) 
G(s) 

(■0^6s ♦ 1)(7.0 x 10"ss" + 
(2.1 s + DU.l x 10_»s^ ♦ 7-0 x 10-J s ■»■ 1) 

where s is the Laplace transform variable.  The first fractional factor 
on the right side of the equation gives the single pole and zero of a 
lag-lead network.  The ratio of the two quadratic terms is a biquadratic 
transfer function (Biquad). The notch-filter circuits developed in this 
paper are Biquads; and the Biquad in equation 1 is used as a realistic 
example to demonstrate the capabilities and difficulties associated with examp 
the notch-filter circuits 

(1) 

The Biquad in equation 1 can also be written as 

A(s2 +^It ♦   t.k  K   101*) 
+ i».8 x 33s im 

A(s2  -t- 2i;nojns -HV) 

[s2 + 2;duds + aid2) (2) 

where 
A = constant, 
Cn ■ damping  ratio of  numerator, 
ujn - natural   radian  frequency of numerator,  2TTf 
^ » damping  ratio of  denominator,  and 
uj ■ natural   radian   frequency of demoninator,   2-nf 
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The numerator quadratic has a   resonant   frequency  f    of  19 Hz and a damping 

ratio C    of 0.09;  the denominator quadratic has a  resonant  frequency f . 

of   11   Hz and a damping ratio  ;. of Q.2k. 

3.     CIRCUIT CHOICE CONSIDERATIONS 

The   roots of the quadratic   in  the numerator of equation 2 are complex 
if C 2 w  2  < u 2,   i .e. ,   if  C    <   1.     It   is  apparent  that  both  the zeros 

n'     n n n 
(numerator)  and  the poles   (denominator)  of equation 2 are complex. 

3-1     Passive and Active Circuits 

A passive circuit composed of  resistances,   inductances,  and capac- 
itances   (RLC  circuit)  can  produce a Biquad with complex poles and  zeros. 
Inductances are,  however,  often   impractical   to use.     This   is particularly 
true   in   fluidic circuits where   inductance   (inertance)   is always accompanied 
by  resistance and   large diameter  tubing would be   required  to minimize  the 
resistance with  respect  to the   inertance.     The  sizes  required are  often 
impractical. 

A passive RC circuit  cannot  be  used  to produce a  Biquad with complex 
poles   [2],   but a passive  circuit  can  be built  such that   its  Biquad  has 
complex zeros and  real   poles.     Adding a   lead-lag circuit   to one of  the 
latter   type circuits can  produce a passive  circuit whose  transfer  function 
approximates  the  required  Biquad  at   the critical   frequency  bands  for a  notch 
filter. 

An  active  RC  circuit   is   required   to  build  a  Biquad with  complex 
poles   [2].     We therefore  have examined one  RLC  passive circuit  and one 
RC  passive circuit but we  have concentrated  primarily on active circuits 
involving amplifiers whose  Biquads  have  complex poles and  zeros. 

3.2    Fluidic Considerations 

We  have already pointed  out   the  problems associated with   inertance 
and will   therefore concentrate primarily on  circuits   involving  resistance 
and capacitance;  however,   the  problem of   inertance associated with passages 
is still   with us.    The major  problem due  to unwanted   inertance   is  that 
the  circuit capacitance  present may,  when combined with  this   inertance, 
result   in   resonant peaks   (parasitics).     It   is    therefore necessary  that 
the  tubing  be  small   enough  so that   the associated   inertance   is  small. 
If  the   inertance  is sufficiently  small   the  parasitic  resonance will  occur 
at  frequencies higher than the  frequency band of   interest   in  the  system. 

Fluidic  resistance   is  usually obtained  by  the use of capillary 
tubing which  result   in an almost   linear  resistance or by the use of 
orifices which  result   in  a   resistance   that  varies with flow.     Linear 
resistors are easier  to analyse and will   not  change value   if  the  flow 
changes.     They are,  however,   dependent on  the viscosity of  the fluid. 
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The large viscosity change of liquids as compared with gases due to 
temperature changes makes hydrauileal1y supplied amplifiers and capillary 
tube resistors more sensitive than air to temperature variations.  Using 
orifices for resistors reduces the temperature dependence.  But orifice 
flow is nonlinear, and a linearizing bias flow is necessary.  For linear 
flow resistance, the orifices operate with small s'gnals around . bias 
flow.  The bias flow must be kept constant or the resistance value will 
change, and the need for small signal levels reduces the dynamic range. 
Since it is impossible to supply bias flow through resistors that are 
blocked by capacitors (fig. 2a), circuits with capacitors shunted or 
bypassed by resistors are better for use with hydraulic oil; also they 
can be designed to be self-purging of air (fig. 2b). 

-VW- K- 
K-t-K- 

a.  Capacitor-blocked resistors 

^e 
T 

•A/W- 

^  Capacitors shunted and bypassed by resistor 

Figure 2.  Fluidic RC circuits 

Fluidlc capacitance is obtained by the use of diaphrams, or bellows 
when the fluid is a liquid or when a point-to-point capacitance Is 
required with a gas.  Point-to-ground capacitance may be obtained in a 
gas by using its compressibility properties, but the effect is very small 
in a liquid.  Since point-to-point capacitances are required for the 
circuits found for the notch-filter, we concern ourselves only with 
bellows type capacitances. 

The use of fluid amplifiers for the active circuits Involves 3ome 
problems that are not significant in electronic amplifiers.  A critical 
one is the fact that the input impedance of a fluid amplifier is relatively 
low.  Notch-filter designs given in the electronics literature assume 
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that the amplifier input impedance is essentialiy infinite so that the 
electronic circuits must be modified to account for the finite input 
impedance of fluid amplifiers. 

Furthermore the output Impedance of an electronic amplifier is usually 
small enough to neglect and the amplifier is essentially level Independent. 
Much more care must be exercised in the case of fluid amplifiers where 
the ratio of output to input resistance is usually of the order of unity. 

If the notch filter is not to degrade the dynamic range of the control 
system significantly, noise must be kept to a minimum in the amplifiers 
that are part of the active networks.  Consequently laminar fluid amplifiers 
must be used.  The gain of a laminar proportional amplifier is dependent 
on the Reynolds number at lower Reynolds numbers.  The Reynolds number 
on the other hand is a function of temperature.  Thus at the higher tem- 
peratures (and associated higher Reynolds numbers), the gain of the 
amplifier is essentially independent of temperature; but if the temperature 
is sufficiently low (with associated small Reynolds numbers), the gain of 
the amplifier may decrease appreciably. 

If the gain is to be kept constant over a temperature range that 
includes sufficiently low temperatures, an operational amplifier may 
prove more useful than an ordinary amplifier.  An operational amplifier 
consists of a high gain amplifier (or chain of amplifiers) together with 
a feedback circuit such that the overall gain is essentially dependent on 
the passive components and is almost independent of the amplifier gain 
provided that the amplifier gain is high.  Thus the temperature dependence 
is transferred from the amplifiers to the passive components. 

Small fluidic amplifiers with low-flow requirements are desired to 
keep Flow consumption low.  If the amplifier is small, the amplifier 
resistances will be relatively large.  Therefore, even the relatively 
large time constant-corresponding to the 19 Hz numerator resonant fre- 
quency (equation 2) could require only a small value of capacitance.  If 
the parasitic capacitances due to compressibility effects are comparable 
in value to the required capacitance, the circuit frequpncy response will 
be highly dependent on the parasitic capacitance.  Since this is undesirafcle, 
unduly small amplifiers and the small capacitance values associated with 
them cannot be used particularly if the medium is air. 

For this poper amplifier resistance values of 5-0 x 1010 -—■— 

* 

PSi 
(120 fr-j-T-) have been chosen. This resistance value is produced by an 

amplifier with a power jet nozzle .05 cm (.020 in) square operating 
with hydraulic fluid. This size amplifier provides a low flow drain 
while still allowing reasonable capacitance sizes.  The smallest capac- 

5 • 3 
itance value used is 1.0 x 10 13 rj— (k.2  x 10 5 öTT-) • A bellows capacitor 

with this value should have parasitic capacitances to ground, due to the 
fluid volume on either side of the bellows, several orders of magnitude 
below the point-to-point value. 
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Section 7.1 shows that for the same Reynolds number flow the resist- 
ance of an orifice depends on fluid viscosity. Amplifier resistances are 
essentially orifices; thus, at the same Reynolds number an amplifier using 
air would have a much lower resistance than that of the same amplifier 
using hydraulic fluid.  Regardless of the fluid radium laminar fluid 
amplifiers have similar gain characteristics for the same Reynolds number 
flow [3].  Unfortunately, the bulk modulus of elasticity of air is much 
less than that of hydraulic fluid.  As a result the improvement In output 
resistance using air is offset by the problems due to the increase in 
circuit parasitic capacitances. 

Although hydraulic amplifier resistance values are used in this 
paper circuit 'rrnedance values can be scaled easily for air operation 
or for different sized amplifiers.  To scale for air operation, resistance 
values should be multiplied by the ratio of amplifier resistance using 
air, to the resistance using hydraulic fluid; and circuit capacitances 
should be multiplied by the Inverse of this ratio. 

*♦.  CIRCUIT CHOICES 

Since the best way of overcoming the problems due to temperature is 
still to be determined, many (ten) circuits of different configurations 
were chosen for analysis.  Eight are active, two are passive.  Some of 
the active circuits require only a relatively low-gain amplifier zo  that 
a single stage is u oally adequate.  Other active circuits use operational 
amplifiers whic!., as indicated earlier, require a gain block and a feedback 
network. 

Circuit selection for any particular case will depend on the notch 
characteristics required, the supply fluid, and the fluidic components 
available.  Some circuits use fewer passive components than others, which 
is particularly Important with respect to the relatively large bellows 
used as fluidic capacitors. 

Although circuits using both high- and low-gain amplifiers are 
described, high-gain amplifiers !n operational-amplifier circuits will 
probably be required because of the gain in sensitivity and th> Isolation 
provided by the low output Impedance. 

5.  LOW-GAIN AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 

A wider range of transfer functions can be produced if an amplifier 
is used with a passive RC circuit.  However, the frequency response of the 
circuit Is sensitive to the amplifier gain, and the input and output im- 
pedances of the fluidic amplifiers must be included in the circuit. A 
circuit that uses only one amplifier could not be designed to meet the 
specifications associated with the tank gun stabilization compensator. 
However, a single-amplifier circuit was found that could produce a notch 
filter with a deeper and narrower notch and greater phase shift than that 
desired.  On the other hand a two-amplIfler circuit could be made with 
the necessary characteristics. 
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5.1  Low-Gain Two-Amp)Ifler Circuit 

Figure 3 shows a circuit with unspecified RC one ports. The circuit 
transfer function [%] is shown equated to the Biquad In equation 2: 

^o   a [Y3 - pYj    s2 -*• 21s ♦ M x IP*4     ,.* 
Pj ' Yi + Y3 + Y., - (a - TTYJ '  s^ + 33s + ^.U  x 10^ '   Ki' 

The RC one ports needed to produce the Biquad are found by a circuit 
synthesis technique [4].  The numerator and denominator of the Biquad 
are divided by the term (s+A), yielding 

s2 -t- 21s •*• ].k  x 10'* 
 s •*■ A  

sz -t- 33s -norTiP" 
s + A 

(s+B) ♦ 

(s+D) ♦ 

(21 -  A - B)s ♦   1.; x  lO1* -  AB 
s  + A 

(33 -  A - D)s  +  '♦.B x   ]Qi - AD 
s + A 

Figure   3.     Two amplifier   Biquad circuit 

A Is chosen  so that  the   remainder quotients   in  the  numerator and danominator 
are negative;   then  the corresponding positive and  negative  terms   in 
equations  3 and k can be equated.     From the  resulting equations,   the 
values of  the one ports  can be  solved.     The one ports  are simple  expres- 
sions  for which circuits  can be   recognized  easily.     The  value of A 
determines  the magnitude of the one-port   tim«. constants e "i the one-port 
circuit  configuration.     Proper choice of A will  provide   -easonable 
circuit  component  values and allow the amplicier parasitic  resistances 
to be   included   In  the circuit   (see also  sect.   6.3). 

Choos'ng A ■  120  in  equati   n k allows   the amplifier  resistances to 
be  Included   in  the circuit.     Figure k shov/s a circuit with the one ports 
in figure  3 evaluated  to produce  the  required Biquad.     The component values were 
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e-oxK)10 
U9XK> 10 

2.5XI0"13 

Figure  **.    Coefficients for  two empllfler  Biquad circuit 

scaled  so that  the  smallest capacitor   is   1.0 x  10"13 jr- (see sect.   3). 

The units of  rtilstaice  are  F— ,     For  simplicity,   this circuit  and 

all  other circuits   in   the paper are shown  single  sided  rather  than dif- 
ferential.     Since  the  fluidic amplifiers are differential   amplifiers, 
a symmetric differential   circuit will   be  needed  for  fluidic circuits. 
All  capacitors   In  this  circuit  are shunted  by  resistors;   thus,  the circuit 
can be used with hydraulic supplies.     The circuit cannot  produce  the required 
Biquad  unless  the driving source  impedance   Is   low.     With  the exception 
of the   Input   impedance  of  the  first amp   ifler,   the   input  and output 
Impedances of  the amplifiers are  Included   in   the circuit.    This   impedance 
has no effect on   the circuit  frequency  response   if a   low-impedance driving 
source   Is  used.     Although  the amplifier parasitic   impedances are   included 
In  the circuit,   a value of A could not  be  found  to make all   amplifier 

resistances  5.0 x  1010 —^-.     Since  some of  the  resistance values are 

less  than  5.0 x  1010  ■—•  additional   resistances cannot  be added. 

The circuit  resistance  values cannot  be scaled up without  reducing 
the capacitance  values,   and one capacitor   is already at  the assumed 

minimum value of   10 x   10"13 TT— (sect.   3)-     Also to avoid output   loading 

problems   the parallel,   two-amplifier circuit   in  figure 5   is  required. 

Table  I  shows  the   frequency  response of   the  Biquad   in equation 2 at 
a low frequency   (1  Hz),   the zerj-dB crossover-frequency band   (5-8 Hz; 
exact   frequency depends  on system gain),  and  at  the notch  frequency   (17- 
21  Hz;.     The phase at   the notch  frequencies   Is not given  since  It   is 
not   important  for  system stability.     The  gain and phase are only  given 
at certain critic?!   frequencies where   the  filter  frequency  response most 
affects   the control   system response.     The  tabular data display provides 
an easy method of  comparing the   responses at   these critical   frequencies. 
Table II (sect,   a)   is  the  frequency  response of  the  low-gain,  two-amplifier 
circuit  shown   In   figure  '♦.      The  frequency  response of  this circuit and 
the other circuits   in   the paper were  calculated using Net  2,  a digital 
circuit  simulation   language [?].    The circuit  of  figure  k and the  Biquad 
of equation  2 have  frequency  responses  that  are nearly   identical. 
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FPEQ  (Hz) 1 5 

Gain  (dB) .04 1 

Phase(deg) -2 -12.5 

TABLE Z. - Blquad    Frequency   Response 

6              7              B               17            16          49 

1.6        2.3          3          -IS.8    -19.5   -21.6 

-17        -23       -31.5                    

20 

-21 

21 

19.5 

TABLE   II.    Low-Gain Two-Amplifier Circuit  with Parametric Variations 

(a)  LoM-gain two-amplifier circuit 

FREQ (Hz) I 5 • 6 7 8 17 18 19        20 

Gain  (dB) .01* 1 1.5 2.1 2.8        -15.8    -19.5    -21.5   -20. 

Phased) -2 -12,6       -17 -23       -31                     

21 

•19 

ib)    Resistance  x  1.05 

Gain   (dB) .03 1.1        1.7 2.3 3 -19 

Phase(deg)        -2.1      -13.7     -18.5       -25       -35 — 

<c)   Resistance  x 0.95 

Gain  (dB)          .04             .9       1-3           19        2.5        -12.6 

Phase(<*«9)        -1.9     -11.7     -15.5     -20.5     -27   

-21.lt   -20.8     -19     -17.5 

•16     -19-6   -21.5   -20.9 

(aj    Gain x  1 .05 

Gain  (dB)         -7.6      -7.8        -8          -8      -8.5       -17.3    -18.8   -19.8   -19.8   -19.1 

Phase (deg)        -2.7       -I I» -17 -20       -2k                          

(e)    Cain x 0.95 

Gain   (dB) ♦7.8 3        I.*       --3 -3-7 "25 

Phase (deg)        -8.5       -26 -27 -27       -27 — 

■33       -33     -26.6     -23 
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Figure   5.    Output   load  reducing circuit 

Varying  all   the   resistors   in  the circuit   in  figure 4 by  ±5 percent 
results   in   the   frequency  responses   in  table   II   (sect,   b, c).     Changing 
the   resistor  values  shifts  the notch center   frequency,   but the effect 
on  the zero-dB crossover-frequency  band   is  negligible.     Changing the 
resistor values demonstrates  the sensitivity of  the circuit  to resistance 
changes as would occur with  temperature.     When   the  resistance   is produced 
predoaioantly  by viscous  forces,   the *5 percent   resistance change corresponds 
to a    ^ 30C  change  for  hydraulic oil   [6] and  a +8°C and  -150C change 
for air [7]  for an  initial  20oC temperature.     The relationship between 
viscosity and   temperature   is  quite nonlinear   [6],  but   hydraulic oil   is 
more  sensitive  especially for   large  temperature changes.    Changing  the 
amplifier gains  by ±5  percent   (table 2d,  e)   changes  the  frequency  response 
significantly,   especially at   the   lower  frequencies.     The amplifier  gains 
will,   therefore,  have   to be  kept  constant   to maintain   the desired  frequency 
response. 

5-2    Single Amplifier  Circuits 

Figure 6  shows a   Biquad  circuit  configuration suggested  by Balabanian 
[8],  and figure  7 shows a cirict configuration  proposed  by Kuh [9].     These 
circuits can   produce a  biquadratic  transfer  functions  and both have 
configurations   that can  be used   in   fluidic  circuits.     Unfortunately, 
neither circuit  can produce  the Biquad  in  equation  1   unless  some of 
the  passive  components  have  negative values. 
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Figure 6.  Circuit proposed by talabanlan 
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Figure  J.     Circuit   proposed by    Kuh 
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Figure  8.     Elliptic   filter  circuit 

5.3    Elliptic Filters 

Figure 8 shows  a circuit proposed by Kerwin and Huelsman  [lOj  for 
an elliptic filter.    An elliptic filter  is a Biquad circuit with  zero 
damping  in  the numerator.    Although this  transfer function  is  different 
from the Biquad   in equation 2,   a useable notch  filter   is produced.     It 
is also a good circuit for fluidic use,   since  amplifier  input  and output 
impedances can be   included  In  the circuit.    However,   since  the  feedback 
resistor  is blocked by capacitors,  this  circuit  is better for pneumatic 
operation. 

The  transfer  function  for  the elliptic filter shown   in  figure 8  is 

s2 •»■   l.<« x  10" 

s2 + 33s + 4.8  103 

A31 
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The component  values are easily found  from a set of equations given by 
Kerwln and Huelsman  [10]. 

Table  III   shows  the  frequency response of the elliptic  filter.    The 
phase shift at  the zero-dB crossover frequencies   is  greater  than  that of 
the  required Biquad   (table X) •  but  the notch depth  is much greater.    Varying 
the  resistor values  by ±5 percent moves  the notch-center  frequency;  but 
because of  the greater notch depth,  the  rejection at  the notch center 
frequency,   19 Hz,   Is still   greater  than  that of  the Biquad   In equation  1 
(table   11 lb,  c).     Changing  the gain  by ±5 percent  has  little effect 
on the notch frequency  response, but  the phase  lag at the zero-dB cross- 
over  frequencies   is affected,     (table  Mid,  e). 

S.k    Boddy-Feedforward Circuit 

Boddy  [ll] describes a number of fluldic RC circuits  that   include 
a  Biquad   (figure 9).     The circuit corresponding  to  the block diagram 
in   figure 9 has   the  same  transfer  function  form as   Boddy's circuit but 
provides more   insight   into the circuit design and  simplifies  the transfer- 
function calculation.     The  transfer  function  for  the circuit of figure 9 
is 

>.    l[.«M.*.).  ♦Hp£| 
P- "    s2 +  (a + ß)s + aB + AC (6) 

Matching  these coefficients  to the  resonant  frequencies and damping 
coefficients   in equation 2 yields 

ID- -/aS + C/B C n n 
a + 

2/aß + C/B 
(7a) 

u. -  /aß + AC a + 

2/aß + AC 
(7b) 

A 

i •»T pi n             i 
C 

'      +
W (•-KI)(»+/3) x '♦  ' 

J .1 

% 

Figur«    9.     Feedforward circuit fliven by Boddy 
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FREQ (Hz) I 

Gain (dB) 0 

PhM«(deg) -2S 

Cain (dB) 0 

Phasc(dag) «J.i 

Gain (dB) 0 

Phase(d«9) -2.'» 

TABLE III. Elliptic Flltar with Parametric Variations 

(a) Elliptic Flltar 

18 

Gain (dB) 

Phasc(deg) 

Gain (dB) 

Phase(d«g) 

• 5 

-2 

5 

1. 

-15 

1.2 

-16 

.6 

-I* 

1.6 

-12 

.5 

■18 

6 

1.6 

-20 

7 

2.2 

-27 

17 19 20 21 

y 

-36 

17.8     -25       -56     -27.5     -22 

(b)    Rat I stance x 1.05 

1.8         2.5       3.3           -23       -M.       -28 

-22 -30 -ill                  

-22       -19 

(c)    Resistance x 0.95 

.9          I.I           2          -13.»t »lt.* -'i'4 "56        "28 

-19 -21. -32                         

(d)     Gain x  1.05 

2.2            3              ^            -17 •*        -55 -27 -21.6 

-16 -22 -30                             

(e)     Gain x 0.95 

.9          M        1.9         -18.7    -25-7      -56        -28 

-2't -31 -'»2                       

-23 
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From equations 7* and 7b, 

u ; 
n n "d^d 

a + (8) 

For the Biquad In equation 2, the product of the resonant frequency 
and the damping ratio of the numerator and denominator quadratic terms, 
respectively, are not equal. Therefore, Boddy's circuit cannot be used 
to produce this transfer function. Another difficulty with Boddy's 
circuit is that equation 8 limits the values of a and 6; thus, the gain 
C must be very large (C - lO1*) to produce the required resonant frequencies. 
Accuractely maintaining such high gains is not feasible. 

6.  OPERATIONAL-AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 

5.5 Low-Gain Amplifiers Summary 

The two-amplifier circuit (sect. 5.1) is the only circuit found with 
low gain that can accurately produce the required Biquad.  The elliptic 
circuit is relatively insensitive to gain changes and, if a way to add 
darling to the numerator quadratic could be found, it would also be 
isiatively insensitive to resistance changes.  Both of these circuits 
■.-quire low 'mpedance driving sources and constant amplifier gains. 
It may be necessary to use the operational amplifier circuits described 
in the next section to provide these requirements. 

If the amplifier block has sufficiently high gain, the gain of the 
operational amplifier, scaling circuit in figure 10 is determined by the 
ratio of the feedback resistor R- to the input resistor Rj.  Also the 

high-gain amplifier input impedance R. and output impedance R can be 

neglected when the sealer is used in a larger circuit.  Xf the sealer 
circuit is used as the amplifier in section 5, the sealer gain will 
remain constant as long as Rp/R. is constant and the gain is sufficiently 

high.  Also because of the low output impedance of the scaling circuit, 
it can be used to drive the circuits in section 5- 

—\\\  

-WVr 

£• 
Sw     Ro 

Figur«   10. Operational   «npllfler   circuit   for   low  gain   sealer 

By  using  RC  circuits   in  the   input  and  feedback of high-gain amplifiers 
(operational  amplifiers),   the  frequency  response  of  the circuits   is 
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dependent only on  the passive components as   long as   the gain   is  sufficiently 
high.     Because of  the  relatively  low   input   impedance,   relatively high output 
impedance and only moderately  high gain of  fluidic gain blocks,   the   loading 
effects of  the amplifier parasitic  impedance cannot  be neglected.     Phase 
delay   in  the gain block can also cause stability problems  [12,13]. 
In  this section of  the paper  six circuits using high-gain  amplifiers are 
described,  and  the   frequency  response of the  circuits  including amplifier 
parasitic resistances  is calculated. 

6.1      Input  and Feedback Transfer-Impedance  Ratio Circuits 

Figure   11  shows a high-gain amplifier with a  two-port   input and 
feedback circuit.     The overall   circuit  transfer function   is 

lim    _o 
k-«    P, 

liF 

•21I 
(9) 

where 
Z21   is  the  transfer   impedance of the  two port, 

F      is  the  feedback  subscript,   and 
I      is  the   Input subscript. 

The  transfer   impedance  of  RC   two-port  circuits are catalogued  and 
can   be  found   in many  references  [l'»,   15,   16].    Producing  the  required 
Biquad becomes a  task of  finding RC   transfer   impedances with complex poles. 
The  placement of  the  transfer-impedance zeros,  the  spread of  the  component 
values,  and   the circuit  configuration   lead   to several  circuit  possibilities. 

Figure  11.      Input and   feedback  ratio  operational   amplifier 
circuit 
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6.1.1     Simple Bridge-Tee  Blquad 

Figure  12 shows a bridged-tee ci-nlt with the transfer   impedance  [17] 

7      , A  (Tts •>•  1) ,.-. 221 ' TTr^TTTTTT ^^ 
and A - R2, Tj - 2RiC, and T2 - R2C/2; (10b) 

using this transfer  impedance   In equation 9 

Pn      Apd Fs +  1)(T -T js2 + T     s + 1) 

7" A.(T Ts +   1)(T FT  Fs^ * T'   s + 1) 
A I      ll ir   2F 1F 

(11) 

The coefficients of equation  11,  obtained  by comparing   like coefficients 
of equations  1   and   11,  are 

TiT -  1.5 x   IQ"3 T - • *.? * IO-2 

21 

T - • 7.0 x  IO"3 T2F »  3.0 x  IO-2 
(12) 

The component values are calculated by using these values in equation 10b. 
The pole frequency in equation 11 is 1/T 

ll 
670 rad/sec 0' 107 Hz, and 

the zero frequency is 1/T.p - l^O rad/sec or 23 Hz. The pole can be 

Ignored, but the zero will affect the desired transfer function 
(equation 1). 

Figure 13 shows the simple bridged-tee circuit with components 
evaluated to produce the required Biquad.  The high-gain amplifier is 
assumed to have a gain of -2000 with both input and output Impedances 

equal to 5.0 x 1010  5—.  The dynamics of the gain blocks are assjmed to be 

second order, with a resonant frequency of 200 Hz and a damping ratio 
of 0.5.  The impedance values were picked for a hydraulic amplifier, 
but the circuit values can easily be scaled for different impedance 
values by a different choice of A.  The amplifier dynamics were chosen 
to represent the lowest resonant frequency measured in fluid amplifier 
frequency response tests [l8]. 

Table IVa shows the frequency response of the simple bridged-tee 
circuit.  Because of the additional zero at 23 Hz, the notch is not 
as deep as the required Biquad notch (table I), but the phase shift at 
the zero-db crossover frequencies is less (tables I and IVa).  Reducing 
T T In equation ll would reduce not only the notch depth but also the 

notch width, making the circuit more sensitive to notch center frequency 
shifts.  Some tradeoffs of the desired Biquad (equation 1) characteristics 
might be considered because of the low phase shift and simplicity of 
this circuit. Table IV (sect, b, c) shows the frequency response with 
resistance changes of ±5  percent.  The notch center frequency does not change 
significantly, and the low-frequency phase shift is still small. 
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Figur«  12.     Simple  bridged-tee circuit 

5X10 10 

404XI08 

e.Axicr's^xKr^s+i 

Figure  13-     Simple bridged'tee Mquad circuit 
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TABLE IV.    Slmpl«  Bridg«d-T«e Circuit with Paranatrlc Variations 

(•)     Simple  Bridg«d-Te« Biquad 

7 S 17 18 19 20 21 

2.6        J.5       -14.*     -17.8     19.6   -I8.9   -17 

FUEQ (Hz) 1 5 6 

6aln  (dB) 0 1.2 1.9 

PlMS«(d«9) -1 -3.5 -6 

Cain   (dB) 0 1.4 2 

Phase(dag) 0 -k -7 

Cain   (dB) 0 1 1.6 

Phase (d*g) 0 -3 -5 

(b)     ResUtince x 1.05 

2.9       3.7 -I7.3      -19.6   -I8.9     -17    -IS.* 

(c)    Raslstanc« x 0.9S 

2.3 3 -II 

-9      -15 — 

-15     -18     -19.6   -I8.9 

FREQ (Hz) 1 S 6 7 8 

Cain    (dB) .28 5.8 -.75 -5.6 -9 

Ph.se (Jag) -li -128 -151 -159 -163 

TABLE V.    Compound Bridged-Tee Ktquad 

17 18      19 

-35 -38     -40 

20 

-39 

21 

-37 

TABLE VI 

FREQ (Hz) I 5 

Gain    (dB)     -2.2     -10.6 

Phase (dag)   -72 4J 

Dual  of Bridged-Tee for Leg-Lead end Biquad 

(a)  Leg-Lead and Biquad 

6             7             8              17 18        19 

-10.5      -10.2      -9.6           -29 -33     -35 

-H 

20 

-3«» 

21 

-33 

Gain   (dB)       -3 

Phase (dag)   "80 

(b)    Dual  of Compound Bridged-Tee Biquad 

-II»           -15          -17        -18            -37            -40      -41 

-82 -87 -92        -96 —        

-40 -38 
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The  grounded   resistor   in  figure  13   is  blocked by capacitors;   thus, 
this circuit   is better  for pneumatic operation.     The dual   of the   bridged- 
tee   is shown   in  figure  \k.    This  circuit  can be  used with hydraulic 
fluid;  but  now the  pole and zero depend on T  . and T F,   respectively 

(equations   11 and   12), which are  at   lower  frequencies.     This pole  and 
zero  radically change  the  frequency   response  from  the desired values. 

6.1.2    Compound Bridged-Tee  Biquad 

Adding a capacitor   in  parallel   to the circuit   in  figure 12  produces 
the circuit   in figure  15,  which  has  the  transfer   impedance [l?] 

■21 rr T|l + l 

wi th T3  <   J1. 
l^s' TiS  +  1 (13) 

The  zero can  be arbitrarily  chosen  as   long  as T3   •   Ti.    Choosing 
T3  ■ 0.50 x  10"3   for both   input  and  feedback  impedances,   the pole  and 
zero produced  in   the operational   amplifier circuit   (equation  11)   cancel. 
The  circuit  element  coefficients   are  found  by  using equation  12,   setting 
T3  = 0.50  x  10"3,   and  by  using  the   following equations   [l?] 

■ HTiT2  -   T^T!   -  T3)J 

tfLXa - T,(T, - TQ] 
AT, 

R: 

Ca 

(iM 
-   T: 

Figure   16   shows   the  circuit  used   to produce   the   required  Biquad.     The 
operational  amplifier has  the same  gain  and phase characteristics  as 
the  amplifier   in   figure   13-    The   frequency   response of   the  circuit   is 
shown   in   table V  and   is  quite different   from that of  the  required  Biquad 
(table   I).     This  difference was  attributed to the small   resistance values 
that  load  down  the amplifiers output.    To overcome this  problem,   greater 
gains or   lower output   impedances  are  required. 

6.1.3    Compound  Bridged-Tee for   Biquad and Lag-Lead 

Figure   17  shows   the  dual   of   the  compound   bridged-tee  circuit.     Since 
the  resistors are  not  blocked by  capacitors,   this circuit can  be  used 
with hydraulic  supplies.     The  transfer   impedance of the  circuit   is  [19] 

-21 

where T3   > T2. 

A(T3S  ♦  I) 
T
I

T
2
5
2 ♦rjm ' (15) 

The  zero and  pole  produced   by T p and T respectively,   can  have 

arbitrary  values  as   long as T3   >  Tj;   it   is,   therefore,   possible   to make 
these  time constants  similar to  the  lag-lead   in  the tank compensator 
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Figure  \k.     Dual  of  tlmple  bridjtd-tee 
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Figur* 15.     Compound  bridged-tee  circuit 
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Figure  16.     Compound bridged-tee biquad circuit 
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control   system   (equation   l).     Using the time  constants   in equations   1 
and  12   in  the   followng equations gives  the component  values of figure   18 

Ri   = rm 
= iillii 

AT32 

- hth 
TJLÜX 

AT. 

TUT 

1211 

AT32 

Tid    - T?) 

W 
(16) 

2R1R2 
2Ri   + R- 

Table  \/l(a)   show5   the   frequency   response  of  equation   1   and  table  VI (b)   shov;s 
the  response  of   the circuit   in  figure  18.     Again   the amplifier   is   loaded 
by  the circuit  as can be  seen  by  the   large  phaie  shift at  the zero-dB 
crossover  frequencies.    A  lower output   impedance  amplifier   is needed  for 
satisfactory  performance. 

6.2    Bohn's   Biquad  Circuit 

Figure   19   shows  a multiple  feedback  circuit  configuration  proposed 
by Bohn  [20,21].     The boxes   represent one-port  admittance circuits. 
The  transfer   function  for  this circuit   is 

Jft.  Y3Yi  ♦ Utot   •*■  Y2  -t- Y3  -t- U) 
+   Y,   +  YJ (17) 

Y3Y,  ♦  Y5(Yr+  Y2 

when  the  amplifier gain   Is   large.     Various one-ports could be chosen  [21], 
but  a  satisfactory choice  for a  fluidic circuit   is  shown   in   figure 20. 
Following  are   the  circuit   values   that  were   found.     First,   the one  ports 
in  figure   19  are 

Yl = 6, 

Yu 

where  G. 
1 

=   1/R. • 

C?s 

Cus + G 

Y3  = G3 

=   Yfe 

(18) 
Cos 

Using   these   values,   equation   17  becomes 

P 
o 

P" 

.2 t   (§j  •*■ G3 -*■ Gu) .  G1G3 
(C2 -*•  CJ 

,.  LG3C14 •*• MGJ  ♦ G3 VG.JJS   + GjG^ 
C^Trr*-^) Co(C2  ♦ 

(19) 

"czy 
Equating like coefficients of equations 19 and 2 provides four simultaneous 
equations and six unknowns.  By ietting two of the unknowns to the values 

CQ = 1.0 x 10 13 and G. = ■i- - 1.0 x 10 .10, (20) 

and using a digital computer routine for sets of nonlinear, simultaneous 
equations to solve for the remaining unknowns, the component values in 
figure 20 were evaluated. 
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Figur*  17-     Dual   of compound   bridged-te« 
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Figur« 16.    Dual   compound bridged-tee blquad circuit 
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Figure  19.    Circuit  configuration   for  Bohn't Circuit 
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The amplifier in figure 20 has the same gain and phase characteristics 
as previously used.  Table VII (a) shows the frequency response of the circuit 
in figure 20.  The response is slightly different from that of the required 
Biquad because of amplifier loading, but the response is much closer to that 
of the required Biquad than the two previous circuits.  Tables Vll (b,c) show 
the effects of changing the resistors by ±5 percent.  The frequency response 
is relatively insensitive to the resistance changes. 

Because the amplifier in this circuit is only slightly loaded by 
the circuit, the effects of lowering the output impedance were investi- 
gated.  Since for fluidic amplifiers a decrease in output impedance 
causes a decrease in gain, the gain was scaled dcwn by the same ratio 
as the input impedance.  Table \/ll(d, f) show? that there is no improve- 
ment in the matching of the circuit frequency response to the required 
Biquad as the output impedance R and gain are reduced.  However, the 

change in the circuit frequency response is quite small.  Thus, if am- 
plifiers with lower gain and lower output impedance were available, 
this technique might be useful. The gain and output impedance tradeoff 
will work for other circuits when the output impedance is the major 
resistance term limiting the accuracy of the frequency response [22]. 
One advantage of a lower pressure-gain amplifier is a lower output-pressure 
bias level.  Because of the feedback to the amplifier input, a lower 
output-pressure bias level would produce a lower bias-pressure level 
at the amplifier input.  The gain of most fluidic amplifiers depends 
on the input-pressure bias level [23]- 

6.3 Two-Ope rational-AmplIfier C i rcui t 

The circuit configuration shown in figure 21 has the transfer 
function [2k] 

P 
1 im £- = TATS- 
k-*« I 

Y^Y. - YUY 
Y2Y3 _ II 

3T6 MS 
(21) 

If Y: 

Setting equation 21 equal to equation 2 gives 

Yi - Y2 -*• 21s ♦ \.k  x 10*1 
+ 33s + '♦.B x 10J 

(22) 

Dividing the numerator and denominator of equation  22 by s + a gives 

s2 -t- 21s -*•   Ukjt  IP*4 

 s  +  a s +  ß + 
s' + 335 + k.B x  103    =     ■ 

s + a S  +  Y 

(21 - a -  B)s + l.^ x IG14 
- 016 

s + 1 

(33 -  a  -   Y)S  +  A.8  x  10J -   ay .    (23) 

0  + a 

4A3 

mmmmi 
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Figure 20.     Bohn's Circuit for producing complex biquad 
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Figure 21.     Two-operational-«npl if ler  configurati on 
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TAILE VII.  Bohn's Circuit with Paramtric Variations 

U) Bohn's BI quad Circuit 

vREQ (Hz)     1      5      6     7     ..8      17    18    19 

Cain (dB)   .03    I     I.*    2    2.5   -16.5  -20   -22 

Phata(d«9)  -2.5   -15    -20   -27   -36.5           

20 

-21 

21 

19.7 

Gain (dB)    .03   1.0 

Phat«(d«g)  -2.5   -16 

(b) Resistance x I.05 

1.6   2.15   2.65   -19-6 

•22   -30   -41      

-22        -21      -19.6      -18 

Gain   (dB) .02 .9 

Phase (dag)      -2.5        -I* 

(c)    Resistance x 0.95 

1.3 1.8 2.3 -13 

■19 -25 -33   

-17        -20        -22        -21 

(d)    ft    and Gain t 2 

Gain (dB) 0 .93 M 1.9 2.1» 

Phase (dag) -2.5 -15.<• -21 -27.5 -37 

16.6      -20        -22        -21      -19.6 

(e)    ft    and Gain t I* 
o 

Gain (dB) 0 .8 1.2    1.7    2.2 - 

Phase(deg) -2.6 -16 -22.5  -28.5   -38 

(f) R and Gain - 10 

Gain (dB) 0 .65 1    M    1.8 

Phase(dag) -2.8 -17 -23    -30    -kQ 

16.7      -20 -22      -2l.lt    -19-7 

-17      -20.5    -22.It    -2  .6    -I9.9 
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Equating corresponding parts of equations 21 and 23 gives 

„   {21 - a - ß)s + jJixlO1* -aß 
Yl - s + ß 

Y5 - s + Y 

s + a 0*1 
C33 - a ~ Y)S * ^-B x 103 

s + a 
*l 

By choosing different values of a, 3, and y,  the admittances of different 
simple RC circuits are realized. The terms a, ß, and y  should be chosen 
to maximize time constants so larger capacitor values can be used and to 
ensure that Y2 and Yi« are negative. Also, if no resistors blocked by 
capacitors are desired, then It is required that aß > 1.A x lO1* and 
ay > A.8 x 103. 

Figure 22 shows a circuit with components evaluated for a - 160, 
ß = 160, and Y ■ 82. Tablj VI I I(a) shows the circuit frequency response 
to be very close to that of the required Biquad. Changing the resistor 
values by ±5 percent (table VI I lb, c) shows that the circuit is relatively 
Insensitive to resistance changes. 

6.4 Three-Operat ional-AmplIfier Ci rcuit 

A Biquad circuit using three, operational amplifiers is shown in 
figure 23 [25,26]. This circuit has the transfer function 

1 
ms"' ■*• es -t- d _ Kg 
sz + »s + b " 

^•s2 + JESL 
S^ + 

RiC 
s + 

Mil 
1 

s + 

IM R2R3C jC2  R7 

R3RsR7C1C; 
(25) 

The values for m, c, d, a, and b can be evaluated by comparing equation 25 
with equation 2.  The circuit element values are given by [25J 

ll 
1 

" ad' 

Rl 
1 

K1K2 /b Ci 

Rs 
Ki/b 

" dCT t 

R? - Mi . 

/b C: 

(26) 

** " K2(ma-c)C1 ' 

Rfl. 

Because  there are  five equations and  ten unknowns,   Ci,   C-  and  RH  are 
chosen  to determine   Impedance  levels,  and Kj  and K2 are arbitrary con- 
stants.     Making  R3C1  » R2C2 minimizes circuit   sensitivity,   and making 
Ki2K2 ■  1   distributes  the  amplifier gains.     Figure 2k shows  the circuit 
with components evaluated   to produce  the  required  Biquad. 
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Figure 22.    Two-operational-«mplifier  biquad  circuit 

Figur« 23.     Three-op«r«tiona)-«mplIfi«r Circuit  Configuration 
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TABLE VIII. Two-Oper«tion*l-Ampl1fier Circuit with Pararmtric Variations 

FREQ  (Hz)             1 

(•) Tv#o-Op«rf,tlon«l-Ampl If ler 

5-78 

Biquad Circuit 

17         18         19         20 21 

Gain  (dB)            0 1            1.5         2.1 2.8 -)6.5    -20.4    -22.6    -21.7 -19.8 

Phase(deg)      - 2 -13.7   -18.4      -24.8 ■33.7 

(b)    Resistance x 1.05 

Cain   (dB)            0            1.1           1.7          2.4            3          -199    -22.6      -22      -19.8 

Phase(d«9)      -2.3       -14.7     -20        -27.5       -38                      

•18 

■ <    (c)    Resistance x 0.95 

Gain   (dB)           0             .9         1.4          1.9         2.5         -13       -17     -2C.6    -22.6   .-21.8 

.hast(d«g)        -2 -12.7    -16.8      -22.3      -29.8                               

TABLE  IX.     Three-Operational-Amplifier Circuit with Parametric Variations 

(a)  Thren-Operational-Amplifier Biquad Circuit 

FREU (Hz) 15 6 7 8 17        18 19 20        21 

G.in   (dB) 0 1.0.        16 2.2 2.9 "16      -19.6    -21.6      -21       -19-4 

Phast(de9)        -2 -13      -17.4      -23.5      -32.3                              

Gain (dB)    0 

Phase(deg)  -2.2 

Gain (dB) 

Phase(deg) 

I.I 

-14 

.9 

•12 

(b)    Resistance x 1.05 

1.8          2.5          3-2          -19      -21.5      -21 

■19 -26 -37 —             

■19.4    -17.9 

(c)    Resistance  x 0.95 

1.«            2            2.7          -13      -16.4    -19.7    -21.6 

.16 -21 -28.1*                       

■21 
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Table  IX(a)  shows the circuit  frequency response.    This circuit has 
a frequency response that   Is very close to the frequency response of 
the  required Blquad.    The additional  amplifiers make possible  the use 
of passive component values  that do not  load down  the amplifiers.    Table 
IX(b,  c)  shows that  the effects of a ±5 percent  resistance change are 
relatively smalI. 

6.5    Summary of Operational-Amplifier Circuits 

The three-operational-amplifier circuit   (sect.  6.A)  produces  the 
required Blquad accurately.     The circuit also requires  relatively  few 
passive components.     Only  four  capacitors are needed  for a differential 
circuit.     However,   three high-gain  fluldlc amplifiers are needed  for 
the circuit.     The  two-opeiv>t Ion«il-ampI If ier circuit   dect    6.3)   produces 
the next best  frequency  response.     Eight capacitors are needed  for  the 
differential  circuit.     Since a  low-'mpedance driving s^.'ree   Is needed 
for this circuit,  three hi5^-53lrr amplifiers may actuary be  required. 
Because  the driving source of  the  three-operational-amplifier circuit 
in  figure 2^ drives only  resistors  connected  to the  amplifier   input, 
which   is effectively grounded,  a  driving-source   resistance changes  the 
circuit gain but  not  the  frequency  response.    The two-  and  three-opera- 
tional-amplIfler circuits may therefore require three amplifiers. 

The Bohn  circuit   (s?ct.   6.2)   is  relatively simple but   is   less accurate 
in  producing  the  required  Blquad.     The phase shift  at  the zero-dB cross- 
over frequency   is greater  than  that of  the  required Blquad and will   reduce 
the phase margin of  the  system.     The other single-amplifier circuits, 
which depend on  the  ratio of  the   input and feedback networks,   load down 
the amplifier so that  the frequency  response   is very  inaccurate.     The 
only exception   Is the simple bridged-tee circuit   (sect.   6.1.1)  which 
does not   load  the amplifier  but  does  produce an extra  zero  in  the  transfer 
function.     This zero  reduces   the notch depth but decreases  the   low-frequency 
phase shift. 

7.     PASSIVE   BI QUAD  CIRCUITS 

The main advantage of  passive  circuits over active circuits   is 
that  ideally there are no amplifiers  to affect the circuit  frequency 
response.     However,   in  practice  the  fluidic passive circuits  do  require 
amplifiers  to  increase  the  signal   level   and  to provide   isolation  between 
circuits. 

An RLC  circuit   that  can  produce  the  required  Biq'Jdd was  found,  but 
the high  resistance of  the  fluidic   inertances   (tubes)   did not allow for 
practical-sized components.     A passive RC notch-filter circuit  with a 
complex-numerator but  real   denominator quadratic transfer  function was 
also found.     Compensating  this  notch with a   lead-lag circuit  decreased 
the excessive phase  shift  at   the zero crossover  frequencies.     However, 
the  transfer  function of  the  circuit  still  only approximated  that of  the 
required  Blquad. 
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7.1     RLC Circuit 

Figure 25 shows an  RLC circuit with  the  transfer  function 

P., R]    +   R; 
LCs^  ♦ RiCiS +  1 

(    R2 
Ri ♦ ,R -) L(C| + C2)s

2 [ R,  + R !   +  R2J s +  1 

K(7.0 x  lO'V +  1.5 x10'3s +1) 
2.1  x  lO-^s^ + 7.0 x 10 ■* s +  1 r 

where  K  is an arbitrary scaling constant.     Equation   like coefficients 

gives  four equations and  five unknowns.     By  letting R2 » 5.0 x  1010—;— 
the element values   in  figure 26 are  found. 

From the numerator of equation  27 

LCi L        7.0 x  IQ-5 .   ,       in.2 

The ratio of inertance to resistance of a tube is 

A.7 x 10"2 
L 
Ri 

(28) 

(29) 

where 
length of tube, m, 
radius of tube, m, 

density of fluid, kg/m3, and 
< i»    r n  .j  N-Sec viscosity of fluid, —1— . 

Solving equation 29 for the tube radius yields 

V^VeT . (30) 

(27) 

where u/p, the kinematic viscosity of a typical hydraulic fluid, is 

2 J x IQ'5 .si, 
sec 

so that r - 2.'» x 10_3m ( 0.1 In.), (31) 
o 

The length of tube with this radius needed to produce the inertance value 
In figure 26 Is /,  2\ 

i - 1.3 x 108 • Uyjgjl   '  2m, (32) 

using p ■ 8.8 x 10', which is much too long for most applications. 

To perform the same calculations for the RLC circuit using air. It 
is necessary to first scale the component values for the lower Impedances 
in air.  Assuming the amplifier Impedsnces are orifices 
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where 
h 
v 
S 
Q 
N. 

'•^■O^-Nfe 
amplifier nozzle height,  m, 
fluid velocity,  m/sec, 
area, m2, 
vS,   volume   flow,   m3/sec,   and 
Reynolds number,  dimension less. 

(33) 

From equation  33, 

-* 
V 

(3*) 

Thus,  for a constant  Reynolds number,  the  resistance of an orifice  is pro- 
portional  to the  fluid viscosity.    The viscosity of air  is approximately 
1000 times  less than  that of hydraulic oil.    The  inertance and  resistances 
in  figure 26 should be  reduced by a  factor of  1000.     Using  1.5 *  10  5  for 
the kinematic viscosity of air   in equation 30,  the  tube  radius  that 
provides  the proper damping  to produce  the  required  Biquad   is 

r    - 2.1  x  10"3m (= O.OBin) 
o (35) 

This   is approximately  the  same  radius  tube  found  for  hydraulic  fluid 
since  the kinematic viscosities of  the two fluids are nearly the same. 
From equation 32,  the  length of tubing required to produce an  inertance 
1000 times smaller with air  Is 

where p 

I    - 1.3 x 105 

1.2, which is still very long 

(3wr 2) 

air 
1.1m (36) 

From equation 30, it was found that relatively large diameter tubes 
are required to produce the low damped inertances for the required Biquad. 
This large diameter tubing in turn requires long tube lengths to provide 
the inertance values for the required time constants.  If large amplifiers 
with lower amplifier resistances are used, the inertance values (and thus 
the tube lengths) can be reduced.  Equation 3^ shows that the resistance 
is inversely proportional to the tube srea.  Increasing the radius k.S 
times reduces the resistance by a factor of approximately 20, and the 
tube length by the same factor.  However, the amplifiers will now require 
20 times more flow. Another problem of the RLC circuit is that the circuit 
is very temperature sensitive because of the capillary flow resistance. 
It is also necessary to drive the circuit with a low-Impedance source. 

7.2 Passive RC Compensated Notch Filters 

Figure 27 shows a parallel-tee circuit which has a transfer function 
with a complex quadratic numerator but a real quadratic denominator. 
The circuit includes a source resistor R and an input resistor R.. The 

easiest way to find component values for a given notch width, notch 
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Figure 27.    Parallel   tee  circuit   configuration 
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Figure 28.    Parallel   tee biquad   circuit 
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Figure 29.     Lead-lag  circuit   configuration 

3X10 

I.33XIO" 

Figure 30. Lead-laf circuit 
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center  frequency, and values of R    and R_  Is to use the graphical   technique 

described  by Bocast  [27].     The circuit with  the component  values  shown 
In  figure 28 has the frequency  response  shown   In  table X.     This circuit 
has much more phase shift  at  the zero-dB crossover frequencies  than 
the  required Biquad   (table   '),  as well   as a deeper notch. 

A  lead-lag circuit can be used  to decrease  the phase  shift at the 
zero-dB crossover frequency.     Placing the zero at k Hz and  the pole at 
16 Hz decreases  the phase  shift at  the   lower  frequencies.     Figure  29 
shows  a  passive,   lead-lag circuit which  has  the  transfer  function 

R?Cs +  1 

I 
Ri   +  R-)  + R- R1R2 +  R9R 2N     cs + 

+  R2  +  R3 

.Oks +  1 

.01s +  P (38) 

3 = 5.0 x io10!ti*£. where  K  is an arbitrary scaling constant.     Setting Rj  - R 

(amplifier   input and output   resistors)   leaves  two unknown  circuit elements 
that  can  be  found by equating  the  like coefficients   in equation  37. 
All   the  circuit values  are  shown   in  figure  30. 

It was  found that a slightly different   lag-lead  in equation   1  when 
used with  the parallel   tee notch and   lead-lag circuit  produced a better 
approximation of the original   transfer  function   (equation  1).     The 
circuit   for  the passive   lag-lead  shown   In  figure  jl   has  the  transfer 
funct ion 

RjCs +  1 
(Ri  -*• 2R2) Cs +  1 

■ 06s 
2L3s + 

1 
TT (39) 

which differs slightly  from  the   lag-lead   in equation  1.     Setting 

Rj  ■  5.0 x  10lß  5—    (amplifier  resistances),  R2 and C  are  found by 

equating   like coefficients   in  equation  38.     All  of  the  circuit   valuer 
are  shown   In  figure 32. 

Putting  the circuits   In   figures  28,   30 and  32  together gives a 
passive circuit with  isolating amplifiers   that approximates  the  transfer 
function   In equation   1.     Table  XI   shows   the  frequency  response of  the 
combined  circuit.    Comparing  this  frequency  response with the  response 
of equation   1   in  table Vl (a)   shows  that   the passive circuit  has   less 
phase  shift at  the zero-dB crossover   frequencies and a deeper but  sharper 
notch.      If  the  resistance values are  changed ±5 percent,   the   low-frequency 
response  stays  relatively constant,   but   the gain at   the notch  frequency 
changes   greatly   (table Xlb,  c).    Table  XI(c)   shows  that  the notch center 
frequency drops 5 dB below  the desired value   (table Via).     If either 
temperature  remains constant or  the  system can  tolerate notch depth 
variations caused by temperature changes without  becoming unstable, 
this  circuit  provides a means of building a notch filter with passive 
elements  and   low-gain  fluldic amplifiers. 
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Figure  31.     Lag-l«*d circuit  configuration 
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Figure 32.     Lag-lMd circuit 
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FREQ   (Hz) I 

G.ln   (dB) 0 

Ph«»e(d«g)      -.9 

TABLE X. Twin T«« Clrct it 

5    6 7     8 17 18 19 20 21 

2.3  -3-2 -«i.3   -5.3 -2* -32 -35 •26 -22 

II   -kl -52   -57           

rREQ  (Hz) 

6«in   (dt) 

Pha*«(d«g) 

TABUE XI.     Ptsslvc RC Circuit  with Parametric Variations 

(a)  Pasilve RC  Comoensated Notch 

1           '5             6         7              8            «7 18        19 

-it.8     -11.7      -12       -12.4       -13           -29 -36       -39 

■65 

Cain (dB)   -5.1 

Phase(d«g)   -64 

-34 

11.8 

-34 

Cain (dB)   -k.k      -li." 

Pha$e(d«g)   -65   -3* 

-34    -36 

(b) Resistance x 1.05 

-12   -12.6   -13     -35 

-35   -37   -39    — 

(c) Resistance x 0.95 

-12   -12.3  -12.7    -25   -29 

•J»   -35    -37         

20   21 

-30 -25.5 

-l»0.6  -30   -26 -22 

■37  -39 ■30 
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7.3    Summary of Passive Circuits 

The RLC circuit,  although theoretically capable of producing  the 
required Biquad,   is   limited by  the   large size of  the   inertances or by 
the   large supply  flows   required by   larger  fluidic amplifiers  needed to 
produce   lower  amplifier   impedances.     The RC circuit  only approximates 
the  required  Biquad   response.     Although  the  zero-dB crossover-frequency 
phase   response   is  good,   the notch   is  very  sharp  ^nd   therefore very sensitive 
to component  value changes.     Because of these problems,   it   is probably 
better   to use   the active circuits.     But where supply  flow  is plentiful 
and temperature   is  relatively constant,   it could be   less expensive to 
use  the passive circuits. 

8.     SUMMARY OF  BIQUAD  CIRCUITS 

Ten notch-filter circuits  have  been   investigated  to determine whether 
they can fulfill   the   requirements  for  the M60A1   tank control   system. 
Table  XII  provides a  summary of  some of  the more   important  characteristics 
of  the circuits   investigated.     We note  that  the circuits  that  require a 
low-impedance  driving  source will   need an additional   low-output-impedance 
amplifier or other   low-impedance source.     The number of passive and 
active components   in   the circuits   is  given   in  the   table since this   is 
important for determining packaging  size and flow  requirements.     The 
relative sensitivity of the circuits  frequency response  to  resistor value 
changes  listed   in  the  table   is  indicative of the effect of  temperature 
variations.     Tie degree  to which a circuit produces  the  required transfer 
function  is   indicated qualitatively   in the column   labled "Biquad Performance". 
The  behavior o:  the  high-gain circuits depends on   the values assumed for 
amplifier gair   and parasitic  resistances.     If  the  amplifier  gain and 
resistances a"e different  from those assumed  in  this  paper,   the circuit 
frequency response will   also be affected. 

9.   CONCLUSIONS 

Of  the 
ampli f ier ci 
circuit for 
produces the 
are   required 
produce the 
this circuit 
of  the capac 
the   resistor 
provide  the 
value cannot 

various  circuits described  in  the paper,   the three-operational- 
rcuit appear1,  to be  the most practical   fluidic nccch-filter 
the M60A1   control   system.     First  the  circuit accjrately 
required   Biquad,   and  although  three   high-gain   jmplifiers 

,   the other high-gain amplifier circuit   that cm accurately 
Biquad  also requires  three amplifiers.     Most   in.portantly, 
requires   fewer capacitors  than  the  other circuits,  and all 

itor values are equal.     Because the capacitor  values are equal, 
values,  which are more easily controlled,  can  be scaled to 

required  transfer  function   if bellows with an exact capacitance 
be obtained. 

Although  the  three-operational-amplifier circuit appears to be the 
best  circuit   for meeting the  requirements of this   investigation,  other 
circuits might  be a  better cho!ce  for producing different  notch-filter 
transfer functions. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report presents  the  initial   results of an effort  to determine 
whether  low-power, passive hydraulic,  fluidic control  components operated 
in  the  linear  laminar  regime can be used  In high-performance control  systems. 
I.e., control  systems with a dynamic range > 1,000 and negligible parasitic 
dynamics below 100 Hz.     Hydraulic  resistive and capacitance summing Junctions 
and compensation circuits were  tested and found to have   low frequency dynamic 
ranges of  1,7~0 and 20,000,   respectively.    They also have good  frequency 
response.    The parasitic dynamics were found to cause 6 to 8 degrees phase 
shift at   100 Hz  for both  the summing junction and compensation circuit. 

These  results were obtained with a   low-noise-level   pump   (0.007 kP 

or 0.001  psi),  nearly constant oil  temperature   (120C), and very  little 
entrained air bubbles  In  the oil.    They  indicate that  low-power,  passive 
hydraulic fluidlcs can  be  used   in  high-performance control   systems  under 
these conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Low-power, hydrdulic control  which  involves sensing,  amplification, 
compensation,  etc.   is currently  limited by   (l)   the  lack of basic design 
procedures and  (2)   the nonlinearitles,  and   inaccuracies of  those procedures 
which are available.    Therefore,   low-power  control   is presently accomplished 
by electrical, mecharical   or electromechanical  means [l].     Hydraulic   fluidics, 
which can be used  to amplify,  sense,  etc.,  offers a mean for overcoming 
the   limitations ment oned above.    The  use of  low-power,   hydraulic control 
in  a  system with hydraulic  power   transmission has  the following advantages 
over electrical,  medianical,  or electromechanical  control: 

a.    The hydraulic to electrical   or mechanical, etc. 
are eliminated. 

interface devices 

b. The  transmission  power supply can  be used to power   the control 
ci rcui t. 

c. The overall   system  is more   rugged,   (few moving parts). 

d. The overall system can possibly be produced and operated at 
lower cost (few moving parts, no auxiliary power supply for 
electrical, or mechanical   components [2]); and 

e. The overall   system  is simpler [2]. 

This paper presents  the   Initial   results of an effort  to determine 
whether  low-power,  passive.   hyJr.jlic,  fluidic control  components operated 
in  the  linear,   laminar  regime can  be used   in high performance control 
systems.     A high performance control   system is defined as one with a 
dynamic   range or  operating   range  >   1,000 and negligible  parasitic or 
unwanted  dynamics  below   100  Hz open   loop.     The  study was  made  using   the 
analogies  between elementary fluid  theory  and simple  lumped-parameter, 
electrical   circuit  theory.     The  results presented here are performance 
and design criteria with  respect   to dynamic range,   (DR),  and  frequency 
response.   Hydraulic resistive summing junctions and resist1ve-capacitive, 
compensation circuits are  considered. 

HYDRAULIC  RESISTIVE SUMMING JUNCTION 

A summing junction   is  a necessary element   in most   feedback control 
systems.     Therefore,  the  hydraulic  summing junction shown   in  figure   1  was 
investigated.     It consists of three capillary tubes and a fixed volume. 
The  tubing   impedes fluid  flow due  to wall   shear with  impedance magnitude, 
Z,   given by equation   (1) 

Z(s)   -  R +  sL (1) 

where 
R = fluid resistance ■ I28ui 

i  = tube length 
D =■ tube diameter 
s = Laplace operator 

fluid   inertance 
TTD?" 

u = absolute viscosity of the fluid 
p = densi ty of the fluid 
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When I and D are the same for each Impedance, the pressure drops 
across the Impedances in SI units are then given as 

APi(s) - P^s) -PaCs) - 

AP2(s) - P2(s) - P3(s) 

1281U   M 

')28\il ^   . kpl + s Hpl 
wO 

AP3(S)-P3(S) -P.(S). P||^.J# 

Ql(s) - ZjCs) (b(s) 

Q2(s) - Z?(s) (l2(s)    (2) 

QtU) - Z3{s)  Q3(s) 

where the pressure In the volume Is assumed to be uniform. The fluid Is 
Incompressible and the Junction volume Is fixed to that the volume flow, 
Q. Is 

Q3(s) - Q^s) + (l2(s) (3) 

From equation   (2)   the  sum of  the   Input  pressures  to the volume Pi (s)  + 
P2(s)   Is given as 

'l28yJl   A       kol 
-\U     + s  - TTD" PD [Ql(s)  + Q2U)] (*) Pl(s)  ♦ P2(s)  « 2P3(s)  + 

Substituting   (3)   into   (k)   gives 

P^s)  + P2(s)  - 2P3(s)  + P3(s)  - Pjs)  - 3P3(s)   -  Mt) (5) 

If Pi»(s)   is  the  systems       ambient or  return pressure then, 

,,{,)   . Pl(s)y2(s) (6) 

Therefore,  when  used as a  summing junction,  neither   the magnitude 
nor    the  reactive component of  the   npedance affect  the  junction  dynamics, 
Moreover,  since  the output of  the  Junction   is not a  function of   impedance 
magnitude.   It   is  not a  function of  temperature. 

Capillary  tubing with  1.585 mn* and  0.762 mm  ID was  used because  it 
was  readily available.     The   lower   impedance,   1.585 mm  ID,   tubing was used 
to build  the summing junction sinca the junction pressure  P3(see  fig.   1), 
must drive subsequent  circuit components whose   Input   impedance must  be 
high with respect  to Z(s)  or R  to minimize  loading effects. 

The experimentally determined DR and  frequency  response of  the 
junction are discussed   in  the  following  sections. 

SUMMING  JUNCTION  Ü'NAMIC   RANGE 

The  tubing   impedance Z   is     primarily  resistive over  the frequency 
range of   interest;   therefore,   the  DR of  the junction   is  essentially 
determined by  the  resistance. 
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Hydraulic  resistance,  R,  due  to wall   shear   Is given 

R " -Wr- (7) 

The dynamic   range of hydraulic  resistance due to wall   shear   Is 
given as  the ratio of  the maximum pressure difference across  the   resistor 
to  the minimum pressure difference  for which expression   (7)   Is  valid. 

DR 
Ap      [expression   (7)  valid] 

maxL     r "• ' 
Ap  ,   [expression   (7)   validl 

ml n 
(8) 

The maximum pressure difference across  the given  tube,   for which  the  loss 
is   linear  and given by expression   (7),   is determined by the maximum flow 
or  Reynolds Number, N^.     From studies  by  Shapiro, et al   [3]  the maximum 

NR  for which equation   (7)  holds   is given  by 

N„ » 5 £ Rmax D (9) 

For ND  higher  than 5 f.- the flow   Is not  fully developed and equation  (7) 
i 

I s  not valId.     For N    <  5 T-    the  AP across  the   tube  Is 

The  Reynolds number can  be written as 

where 
V =  velocity. 

Thus flow as a  function of N     Is 

Q = N 

Substituting   (12)   Into   (10)   gives 

(10) 

(11) 

TTDU 

R ^p 

and substituting   (9)   In   (13)   gives 

128ua       r   /«.v        ITOU AP 
max ITD^ W   '  T^- 

(12) 

(13) 

(IM 

The  minimum pressure difference AP   .     for a  resistor connected  to mm 
arother  fluid element  using hydranllc  fluid so that  there  is  no air   Inter- 
face,   is  determined by  the system noise   level.     However,   if  the   hydraulic 
fluid flowing  through  the  resistor exits   into air  (which  Is  the case   In 
the  summing junction  discussed  above),   then  the minimum pressure difference 
for oil   flow  In a horizontal   tube   Is  the  pressure needed to overcome  the 
surface   tension   force at  the   tube exit.     The  surface  tension  force,  a, 
for MIL-H-56O6B oil   is 
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- ».I &S&. 31.9 x 10-3 1 
cm 

The  total   force  Is 

F - CJTTD 

(15) 

(16) 

Therefore,  the pressure acting on  the surface, due  to surface tension  is 

Pmr--'7ö7mr (17) 

tube ka 

Thus,  the  upstream pressure P, must be > p— .    The exit pressure  is 
atmospheric,  therefore 

*.,„ - r (18) 

Using this expression gives  the maximum obtainable or upper   limit on  the 
OR as 128pll      ri^x     ffDiJ 

TTD1*     '   ^^D^'     p 160M2112 

DR max Ik 
D 

po DT (19) 

Using expression (19) the DR for a capillary resistor of length I » 7.62 cm 
(3 inches) and ID - 1.585mm (0.062 inches) is 680. 

The low frequency dynamic range was determined using the test setup 
shown in figure 2. The regulated pressure from the source was applied to 
the first volume so that for this test Pj » P2 and P3 - 2/3 Pi, (see fig. 1). 
The low-pressure measurements were made with variable reluctance pressure 
transducers which convert the applied pressure signals to electrical signals. 
The electrical signals are amplified (then attenuated for use in one of 
five output voltage ranges) by the signal conditioners and measured with 
a vacuum tube voltmeter.  The high-pressure measurements were made with 
bourdon-type pressure gauges. The experimental accuracy of the measure- 
ment was ±3% for each reading.  Data on the dynamic range, taken through- 
out the input-output pressure range is shown in figure 3 where the inter- 
mediate range is omitted so that the complete range may be shown in one 
figure.  The experimental data is within ±3% of the ideal value at a point 
far above the upper limit for  linear operation (fig. 3).  This limit was 
imposed based on our study of experiments by Shapiro et al [3]- The data 
in figure 3 indicates that our choice of Nn   =5 i/D for linear operation 3 Rmax r 

is conservative and that a value of NR   = 12 i/D  may be more appropriate. 

The lower limit AP . agrees with equation (18). From figure 3 the DR of 

the junction is 
111   kP, 

DR  S  0.0805 ^  *   ,'751 (20) 

Since this   is a   linear system,   the DR  is  given by  the  ratio of  the maximum 
to minimum  input or output   pressures.    The   ratio P   /       v/P   /   .   *   is  used K r       r 3{max)     3 (mm) 
here.     The data also  indicates  that   larger   ID  tubing might  be used  to 
provide  better   impedance matching with the  subsequent  component  and  still 
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obtain  a DR of  1,000.     If  there  is no  liquid-to-air   interface,  then  the 
lower   limit  on the element   DR  is determined by  the  system noise  level   as 
previously  stated.     This condition   leads  to a much higher DR as will   be 
seen   In the  discussion of the RC compensation  circuit. 

Testing was limited to  low frequencies because a   large  amplitude AC 
signal   could   not be  generated.    However,  subsequent   tests of  the RC  circuit 
makes   it appear that   the dynamic  range   is good  to  100 Mz. 

SUMMING  JUNCTION FREQUENCY   RESPONSE 

The frequency   response of the junction was  determined using a   test 
setup  similar  to that shown   in figure 2, where Pj ■ P2.     From equation 6 
the junction   transfer function  (fig.   1)   is 

Mt) -44-- PTTTT    3 
(21) 

Quartz-type pressure  transducers,  which  have negligible  fluid capac- 
itance, were   used.     The  junction  frequency  response   is shown   in figure *♦ 
where  the  low-fmquency data   is  in  gond agreement with the   ideal   design 
response.    These data were obtained af .er eliminating essentially all   the 
air  bubbles   from the  junction volume.     Parasitics are unwanted dynamics 
which are due  to unaccounted for   inductance and capacitance   in  the circuit. 
The  symbol,   I,   is used to   indicate   the amount of uncertainty or  spread 
in  the data.     The  uncertainty occurs  at high frequencies because the 
signal   generator output decreases with   increasing frequency and   its out- 
put   in  the  60-100 Hz  region was just  above the  noise   level   for  the 
electronic  phase meter.    The parasitics  that  occur at  high frequencies 
between 70  to  100 Hz are   In  the form of phase   lag.     The high-frequency 
phase   lag   is  due primarily   to transmission delay.     At   100 Hz   it   is 
approximately  six degrees. 

RC  COMPENSATION CIRCUITS 

Hydraulic resistive and capacitive   impedance elements  have been  used 
to build   lag-lead compensation circuits.    The  hydraulic circuit   is  shown 
in   figure 5a  and  its equivalent   in  5b.    The  circuit   transfer  function   is 

G?(S) . £44 - .. RocV 1  2ls;     PTTFT     {R0 + R^CS + 1 

It   can  be   rewritten   as 

where Ti  =   R0C 

G2(s) 
JjS  ■*•   1 

T?s +  1 

(22) 

(23) 

T2 ■   (R0 ♦ R|)C 
r AVolume       #   (Area)2 ,       ...     .x 
C    = --5 ■=(ri—= 5-r- for bellows). APressure    Spring Rate 
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The numerator (or lead) break frequency, f.  ., and denominator (or 

lag) break frequency, t*amt  are given as 

I   f. lead      2vJi'     lag      2ITT 
Uk) 

For given  resistors,  R.   and R   ,  and available capacitors  the break  fre- 

quencies were computed  using expression   (2'»).     The circuit  DR and 
frequency  response will   be discussed   In  the  following  sections. 

RC  CIRCUIT DYNAMIC RANGE 

The  DR of   resistive elements   U a 7-62 cm,   ID =  1.585 mm)   exiting 
to atmosphere was  determined   in   the previous section.     Smaller,   0.762 mm 
ID  tubing was  used  In  this circuit  to p'ovide high  input   impedance and 
minimize   inductive effects.     From figure  5  it   is  seen  that  the   resistors 
in  this circuit  do not exit   Into air and consequently the DR  is  highe- 
since AP   ,     Is  determined by the  system noise  level.     The maximum pressure 

min ' ' K 

difference, AP expression   (lA),   for a  resistor of  length 5.08 cm max      p »    »• a      ^ 

(2   Inches)  and   ID of 0.762 mm  (0.03   Inches)   is approximately ^50  kP 
(65psl). a 

The dynamic   range of  the  capacitor   is  given as 

AP 
DR  - 

max 
AP (25) 

mm 
In equation 25, AP   is the maximum pressure difference which may be 

^ max r ' 
applied across the capacitor for which there is no permanent set in the 
moving member, a bellows In this case. The minimum pressure difference, 
AP , , is the system noise level. Tne data on the RC circuit will give mi n 
the DR of the combined RC circu t and Indicate the extent to which the DR 
of the individual elements coincide. The circuit has the following 
calculated impedance: 

Rl 

R 

3.3 x 10" SL ID = 0.762 mm t] = 15.2^ cm (6 in) 

1.1 x 

A 2 

10" % ID 0.762 mm £0 = 5.08 cm (2 in) 

2.32 x 10-13 g- 

Spring Rate, Kb = 219 x 10
2 N/m (125 lb/in) 

Area, AB - 7.13 x ID"5 m2 (0.110^ in ) 

The experimentally determined value of C is 7.'»8 x 10"13 m5/N. The 
difference between the calculated and experimental value is very large in 
this case. There was about a \0%  difference in other capacitors that were 
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tested.  The spring rate for this particular bellows was different 
from the manufacturer's specification.  It was probably overstressed 
during testing.  Since there is no resistance to ground In this circuit, 
the minimum input-pressure signal is determined by the system noise level. 
The system noise level AP .  in the test setup used to determin» tlie 

' mm r 

circuit DR was found to be < 7 Pa (0.001 psi).  For peak-to-peak Input 
signal pressures of 1^5 kP  (21 psi) in the 1-100 Hz range, DR > 21 000. 

3 
qua'.tative studies of the circuit input and output signal spectruns 

show little or no circuit-produced distortion, see figure 6.  Figure 6 
shows large amplitude inputs at 1 and 20 Hz, (the signal at approxinaLe'y 
kO  Hz is the second harmunic of the electronic signal generator signal 
at approximately 20 Hz) where the top t^ace is the circuit input and the 
bottom trace the circuit output. The circuit frequency response for this 
large-input-amplitude testing will be discussed in the next section. 
The system noise level for thes.; tests is the noise level of the measure- 
ment system.  The dynamic range data indie tes that hydraulic resistive 
and capacitive impedance elements have very high dynamic ranges.  In 
actual hydraulic control s>stem applications, the system noise level will 
be different, probably much higher.  This would suggest a lower circuit 
DR.  However, many proposed applications of hydraulic fluidic control 
use differential circuits, so that noise such as vibrations shock, etc. 
that is common to both ports, will be rejected if the amplifiers have 
good common-mode rejection.  A study of laminar amplifier, common-mode 
rejection is now being conducted at HDL. 

RC CIRCUIT FRCgUENCY RESPONSE 

The frequency response of this circuit was obtained experimentally, 
using the test setup shown in figure 7.  The signal generator provides an 
electrical sine-wave signal which is fed into the electrohydraulic servo- 
valve.  The servovalve provides a proportional hydraulic sine-wave signal 
in response to the electricdl input signal which is used to drive the RC 
compensation circuit.  The circuit input and output pressures (P. and P 

I     o 
from fig. 5) are monitored by quartz-type piezoelectric transducers 
These transducers convert the hydraulic pressure signals into electrical 
charges.  The charges in turn, are amplifierd by the charge  nplifiers and 
displayed as Lissajous patterns on the oscilloscope.  This Lissajcus data 
were verified by additional tests using a Drantz phase meter and a Bafco 
system analyzer, respectively, in place of the oscilloscope.  From 
expression (2^) the lag-lead break frequencies are 

flag " 2(32.9 x 1Q-^f ^ Hz; flead ' TlF^mö^)-  ^ Hz (26) 

The theoretical circuit response with the above break frequencies is plotted 
on the same graph (dashed 'ines) as the experimentally determined response, 
figure 8.  The experimental response is seen to be in good agreement with 
the theoretical response using the individual component values.  The response 
is the sane for small a* well as large (1^5 kP ) input signal amplitudes. 
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The high frequency parasitic ph.-jse lag is due to transport delay. The 
parastic phase shift is approximately 8 decrees at 100 Hz. The design 
of these circuits is simple and the actual circuits perform very close 
to the theroetical value.  However, in this case the value of capacitance 
had to be determined experimentally. 

CONTROL SYSTEM APPLICATION 

The control components discussed in the previous sections could be 
used in a feedback-control system such as shown in figure 9- Components 
designated G; and G2 are cascaded (fig. 10) and have a transfer function 
T(s) where 

T(s) - G^s) G2(s) 

CASCADE COMPONENTS DYNAMIC RANGE 

(27) 

The static or low frequency Di' of the cascaded elements depends on 
the range of the individual compon'.nts and the extent to which the ranges 
coincide.  The DR of the cascacie components is shown in figure 11 where 
the maximum and minimum output levels of Gi(s) are plotted with the 
maximum and minimum input levels of G2(s).  The combined DR is determined 
by the inner most curves B and C, that is 1,750.  The measured low fre- 
quency DR of the summing junction, which was limited by the test facility, 
is projected to 100 Hz.  The loading effect, dynamic range, and frequency 
response of these cascade elements will be discussed in the following 
sections. 

LOADING EFFECT 

The cascade transfer function, expression (27), is valid if the input 
impedance of G2(s) is high, so that there is little loading effect on 
Gi(s).  The combined equivalent circuit of the elements is shown in 
figure 10.  Its transfer function is 

,      R Cs + I 
T(s) = I  5 _  (28) 

(R, + R «• «S) Cs •*■ 1 
I   o  3 

where Rj ■ R2 = R3 = Rs, from figure I.  The ideal dynamic portion of the 
transfer function is given by expression (22).  The error in the lag term 

between expression ^22) and (29) is about It [(R, ♦ »J • *.* » 10" Si 
M 10 

and R = 9 x 109 21], 
"P 

From figure 9 it is seen that the output of b2(s) is the input 
signal to the :ystem plant. Normally the compensation circuit output 
signal P (s), must be amplified.  The result depends on the input imped- 

ance of the fluid amplifier used to ampl   the signal. Amplifiers 
currently being studied have input impedances, R., approximately equal 

, Ns to R    where  R 
o o 

1.1   x  10' 
^ 

•       figure   10.     Considering  the  amplifier 
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input   impedance,  R.,   the cascade  transfer  function expression   (28) 
becomes 

T(s) 

If  R, 

R    + R TTI R.R. 
i   I 

R C     +   1 
 OS 
+ R.R    + RLR    +   (R /3)   (R    + R.) 

lo 
TTTTTTT -}  Cs +  1 

1012 % then m5 were increased by a factor of 10, that is R. 

the error   in the lag term would be nearly A.]/ and signa) amplitude would 
be only 75% of the value given by the expression (22).  An even higher 
input impedance is desirable.  Such an increase appears possible through 
amplifier modification at the expense of amplifier gain. 

CASCADE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

The cascade response can be found by adding the response of the two 
components (figs, k  and 8).  This combined response has a parasitic phase 
shift of approxinately 15 degrees at 100 Hz.  This response assumes 
R. >> R .  For the case where R. = 10 R the lag break frequency would 
10 i      o      3 

be A.3% higher than the value given by expression (22).  Other than this 
change the response should be the same as given by the addition of the 
response shown In figures ^ and 8. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A static or low frequency DR of 1,750 was experimentally determined 
for the resistive summing junction where the experimental transfer function 
was within 1%  of the ideal value.  The junction frequency response is in 
good agreement with the ideal response.  The parasitic or unwanted dynamics 
occur at high frequencies where there is measurable phase lag between 
70-100 Hz, primarily due to transport delay. At 100 Hz the lag 's approx- 
imately six degrees.  This lag is acceptable for high performance 
operation.  If this circuit did not have a liquid-to-air interface, a 
much higher DR would be possible. 

A dynamic range of 20,000 was determined experimentally for the RC 
compensation circuit.  The circuit frequency response is in good agree- 
ment with the ideal response.  The parasitic or unwanted dynamics occur 
in the 70-100 Hz region.  They are primarily due to transport delay. 
At 100 Hz, there is a parasitic phase shift of approximately 8 degrees. 
Thus, it appears that low-power, hydraulic fluidlcs can be used in high 
performance control systems under the conditions previously stated. 
These results are for essential constant temperature oil.  The o:l 
temperature in most hydraulic systems may vary over a considerable 
range.  Oil temeraf.ure changes constitute the major difficulty in 
using laminar h draulic compensation circuits.  This difficulty can be 
overcome in two ways; first, the oil car. te kept at constant temperature 
by appropriate heating and cooling.  Secorc*, since the low-pass char- 
acter of this filter shifts upward with iricreasing temperature, i.e., 
it passes higher frequency components, it may be possible tu design the 
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filter so that at the maximum oil temperature it provides sufficient 
gain and phase margin to ensure system stability. This will ensure 
system stabil Itv throughout the temperature range; however, the systems 
response at lower oil temperatures will be degraded. 

I I 
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Figure  1.    Passive,  hydraulic summing Junction 

Figure 2.    Test setup for determining the sunming Junction static 
dynamic  range 

Figure }.     Sunming  Junction static dynamic range 

Figure k.    Sunning Junction  frequency response data 

Figure 5.     Hydraulic RC  compensation circuit 

Figure 6.     Input-output signal  spectrun; 

Figure J,     Experimental   test setup for determining  the compensation 
circuit frequency  response 

Figure 8.     Compensation  circuit frequency  response data 

Figure 3-    Proportional  error feedback control  system 

Figure 10.    Equ'valent  circuit of cascade control  elements 

Figure  11.     Dynamic   range of cascade elements 
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FIGURE 10 
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TWO CONTROL  SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

SUMMING JUNCTION COMPENSATION CIRCUIT 
 1 

b.  RC IMPLEMENTATION 
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